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SABRE TEAM 
11.49 

1 ~. " ' ' ~~~ -, 
.~,J ~;,• - - . 

AOOAMS FAIIIL QUEST & GLORY JIMMV WHITE'S 
11 .49 1-3. 99 15.49 

A320 AIRoBUS .......................................... ,.R~ ... 21.99 
AObAMSFAMILY(t MEO) ........................... fJD6463 ••. 11.49 

:~t.ra~~~eri~~~~ .. ::::::::::::::~·~·z:: .. :::~rs~:··:.~~:: 
AlA BUCKS .......................... , ................. AD6356 ... 17.gg 

:~~~K~ ~u;L~~~~~~~~~~~~A~~J~~-~-~-~~b~~6:.~~t·J.~: 
ALIEN 3 . .......... ........................ I . .. . ............ . R07353 ..• 19.49 

GGII903 

CLEANING KIT FOR ALl CONSOlES OR 
HAND-HELOS .................. GG6065 ... 6.99 
COMLYNX MULTI·I'LAYER CABlE FOR 
lYNX ................ ............. GG5881 ... 9.99 

~IAINS ADAPTOR FOR A TA RI LYNX IUK 
MADE) ......... .................... GG8096 ... 9.99 

BATTERY PACK FOR LYNX (REQUIRES 
SIX HP2 BATTERIES) ........ GG6793 ... 8.99 

• STEREO EARPHONES FOR 

~ .& ~~~~RL~~ WITH 
('{\' ,_ PERSONAL STEREOS) 

t -...., GG6882 • 
~ 3.119 

FOR A FREE 12 PAGE 
COLOUR CATALOGUE CALL 

0279 600204 

~p~=~~~a[~~ Tt.~Rs)··:: :: ~ ::: :· · :: :. :::: :::::~~:t ~~~= 
FUN SCHOOL 2 ~2~) ................................... R05120 .. • 7.99 
FUN SCHOOL 2 6-8) .......... ................. ......... A05t2-l .•• 7.99 
FUN SCHOOl 2 8•) ....... ............................ RP5t28 .• 7..99 

~~~ ~g~ggt ~ ,~:~ ~~~~ .. ::::: :·:: .. ·::· .. :::J::: 1~::: 
FUN SCHOOL 3(1• VAS~ ...... ........ ......... ...... R05309 .. 15.99 
FUN SCHOOl.. 4 ~·5 YA . .................. ....... A06S48 .• 15.99 
FUN SCHOOt. 4 5·7 YRS ............ ........ ....... R06S$0,. 15.99 
FUN SCHOOl .C • VAS} ..... .. ............... ....... R06SS4 .. 15.99 
MIC~O EnGliSH (8 YRS TO GCSE. 
~~N:g~~';H~~ 7:rJ>::~.f¥8~'g~~~M) , .~09025 .. 16.99 
CONFOAMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM) •.. R09033 .• 16.99 
MICRO GERMAN (BEMINER TO GCSE AUD BUSIIIESS LEVEL. 
CON'FOA.\IS TO NATIONAL CUA~I.UM) ............ R09G37 .. f 6.9t 
MICRO MA.lHS (11 VfiS TO GCSE. 
CONFORI.lS TO NATIONAL CtJRRICULUMI •• RD9029 .. 16.99 
MICRO SCIENCE (8 VAS TO GCSE. 
CONFORMS TO NATIONA,L CUAf\ICULUM) ... R09"16Q .. 16.89 

:~gg~::.r~~~Tb~fl~W~:~~6'~ ......... ... RD91t$ •. 16.99 
WHICH? WHERE"? WHAT"? (4·8 YRS) ...... ...... A091$?,. 13.49 

30 CONSTRUCTION KJT2 .......... ........ .... RD9010 .. 31.99 
HOME ACCOUNt'S 2 .. .••.•• , ........ , ........ ..... R05~ . 34.99 

~~~i.~!.~J:·~'br:~kUCTJON'K;T'~: :.: :: ::: : ::~ ~:::: 

WIN £10,000 WORTH OF 
PRIZES IN THIS ISSUE OF NRG 

f. 
APS ...... ....... .... , ..... RC5S38 . .. 23.99 
AWESOME GOLF •.. RC6751 •• 2.0.99 
BASEBALL HI!:ROE$ AC67S8 .2-3.99 
8A$K£1BRAWL ...... RC5539 ... 23.99 
BATMAN RETURNS RCM93 ... 21.99 
BATl\.EZONE 2000 AC8179 .. 23.99 
BILL AND TEO'$ EXCEllENT 
AOVENlURE ............ RC6753 ... 2"3.99 
BLOCK OU'I' ........... RC8112 ... 16.99 
8LUE LIGHTNING ... F!C5269 . .. 24.99 
CA8Al. .................. RC800-I ... 23.99 
CHECKEREDFLAG RCS$40 ... 23.99 
CtfiPS CHALLENGE RC52''10 ... 1&.99 
CRYSTAL ,__.INES 2 . .. RC$760 ... 22.89 
DAEMOHSGATE ...... RC8181 ... 23.99 
DINO OlYMPIC$ ...... AC8180 .. 23.99 
DIRTY LAARY • 
RENEGADE COP ...... RC81'GI ••• 23.H 
DRACUIA Tit£ UHOEAD Ace818 .. 27.98 
ELECTRO COl' ........ RCS271 18.99 
EY£0f THE ltf1tOLD£RRC8213 . .27.99 
GATES OF Z£HDfCOH RCS272 .• 23-99 
HOCKeY .... . .. IIC6759 .. 23.89 
1$11100 ........... ...... RCSSSO. 1U9 
JIMMY CONHORS' BAD BOY 
TENNIS CHAllENGE RC6814 -23.99 
JOUSt • • ... • RC~O .23.St 

~& ... : ==·= LYNX CASINO ..... RC5U1 23JII 
MAUBU IIIKINI 
VOLUVIIAU. RC8115 -
M&PACIIAH - 115J1t 
NfLFOOlliALl .RCIMI ..23.8t 

NtNJA GA!OEN .... , .... RC51:l5 •. ~3.99 
NI"-JA OAIDEN 3 ...... SC8214 ... 27 09 
NINJA NSAD. , ....... . RC8005 ... .<!3.-99 
PACLANO ..... , .• RC51 36 .. ?3,99 
PINBALL JAM ..... . . RC6912 . . 13.99 
PITFIGHTER .. .. , ...... RCS929 . .21.99 
POWER FACTOR ...... ftC8211 ... 13-99 
AA I-DEN.... • .. .... . .. RC8003 ... 23.99 
AAMPAAY .. ............ RC6051 ... ~'3 .99 
ROAD BLASTERS . .. RC5526 ... 23Jl9 
ftOBOSQUASH ..... RC5543 ... 1 8.99 
ROBOTROH 2084 ••• RC6T54 ... 18.99 
ROLLING THUNDER RC8001 ... 23.99 
RYOAR ... ., ....... ., .... RCS$04 ,.,23.99 
S.T.U.N RUNNER .. .. .. RC5424 .. ~3.91 
SHADOW OF YHE 
BEAST ..... ........... RC5193 ... 23 99 
SliUEWORLO .. ..... RC5489 •• 6.99 
SPACE WAR •.••.•. .• RC6913 -.23.99 
STEEl TALONS ...... RC691G ... 23.99 
SUPER ASTEROIDS/MJSSILE 
COMMAND .... ... .. RC8212 .. 23.99 
&UPERSKWHK ..... RC8'186 ... 73.\19 
SWJTC>IBLA0&2 .... f1C8000 • 23.99 
TOKI • ... • • RC0400 24.99 
liiRSOSUB ........ RC8547. 7.99 
ULTUIA'R: Ct!ESS 
CHALLENGE..... • .RC5160 . .:..4.99 
ULTI!AstAR 

~"ID 
~INDIC.4TORS 

~ 
ZARI.OR 
~ . .- .23.99 

• 0279 600204 • Special Reserve Sales • 0279 600204 • Please note there Is a SOp surcharge on software Items ordered by phone. 



-COio1P!TITIOII 
PRO
JOYI11CK 
001010 
12. .. 

- COio1P!TITIOII PRO STAR JOYSTICK WITH AUTOFIIII 
001011 IS.OO 

QUICICJOY FOOT _,__ 
Ntr JOY111CK 
FUNCTIOIIS 1'0 FOOT 
PEDALS. IDEAl. FOil 

FUGIIT AHD CAR SII'S. COWATUII.E WITH 11081' 
A111GA AND ATAAI ST GAMES. OCMI87e ... 11.00 

I!XTI!RNAL 3.5" DISK 
ORI¥2 FOR ATARIST 

.._ WITH SONY/CmZI!N 

..,;L =~~~~:~~M. 
CAPACITY, OUII!T, HIGH 
QUALITY, SUM UNE 

DESIGN, COLOUR MATCHED METAL CAS! 
AND LONG REACH CONNECTION CABLE • .' ..... 
GG58S4 .......................................... 48.00 

POWER SCAN HAND 
SCANNER FOR ATARI IT 
ICJ0.4DDDPI (INCLUDeS 
IOFTWARI!) ...... Goee. ... 

c:=~~~r::o.oo.oor.!'t~==':~ 

VERBA-TIM 
3.5" DSDD DISK 

WITH LABEL 
10 Pack £7 99 
~ > - -

27.99 FOR 50 I ) 

3.5" VI!RBATIII 
IIGH OI!H8ITY 

Dill( (1.4 111) 
CIOI2M 

99peach 

SONY 14" FST 
COLOUR 

TV/MONITOR 

199.99 

SUPeR PRO 
ZIP STICK 
JOYS11CK 

FOR AIIIOA OR STWITH 
AUTOfiRI! FUNCTION 

ootl43 
12.00 

Ht-1'1 LI!AD FOR ATARI IT DUST COVER FOR MONITOR 
(STANDARD PHONO INPUT) ... 006815 ...... 3.00 (CLEAR PVC) ........................ 005314 ...... U I 
MONITOR LI!AD FOR ATARI IT 
TO PHIUPS CIOI33 MK2 
MONITOR ........................... GG$912 ...... 7.00 
ICART LEAD FOR ATARI ST TO CLEANING KIT FOR COMPUTERS 
PHIUPS TV (GIVES MONITOR ~NCLUD!S VACUUM) ............ GGe542 ... 10.00 
QUAUTY PICTURE) ............... GG9147 ...... 9.00 NULL MODeM CABLI! ............ GG6153 ...... 7.00 
SCART LEAD FOR ATARI ST TO 
SONY TV (GIVES MONITOR 
QUALITY PICTURE) ............... G08081 ...... 9.00 
SCART LEAD FOR TV TO VIDEO 
(GIVES EXCEPTIONAL ENHANCED 
QUALITY PICTURE) ........... ~ .. 0081-M ...... 9.00 

RF SWITCH FOR AMIGA, ATARI ST OR 
CONSOLE (SWITCH BETWEEN TV AERIAL AND 
COMPUTER WITHOUT DISCONNECTING) 
006817 ................................. 3.00 

DI!WXI! DISK IOX 3.5" 
(110~ LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS 
GG5152 8.00 

FIJPIIOX III8IC IOX u • 
(211CAPACITY) 
OOIIU 7.00 

OUST COVIR 1'01110 COUJIIN 
PM1TE11 (CLEAR PVC)..... .OG5313 .... 4.00 
:U" DIIKHI!ADCLEAN!R OG54al .. 4.441 

==::::i~ CANON NICAII 
IATTIII\' I'ACK POll 
II.I-1111XPIIINTI!R 

..;_ __ .:.J 0011:11 . .. 

CANON AUTO CUT .-r-JII.IGI!XPIIINTI!R 
-1:11 

MM 

INIC~POR 

~~~~ ..... IOIDII'AIIft'IR GGeNI' 11.11 

THIS IS JUST l SMALL 
SELECTION OF'WHAT WE HAVE 

TO OFFER. FOR l FREE 12 PAGE 
COLOUR CATALOGUE RING 

0279 600204 
NOW! 
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Enter membership number (if applicable) or 
New Membgrshtp Eeg 
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IIAm 

! ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT L.l £------' 

: CheQueiP.OJAccess/MastercardiSwitciWisa Sw•tchlssue No 

!I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I I I I 
I Caril 
: expirydate ___ Signature _________ _ 

: cheques payable 1o: SPECIAL RESERVE 
1 P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH 
: Overseas Orders Surcharge (EC or World): Software orders 
1 please add £2.00 per Item. Non-software Items please add 

25%. Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only. 
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. 



Our lead feature looks 
at sound on the Falcon 
with D2D's 4TI FX and 

Compo Soft's 
MUSICOM programs, 

reviews starting on 
page lB. 
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Left: Silmarlls pre
sen ts the sequel to 
Islrar, Messengers of 
Doom OJJ p age 56. 

Rigllt: "W e'll figllt 
tlrem 011 tire beaclres". 
D-Day is previewed 011 

page 59. 
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~0# 
A word processor with functions that put most professional packages to shame! 
No problems running in half a meg of memory, Write ON includes a built-in 
installation utility and even allows you to back up your master disk. You can 
use up to 20 fonts per document, import pictures and output 
to most printers. Write ON also has powerful 
style features that allow you to 
format your documents 
quickly and easily. What 
are you waiting for? 
Turn to page 12 for the 
installation procedure 
and your first document ... 

TRECH 
A desk accessory, full 
featured programmers' and 
scientific calculator that 
works particularly well with 
Write On. 

IDLE 
The ult imate screen saver that 
you can configure for your 
system. 



FEAT~JRES 
18 MUSIC TO YOUR EARS 
So the Falcon has a Digital Signal Processor - what's the big 
deal? Quality digital sound recorded direct to hard drive, 
that's what! Read the in-depth review of D2D's 4T/FX and 
Edit programs, the first serious digital audio packages on 
the Falcon. 

22 PLAY IT AGAIN ... 
Digital sound doesn't necessarily mean expensive as Compo's MusiCom program shows. Direct-to
disk recording, real-time echoes and even the dreaded Karaoke -all for less than £50 ... 

25 PICTURE THIS! 
ST-owners have had to put up with second-rate graphics programs for too long. Enter DA's Vector, a 
quality vector graphics package that seems likely to take the market by storm. Quick 'n slick, read 
our full review ... 

28 THANKS FOR THE MEMORY 
One of the major drawbacks of the ST is the maximum memory limitation of 4 megabytes, especial
ly now that MultiTOS has appeared. Fancy increasing your total memory to 12 megabytes? just 
think about all the programs you could have in memory at the same time ... Interested? We present 
you with the full information a ne one of our famed step-by-steps! 

32 A CLEARER VIEW 
With ST-compatible mono monitors becoming rarer by the week, an ST-user's fancy turns to ... VGA
converted monitors! Three of these go under our thorough scrutiny. How do they compare with a 
standard mono monitor? We give you all the facts ... 

36 BIGGER AND BETTER 
What use is the large black bordt!r around the edge of your screen? None at all. .. unless you happen 
to be using OverScan! See for yourself ... 

38 INTO THE JUNGLE! 
If you're using your ST for anything other than games, you're likely to want a printer sooner or later. 
Don't know a dot matrix from an inkjet? No problem - leave it to ST Review to give you all the 
advice you need! 

44 ONE MAN & HIS ST 
The first in a new series that looks at how professionals use their ST. Glen Tilbrook of top pop band 
Squeeze tells all ... 

REGULARS 
6 NEWS 
All the latest product news from the Hanover CeBIT Show and hot news from Atari. 

10 COVERDISKS 
We must be crazy to be giving you the full version of Write ON this month along with an excellent 
scientific calculator desk accessory! Installation, a run through your first document and a list of all the 
features awaits your eager gaze ... 

46 MIDI MONTHLY 
Back in the colour pages! This month we bring you the lowdown on a couple of sound modules, a 
visual editor for Roland's Sound Canvas and a M IDI File that thinks it's a guitarist... 

53 SCREEN SCENE 
Our usual mixed bag of reviews, previews and VFM budget games are featured this month. We kick 
off with reviews of Chaos Engine, AV-BB Harrier Assault and Arcade Sports. Previewed this issue are 
/shor 11- Messengers of Doom from Silmarils, sequel to the highly successful Legend of the Fortress, and 
0-Day, the Normandy Landings revisited courtesy of US Gold. Keeping the war theme, there's 1943 
in the budget section complimented by Arcade Fruit Machine and ~---------
International Truck Racing. 

64 PD ZONE 
To go with this month's cover disk, we've got reviews of the 
best PO games, utilities and STE-only programs currently avail
able, as well as our usual set of coupons to make your buying 
that little bit easier. 

77 PROBLEM SOLVED 
The latest 'in our series aimed at helping you to get the best 
from your ST. This month we look at replacement file selectors. 
Worth having or simply hype? A couple of step-by-steps should -----~-----':1 
help you to make up your own mind ... 

Create the most 
amazing graplrics 
witlr DA's Vector, 
tire la test quality 
p rogram to come 
out of Gennany. 

Time for a spot of entertainment in the 
frivolous bit ... 

CHAOS ENGINE 

ISHAR2 

D·DAY 

HARRIER 

ARCADE SPORT 

VFM- BUDGET BUYS 

55 

56 

59 

60 

60 

61 

Everything for the ST enthusiast in one 
section ... 

PROBLEM SOLVED- FILE SELECTORS 77 

HISOFT BASIC TUTORIAL 80 

STE TOS SWITCH ER 83 

SECOND THOUGHTS 84 

FONTY 87 

EDHAK 88 

ASK THE EXPERTS 90 

LEARN THE LINGO 93 

LETIERS 94 

98 

Bit rock bottom witll Peavey's Spectrum Bass sou11d 
module- review mrpage 46. 



lt's been an interesting six weeks 
since the last issue of ST Review 
appeared. Those of you who suc
cessfully pealed off the sticky 
label covering my editorial in 
issue # 12 will be aware that ST 
Review's run had come to a pre
mature end. This was indeed so ... 
until Europress Enterprise decided 
to give the magazine a new lease 
of life. And here we are again! 

With average monthly sales of 
over 30,000, it may be difficult to 
understand why the previous 

EL ••• 

publisher decided to scrap ST Review. As you can imagine, 
politics of this nature are beyond the control of the editorial 
staff. All/ can say is that Europress have saved the best 
current ST magazine from a fate it certainly didn 't deserve. 

Tony Kaye, the technical editor, is st ill with us as are all 
the main freelancers whose writings have graced these pages 
- Ofir Gal, Andrew Wright, Maurice Col/ins, Nial Grimes and 
john Mal/inson to name but a few. 

Very little has changed about the mag- and any changes 
have certainly been for the better. For instance, the " blues" 
pages are still blue, but in colour only. The paper quality is 
now the same as for the rest of the magazine which should 
make that particular section far more legible than 
previously. 

You've probably noticed that the cover price has come 
down to £3.50 and we've lost a cover disk. But we've given 
you the full version of Write ON and the offer to upgrade to 
That's Write! 1.5 for just £24.99- that's a saving of £40! 
We've even thrown in TRech, a desk accessory that has previ
ously cost £14.99! You can look forward to more commercial 
software in the months to come. 

A new feature starts in this issue. One Man & His ST will be 
looking at how professionals use the ST in their line of work. 
DTP, graphics, music ... you know the kind of thing. In this 
issue, Glen Tit brook of top pop band Squeeze takes his place 
in the hot seat. 

Enough has been written about the Falcon's potential; it's 
time you started to read about the reality. This month, ST 
Review dedicates five pages to a couple of programs that 
record sound directly to the Falcon's hard drive. More to the 
point, they're on sale in the shops NOW! As the month 's go 
by, we'll continue to bring you in-depth reviews of Falcon 
software as and when it's available. 

Of course, we' ll also continue to support the ST fully in its 
various guises. For instance, this issue gives you in-depth 
reviews of DA Vector, VGA monitors and OverScan, all the 
advice you'll ever need if you're buying a printer, Screen 
Scene, MIDI Monthly, PD lone ... 

Enough of the chat - turn the page and see for yourself that 
the phoenix has truly risen ... 

Vie Lennard, 
Editor. 

HAN'OVER 
Over half a million visitors, 5,000 
exhibitors and, as every year, A tari in 
hall 7 ... 
Hanover - a town that understands exhibitions ..... Half the town go on holiday 
and let their houses, the other half work in the restaurants and bars! Even then, 
visitors consider it normal to stay in hotels up to 60 kilometres away! 

Atari had its usual large stand - at least five times the size of Amstrad and 
twice the size of Compaq. For Atari this show is serious business. 

For the full eight days the Atari stand was buzzing with people and activity. 
The Falcon was causing a stir, not only on the stand but also among press and 
exhibitors as one of the features of the show. A huge video wall on the edge of 
the stand had visitors enthralled in an excellent presentation of the Falcon's 
appeal as a computer for music and video. After each show another wave of 
new visitors streamed on, many to see the Falcon for the first time. 

On the stand were a host of software houses with new applications for the 
Falcon. The general standard of all the new hardware and software was 
remarkable considering that most developers have had machines for only six to 
nine months before the show. 

Atar i's impressive s ta11d brcludi11g tire dome first 
seen in Dusseldorf. 

HOT FAVOURITES 
Flying the lone UK flag was HiSoft with True Paint, the first colour painting pro
gram on sale for the Falcon, a new release of OevPak now up to version 3, and 
Lattice C 5.5. 

The many painting and graphics programs included the extensive features 
(and expensive price tag) of Chaga/1 from German company Trade it and a 
more reasonably-priced true colour retouching program in Studio Photo from 
French company, Eurosoft. 

If one program stole the show it was MusiCom from COMPO. Heavily 
featured as part of the video wall presentat ion, MusiCom karaoke'd away with 
the presenter's voice replacing El ton John singing Your Song. Perhaps the adja
cent stands were none too pleased but the audience loved it ! On sale in the UK 
now at £49. 

Other music programs represented included a Falcon-compatible version of 
Steinberg's Cubase Audio. The much talked about 020 Edit (reviewed in this 
issue) wasn't represented although space was reserved on the stand for D2D 
a sad state for a UK company at the forefront of Falcon development. 

Video was another area which developers have latched onto. German firm 
Overscan had a Genlock on show along with a video titling program called 
Overlay. Various Amiga owners were seen cooing about its features and left 
devastated by the low price - expect it in the UK at about £50. 

Matrix, famous for their high power graphics cards, were showing Matrix 
Grabber, a 24-bit colour video digi tiser and the excellent DA's Vector from 
German firm Digital Arts drew the crowds with its vector and bit map combi
nations and animation capabilities- see the review on page 25. 



News Feature 

CE· Brrs OF THE SHOW! 
WELL-FANCIED 
Kodak are supporting Photo-CD on the Falcon. Shops in Germany are currently 
swamped with work, printing pictures from Photo-CD which can be recorded 
onto more than once if the CD Player supports "multi session". If you are 
about to buy, get it right ... 

Blackmail from Digital Optical Analog lnc, USA. Voice mail may be all the 
rage in the US but the UK, with its adversity to speaking to an· answering 
machine, is unlikely to pick up on it so fast! Still it was nice to see US develop
ers behind the Falcon. Rumours are that other US companies including the cre
ative CodeHead team are beavering away ... 

The excellent NVDI from Sella systems is available in Falcon form. However 
fast the machine it w ill never be fast enough! NVOI is now firmly established in 
Germany as an absolute must. .. 
Data Light 2 from Logilex gives on-the-fly data compression, sure to make a 

big impact particularly when an uncompressed three minute stereo sound 
sample can take over 30 megabytes of hard disk space before compression ... 
From Atari, Speedo COOS was expected to be in new Falcons very soon, w ith 

MultiTOS (on disk) taking a little longer... ScreenBiaster, another 
wow product from Overscan, adds more pixels to the Falcon's screen - 1152 x 
632 at maximum. Overscan expect to make their first shipments in April with a 
UK price under £100. 

Falcon Speed was on show from PC emulator specialist Sack electronics. The 
developer, Hans Jorg Sack, made an interesting comment on the merits of 
using a 286: "lt is quite possible to put a 386SX on the board, it would just run 
slower, or a 386DX which would run just a little faster." He continued by 
adding "a 386 would only add to the price. To increase speed you need to run 
the board at a faster clock sp~ed than the existing 16MHz, which would also 
add a further requirement for a cache memory buffer because the Falcon's 
in ternal memory runs at 16MHz. Our priority is to produce a reliable new 
board for the Falcon and then develop from there." he said. 

And not quite there yet... Falcon GCR. 

Interest i11 tl1e 
Falcon was intense 

atrd tile mac/litres 
were in demand. 

THE FUTURE? 

Agla11t 
video wall 
sl10wa 
rolling 
demo of 
tile Falcon 
and 
its func
tions. 

Developers were all raving about the Falcon's DSP and talking about what they 
were going to use it for. They will be helped greatly be the now shipping DSP 
Debugger from French developer, Brainstorm. 

And what was not on show but the subject of ac t ive rumours? More 
Genlocks, more painting, more retouching, accelerator cards, memory cards, 
graphics adaptors ... get the picture? 

Apart from HiSoft, UK companies sending representatives included Atari 
Workshop, CGS, COMPO UK and SOL. judging by the speed DA's Vector, 
Cubase Audio and MusiCom have appeared in the UK we can expect a lot of 
these new products over very soon after they ship in Germany. 

And what from Atari? Gone was the talk of a new case and no rumours about 
an 040 machine. The fact that a brand new colour brochure on the current 
Falcon has just been printed in seven European languages including English was 
a testament to a change of mood in Atari. 

They were a company who believe that they have a hot product and their 
mood was that the current Falcon was what they were going to produce and 
market for the foreseeable future. This Falcon is here to stay- now could just be 
the right time to buy one ... 





Hot news from Atari starts the 
news round-up this month ... 

An ST for £ 159 - a real computer for tile price of a console. 

CONSOLE BUSTERS! 
You can now buy a fully-functional computer for the price of a games console! 

Atari have announced the re-launch of the 520 STFM computer for just 
£159. The machine will have the same specif ication as the last FMs to be 
released - TO$ 1.04, Blitter and double-sided disk drive along with four games. 
This makes it very attractive to anyone considering buying a console, but 
would like to be able to do more than just play games. 

The only drawback of the latest STFM is the fact that the chips are soldered 
on to the motherboard and not socketed as with other models. This makes 
upgrading the memory slightly more difficult, but not impossible. 

The STFM will be sold alongside the current range of computers including 
the STE, MEGA, TT and Falcon and provides a new entry level. Atari are aiming 
to sell 100,000 STs in 1993, proving that there is still a commitment to the 
machine. There are no plans to drop any of the current range as far as we 
know. 

lt is hoped that the re-release will help to kick-start the ST software market. 
With commercial games selling for as little as £7.99 or even less and a full 
range of public domain and shareware available, the situation compares very 
favourably with console games that are sold for upwards of £35 each. 

Insiders in the industry are pleased wirth the move and see it as a positive 
step. "Although the socketed boards makes upgrading slightly more difficult, 
we are working on a way to simplify the process" said one major developer. 

There is still a very good base of half- megabyte games available and certain
ly enough to tempt the beginner. 

WIZARD GAMES 
Last month, we carried a report about Wizard Games and have been 
asked to point out that this refers to Wizard Games of Olney, 
Buckinghamshire and no other company with the same name in other 
locations. Our apologies to any companies affected by our previous 
article. 

The Falcon has landed and is in the shops now with three configura
t ions to choose from. The entry level machine has one megabyte of 
RAM and a recommended price of £599; the four megabyte system Is 
available with or wit hout a 65 megabyte hard drive for £999 or £799 
respect ively. At the t ime of writing, the machine is fitted with TOS 
4.02, but Mult iTOS is currently not being shipped w ith it. 

Last issue, Darryl Still, Marketing Manager of Atari (UK), was mis
quoted regarding which machine to buy. The Falcon in the existing 
STE casing has some ports that may be missing f rom the consumer
cased version. For this reason, some users may f ind it advantageous to 
buy from the current model range. If, however, you want to wait, the 
re-cased version should be available.later in the year. 

Now your mouse m at can matcl1 your T-shirt! 

HOT MICE! 
How hot is your mouse? A new mouse mat from Lightwave may tell you! 

The Rainbow Pad has a heat responsive Liquid Crystal layer underneath its 
hard surface that changes colour according to temperature. Size is 8"x1 0" and 
Lightwave are to be found at Units 17 and 18, Wirral Business Centre, Dock 
Road, Birkenhead, Merseyside L41 1JW. Telephone: 051-630 6237 



Not only is there a 
great word 

processor on this 
month's packed 
cover disk, but 

we've also 
squeezed a 

scientific 
calculator and a 

configurable 
screen saver ... 

ALSO ON THIS 
MONTH'S DISK 

I dle, ttot beittg idle! Tills is 
wlra t it looks like itt actiOtr. 

IDLE 
IDLE • SCREEN SAVER ACCESSORY • 
ANY RESOLUTION 

Don't allow your screen 
to "burn out". Use this 
utility to extend its life ... 
The quickest way to kill a monitor or television is 
to leave it switched on! If the same image is dis
played for a long period of time, the phosphor 

WHAT TO DO IF YOU 
HAVE PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR COVER DISKS 
DON'T PANIC 
In the unlikely event that your cover disk 
won't load or gives you any other problems 
at all, cartridges and peripherals and try 
again. Please note that to restart the com
puter, you must SWITCH IT OFF for at least 
five to 1 0 seconds to clear all traces of resi
dent programs before continuing. 

If this doesn't solve your problem, return 
your disk, with a stamped addressed enve
lope to P.C. Wise Ltd., Dowlais Top 
Business Park, Dowlais, Merthyr Tydfll, 
Mik Glamorgan, CF48 2YY. PC Wise will 
test the disk and send a replacement as 
soon as possible. You can contact the PC 
Wise Helpline with any urgent problems. 
Please note that PC Wise will deal w ith 
faulty disks only and not general enquireies. 
PC Wise can be contacted by tlelphone on 
0685 350505 between 10.30 and 1 2.30 on 
weekdays. 
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Hold down tire left shift key wlrile 
selectbrg Idle to ettter set-up mode. 

dots on the screen remember the image and burn 
it into the screen. The image can still be seen after 
the program has been changed or even when the 
monitor is turned off! 

To avoid this, you need a p rogra m that 
changes the screen around. Idle replaces your 
screen with a very pleasant starfield and the Atari 
Fuji symbol rotating merrily away. 

To use Idle, place it in the root directory of 
your boot disk (see TRech text) and reboot your 
computer. it 's configured to switch on after 
f ive minutes of inactiv i ty. You can change 
this by selecting the fi le from the menu whi le 
pressing the left shift key to enter set-up mode. 
To see the saver in action, move the mouse to the 
top, right-hand corner of the screen and leave it 
there. 

TRECH 
TRECH • CALCULATOR DESK 
ACCESSORY • ANY RESOLUTION 

The perfect partner for 
Write On, TRech is a 
fully-functional 
scientific calculator 
desk accessory. 
As computers work with numbers, it's only logical 
to have a calculator available. TRech is probably 
the best scientific "adding machine" available for 
your ST! 

To load TRech, simply place the file TRECH.ACC 
in the root directory of your boot drive (the first 
window of the disk in the drive when you switch 
on) and turn the computer on. The accessory is 
now available from the Desk menu on the desk
top. 

You can work in various different bases; 
Floating point (the normal calculator type), 
Decimal (base 1 0), Hex (16), Octal (8) or Binary 
(2). The mode button g ives you access to 
degrees, radians and gradients as needed. The 
functions of the calcu lator itself vary depending 

on the mode and type selected. Using the Export 
button, you can paste the finished calculation 
directly into your Write On document. The 
text can be set to appear before or after the total 
and you can also decide when you want the 
results pasted. Selecting "Always", for example, 
will insert the result each time you make a 
calculation. 

XACC protocol, used by Write On and other 
Compo products is a new system of interactive 
accessory controls allowing them to communicate 
with your applications. 

lt will not work with all programs, so trial and 
error is the order of the day - don't forget to save 
your work before experimenting! Use the Buffer 
option to ask TRech to simulate key-presses in 
order to insert the result in the current applica
tion. This can be fine-tuned using the Key Click 
Delay controls. Compo warn that th is method 
cannot be guaranteed to work w i th every 
application. 

TRech settings can be stored using the slider 
bar: up to 8 sets, labelled A to H, can be saved 
and you can switch between them by cl icking on 
the scroll arrows. Use Save to store these settings 
to disk for future use - Trech will load them auto
matically whenever you use it. 

Because TRech supports XACC, you can call it 
up from the keyboard when using Write ON. Press 
Control I n, where n is the number of the slot 
occupied by TRech in the Atari menu (not count
ing the Write ON option). If you have a number 
marked as a block when you run TRech in th is 
way, the number in the block will automatically 
be placed in TRech. 

tie l lo I t St l t 1 out U It ons 
lf0 lA I} ., L 0 0 0 6 

A large range offu~rctions and features at 
your fittgertips itr TReclr. 

e: Blodt r ~ St t • ovt d t 0 1 ons 
ntN,MO '' IU I Pa r 1 lint 1 CoiW~n 1 0 o o o 

Paste the results ir~to your Write On docu
m etJt using tire Export commattd. 



• COMPUTERS • PRINTERS • MONITORS 
REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES 

520/1040 ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE .................. .. ... ... ... ..... .. ...... ......... £59 .95 
f7l Fixed charges to save your valuable time wait· !ZJ Visit us for while-u-wait 
lY...J ing for quotation repairs at no extra charge 

Including dtllvtfY baek 
by coulltr Hrvlct 

IZJ Charges include next day delivery by courier f7l Absolutely free diagnostics. Not even a penny 
serv1ce lY...J charged if you decide to postpone repairs for your 

IZJ Door to door service for pickup and delivery own personal reasons and no questions asked. 

IZJ All computers insured in transit IZJ 90 days warranty 

1ZJ Very fast turnaround IZJ Technical helpline 6 days a week for all customers 

* We pick up computers for repairs and memory upgrades for Next Day delivery 
to us by Courier Service for only £5.00 +VAT 

PC Speed ........................................... £89.95 Vortex 386 SX-16 ............................. £349.95 
AT Speed 8 ....................................... £134.95 AD Speed ST ................................ .' £144.95 
AT Speed C16 .................................. £199.95 AD Speed STE ................................. £169.95 

STE, FALCON 030 COMPUTERS 
512k 

520 STE Discovery Xtra Pack 11 £224.95 
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack 11 
Falcon 030 

MONITORS 
Amitar High Resolution Monochrome Monitor ................. £129.95 
Atari SC1435 Colour Monitor ........................................... £199.95 
Philips CM8833 Mk II ............................................................ POA 
Pl1ip; 14' TV Moo:01 I Designer Model) + Remote Conttolt Scat1 Cable £255.00 
Plliips 15' TVil.too.tOI + Remote Conttol+ Scat1 Cable jModel33321 ...... £239.00 
Philips 15' TV /Monitor as above with Tele1ext (Model233t) ..... £269.00 

POWER SUPPLIES 
STFMISTE Power Supplies (Service Exchange) .............................. £39.95 
NEW STFMISTE Power supplies wi1h ONE YEAR WARRANTY .... £49.95 

PRINTERS 
Star LC20 Mono .............................................................................. £139.95 
Star LC200 Colour ................................................. ......................... £199.95 
Star LC24·20 .......... ......................................................................... £204.95 
Star LC24-200 Mono ....................................................................... £254.95 
Star lC24·200 Colour ..................................................................... £279.95 
Citizen 120Dt ................................................................................. £! 29.95 

2Meg 
£279.95 
£334.95 

4 Meg + 65 Meg Hard Drive 

ACCESSORIES and INTERFACES 
STEISTFIAScastlead ............ .£14.95 DusiCovel ................................. £4.95 
STE.STFLI lea! to Fh1ps Cl.l8833 1£14.95 Mouse Mat.. ............................... £4.95 
Phi~ CM88331lusl Covel ....... £6.95 I 0 Blank Sony Discs .................. £9.95 
Twin JoysOCk/Mouse Port extension AD SCSI ................................... £69.95 

Lead .................................... £5.95 AD SCSI with clock .................. £79.95 
Squik Mouse ............................. £14.95 F01get Me Clod< ....................... £19.95 

DISK DRIVES 
High Density 3.5' 1nternal Drive ....................................................... £54.95 
High Density 3.5' Internal Drive + Module ....................................... £79.95 
1 Meg 3.5'1nternal Drive .... .............................................................. £44.95 

Citizen 1240 ......... ........................................... .... ............. .......... ..... £179.95 
Citizen Swift 9 ............................................. .... .... .................. .......... £189.95 
Citizen Swnt 24E (Colour) ....................... .... .................................... £289.95 

Please ring for Canon, Panasonic and HP range 

e All prices include VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY subject to availability 
• Fixed charge I or repair does not include Disk Drive Replacement & Keyboard 

• All prices subject to change without notice 
• We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair 

• Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance 



Write in style 
with our superb 

cover disk 
program. 

Richard Lane 
takes you through 

those difficult 
first moments ... 

W rite ON is a cracking good 
word processor. Why? For 
starters, there are multiple 

fonts and graphics. Write ON will 
handle up to 20 d ifferent fonts in 
one -document, more than enough 
for creative and good-looking lay
outs. Write ON also makes excellent 
use of paragraph layouts, making it 
easy to use all those fonts and styles 
and to design clear, consistent docu
ments. Not to mention macros and 
the ability to have two documents 
open at once. And despite all these 
DTP-Iike features you don't need a 
TT or a Falcon to run Write ON -
even a 520 ST with a single floppy is 
enough. Don't miss TRech either, 
Compo's full-featured programmers' 
and scientific calculator. Read on to 
learn how to ma ke the most of 

• 
our outstand ing cover disk 
giveaway. 

INSTALLATION 
Follow these simple steps for a trou
ble-free Write ON installation. 

1. If you are installing to hard disk, 
you need a partition w ith at least 
1.5MB free space. For floppy disk 
systems, you will need two spare 
double-sided disks. Format one of 
them, and label it "Write ON work
ing copy". The other, which needn't 
be formatted, should be labelled 
"Write ON master disk backup." 

2. With the Write ON cover disk in 
drive A, run the program called 
WO_HELP.PRG. The first option in 
the File menu is called "Copy disk". 

I 
• 

Choose this option to make a back
up of the master disk, using a blank 
disk which will be reformatted for 
extra space by WO_HELP. Don't try 
and backup the cover disk from the 
desktop - the files will not fit on a 
disk formatted in the normal way. 

1. Now for the installat ion. Choose 
the "Installation" option from the 
File menu, and you wil l see a dia
logue box. Select the appropriate 
type of disk: double-sided, or hard 
disk. If you are installing to hard disk, 
you can edit the Path line to a parti
t ion and directory of your choice. 
Floppy disk systems should always 
install to drive A. Next, scroll 
through the list of printers to find 
your printer, or one that is closely 
compatible. Click on OK and wait 

Write OH - prograM/printer installation 

Drive: I sing 1 e sided I l!litlli11¥UI!t!l l Hard disk I 
Path: A:\-------------------------------------

Q 

HP LaserJet+ - Hard Disk 
HP LaserJet+ coMpatible - Hard disk 
HP LaserJet+ coMpatible - floppy disk 
HP LaserJet+ - floppy Disk 
HP Deskjet+/SBB Hard Disk 
~i 'll.'l:.r:RJ'j,1J I Ill 

{) 

Cl10ose tlte correct 
printer for yor~r 
serup from tltis 

scrolling list. 

TROUBLESHOOTING 
Having problems? Here are some common dlf
fculties and their solutions. Some of them refer 
to features explained elsewhere in this guide. 

• Error message, ~~ screen too narrow." 
This means you have a TV or colour monitor 
and need to switch to medium resolution 
using the ST desktop "Set Preferences" option. 

• Unable to find STANDARD KEY 
If you get this message, delete the file 
called WRITE_ON.INF and try running Write ON 
again. 

• A message says " Font xxx missing, corrupted 
or too large". 

By too large, Write ON means that the font 
won't fit into memory. 

Try removing some fonts from the 
document, or splitting a long document into 
shorter sections. You could also try a new 
Write ON installation in case a corrupt file 
was caused by a disk error during installation. 

• You get a corrupt printout 
If you have a clock program that displays the 
time on screen, this will cause problems. Some 
accelerator programs are also incompatible. 
Disable them before running Write ON. 

Try removing any desk accessories or 
programs in the AUTO folder (apart from the 
ones supplied with Write ON) to see if that 

fixes the problem. 
• Printing justified text is very slow 
Some dot matrix printers may be very 
slow when printing justified text. Try using a 
graphic font like Timll, or set the paragraph 
justification to left-aligned. 

• A message says "Out of memory". 
Write ON in half a megabyte of memory 
is a tight squeeze. You can make more 
memory available by disabling any unnecessary 
desk accessories and auto programs. 

Short documents with few fonts installed 
use the least memory. If you still have 
problems, consider upgrading your memory to 
1 megabyte or more. 
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Write ON- Style at your Fingertips 

Using Write ON it really is easy to write with style~ Here are a few 
examples or what can be done. This first paragraph is justified - and notice 
that unlike the way some other word processors work, the space between 
each word is the same. Looks very professional~ 

1. After the 1. on this line we pressed insert. and you can see the 
effect. We now have a nicely blocked paragraph. Very elegant for that 
formal report you were going to write. 

Now we have switched paragraph layout to li, first line indent. See the 
difference? Remember to use Control A or click on the current paragraph 
layout on the information line to change to another paragraph layout. Once 
you've got the hang of doing that, you can really get going with Write ON. 

With paragraph Lo, first line outdent, the formal happens the other way 
round. Clever eh? And a good moment to mention something else: can 
you see how each paragraph is separated from the other with extra 
cn>rQ . oilh u t h' .,;, r2rr; •~• rn h>to. ? Tf>' 

The document DEM01. WO Is provided on the cover disk. 

while the necessary files are copied. 
The installation program will ask 

you to insert Master Disk 2 . .For this 
cover disk, everything has been 
squashed onto one disk, so simply 
ensure the cover disk is in drive A 
and click on OK. Finally, when instal· 
lation is complete choose Quit from 
the File menu to return to the 
desktop. 

4. Now you need to complete the 
installation. Write ON is supplied 
with a couple of small programs to 
overcome problems with certain TOS 
versions. These are in the AUTO 
folder on the cover disk. 

If you have TOS 1.04 you must copy 
POOLFIX.PRG to the AUTO folder on 
your boot disk. Look at the dates in 
the About dialog box on the ST 
desktop. If they are "1985, 86, 87, 
88, 89" then you have TOS 1 .04. 

If your TOS is very early ("1 985" 
or earlier in the About dialog box) 
then you need to copy the program 
called LA.PRG into the AUTO folder 
on your boot disk. 

Next, copy the programs 
TSNAP.ACC and TRECH.ACC to your 
boot disk. These are optional desk 
accessories, so you can run Write ON 
without them if you wish. 

There are also two documents to 
help you get started: DEM01.WO 
and DEM02.WO. If you have a hard 
disk, copy these to your Write ON 

directory, or otherwise onto a blank 
floppy disk which y9u can use for 
Write ON documents. If you have a 
separate external "B" disk drive, put 
the document disk in there. Reboot 
your ST to install the desk accessories 
and the program in the AUTO folder 
if needed. Now you can run Write 
ON by double·clicking the program 
called WRITE_ON.PRG. When the 
program has loaded, go to the File 
menu and choose Open. You're 
going to load the docuMent called 
DEMOl.WO. Hard disk users will not 
need to worry, but if you're running 
from floppies, then when the file 
selector appears click on the "B" 
button. 

Single drive systems will then see a 
message saying, "Insert disk B in drive 
A." That's when you should 
put your document disk into the 
drive, and not before. (Similarly, 
don't replace the master disk until the 
ST asks for disk A again.) Choose the 
file called DEM01.WO and click OK. 

Want to see something on paper? 
Make sure your printer is set up and 
ready to go. Now choose Print 
from the File menu. The name of 
your chosen printer should appear in 
the dialogue box. Click OK, and Write 
ON will pr int the demo 
document. 

If you want to print a document of 
more than one page, you need to 
check the page layout settings 
explained below. 

Jli ID1ll Bl otk Type Style Layout Edit OJ)tions 
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Open text 

B:\* .~0------------------------
0 f ,WUI mommm 

0 
: {•l AUTO 02/13"1 mm m 
~ OEH01 .~0 021111n 
3 DEH02 . ~D 02/11/92 

Dl!ll ~ 
~ IT:!ITJ [3!] 

file: OEH01 .wt4. ~I cancel I 

Loading a document into Write ON. Siugle drive owuers should be 
careful to load from logical drive B. 

Write ON Cover Disk Tutoria l 
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Using Print I denoLwo I on I HP Deskjet I few 
exam pi ~tice 
that u fron page ~ to m milt UiiDJ I ~ pages ween 
each w 

1. A 
Ho. of copies: 1 Page nunber offset: 9 

the 
e l!mllt I without I pictures I double-sided 11 flip nargins I that 
f 

No Port: IMdtffmll l Printer CBIOSl 11 Hoden I c::u:k] ~ the 
differe 

Paper: .mJ1 ~ 
raph 

layout Once 
you've l:lN. 
With p DCI I Cancel I way 

ro can 
you see how each paragraph is separated from the other with extra 
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Printing Is controlled from this dialogue box. Note tlre 
spedal features for pri11ting double-sided pages. 

CREATING A 
DOCUMENT 

When you load up Write ON, a cur
sor winks at you inviting you to type 
a document. Here's where we try it 
out, step-by-step! 

1. If you have the demo document 
on the screen, you can clear it by 
choosing New from the File menu. 
Then, type a line - how about "I wish 
I had a Falcon", and press Return. 
Notice that when you pressed 
Return, a small blip appeared in the 
left margin. That indicates the end of 
a paragraph. it's only at paragraph 
ends that you should press Return, 
not at the end of every line. 

drop down the Type menu. it may 
well only show one font, Pica 1 Ocpi. 
If the font called HeiBo 14 is not 
shown there, choose Load Font. 
From the file selector that appears, 
select the font called SHEL 1 4.FNT 
and choose OK. Now, the font 
appears in the list. 

3. You could type immediately in the 
new font, but there's a better way. 
Use the Up Arrow or click with the 
mouse to put the cursor on your 
heading. Now, click on the letters A 1 
on the information bar. When the 
New Paragraph dialogue box 
appears, type "h" and press Return. 
This selects a paragraph layout called 

I t Odt t t I I Ul l tltftS 
11 l.Co 
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What if you wanted a word in 
bold? Type "I really wish I had a 
Falcon," but before you type "really", 
choose Bold from the Style menu. At 
the end of the word, choose Normal. 
Write ON shows the word in bold 
type. You can type in other styles 
including italic, underlined, super
script and subscript using the same 
technique. 

!(e. P"'lt'lllll IIIOut: ~~ OUl lttMeli 

2. How about a heading for the doc
ument? Move the cursor to the 
beginning by pressing Control and 
Up Arrow together. Type "Dreams 
and wishes" and press Return. But 
headings should be in la rge type and 
perhaps centred. Time to use Write 
ON's font and style features. First, 

Click on the paragraph layout 
name in the information bar -
usually Al when you load 
Write ON - to bring up tlafs 
dialogue box for claooslrag or 
creati11g a new paragrapla 
layout. 

Jl\ file Block ID!1'D Style Layout Edit Options 
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Load font 
I wish I h A: WRITE-OH\*, fHT------------------------I really w 

•:t !!.FNT ommmm 
0 

: t~ HPOJ 93/23/93 mm m 
S15CPI . FHT 93/23"3 
SELITE , FHT 93123/n 
SHEL14 , FHT 63/23/,3 
SPICA ,fHT 03/23/,3 
SPROP .FHT 63/23/93 

amiDLJ SSVHBDL .FHT 63/23"3 
STIH11 ,FHT 63/23/,3 
SVORK .FHT 03/23"3 ~ 

file: SHEL14 .FH~ ~lcancell 

Using Load Font from the Type menu, up to 20 fonts eau be used 
111 a Write ON document - but only if you he~ve l'le11ty of RAM. 
Lm·ge follts take up lots of memory. 



1\ file 
new .wo 

Paragraph layout: ~ Headings---------------------

1 Default layout I 

Just if i tat! on: 

Default font: 

(Justified ( (Left allgned l ll!jjU!f!il (Right aligned( 

(o( He!Bo U lo l 

Default style: Italit I 11191 Mltttt!fnttt!M I Superscript I 

Strike through 11 Double underlined I 

Paragraph separation: 5 nn 

Subscript 

Line spatlng: 

Ruler: 1-1 L 9 pitas I +I 

I Delete 

[][] I Cancel I 

W1JO scdcl paragraph tags were just for DTP? Write ON makes 
excellent use of paragraplr layouts for creating good-looking atrd 
consistent dorumerrts. 

"Ah", or creates one if it does not 
yet exist. If this is a default Write ON 
setup, you'l l find your heading is 
now centred, bold and underlined. 
But you wanted it in large type, so 
choose Paragraph layout from the 
Layout menu. Write ON also opens 
th is dialogue box automatical ly if 
you create a new paragraph layout. 

4. What about a footer with the page 
number? Chose Page layout from the 
Layout menu. Click on Footer. A new 
editing window opens. Type "Page", 
followed by a space, and then choose 
the Edit menu and select Page 
Number, choosing Current from the 
dialogue box which follows. A symbol 
is shown, indicating that this is to be 
replaced on printing with the actual 

WRITE ON KEY 
FEATURES 

THE ATARI MENU 
Choose Write ON from the Atari 
menu for a word count and other 
document details. 

THE FILE MENU 
Here's where you load and save 
documents from disk. If you use 
Insert rather than Open, the loaded 
document wi ll be merged into the 
current one at the cursor posit ion. 
Write ON w il l load documents in 
First Word Plus or ASCII format as 
well as its own files, and will auto
matically recognise which format it 
is. 

The File menu also contains the 
al l-important printing commands. 
When you installed Wri te ON, the 
program was set up for the printer 
you chose, so you may not need the 
Printer Type option at all. If you do 
have more than one printer installed, 
or a separate driver for letter-quality 
and draft modes, use Printer Type to 
select the appropriate .WOP file. 
The Print command brings up the 

ST's standard, slower routines inter
nally, which can sometimes solve 
compatibi li ty problems. Modem 
selects the serial port; and File sends 
printer-ready output to a disk file. 

THE BLOCK MENU 
Write ON has excellent block features 
for moving text around your 
document. You can define a block by 
cl icking-and-dragging with t he 
mouse, or by using the Start and End 
commands to mark the block at the 
cursor position. Once defined, a 
block can be copied temporarily to 
an internal buffer using the Cut 
command. Choose from one of 4 
buffer spaces - this means you can 
have several blocks in memory at the 
same time - how many other word 
processors allow this? Then, you can 
Paste the text exactly where you 
want i t. Other options are Save, 
which saves a block as a separate 
document, Hide, which removes the 
block marking, and Copy, which 
copies the currently marked block at 
the cursor position. 

The D buffer is a special one. 
Blocks you delete are automatically 
placed here, so you can undo 
mistakes. 

From here, you can set a number 
of options for your headings. To get 
the large font, cl ick on the right 
arrow by Default font until HeiBo 14 
appears there. Click on the boxes 
that say Bold and Centred, unless 
they are already highlighted. Then, 
choose OK. Now, your heading is in 
the new, larger font, centred in 
bold. 

pagenumber. r-'l"l~~a.wo~~~--~~--~~~~~-0~pt~i~o~ns~----------------, 
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or create it if needed, and 
choose Centred from the 
paragraph layout dialogue 
box. Your footer will auto
matically be cen tred as 
requi red. Go back to the 
main text of your docu
ment by choosing Main 
Text from the Edit menu. 
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Whenever you want another 
heading in the same style, you don't 
need to go through this process 
again. Simply click on the paragraph 
layout button (usually A 1 for normal 
text), and choose the "Ah" layout to 
put the paragraph where the cursor 
is into that style. Better still, if you 
change your mind and decide that 
headings should not be in bold after 
all, you can open up the paragraph 
layout dialogue box and click on 
bold to deselect it . All the para
graphs marked with that layout will 
automatically change. 

To save your new docu
ment, choose Save as from 
the File menu, and type in 
a name of your choice. All 
Wri te ON documents are 
saved with a .WO exten
sion. That's it -you've used 
multiple fonts and para
graph layouts in a Write 
ON document. w. _ _sDaJce.......wJliD(:U.U:_[l.a>LJLO.Q_a_c.a.u:J..a(Je.....t:eLU.I:o...oe.LI.Lii~L.LJ.ar::;acu::.aar::ts_,~LOJ;s.....JLS--.J 

Write ON's Pri11t dialogue box. 

Dreams and Wishes 
wish I had a Falcon. 
really wi sh I had a Falcon . 

The {iflal headline and text- perl1aps the text expresses the 
feeliJJgs of most ST owtrers ... 

Print dialogue box: This is mostly 
self-explanatory, but note the follow
ing: 

• Click on double-sided if you have 
created a special left footer and left 
header in the Page layout dialogue 
box. Otherwise, the same header 
and footer will be printed on all the 
pages. 

• Click on flip margins if you want 
the left and right margins reversed 
on even numbered pages. Handy for 
double-sided printing, as it means 
you can leave a wide margin at the 
left edge for binding. 

• The Port options determine where 
the ST sends the output. The normal 
setting is Printer (direct). The Printer 
(BIOS) option is similar, but uses the 

A 

THE TYPE MENU 
This is for loading, removing or dis
playing fonts. Only load fonts with a 
filename beginning S, like SPICA or 
SSYMBOL. Write ON automatical ly 
finds the matching printer fonts at 
print time. 

Want new fonts for Write ON? PO 
libraries can supply new fonts, or you 
can convert or design your own 
using a font utility like Fontkit 
Plus 4 from t he ST Club (0602 
41 0241 ). Make sure the fonts have 
been designed for use with Write ON 
or That's Write, as certain conditions 
need to be met for good results. 

THE STYLE MENU 
This menu sets the text style. If a 
block is marked, it will convert the 
block to the style you choose; other
wise, the next text you type will be in 
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the selected style. You can also set 
styles using Paragraph Layouts. From 
Layout sets the style according to the 
current paragraph layout. 

THE LAYOUT MENU 
Layouts are the key to getting the 
best from Write ON. There are sever
al different kinds: 

• Paragraph Layouts. 

Write ON supports paragraph tag
ging • a means of setting fonts and 
styles which will automatically apply 
to every paragraph you have marked 
with that tag or layout. See next 
month's tutorial for a full explanation 
of how to make the most of these ... 

• Page Layouts. 

The Page layout option opens a dia
logue box. lt's important to set up 
your basic page layout correctly to 
get good results. Most important is 
to have the right paper length for 
your paper, using the paper length 
setting at top left of the dialogue 
box. The most common lengths are 
1 1 inches for standard computer sta
tionery, or 70 lines for A4. If it needs 
changing, click on the number by 
Paper length, and change it as 

required. You may also need to click 
on the measurement, for example 
inch, until it changes to the one you 
want • say, lines. Choose OK to save 
the changes. (Note that centimetres 
in Write ON are not exact • they are 
based on 2.5 ems to an inch. A pica 
is 1/1 Oth of an inch, and a line 1 / 6th 
of an inch). 

You can also set margins all round 
the page. You must set a value for 
the Top and Foot margin if you have 
header and footer text. And be 
warned: the right margin set in the 
paragraph layout must be within the 
space allowed in the page layout. 
Otherwise your text will be cut off at 
the right hand edge. 

• layout files. 

These are tiles with a .LAY extension 
which contain a set of page and 
paragraph layouts. You can create 
your own with Save Layout, or load a 
set from disk with l oad l ayout. A lay
out tile called WRITE_ON.LAY, in the 
WRITE_ON folder, is loaded automat
ically whenever you run the program. 
When you have page layouts and 
paragraph layouts as you most often 
want them, save them to this file so 
they will always be available. This 
menu also has Format Paragraph, 

Write ON Cover Disk Tutorial 
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Format Document and Pagination 
options to force Write ON to 
reformat your text. 

THE EDIT MENU 
The Ed i t menu has sea rch-and
replace commands, and an Indent 
command which indents the next 
text you type at the next tab position, 
until you end the paragraph. Only 
use Indent in the first line of a 
paragraph. 

If you are editing a header or foot
er, use Main Text to return to the 
main text of your document. Page 
Number inserts a page number at the 
cursor position. 

You can also load and save pictures 
in .IMG format. Write ON comes with 
a desk accessory, called That's Snap, 
that you can use to capture all or part 
of a screen in this format. Once 
loaded, graphics can be dragged or 
resized with the mouse. Double-click 

break. 

on the graphic to set an exact 
resolution for the picture - it's a 
good idea to set one in proportion 
with your printer resolution for best 
results. 

THE OPTIONS MENU 
Write ON can be customised using 
options in this menu. Automatic for
matting and Pagination can be t 
oggled on and off. This determines 
whether Write ON automatically 
reformats the document as you 
type, or leaves it until you request 
the appropriate option from t he 
Layout menu. You can choose to 
show images or leave them blank for 
faster scrolling. Hyphenation can be 
controlled, and Preferences is for set
ting auto-save and other 
options. You can also load and save 
macro sets. These options will be 
fully explained in next month's 
tutorial. 

Write ON - Combining Pictures and Text 
Using Write ON, lt ls easy to include images in your documents. For example: 

t 
I 

One of the most flexible features in Write ON is its block 
handling facilities. Once text has been marked as a block it can 
be stored in any one of ~ buffers in Write ON . Thi s means you can 
have several blocks s tored in memory together, which can be very 
useful. A fifth buf f er is available as well, used exclusively for 
deleted blocks . This is the one shown as D in the buffer dialog 
~X. . 

Write ON's Im age handling 
Includes tire ability to load, 
m ove arrd resfze IMG grapltlcs. 

Just for contrast, this next paragraph is NOT marked as a block. . 
As you can see, it is very easy to tell whether or not text is 
marked as a block or not. 

One thing to be careful of is that some menu commands, like Style . 
...... n .c:n"':.+o ,..,,... +ho m-:. ... ltc~ hl"',-.1, ;f "no oviC"+c Th\C"" f'"':.n ho uo,.,." 

Write ON's block 
ltamllltrg Is pt~rticu

larly good. Blocks can 
be copied into one of 
5 bllffers, or saved to 
d isk as a separate 
doa tm e11t. 



Not content with 
just giving you a 
word processor, 

we're offering you 
the cheapest, 

fully-functional 
document 

processor there is! 

DJe Write ON a11d Drat's 
Write! family- manuals, 

printer drivers, C-Font font 
converter, additional scaleable 
fonts ... all you'll ever need in a 

documetrt processor! 
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Write ON has a whole host of avail
able extras to help you get the best 
out of your writing. Even if you only 
write the occasional letter, some of 
these goodies will prove irresistible. 
For those of you who want to be a 
bit more creative, check out t he 
additional fonts and printer drivers. 
You can even get a full dictionary 
and spelling checker! 

All these are avai lable by mai l 
order direct from COMPO Software, 
including the full That's Write vi .57 
package for just £24.99 (plus P& P). 

REGISTRATION 
You can get the full manual for Write 
ON for only £10 plus £3.99 for an 
optional high-quality ring binder. 
There's a special helpline number for 
all your installation problems (0480 
891271, Monday to Friday: 6pm -
8pm), but if you would like to be 
able to call for help on other techni
cal matters, li fet ime suppo r t is 
available for a further £10. 

If you want to produce more pro
fessional documents or would like a 
document processor with even more 
functions, then Write ON has a big 
brother in That's Write. The upgrade 
to this costs just £24.99 instead of 
the normal retail price of £64.99, a 
saving of a massive £40! 

PRINTER DRIVERS AND 
FONTS 
Some printers need specific files to 
get the most out of any package and 
these are available too. For just 
£4.99, you can get a driver for your 
Canon BJ1 Oe (not required for the 
BJ1 Oex) or your Amstrad, the only 
24-pin printers known to print at 
only 180 x 180 dpi. For £5 more 
(£9.99), you can drive your Ricoh 
LP1200 laser (300/400 dpi) or your 
HP Laserjet IV (300/600 dpi). 

C-Fant allows you to use Calamus 
scalable fonts with both Write ON 
and That's Write d ocuments and 
comes complete with five fonts for 
just £9.99. Sans, Serif, Display and 
Italics font packs (with 11 fonts per 
pack) fo r C-Font are avai lable fo r 
£14.99 each or you can buy all four 
plus C-Font for just £34.99. 

To make full use of the internal 
fonts that your printer has to offer, 
there are disks available for the HP 
Deskjet 500, Epson and NEC " P" 
series printers. The second two are 
£9.99 each and the HP disk, which 
includes CG Times and Letter Gothic 
fonts allowing fully proportional and 
justified text, is £14.99. 

Further details are ava il able 
from Compo on 0480 891819. 
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~----------------, I Please send me the items I have ticked. I PRINTER INTERNAL FONTS 

I 
~nclude payment plus £1 for any quantity of HP DESKJET 500 £14.99 0 I 
Items. EPSON £ 9.99 0 

I WRITE ON MANUAL 
RING BINDER FOR ABOVE 

NEC P £ 9.99 0 
£1o.oo o I 
£ 3.99 0 C-FONT 

I LIFETIME REGISTRATION 
FOR WRITE ON £10.00 0 

C-FONT AND 5 FONTS 
SANS FONTS FOR ABOVE 
SERIF FONTS FOR ABOVE 

£ 9 .99 
£14.99 
£14.99 
£14.99 
£14.99 

B I 
0 

I UPGRADE TO 
0 

IT ALl CS FONTS FOR ABOVE 
DISPLAY FONTS FOR ABOVE B I 

Get Tlwt's Write! 1.51 for jus t 
£24.99 wltlr our exclusive 
upgrade offer. 

1 
THAT'S WRITE v1.51 

PRINTER DRIVERS 

I CANON Bjl Oe 
AMSTRAD 

I 
HP LASERJET IV 
RICOH LP1200 

£24.99 

£ 4.99 0 
£ 4.99 0 
£ 9.99 0 
£ 9.99 0 

C-FONT AND ALL 
THREE FONTS £34.99 0 

POSTAGE & PACKING £ 1.00 

TOTAL £ ......... 

ORDER HOTLINE! 
0480 891819 

I Please read this carefully and make sure everything is fully completed to avoid delay. 

Mon to Fri: 9am- 7pm 
I 
I 

To obtain any of the above items, 

send a cheque or postal order (made I 
out to Compo Software) for the full 
amount plus £1 for post and packing 

(any quantity) and the completed I 
form opposite to: 

ST Review/Write ON, 
Readers Offers, 
Compo Software, 
7 VInegar Hill, 
Alconbury Weston, 
Huntlngdon PE17 SJA. 

I 
I 

All o rders will be processed as I 
quickly as possible, but please allow 
up to 28 days for delivery. 

I enclose a cheque/ PO* for£ ........ made payable to Compo Software. Please rush the above 
order to me. 

Nome ________________________________________________________ __ 

Address ---------------------------------------------------------

Postcode ------------Daytime telephone no. -----------------

I prefer to order using my VISA/ACCESS/MASTERCARD* 

Cord Number:l I I I 11 I I I 11 I I I ll I I I l 

EXPIRY DATE:------- SIGNATURE: -------------

* = Delete as applicable 
When you've completed this form, send it to: 
ST Review/ Write ON Readers Offers, Compo Software, 
7 Vinegar Hill, Alconbury Weston, 
Huntingdon PEl 7 5JA. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

C-Forrt, tire COMPO font 
converter, carr be yours 
for jus t £9.99 ... 

L 
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. All goods are subject to availability. For non·delivery 
after the 28 day period, please ring 0480 891819. 

----------------~ 



D2D 41/ FX 

Exitthehype, MUSIC TO enter the reviews! 
The Falcon hits 

back with a 

products ... couple of sound YOu R EARS 
D igital - the buzzword used by 

the electronics industry to 
describe anything that is sup

posed to produce a high quality out
put! Digital audio finally arrived in 
the domestic marketplace courtesy of 
CD, recently followed up by MiniDisc 
and DCC (Digital Compact Cassette), 
offering you the first affordable digi
tal recorders. However, these are pri
marily designed for stereo recordings 
much like the good old compact 
cassette. 

Digital recording systems 
are extremely expensive 
and well out of the reach 
of us mere mortals. 
But, in recent years, 
systems have been 
developed enabling 
computer users to 
record audio directly onto 
a hard disk and edit it. 

Although these are much 
cheaper than a professional digital 
recording system, they still cost sev
eral thousands of pounds at best. 
Even then, you still need a powerful 
computer to run them on and the 
Atari ST is simply not up to the job. 

All this has changed w ith the 
arrival of the Falcon. Uniquely, it has 
all the necessary components for dig
ital recording built in - all you need is 
the software to ac:c:ess it. Indeed, 
inside the Falcon is the same DSP 
chip that is used in many professional 
digital audio systems. The 
first program to utilise these 

unmatched capabilities of the Falcon 
is D2D Systems' 4T/ FX. 

OVERVIEW 
The package consists of two pro

grams (D2D Edit and 4T/FX), a 
40-page manual and a copy-protec
tion dangle. This plugs into the print
er port and has a thru connector so 
that you can also plug in your 
printer. 

D2D Edit is a stereo digital 
recorder/ editor while 4T/ FX is a 

digital four-track portastudio 
w ith a built-in mixer and 

effects unit that can be 
loaded either as a desk 

accessory or a stand
alone program. The 
accessory version 

enables you to run the 
four-track recorder along 

wi th Cubase, but more of 
this later. 

Both programs work by 
converting the incoming audio 
into digital data and storing it on a 
hard d isk. Like all d irect-to-disk 
recorders, the programs are disk hun
gry and even t he buil t in 
65 megabyte dr ive has on ly 
enough capacity to store ten track
minutes. 

If you want to record to all four 
tracks, this figure has to be divided 
by four although the program does 
have the flexibility of a built-in cue 
sheet. In addition, the programs 
need all the memory they can get so 
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you really need 4 megabytes of RAM 
or more. 

RECORDING 
Anyone who has ever used a four

track cassette recorder will feel at 
home with 4T / FX. The layout is 
straightforward, the only difference 
being that tracks have to be named 
before you can start recording. 
Clicking on the track name opens a 
fi le selector where you can choose 
the path and file name for that track 
although, without additional hard· 
ware, it is only possible to record up 
to two tracks at a time. Once in 
record mode you can adjust the 
recording level via the control panel 
sound module or at source - the pro
gram lacks an input level indicator, a 
regrettable omission. This problem 

4T/FX can run as a tlesk 
accessory. The i11tegrated 
four-track recorder, m ixer and 
effects unit a re all accessible 
from a single window. 

will be addressed in the next update. 
Recording starts by clicking the 

Play button or hitting the "0" key on 
the numeric keypad and unless man
ually stopped, recording continues 
until the allocated drive runs out of 
space. Since each track can be set to 
individually play or record, you can 
record onto track 2, for example, 
while listening to the play-back of a 
previous recording on track 1. By 
using the mixer section it is possible 
to change the output level of each 
track with separate controls for the 
left and right channels allowing you 
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DIGITAL 
AUDIO 

The usua l assump
tion is t hat d ig ita l 
audio equates t o 
high quality sound, 
but what exactly 
does digital audio 
mean? Examination 
of sound has shown 
that that the only 
factor that differen
tiates between the 
sound of a trumpet 
from that of a 
piano, or even a 
barking dog, is t he 
change of amplitude 
over time. In other 
words, f luctuations 
of sound intensity or 
level. Sampling is a 

process where the intensity of 
the sound is measured a cer
tain number of times per sec
ond and t ranslated into num
bers by a device called an 
Analogue to Digital (A/ D) 
converter. 

These numbers can t hen be 
saved on a storage device, typ
ically a hard disk. Playing back 
a sample is simply a case of 
reversing the process which is 
carried out by a Digital to 
Analogue (D/ A) converter. The 
higher the sampling rate, the 
better the quality, but the 
trade-off is that more data is 
generated so requiring more 
disk space. Another important 
factor is the sampling resolu
t ion, which determines t he 
accuracy of each sample. An 8-
bit sample has only 256 values 
available to describe th e 
so und level, wh ile a 16-b it 
sample has over 64,000 posi
t ions as is the case wi t h the 
Falcon. 

to set the stereo pan of tracks. In 
addition, each track has an effect 
send with separate faders for the left 
and right levels. 

it's quite easy to "bounce" tracks 
which is when you record the output 
of two or three tracks onto the fourth 
track. Since this is all carried out digi
tally, there is no loss of quality. 

EFFECTS 
The effects section can be 

switched on and off at will and has 
its own output level control. There is 
a choice between stereo reverb, digi
tal delay, stereo chorus and flanger. 
Depending on the current effect, up 
to four parameters can be adjusted 
such as delay feedback or modula
tion depth making the effects section 
very flexible to use. 

The program can run as a desk 
accessory alongside Steinberg's 
Cubase sequencer with a special dri
ver being provided to enable Cubase 
to trigger play-back. 

Better recording facilities are pro
vided by D2D Edit which include 
input level meters (but no input level 
control) as well as accurate "punch
in" and "punch-out" functions. Using 
the Transport Control window, a 
track is named, the length of record
ing specified and the recording start
ed by simply hitting the record 
button. 

Recording is always in stereo and 
the counter and time remaining dis
plays are continually updated. Punch 
in and punch out points can be spec
ified by typing in the times in the 
appropriate boxes and it's also possi
ble to punch out by pressing the 
stop button although you can't 
punch in on the fly. 

EDITING 
Sound editing can only be per

formed when using D2D Edit, but a 
conversion facility is provided to 
allow you to import audio files from 
4T/ FX for editing and then export 
them back. Opening the edit win
dow displays the waveform and this 

JARGON BUSTER 
Sampling -The process of converting sound to a series of numbers. 

Digital Audio - Sampled sound that is stored as bytes on tape or disk. Has 
the advantage that direct clones can be made without loss of quality 
and that data can be manipulated via software. 

AID - Abbreviation for Analogue to Digital Converter. Used when sampling 
to convert incoming audio to digital data. 

D/A - Short for Digital to Analogue Converter. This converts digitally stored 
sound into analogue waveforms which are in turn amplified and 
played back via speakers. 

Scrubbing - This is a nickname given to the process of playing back a sec
tion of digital audio by clicking and dragging the mouse over a 
screen image of the waveform. 

Sampling rote - The number of samples taken of a sound per second. High 
sampling rates produce a more accurate frequency response. lt is 
widely accepted that a rate of at least 40 kHz is required to cover the 
human hearing range. 

Sampling Resolution - Determines the dynamic range of the digital sound. 
Higher resolutions have more values to describe the position of each 
sample and so result in better overall quality. The Falcon, like CD 
players, supports 16-bit resolution. 

window can be freely resized. If there 
is insufficient room to display the 
entire waveform, you can scroll 
through the file or zoom in/out. The 
Tools window can be opened simul
taneously to allow quick access to 
most functions; for instance, the 
speaker icon plays the selected seg
ment of the fi le while the various 
magnifying glass icons zoom in to 
the beginning or end of a segment 

or zoom on the y axis for editing 
quiet sections of the music. A scrub 
facility is also included, where click
ing the mouse and dragging it over a 
section of the waveform p lays i t 
back. 

A key feature is the abili ty to 
define up to eight markers and th is 
can be done in several ways. Using 
the mouse, click where you want a 
segment to start and drag the mouse 

DISK SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
Each sample on the Falcon is 16 bits long which translates to 2 bytes of disk 
space. Sampling at 50 kHz generates 50,000 such samples a second which 
means that one second of audio occupies 1 00 kilobytes of disk space. 
Double that for stereo recording and again for four tracks. In addition, a 
sample cannot cross over from one partition to the next so D2D Edit is 
capable of recording 1 00 seconds of stereo sound on each 16 megabyte 
partition of a hard drive. 

Sample files must also be physically continuous on the drive to allow the 
program to read them at the required speed without the read head having 
to jump across the disk. 4T/ FX does not provide any defragmentation 
options and a disk optimiser such as Diamond Edge is invaluable. 



All fum:tions for D2D Edit are located in wiudows 
wlllclr eau be freely moved arou11d tJJe scree11. 

over the window to where you want 
it to end. The Marker window dis
plays all defined markers in hours, 
minutes, seconds and frames; the 
segment's start and end can be fur
ther adjusted here. In addition, mark
ers can be defined "on-the-fly" 
by hitting the space bar while the 
music is playing . Each hit on the 
space bar is registered as a marker 
and, again, up to eight markers can 
be defined. 

Once a segment is set, it can be 
cut, copied, pasted or saved to disk. 
Hitting the Help key plays the select
ed segment and if you hold the left 
or right Shift keys whi le pressing 
Help, only the beginning or end of 
the segment is played. 

D2D Edit also features a cue sheet 
where segments can be free ly 
arranged so conserving disk space as 
segment files only contain pointers to 
the locations of the original file 
which must remain intact. The 
advantage of this is the non-destruc
tive nature of the cue sheet - the 

original recording is still there and 
you are free to move segments 
around as well as deleting unwanted 
segments. 

Needless to say, a segment may 
be used more than once in the cue 
sheet and there is no limit on the 
number of cue sheets which can be 
saved to, and loaded from, disk. 
Any editing of segments is automati· 
ca lly carr ied through to the 
cue sheet, although the times in the 
cue sheet have to be adjusted manu
ally. Finally a cue sheet may be syn
chronised to a sequencer or even a 
tape recorder via MIDI Time Code 
(MTC). 

CONCLUSION 
This integration of MIDI and direct
to-disk audio recording without the 
need for any additional hardware is a 
first. The recording quality is 
extremely high and is similar to what 
you would expect from a mid-priced 
CD player. Running the program 
alongside Cubase or synchronising it 

D2D 41/FX 

THE FALCON AND DIGITAL AUDIO 
The Falcon was designed with high quality sound in mind. lt contains 
both 0/A and NO converters as well as stereo input and output sockets. 

Additionally, the Falcon incorporates a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), 

which is very similar to the processors found in digital synths and sam

plers. The DSP is an extremely fast processor that can manipulate digital 
audio in real-time for sampling or generating effects, leaving the main 

processor free to handle the rest of the system. 
So there Is no slowing down of screen updates or disk access even 

though the system is handling large chunks of data at very high speeds. 

The Falcon also features a DSP port that allows for direct access to the 

chip, enabling future additional hardware for eight-track systems and 

beyond. Using this port, it is also possible to bypass the internal convert

ers which opens up the possibility of top quality digital audio recording 
via additional hardware. 

A wealth of features. 
Can run as a 

desk accessory 

PROS AND CONS 

Better integration of 

the two programs 
is needed 

via time code is an exciting prospect 
to many musicians and songwriters. 

The software, however, is lacking 
in certain respects and better integra
tion of the two programs is required 
- having to convert files back and 
forth is a waste of t ime and con
sumes more disk space than should 
be necessary. Cue sheets created in 
020 Edit cannot be played back on 
4T/FX but 020 are currently working 
on better integration of the two pro
grams. With that in mind, this system 
is going to have many satisfied users. 

"Low cost digital 
direct-to-disk 

recording is here! 
Including real-time 

effects" 

NAME: D2D 4T / FX 

COMPANY: D2D SYSTEMS 

CONTACT: 0223-421107 

PRICE: £299 OR £150 FOR 
D2D EDIT ONLY 

RELEASE DATE: OUT NOW 

MIN MEMORY: 4MB 

SYSTEM: FALCON WITH HARD 
DISK 

EASE OF USE :.· . .-.~ .-.~ .-.~ 0 

DOCUMENTATION ::. :.~ :.-. 0 0 

EFFECTIVENESS ;:. o o ::. 0 

VALUE FOR MONEY ;:. :: • .-:. :.; G 

OVERAll 80% 



V ou've probably got the idea 
by now that the Falcon is hot 
where music is concerned. 

And we're not talking MIDI either. 
Digital audio on the Falcon is all 
about record ing music and sound 
d irectly to a hard disk, hence the 
phrase "direct-to-disk". 

There's another side to the DSP, 
the special chip inside the Falcon. If 
you examine any effect unit that can 
create reverb, delays and such like, 
you'll find a DSP lurking somewhere 
inside. If you've read the review of 
D2D 4T/FX over the last few pages, it 
may have crossed your mind that it 
would be nice to have the effects 
without the price and that's exactly 
where MusiCom comes in. 

RECORDING TO DISK 
MusiCom will record any sound 
source you care to p lug into the 
Audio In socket on the rear of the 
Falcon - tape recorder, microphone 
or whatever. The Input levels have to 
be set so that the meters register 
high enough to ensure a lack of back
ground hiss but don't crash into the 
top of their travel, otherwise distor
tion occurs. You can then set the on
screen Output faders to taste accord-

MUSICOM 2 
Hot off the presses! A pre
view version of MusiCom 2 
seen at Hanover includes 
some rather tasty new fea
tures, the most important 
of which is the visual dis
play of the waveform 
which can now be edited 
as well - quiet sections of a 
sound can be removed as 
with 020 Edit. it appears to 
be a more professional 
product as it sports an 
overdub mode where you 
can make a first recording 
and then mix in a second 

one - perfect for vocal overlays and 
jingles. MusiCom 2 also supports 
digital inputs and outputs from a 
third-party interface to get around 
the Falcon's inferior converters. 

Sa111pler 
8 Bit Mono 1111 
8 Bit Stereo 
16 Bit-S1ereo 

1111 

Rate CkHz) 

So you want to spend less 
than £50 getting into digital 

sound on the Falcon? Vie 
Lennard has a peek at 

MusiCom ... 

JJJ MJlSiCom's maitr screen. 
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tile Falcon's i11put clra4itry. 
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Options 
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flay Record Effects .!,.isten Exit 

ing to what you're using to listen to 
the sound. 

Three sample types and eight sam
pling rates are on offer. At this point 
it pays to remember that stereo sam
ples take up twice as much room as 
mono ones and that the higher the 
sampling rate the better the quality, 
but the more disk space required. 

A click on "Record" brings up the 
file selector. Name your sample file, 
click with the left mouse button and 
you're away. A bar along the bottom 
screen shows how much space is still 
left on your hard disk and a swift click 
on the right button stops the 
process. Play-back is practically an 
identical procedure and if the "Keep 
Sample" box on the main screen is 
active, the last sample is played auto
matically. I tried recording a demo 
from a MIDI sound module and was 
extremely impressed with the sound 
quality. A little harsh at the top end 
perhaps, but eminently useable. 

On play-back, there is also the 
option of talking or singing over the 
pre-recorded sample allowing you to 
warble along with the music - some
thing you might usually reserve for 
the bathroom! 

USING EFFECTS 
The central feature of MusiCom is its 
ability to generate effects in real 
time, while recording or on play-

back. Five different effects are on 
offer, each having a "Help" button in 
case you get stuck. First off there's 
Delay which is great for the typical 
echo effect you hear on most pop 
records. 

The delay time can be altered as 
can the feedback level - the higher 
the value for this, the longer the 
delays keep coming back, back, 
back ... Simplicity is the name of the 
game - no numbers, just obvious 
terms like M IN(imum) and 
MAX(imum), and the change in 
effect occurs the moment you move 
the fader. That's the advantage of 
having an on-board DSP. 

Next up is Equalizer, a ten-band 
graphic job that lets you change the 
tone of the sound quite significantly. 
The "Smooth" function evens out 
any hefty changes from one fader to 

Recordir~g 

a11d p lay
IJack etrtall 

pressir~g 

eitl1er tire 
rigllt or left 
IIIOilSe but

tOllS - it'S 
tlmt simple. .. ,. 

the next and you can lock together 
the right and left sides to equalise a 
stereo sound. 

Then there's Harmonizer, my per
sonal favourite, where you can 
change the pitch of the sound by up 
to an octave for right and left chan
nels independently. Stick your voice 
through this and you sound like any
thing from Pinky 'n' Perky to the giant 
from Jack and the Beanstalk! A nice 
touch is the inclusion of MIDI key
board control over the two intervals. 

Flanger gives sound a rather spa
cious quality with control over the 
frequency the effect is centred at -
perhaps an odd choice as the Chorus 
effect for creating choir-style sounds 
tends to be more popular, but the 
effect sounds very good. 

Finally, there's the ubiquitous (or 
should I say dreaded) Karaoke. The 

Play 



PROGRAMMING THE DSP 
You might think that direct-to-disk 
recording is a complicated affair. 
True, but programming the Falcon's 
DSP is relatively straight forward. A 
memory buffer is set up into which 
the digitised audio is recorded while 
a second set of commands then 
transfers this to the hard drive. 
Programs such as HiSoft BASIC 2. 0 
will have a DSP library making such 
program ming very simple to 
accomplish - expect to see various 
public domain programs appearing 
such as WinRec from Germany. 

The actual effects are not built in 
which means that 'someone has to 
create the algorithms to generate a 
particular effect. The most 
difficult of these is reverb 
which has to be incredibly 
smooth to be effective, pos
sibly the reason why it is a 
notable omi ssion from 
MusiCom. Three modes are 

WinRec, a PD direct-to
disk program. Basic, 

but functional. 

way th is works is to remove any 
sounds that are common to the left 
and right stereo channels by setting 
one channel to a positive value and 
the other to an equivalent negative 
one. As vocals are usually in the cen
tre of a mix, these partially disappear 
so that you can sing along with a 
recorded song . In one fe ll swoop, 
MusiCom opens up a pub-market for 
t he Falcon - two pints of lager, a 
packet of crisps and "My Way" 
please ... 

As a direct-to-disk recording can 
be made via t he effects, you can 
record some music with one effect 
and use a totally different one on 
play-back. For instance, you could 
boost the bot tom end of a song 
while slapping it down onto the hard 
drive, use the Karaoke effect on play
back to remove the main vocals and 
sing over it via a microphone. For a 
piece of software costing £50, this is 

PROS AND CONS 

available (8-bit mono, 16-bit mono 
and 16-bit stereo) along with eight 
basic sampling rates, all of which 
MusiCom supports. In order to use 
other sampl ing rates, such as the 
CD rate of 44. 1 kHz, an externa l 
timer is requ ired. 

Up to four tracks can be recorded 
and played back via operating sys
tem calls and each track can be I is
tened to - a kind of simple mixer if 
you like. 

In fact, the ent ire system can 
work in interrupt mode so that 
record ing can occur in the back
ground without the need for 
MultiTOS. 

one hell of an achievement. 

GO FOR IT! 
just think about it. What can you buy 
for £50 that will give you as much 
creative fun as MusiCom? it's more 
than just a throw-away program that 
you load in one day and forget about 
the next and has the potential of 
being a wow at parties - check out 
the CeBiT Show report in the News 
pages to see how i t went down in 
Hanover. Even the Falcon's bog-stan
dard 65 megabyte internal drive can 
record around eight minutes of digi
tised stereo sound at 33 .9 kHz. If 
you're buying a Falcon, put MusiCom 
at the top of your " I want it now" list. 
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M}C COMPUTER 
SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984 
Educational , Local Authority and government orders 
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for 
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices 

subject to change without notice. E&OE 
Prices Include VAT and delivery by post, 

Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details. 
Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance 

TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed 
below to place credit card orders- (AccessNisa) or 

send cheques/POs made out to MJC Supplies to: 

MJC SUPPLIES (STR), 
Unit 2 The Arches, lcknield Way, 

Letchworth, Herts SG6 1 UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 Lines) 

HISOFT PRODUCTS 
HISOFT BASIC VERSION 2 

Hisofl Basic 2 comes complete with a 
Compiler and a Debugger. The package is 
a complete development system which is 
ideal for both professional and casual 
programmers. 
RRP £79.95 OUR PRICE £57.95 

HIGHSPEED PASCAL 
HighSpeed Pascal is designed to be 
compatible with the hugely successful 
Turbo Pascal on the PC. 11 features a fast 
single pass compiler, compilation speed of 
more than 20,000 lines per minute. 
Compile to memory or disc and an 
integrated multi window editor. 
RRP £99.95 OUR PRICE £74.95 

NEW - HISOFT DEVPAC 3 
Hisoft Oevpac 3 is the latest version of the 
popular assembly & debugger package for 
the ST. Packed full of features it ts the 
ideal programming environment for 
beginners and professional programmers 
ali~e. 11 contains an editor, assembler and 
a debugger. 
RRP £79.95 OUR PRICE £59.95 

HISOFT C INTERPRETER 
Hisoft C lets you develop, debug and test 
programs quickly and easily in a simple 
environment. Hisoft C features over 460 
library functions, fast and powerful Gem 
based editor and built-in help for quick 
and easy reference. 
RRP £59.95 OUR PRICE £39.95 

HI SOFT 
LATIICE C V5.5 

Lattice C V5.5 is a versatile and powerful 
development system for the popular C 
programming language, adhering 
extremely closely to the ANSI standard. 1t 
contains the most complete set of C 
libraries to be found on the Atari 68000 
computers, Gem based installation 
program, multi window editor, project 
manager and lots more. 

(Requires 1 Meg) 
RRP £149.95 OUR PRICE £105.00 

SOUND SAMPLERS 
STEREO MASTER STEREO REPLAY 

Stereo Master is a low cost, high quality This system can record in high quality 

sound sampler for the ST. Its features 
stereo from ils twin phono input sockets, 
taking sounds from any suttable Stereo 

include: Sample rates from 3.0 to 27.9 ~tpment such as a Portable Cassette or 
Khz, mix sample with lull or half volume, player. Editor features include Mark, 
hili stereo playback option using the Htde, Cut, Loop, Paste, Insert, Delete, Ftll, 
Playback cartridge, full STE stereo Clear, Overlay, Reverse, Fade and many 

more. 
support. RRP £89.95 OUR PRICE £64.95 

RRP £39.95 
OUR PRICE £29.95 * * NEW - VIDEOMASTER * * 

Videomaster combines a Video Oigitiser 
CONCERTO and a Sound Sampler in one low cost unit. 

A Budget priced sequencer but with Can digitise in colour using the filters 
powerful features. Includes: score editing, supplied or an additional RG Splitter (not 
ghosting, delay, note search and replace, supplied). Record sound tracks using the 
pause staccato and slur. 24 track. Sound Sampler to create your own short 

films or demos. 
MJC PRICE MJC PRICE £52.95 

£29.95 
REPLAY 16 

VIOl ST The first t 6 bit sound sampler for the Atan 
Vidt ST & Vidi·Chrome CALL ST. Contatns an Editor, Midiptay 
Rombo RGB Splitter £49.95 Sequencer and Drumbeat 16. Samples at 
Vidi ST Complete Colour Solution CALL rates up to 46 KHz. 

RRP £129.95 OUR PRICE £99.00 

MICE 
NAKSHA 

MECHANICAL MOUSE 
Our most popular mouse includes 
Operation Stealth, Mat and Holder 

£22.95 
Due to shortages please call 

DRAGON 
MOUSE 

Budget replacement mouse features 
full micro switches and 280 dpi. 

MJC PRICE £12.95 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
- -

FUN SCHOOL LAUGH & LEARN WITH ADI 
The all time best selling educational ADI is a friendly alien which appears 
software from Database Educational. A on this latest range of educational 
number of programs on each package software from Database (the 
covering a range of subjects. manufacturers of Fun School). 

FUN SCHOOL2- 8 Programs per Pack 
Each package is designed to tollow the 

National Curriculum for a particular 
Fun School 2 -For 2 to 6 years £6.95 school year. 
Fun School 2 - For 6 to 8 years £6.95 ADI - English fort 1112 years 
Fun School 2 - For the over 8's £6.95 AD I - English for 12/13 years 
FUN SCHOOL3 - 6 Programs per Pack AD I - English for t3/14 years 

Fun School3 - For 2 to 5 years £t3.95 AD I-English for t4/15 years 

Fun School3 - For 5 to 7 years £t3.95 ADI-Maths for 11112 years 
fun School 3-For the over Ts £13.95 ADI- Maths for 12/13 years 

ADI- Maths for 13/14 years 
FUN SCHOOL4- 6 Programs per Pack ADI- Maths for 14115 years 
Fun Schoot4 -For 2 to 5 years £t6.95 ADI - French for 11112 years 
Fun School 4 -For 5 to 7 years £t6.95 ADI - French for 12/13 years 
Fun School 4 - For the over Ts £t6.95 AD I- French for 13/14 years 

ADI - French for 14/15 years 
£16.95 Each 

ANSWERBACK QUIZ - By Kosmos or £32.00 for any two 
Answerback Junior Quiz (6·11) £14.95 or £47.00 tor any three 
Answerback Senior Quiz (12+) £14.95 
Factfile Arithmetic (6·1 t ) £7.95 

COOMBE VALLEY SOFTWARE Factfile Spelling (6·11) £7.95 
Factfiles are for use with the Coombe Valley produce a range ol educational 
Answerback Junior Quiz only adventure games which develop Readtng, 

Keyboard Skills, logical Thought and 
Planning. In addition, most ol the games also 

MATHS ADVENTURE - By Kosmos improve specifiC skills in MaUls, English etc. 
The latest title from Kosmos covers Maths Dragons (5 to t 2 years) 

National Curriculum maths using a series Cave Maze (8 to 13 years) 
of four games. There are four dilficulty Reasoning with Trolls (5 to 12) 

levels and results can be saved and Fraction Goblins (8 to 13+) 
printed. (For ages 6·14). Picture Fractions (7 to 10 years) 

MJC PRICE £17.95 Tidy the House (5 to 9 years) 
£12.95 Each 

or £24.00 tor any two 
KOSMOSLANGUAGETUTORS or £34.50 for any three 

French Mistress £t4.95 
German Master £14.95 

NODDY'S PLAYTIME Spanish Tutor £14.95 
Italian Tutor £14.95 A complete entertainment and learning 

package for young children. Contams tO 
exciting programs which include a lull Jumor 

LCL SOFTWARE Art Package. Noddy's Paint Pot. Post Offtee. 
Each package is designed as a complete Market Place and many more. 
course. including a 100 page+ paperback MJC PRICE £18.95 

book, with 24 programs 
Primary Maths (3·1 t) 

PLAY DAYS Micro Maths (12/Adult to GCSE) 
Micro French (12/Adult to GCSE) The popular Playdays television programme is 
Micro English (12/Adult to GCSE) now available as an educational computer 
Micro German (12/Adult to GCSE) game. Contains t 3 different games. Includes 

£19.95 Each some superb graphics and sound. 
or £38.00 for any two MJC PRICE £18.95 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 
Deluxe Paint ST £44.95 
True Paint £32.95 

PROGRAMMING 
Hisoft Basic 2 £57.95 
Tempus 2 £29.95 
Hisoft C Interpreter £39.95 
Lattice C version 5 £105.00 
Nevada Cobol (inc. CPM emulator)£33.95 
Hisolt High Speed Pascal V1.5 £74.95 
Hisolt WERCS P1us (Inc. GDOS) £33.95 
NEW- Hisott Oevpac 3 £59.95 

DATABASE$ 
SUPER BASE PROFESSIONAL 

A fully relational database that can take 
graphic files as well as text. 

9t% Rating in ST Review October t992 
OUR PRICE £74.95 

Data Manager Professional £29.95 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Word Writer £36.95 
Rrst Word Plus V3. t CAll 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Concerto 
Ouartetvt .5 
Mini Office Communications 
Harlekin 2 
Htsoft Diamond Back 2 
NEW- Hisolt Diamond Edge 
Forget Me Clock 2 

STOS PRODUCTS 

£29.95 
£36.95 
£15.95 
£39.95 
£32.95 
£39.95 
£21.95 

STOS- Compiler CALL 
STOS - 3D r22.95 
The Game Makers Manual CALL 

NEW - ROBOSHI" 
Auto Sensing joystick/mouse switch box 

OUR PRICE £13.95 

I 



F 
or some years now, ST users 
have had to make do with sec
ond best in terms of graphics 

programs. There are some pretty 
powerful tools on the PC and Mac, 

M • c 11• Adobe Illustrator and Core/DRAW aunce 0 lnS being prime examples. Didot Lineart 

t h • h d came close but it didn't have chartge S lS an S on ing facilities and its colour handling 

the very first UK wasn't quite up to the mark. 
In the last few months, though, a 

copy of DA's new program from Germany has 
turned the market upside down 

Vector - the and helped the ST to take a 
giant leap forward. Not 

German ·~1m1\it.W.Ut9 only does DA's Vector have 
comprehensive vector 

multimedia graphic facilities, it also has 30 
charting, autotracing of 

vector graphics greyscale and colour images, hinted 

h 
PostScript font handling and 

program t at keyframe animation too.. What's 

looks set to take more, it's all in glorious 24-bit colour, 
a unique combination on the ST. 

th k t b DA's Vector comes from the e mar e Y German programmers responsible for 

DA's 
Vector's 

colour han
dlbrg Is 

beautifully 
simp le. 

Will DA's 
Vector top 

tire A tarl 
clrarts? 

StOrm. Didot Lineart and Didot Professional, 
something that will be pretty obvious 
to existing users as the interface is 
almost identical. lt will run on any 
ST/STE with 2 megabytes or more of 
memory, though experience shows 4 
megabytes to be a practica l mini
mum if colour is to be used to the 
fu ll. lt will also work on the n and 
Falcon. 

lt requires a minimum resolution 
of 640 by 400 pixels so it won't work 
in low or medium resolution on the 
ST -you'll need a monochrome 
monitor or a colour graphics card 
and specialised monitor to run it on a 
standard ST. You'll also need a hard 
drive with plenty of free space - true 
colour graphic files are measured in 
megabytes, not kilobytes! 

The program comes neatly pack
aged in a smart box with an SO-page 
ringbound AS manual and four disks. 
If the low page count worries you, 
you'll feel better when I tell you that 
one of the disks contains the online 
manual. it's a special desk accessory, 
called DA's Knowhow, that loads the 
200K or so of text information and 
displays it on screen. lt is also a con
text sensitive help facility- press Help 
and you get a text screen popping 
up relating to whatever icon or menu 
your mouse is currently pointing to. 

There's no installation program, 
unfortunately, so you have to copy 
most of the files onto the hard drive 
yourself and then de-archive them by 
double clicking on them. Altogether 
you'll need around 3.1 megabytes of 
hard disk space just for the program 
and sample files, and 300 kilobytes 
on your boot disk or partition for the 
help accessory. 

Actually, copying the files onto the 
chosen partition isn't the end of the 

DA Vector 

I 
e 

installation process- the README file 
reveals that you'll need the services of 
a text editor to remove a few German 
menu items and change the default 
path in the configuration file. it's a 
minor irritation though, nothing 
more. 

VECTOR GRAPHICS 
The heart of DA's Vector, not surpris
ingly, is its vector graphics tools. In 
many ways it is identical to Didot 
Lineart in that graphics are made up 
of individual vector objects, either 
lines or Sezier curves, then given vari
ous fills or colours. They can also be 
distorted in any plane, skewed, 
stretched or resized at will. 

The idiosyncratic but surprisingly 
ergonomic Didot-style interface has 
been retained to some extent 
although DA's Vector is a big 
improvement. Desk accessories can 
be called directly and the GEM scroll 
bars are present to compliment the 
unusual marquee zoom system. The 
program has five modes 
Vectorisation for autotracing images, 
Vector Path for constructing basic 
objects, Vector Graphics for manipu
lating entire graphics, along with 
Charting and Animation modes. 

The mainstay of the program is the 
Vector Graphics mode with its vari
ous editing and transformation tunc-

3D aJJd full colour 
combbre to create some 
superb text effects. 

Saving aJJ animation -
although only shown 
In mono, the ballls a 
gradient filled object 
that Is s lowly growing 
frame by fra me. 



tions. Once objects have been creat
ed, they can be given colours from a 
choice of 16.7 mill ion (using the 
colour settings dia log ue) or 
transformed in a variety of ways. The 
multicopy fac ili ty is particularly 
impressive - instead of ju st 
duplicating objects several t imes 
over, it can be used to create a series 
of copies, each one increasing or 
decreasing in size, rotating a few 
degrees or changing colour - or all 
three at once. lt makes it easy to cre
ate objects w ith colour gradients, 
made up of a number of offset 
copies. 

Text handling is good too - DA's 
Vector can import and use Calamus 
or PostScr ipt Type 1 fon ts (the 
latter's hinting is supported too) and 
convert them into vector objects to 
transform and fill. Some superb 3D 
effects can be obtained using the 3D 
extrusion function. 

The secret of DA's Vector lies in its 
ability to treat the screen display sep
arately from the graphic itself - the 
program works in 16.7 million 
colours all the t ime but what you see 
depends on your screen display and 
system configuration. Even in mono 
though, you can create colou r 
graphics or logos and export them 
into DTP programs or print them as 
colour separations. 

Only a handful of printers are 
supported, including the HP Laserjet 
11, Canon CLC1 0, NEC P6/7 and the 
Atari laser. However, output can also 
be directed to IMG or TIFF files 
(TIC, TIH or TIF v5.0) and in this way 
included in most other programs 
such as Pagestream and Timeworks. 
They tend to be rather large 
however, between 5 and 20 
megabytes in size, so you'll need 
that bigger hard disk you've had 

your eye on ... While DA's Vector does 
have its own file formats depending 
on which mode you're in, it allows 
direct import and export of 
vector objects in Calamus Vector 
Graphics (CVG), Didot Vector 
Graphics (DIG) or GEM fi le format. 
An EPS export module is 
under development which should 
improve file exchange with other 
computers. 

VECTOR OBJECTS 
Just a few of the tricks up DA's sleeve ... 

A basic vector object made up of Bezier curves, 
shown In Vector Path mode. 

OTHER FEATURES 
The autotracing tool lets you import 
greyscale or colour images in TIC or 
TIH format and turn them into vector 
graphics. TIC and TIH are variations 
of the industry standard TIFF format 
understood on ly by Didot 
Professional, Retouche and now DA's 
Vector. Single bit images (TIF, IMG, 
STAD, CRG, TGA or Degas) have to 

be converted first, using the appro
priate util ity (or service program) 
which can be run on its own or 
directly from DA's Vector itself. 

Tracing greyscales may seem odd 
but in fact it offers considerable con
trol over the final result and, once 
mastered, it is a very powerful facili
ty. I did have some trouble though, 
occasionally running out of memory 
on my 4 MB ST when t rac ing 
greyscales and colour files. Roll on 
the Falcon ( ... and 14 MB- Ed). 

CHARTING SUCCESS 
We've needed a good charting pro
gram on the ST for years - businesses 
are increasingly turning to presenta
tion graphics to get the message 
across and it can be a tedious task 
creating charts in standard graphics 
or DTP packages. DA's Vector can 
produce charts in six basic pre
defined forms - graphs, area graphs, 
bar charts, 3D bar charts, pie charts 
and 3D pie charts. lt also lets you use 
graphic objects instead of traditional 
standing columns so you can really 
let your creativity take hold. Tables of 
up to 8 columns and 32 rows can be 
used and imported or saved in ASCII 
format. Two sliders are provided so 
you can view the 3D charts and pies 
from any angle and there is also a 
movable light source for shading. 

Plenty of packages claim anima
tion features but in fact they're more 
like slide shows - they simply display 
scores of pictures one after the other. 
True computer animation is some
thing else and vector graphics is the 
ideal way forward. 

DA's Vector can be used to gener
ate sequences with up to 1 0,000 
frames - if you've got the hard disk 
space. However you don't need to 

T11esame 
object 
turned into 
a graphic 
with a 
colour fill 
and border. 
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draw this many pictures - a film can 
be produced by creating a handful of 
keyframes and letting the program 
do the rest . i t's dead easy - you 
insert a vector object in the first 
frame and another in, say, the fiftieth 
and the program extrapolates the 
intermediate frames and produces as 
many as are needed. Pressing play 
will see your first object turn gradual
ly into the second! 

There can even be several objects 
all moving in different directions at 
once as any object can have up to 
65,000 layers. There are almost infi
nite possibilities for the animation -
not only can you create films but you 
can put all the frames on screen at 
once to create smooth b lended 
objects. How about an animated 
chart that changes shape and view
point with successive year's figures? 
No problem! 

Once your f ilm is complete, you 
can record it for posterity in a format 
that anyone can play and watch by 
using a separate (public domain) 
viewing program. lt is also perfectly 
possible to create animations in full 
colour on a mono system and save 
them as such for playback on a 
colour machine like a Falcon. 

CONCLUSION 
Despite the occasional crash when 
trying to create extremely complex 
graphics and reservations over mem
ory handling and output, DA's Vector 
is a tremendously exciting program 
with endless possibilities. 

lt could do with more documenta
tion - the help accessory just isn't 
good enough - but a tutorial section 
is currently being translated. 

The animation features are particu
larly excit ing on a colour system like 

the Falcon. New modules are under 
development to add 16-bit sound to 
animations and a genlock should be 
available soon for overlaying text and 
graphics on videos. it's programs like 
th is that should help to ensure the 
Falcon's success - along with the 
comm itment of companies like 
HiSoft, to whom many thanks are 
due for kindly allowing us the use of 
an extremely well-equipped Falcon. 
Incidentally, the colour screenshots 
of the Falcon's high resolution true 
colour mode were converted using 
HiSoft's TruePaint, the only program 
that can handle and convert 24-bit 

Item• also 
be distort
ed In any 
otJe of a 
dOZetJ 
ways ... 

colour images such as these. If you're 
not planning on getting a Falcon, 
though, don't worry. Provided 
you've got a monochrome monitor, 
a hard disk and enough RAM, you 
can use DA's Vector quite happily. 
Calculation and redraw speed is quite 
acceptable on a base model ST, 
although use of colour starts to slow 
things down very quickly. 

DA's Vector is priced at the right 
level to make it a worthwhile buy just 
for its vector graphics capabilities. 
Put quite simply, we're talking about 
the best vector graphics package I've 
ever come across on an ST. 

DA Vector 

PostScript font handling 
Autotracing of bitmaps 

Keen price 

PROS AND CONS 
Awkward Interface 

Poor documentation 
Transfer problems 

...or copied several times to create a bletJd of 
dlfferetJt shapes with dlfferetJt fills. 



The dreaded 
"Out Of Memory" 

message has 
happened to all of 

us at one stage 
or another. 
Tony Kaye 

trekked across 
the Yorkshire 
Moors to find 

a solution ... 

0 
ne of the most annoying 
th ings that happens when 
working on a computer is an 

out of memory error. For most of us, 
a simple upg rade is the answer. 
Games players rarely need more than 
one or two megabytes, but serious 
uses such as colour DTP or music can 
require more. 

Until now, the ST has only been 
able to address up to four megabytes 
giving most people enough memory 
to work with. But multi-tasking oper
ations using MultiTOS (which does 
run on the ST) require large amounts 
of memory. A new board f rom 
Marpet Developments allows you to 
add another eight megabytes of RAM 
which should be enough for any seri
ous application you want to run. 

The board is a simple plug-in fit on 
the STE, Mega ST and Mega STE. As 

yet, it's not available for the earlier 
machines. A small patch program in 
the AUTO folder permits addressing 
to the extra memory in the same 
way that the TT allows a user to 
add and make use of Fast 
RAM. Programs like That's 
Write 2 will work quite 
happily, as w ill any pro
gram designed to take 
advantage of t he extra 
memory capacity of the TT or 
Falcon . You can use the extra 
memory as a large RAMdisk or stor
age of any kind. it makes moving 
large DTP documents around quick 
and easy, but i t must always be 
remembered that if a RAMdisk holds 
information when the machine is 
switched off, this data is lost. 

All three versions of the board are 
available in either unpopulated or 

DEVELOPING NEW PRODUCTS 
What goes into developing a new 
product for the ST? We spoke to 
Ma1pet's designer to find out ... 

John Cornelius is an independent consultant with a vast 
knowledge of computers. In a nutshell, he solves problems. 
Using an accelerated 486-based PC system, John can usually 
find a solution to most challenges thrown at him, be it a half 
megabyte memory upgrade - or a huge twelve megs! 

Back in the mists of time, John was called in by Frontier 
Software to develop the original XtraRAM board. If you recall, 
this was the first memory board that allowed the 1040 STF 
and STFM to go beyond the supplied one megabyte of RAM. 
The original board allowed a user to upgrade to a massive two 
and a half megabytes, certainly a big deal at the time. 

The success of the XtraRAM board led to the development 
of the Deluxe version. Using one megabyte SIMMs, this board 
has the capacity to take the machine to four megabytes. 
However, this is still not enough for some people, hence the 
current project. 

BACKGROUND HISTORY 
John has a 40-year history in research and development and 

was Senior Engineer with Thorn Electrical Industries where he 
designed TV aerials, telephone answering and recording 
machines, communications equipment, alarm systems, closed 
circuit TV (CCTV) and cable television distribution hardware. 
He has also worked in the development of audio amplifiers, 
car radio/ cassette units, fax hardware, satellite picture pro
cessing and data communications using telephone l ines and 
fibre optics. 

John is presently busy designing alarm units, computer 
interfaces and many other projects too numerous to mention 
without this turning into a hefty list of achievements! 

Marpet are currently working with John to produce hard
ware peripherals for the Commodore CDTV range, Amiga 600 
and 1200 machines and memory management for the 
Falcon/ ST computers. Oh, and one or two other things that 
w e can't mention ... 

fully populated forms and accept one 
megabyte SIMMs. These only need 
to be rated at 120ns (nanoseconds) 

or faster, which means that you 
could add four megabytes and 

upgrade to the full eight later 
on. A test program is pro
vided to check the mem
ory, written by the same 
person who wrote the 

original RAM checking 
utility, Andre Willey. 
Initially, all machines will need 

to have TOS 2.06 installed to use the 
extra memory. In the Mega ST a 
switcher is requ ired, such as the 
Compo board shown in the Step-by
Step guide. In the STE, the chips can 
be swapped for the new ROMs 
although compatibility with TOS 
1.62 will be lost. Marpet are currently 
working closely with Analogic 



Computers in Kingston-Upon
Thames to produce a re-designed 
TOS Switcher board that will fit in the 
machine and give you both versions 
of TOS when needed (although the 
extra memory won't be available 
with TOS 1.62). 

STE VERSION 
The board plugs into the expan

sion port in the Mega machines and 
has a further expansion socket for 
other add-ons. For the STE another 
method had to be found and so the 
board is p iggy-backed onto the 
68000 processor chip. If this chip is 
in a socket, it's just a simple plug-in 
fit. If not, Marpet offer a fitting ser
vice. 

When we visited the Marpet offices 
- an old turkey house on a farm in 
North Yorkshire! - the STE version 
was being changed from surface 
mounted RAM chips to SIMMs. This 
allows them to be sold unpopulated 
in the same way as the Mega 
machine versions, priced at £149.99. 

8MB Memory Upgrade 

I 
WHAT THE PROFESSIONALS SAY ... 

We asked people in the know what 
they thought the advantages of the 
extra memory would mean to the 

user. Here's what they said: 

"For DTP, the more memory the better so it would benefit 
Timeworks users tremendously." 

- David Yeneralski, GST Software. 

"lt's great to see products like this appearing. lt ensures a 
bright and rosy future for the STrange." 

- Darryl Still, Atari Corp. (UK). 

"lt will improve multi-tosking operations and, with colour 
scans taking as much os six to ten megabytes, aid colour 
DTP work. " 

- Karl Brandt, System Solutions. 

Frontier Software 
went into liquidation 

in 1992 with two 
of the employees, 
Martin Walsh and 

Peter Franklin, facing 
the dole queue with 

no savings 
between them. 

After a visit to the 
bank manager, they 

came away with a 
loan to buy the 

product rights and 
goodwill from 

Fron-tier' s liquidator. 
With just three 

members of staff to 
start with (Martin, 

Peter and Gary 
Wilkinson, a techni -

cian from the 
old company), the 
company has now 

grown to 12 personnel and 
the turnover is rapidly 

approaching the 
magic million mark. 

The offices of Marpet take 
the form of a converted turkey 

house on a farm, several 
hundred yards away from the 

nearest neighbour. 
Even the local pub is only a 

half mile, ten minute downhill 
stroll (and a two-hour 

stagger back ... Ed). Future 
plans include the development 

of a large ground floor 
assembly area that will 

be next door to the 
calf house (still 

in seasonal use!). 
From being an Atari-only 

company, Martin and Peter 
felt the need to 

diversify to survive. 
Apart from the ST 

upgrades, they now support 
the Amiga and are soon to 

launch a range of 
products for the Falcon. 

Diversification? Their latest 
project, which is almost fin 

ished, is a device that tells 
farmers when an 

animal is about to give 
birth using electronic sensors 

and transmitters. 
This has attracted a lot of 

attention from the agricultural 
trade and almost won them a 

place on the Tomorrow's 
World "Prince Of Wales" 

Innovation Awards 
programme. 



_ ... .....,. ....... _ Installation of the Marpet 8MB upgrade 

1 Remove tl1e 
keyboard and 

aU leads from tl1e 
main CPU box. 
Then take out tl1e 
screws lwldi11g tl1e 
case togetl1er. 
Tllese are identi
fied by the square 
lroles a11d tlutre 
SIIOUid be elgl1 t in 
all. 

3 To nm the 
upgrade, you 

need TOS 2 .06. 
Tills Is quite a 
techniculupgrade 
arul reqrdres sol
dering to your 
68000 CPU clllp. 
If you're unsure of 
your OWII abili
ties, you are 
advised to llave 
this installed by a 
professional. 

5 Before 
re-assembling 

tl1e computer, 
carefully plug tl1e 
keyboard in and 
power up. Place 
tire patcl1 program 
in tl1e AUTO foltler 
a11d test the RAM 
using the program 
provided. lflt is 
all workitJg cor
rectly, unplug and 
put the screen and 
casing back 011. 
T11e macllirre Is 
11ow ready to use. 

is simplidty itself. We installed it into a 
Mega 4 but it's just as easy to put it 
into an STE or a Mega STE ... 

2 Using a tllln 
pair of pliers, 

straighten t11e 
twisted retahrers 
that l1old t11e 
screen ill place. Be 
careful lvitlr tlrese 
- many Mega own· 
ers have removed 
the screen tllto
gether and now 
lrave 1110111tor 
problems! 

4 I11s tall tl1e 
memory board 

by pluggf11g 1t i11to 
tl1e expa11.d011 port 
as SIIOWn. Up to 
eigl1t one megabyte 
SIMMs can be 
fitted glvlr1g you a 
total of12 MB of 
available RAM. As 
lo11g as tl1e SIMMs 
are rated at 120us 
or faster a11d are 
all the sam e size, 
the actJ•al collfi!Jl•· 
ratlo11 call vary 

L~~~~=~~~~=L ____ _!IJ but t11ey all work just as well. 

6 WJJeJI 

everytlllng is 
cormected and 
worki11g, you can 
test the m emory 
using the program 
provided. Tlrls Is 
an exteJJSion of tl1e 
checking program 
supplied wltl1 tl1e 
original memory 
upgrt~des, but lt 
has been complete
ly rewritten tmd 
updt~ted. 



Competition 

WIN AN BMHZ 
UPGRADE • FREE! 

You've read all 
about it, now 

here's your 
chance to win 

an upgrade for 
your STE or 

Mega ... 

I n the last three pages, we've been 
extoll ing the virtues of the new 
Marpet +8 memory boards. Now 

we can offer you the opportunity to 
own one and find out how useful it is 
firsthand! 

All you have to do is answer the 
three simple questions below and 
send your entries to us before the 
closing date and you could be a 
winner. 
First prize is a ful ly popu lated 
upgrade and there are five runners
up prizes of unpopulated boards for 
either the STE, Mega ST or Mega STE 
computers. To use the board with a 
Mega ST or an STE, you will need to 
upgrade the operating system to TOS 
2.06. 

SWITCHABLE UPGRADE 
This is not included in the prize. 

You can buy the Mega ST switchable 
upgrade and the TOS 2.06 ROMs 
for the STE from Compo Software for 
£39.99 . At the time of w r i t ing, 
there is no switchable upgrad e 
available for the STE that will fit in 
the comp uter wi t h t he memory 
upgrade. Analogic Computing are 
currently working on resolving th is 
problem. 

Please note that at present, there is 
no eight megabyte upgrade board 
for the STFM or other earlier boards. 

RULES 
Multiple entries won't win - they'll find their way into the nearest fur
nace! The winner will be the first correct entry drawn after the closing 
date. The next five names drawn will each win an unpopulated 
upgrade board as specified on their entry. The editor's decision is final 
and no correspondence will be entered into. TOS 2.06 is not provided 
in the prize package and is required to use the extra memory. Winners 
are advised that they will have to make their own provisions for this. 

HOW TO ENTER 
All you need to do to win one of these great prizes is answer t he 
following questions:-

1. Which model of ST did we use for our step-by-step guide? 

2. What is the total maximum RAM available now? 

3. Which TOS version is required to drive the upgrade? 

That wasn't too bad, was it? Now write your answers on a postcard or the 
back of a sealed envelope and send it to "Sweet Memories" Competition, 
Atari ST Review, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SKlO 4NP, to 
reach us no later than 27th May 1993. Don't forget to tell us which type 
of ST you have. 



Mono Monitors 

0 ne of the ST's main selling 
points is that no special monitor 
is required to run games and 

many programs, just a simple con
nection to any lV set. But there are 
serious drawbacks to such use for 
extended periods as TVs are not 
designed to be viewed at a close dis
tance and the flicker can be tiring on 
the eyes. The normal solution is to 
buy a colour monitor such as the 
Atari SC1224 or some other brand 
and use this instead. The scan fre
quency (or number of times a screen 
refreshes each second) can then be 
changed from 50Hz to 60Hz, sub· 
stantially reducing the flicker. 

A CLEARER 
With the scard ty of 

ST-compatible mono monitors, 
VGA screens have led to the 

creation of a new market. Ofir 
Gal preaches of the conversion ... 

VIEW 
The ST supports two colour modes 

or resolutions. Low resolution can dis
play 16 colours on screen (B on pre
STEs) at a resolution of 320*200 pix
els and is mainly used for games and 
paint packages. 

Medium resolution has only 4 
colours but at a higher resolution of 
640'200 and so is used with applica
tions such as word processors and 
desktop publishers. The increased 
resolution allows for the display of 80 
letters per line which is compatible 
with most printers. 

SERIOUS WORK 
If colour is unimportant, a mono
chrome monitor is the best choice for 
any "serious" work on the ST. The 
display is limited to black and white 

T 

but there is a considerable gain 
in resolution and clarity of pic
ture and many graphics, 
music and DTP pro
grams benefit greatly. 

In fact, many pack
ages will simply refuse to 
work in any other mode. The 
frame frequency is set at 70Hz to 
produce minimal flickering and the 
n umber of pixels is doubled to 
640*400. This gives more desktop 
space for icons and the Control 
Panel, for example, no longer occu
pies the whole screen. Any program 
incorporating fonts is much easier to 
work with. 

The standard mono monitor for 
some years has been the Atari 

SM124, a popular buy with ST 
users. The image is of good 

quality and the unit repre
sents excellent value for 
money. Around the 
launch of the Mega STE, 

Atari introduced a replace
ment in the SM144 but its pic-

ture quality did not match that of 
its predecessor and it was discontin
ued. Atari then became pre-occupied 
with the ST's successor, the Falcon, 
and the long awaited SM146 failed 
to materialise. 

With the demand for monochrome 
monitors steadily growing, the lack of 
availability has been a source of frus
tration to users and dealers alike. 
Third party companies started to look 

The GM 148 is a 14" FST (Flat Square Tube) monitor with a 
detachable tilt and swivel stand. Pale grey in colour, it has 
a slim, lightweight design with a built-in speaker and 
adjustable volume control. The volume knob was added by 
Gasteiner and is, quite frankly, is a bit of a kludge as it pro
trudes about an inch on the right side of the monitor. A 
shorter knob would have done the job as this one is prone 
to break if you transport the monitor unboxed. 

noting that the screen is flat with a glossy finish that can 
contribute to reflections. The power switch, contrast and 
brightness controls are located at the front of the monitor 
while the two controls at the rear adjust vertical size and 
horizontal phase. Sound quality is also very good. 

The first monitor to arrive didn't work properly because 
the magnetic interference from the speaker caused the pic
ture to lose sync or, in other words, to go haywire. This 
problem was resolved and the second monitor worked 
perfectly. 

Picture quality is very good - much better than the Atari 
SM series and, needless to say, miles ahead of any colour 
monitor. The image is pin-sharp and stable although there 
are very minor interferences when the hard disk is 
accessed. There is a slight smearing effect towards the 
edges of the screen; this is hardly noticeable but it's worth 

A fla t 14" scree11 
wlt l r a sh arp Image 
bu t the reflective 
surface m ay prove ll 
problem 111 som e 

.._ __________ ...J situatiOIIS 

for other alternatives and found a 
way of modifying a standard mono
chrome VGA monitor, usually associ
ated with the PC, to work with the 
ST. 

There are several difficulties in 
achieving such a conversion. Simply 
plugging a VGA monitor into the ST's 
1 3-pin DIN socket doesn't work as 
the ST uses a non-standard sync rate 
which can damage the monitor. 

Also, VGA monitors do not have a 
built-in speaker so one has to 
be installed. Three companies have 
now managed to find solutions 
to these problems and this month 
we look at their monitors and com
pare them with the original Atari 
SM124. 



Please Ring 
for Attractive 
Dealer Prices 



The ST supports three 
screen resolutions. 

While the high resolu 
tion was designed 

specifically for word 
processing and DTP, it 

has also become a stan
dard with MIDI users. 

On t he ST, screen 
memory is always 

32000 bytes regardless 
of resolution. In 

hi-res there are 640*400 
pixels on screen, each 
being either black or 

white. This means that 
only one bit is required 

to describe the pixel 
state: if a bit is set the 

pixel is black, if it's clear 
the pixel is white. Each 

byte is made up of 8 bits, so a 
byte can contain the state of 

eight pixels. As there are 
256,000 pixels on-screen, this 
requires 32,000 bytes in total. 

Four colours are displayed in 
medium resolution requiring 

two bits per pixel. This halves 
the number of pixels that can be 

displayed and so the resolut ion 
is reduced to 640*200 to main

tain the 32,000 byte limit. To 
enable display of a reasonable 

number of text lines, the screen 
font is changed to 8*8 pixels per 

character as opposed to the 
16*8 pixels in hi-res. This is why 
GDOS fonts don't look as clear 

in medium resolut ion. 
Up to 16 colours can be dis

played in low resolution which 
means t hat four bits are now 
needed for each screen pixel. 

This halves the number of avail
able pixels again to 320*200. 

There is no special screen font 
for low-res, so it is only possible 

to display up to 40 characters 
per line of text. Needless to say, 

this resolution is not much use 
for word processing or DTP. 

WHAT IS A VGA 
MONITOR? 

VGA is a term tal<en from the 
world of PC-compatibles and is 
used to describe the graphic 
capabilities of the computer 
rather than the monitor. The PC 
started out with a monochrome 
display and Colour Graphic 
Adaptors (CGA) were later intro
duced to enable limited use of 
colour. These w ere then fol 
lowed by EGA (Enhan ced 
Graphics Adaptor) and VGA 
(Video Graphics Adaptor) , the 
latter being defined by IBM as a 
device that is capable of display
ing a resolution of 640*480 with 
16 colours. The increasingly pop
ular SVGA (Super VGA) standard 
specifies a minimum resolution 
of 640*480 with 256 colours. 

SYSTE 
This is another 14" FST monochrome VGA monitor with a detachable tilt and 
swivel stand and comes in two varieties: with or without a speaker. To provide 
volume control on the built-in speaker version, System Solutions have used the 
image contrast knob which means that the screen's contrast cannot be adjust
ed without opening up the monitor casing. While connection to the ST is via a 
standard ST monitor plug, System Solutions supply both VGA and ST adaptors 
on request. 

Image quality is outstanding with no interference whatsoever. The image is 
crystal clear and while the contrast doesn't appear to need adjusting, some 
other solution would have been preferable rather than simply disabling the 
control. Like the GM148, this monitor has a very flat and glossy screen that is 
a little prone to reflections. Sound quality is very good (slightly better than the 
GM148). The power switch, volume and brightness controls are located at the 
front of the monitor with just two controls at the rear for vertical size and hori
zontal phase adjustment. 

System Solutions provide a special image adjustment service, so that opti
mum picture size and linearity can be achieved for users of OverScan or the 
Reflex graphics cards. They can also increase picture size to fill the screen, and 
while this doesn't increase resolution, it does make it easier to read smaller 
font sizes - recommended for DTP work. This service is available free of charge 
with the speaker version. 

Similar, but not identical to the 
GM148. T11is monitor has the bes t 

Image quality mul sound, but 
lacks image contrast control. 

Mono Monitors 

s 

LADBROKE DM1480 
You guessed - yet another 14" FST monochrome VGA monitor although this 
one is rather different from the other two as the screen is not as flat and so less 
reflective. The monitor has a somewhat bulkier design with a fixed tilt and 
swivel base. 

The power switch is located at the rear along with vertical size and sync con
trols while three knobs at the front of the monitor provide control for contrast, 
brightness and horizontal phase. lt has a standard VGA plug and Ladbroke sup
ply an ST-compatible adaptor with the monitor. 

Ladbrokes' solution to the sound problem is certainly original and gets full 
marks. A small adaptor is inserted into the monitor port of the ST and includes 
a tiny speaker measuring about half an inch in diameter, a mini-jack socket and 
a VGA connector for the actual monitor lead. 

The audio quality is surprisingly good, considering the size of the speaker 
and while I wouldn't recom
mend it for sample playback 
or for p rograms such as 
Breakthru, it is perfectly ade
quate for the standard beeps 
and blips. If you do need bet
ter sound quality, you can 
p lug an amplified speaker 
into the mini socket. 

Picture quality is good, but 
not as clear as the other two 
monitors. The picture appears 
slightly off-centre towards the 
top half of the screen, but is 
otherwise stable and linear. 

Tlris morlitor 
has an 
anti-glare 
screen to stop 
re(lectio11s hilt 
the Image is 
not as sharp as 

L----'iiE.-'-"'--~-...J the ot11er two. 



GASTEINER 
Unit 2, Millmead 
Business Centre 
Millmead Road 
London N17 9QU 
Tel: 081 365 1151 
Fax: 081 885 1953 

:==-, 
' , DATA 

ATARI COMPUTERS 
520 STE 1/zMb ...... ..................... .... £209.00 
520 STE l Mb ........ .......... ..... .......... £219.00 
520 STE 2Mb ............ , .... ............ .... £265.00 
520 STE 4Mb ................................. £320.00 
1040 STE lMb ........... .......... ...... .... £250.00 
ST BOOK 1Mb 40Mb HID ........ £1275.00 

FALCON COMPUTERS 
Falcon lMb ...... ............... ............ ... £550.00 
Falcon 4Mb ................ ........... ......... £750.00 
Falcon 1Mb 65Mb HD ....... .......... £850.00 
Falcon 4Mb 65Mb HD .............. ... £899.00 
Falcon 4Mb 120Mb HD ...... ....... £1099.00 
Falcon 4Mb 240 Mb HD ............. £1299.00 

FALCON HARD DRIVES 
40Mb ............. POA 65 Mb ............. POA 
120Mb ........... POA 240 Mb ........ ... POA 

NEW GASTEINER SPARE SHOP 
Power Supply (ST, STF, STFM, STE) .. £32.95 
Atari Internal Drive ........................ £45.00 
Keyboard STFM and STE ............. £59.00 
STE Mother Board No RAM ....... £149.00 
DMA Chip ........ ..... ............................. POA 
TOS 2.06 STE/STFM ...................... £59.00 
lf2Mb STFM Mother Board ......... £149.00 
Outer Casing STE ........................... £39.00 
Atari Original Mouse ....................... £8.00 

MONITORS 
SVGA Monitor for Falcon ....... .£239.00 
Atar i SC1435 ....... ....................... £199.00 
Multisync Monitor .......... ........... £399.00 
Gasteiner Mono High Res ......... £149.00 

PRINTERS 
Citizen Swift 9 Colour .............. £179.00 
Citizen Swift 240 Colour .......... £279.00 
Citizen Swift 200 Colour .......... £219.00 
HP 500 ............. ....... ..... .......... ..... £309.00 
HP 500 Colour ................... ........ £439.00 
HP 550 Colour ...................... ..... £550.00 

8 Mb RAM for STE, Mega 
ST/STE (COMING SOON) ........... POA 
Marpet XRAM Deluxe Simms Upgrade 
For ST, STF, STFM and Mega ST 
OMb ............................................... £30.00 
lh Mb ....... ................. .......... ........... £39.00 
2Mb ....... ....... ... ..... ......................... £85.00 
4Mb ............................................. £139.00 
Gasteiner STE and Mega STE Upgrade 
lh Mb ........................ ....................... £6.99 
2Mb ............. ................................. . £59.00 
4Mb ............................................. £109.00 

SCANNERS 
256 Greyscale Scanners with OCR 
Option. Features:- Tr ue Greyscales, 100· 
400 DPI, 105mm Head + Touch Up + 
Mergelt ....................................... £119.95 
Scanner+ OCR Software ......... £179.00 
Full OCR Software ................... £165.00 
OCR Upgrade for any Goldenlmage 
or Alfadata Scanner only ............ £69.00 

DELIVERY CIIARGES: UK MAINI.AND (not Highlands) 
Small ccn.umable.., & [).·,patched b)' post plc:L\C chi.:d;, 
li-OrtY. :trc tfcnh. char~'<"\ wh.:n Ofd..:rint; 
Other items. ~·xt"tpt l3,el) Next day courier ~cr.·kc. £10 per boA 
Offshort and I hghland'- Please c•x1uire 
IS ,\ODITIOS 1\1: OFn:R Till: 1'01.1.0\VING EXPRfSS SERI'ICI~~ 
S:uurday dclivtric' Nocmal rate plus t l 5 + V;\ T per b()). 
t-\M next day Normal rntc piu." ,CR + VAT per box 

ICD POWER .A\..ATARI I 
HARD DRIVES 

GASTEINER? DRIVE FOR ST. STE, 
MEGA ST, MEGA STE 
* High performance dri ve 

*Supports up to 7 exlra SCSI devices 
* Autobooting * DMA throughport * Autoparking 

* Accept a second Internal dri ve * Optional battery backed clock 
* 12 Months back to base warranty 

* Comprehensive manual * Fast SCSI drive 
* High quality metal casing * Internal PSU 

42Mb (24Ms) Quantum ..... .......................... ...... ........ £289.00 
50Mb (24Ms) Seagate ........... ................... ..... ..... ........ £289.00 
85Mb (14Ms) Quantum ........ ........................ ............. !369.00 
120Mb (14Ms) Conner .................................. ..... ....... . £429.00 
170Mb (14Ms) Quantum ........................................... £469.00 
240Mb (14Ms) Conner .................................. ............. £569.00 
330Mb · 1.2 Giga byte .................................................... POA 
Floptical 20Mb Drive ................................................. £399.00 
Floptical 20Mb Disks ................................................... £24.00 
Optional Clock for above ............................................ £15.00 

HARD DRIVE KIT 
GASTEINER MAKE YOUR OWN HARD DRIVE 

* Case ........................... .£35.00 * Host Adaptor ....... £59.00 
* 45W PSU ................... £35.00 * DMA Cable ............ £6.00 
*SCSI Cable ............. ... . ,£6.00 *The Link ............... £79.00 
* Power Cable ................ £5.00 * ICD Host Adaptor £69.00 
* ICO Host Adaptor (with clock)£79.00 * Cleanup ST .......... £29.00 

BARE HARD DRIVES 
50Mb Seagate ........... £199.00 42Mb Quantum ........... .£179 
85Mb Quantum ........ £249.00 240Mb Quantum .......... £499 
120Mb Conner ......... £299.00 105Mb LPS Quantum .£299 
170Mb Conner ......... £329.00 85Mb Conner ............... £229 
170Mb Quantum ...... £349.00 52Mb LPP Quantum ... £279 

MEGA STE HARD DRIVE 
With Official Atar i MEGA STE KIT 

Atari Host Adaptor and For matting Software 
Mega STE Kit ..................................................... .......... £39.00 
Kit + 50Mb Har d Drive ............................................ .£219.00 
Kit+ 120Mb Hard Drive ........................................... £379.00 
Kit +210Mb Hard Drive ........... ................................ £499.00 

ACCESSORIES 
Monitor Switch Box Colour/Mono .............................. £14.95 
Multisync Switch Box ........................ ............ ............ ... £29.95 
Printer Cable ............................... .................................... £6.00 
Modem Cable .......................................................... ........ £6.00 
Null Cable ........................................................................ £6.00 
Serial Cable ..................................................................... £6.00 
Philips/ Atari Cable ....................................................... £10.00 
Scart Cable .......................... .......................................... £10.00 
Box of 10 Disks ................................................................ t:7.00 
5.25" External Drive ..................... ......... ...................... . £89.00 
3.5" External Drive ................ ....................................... £50.00 
3.5" 1.44 External Drive for Mega STEr rT ............... £99.00 
Blitz Turbo ............ ........................................................ £25.00 
Ripper Cartridge ....................................................... ... £25.00 
Supr a Fax-Modem ............................................. ......... £250.00 
Ad Speed ST ............ ...................... .............................. £140.00 
Ad Speed STE ............................................................. £165.00 
Auto Sensing Mouse/J oyst ick Switch .......................... £12.95 
Forget Me Clock 11 ....................................................... £14.95 

Products advertised represent a small 
sample of our in-stock range. A complete 

price list is available on request. 

MICE+ TRACKBALL 
AI fa Data 
Infra Red Mouse ....... ..... .............. £45,00 
Mega Mouse ......... ....... ... .............. £10.95 
Mega Mouse (Mat+Holder) ........ £14.95 
300 DPI Optical Mouse ......... ...... £27.95 
The Tr ackball .: ............................ £29.95 
Crystal Trackball ....................... . £34.95 
Optical Pen Mouse ................ ...... £35.95 
Auto Mouse/Joystick Switch ...... £12.95 
Golden Image 
GI 600 ....... ................. .................. . £13.95 
Optical Mouse ..................... ......... £23.95 
Brush Mouse ................................ £19.95 
New Golden Image 
400 DPI Mark 2 Mouse ......... ...... £14.95 

SOFTWARE 
Word Processors 
1st Word + .................................... £55.00 
Calligrapher Pro ..... ..................... £79.00 
Calligrapher Gold .................... .£109.00 
That's Write Vl .4., ............ .......... £ l9.00 
DTPSoOware 
Pagestream V2.2 ................ ........ £149.00 
Timeworks Publ ishing 2 ............. £80.00 
Calamus V 1.9 ............................ .£129.00 
Calamus SL ..................... ........... £339.00 
OCR Software ............................ £165.00 
Touch Up ....... ....................... ....... .£49.00 
Easy Draw .................... ................ £34.00 
Cyber Studio ......... .................... ... £25.00 
Cyber Control ...................... ........ £25.00 
Cyber Paint ........... ............. .......... £25.00 
Human Design Disk ........... .......... £10.00 
Future Design Disk ..................... . £10.00 
3D Font 1 ...................................... ££0.00 
CAD 30 ................. ....... ... ............. £10.00 
CAD 3D Developers Disk ............ £10.00 
Neo Desk 3 .............................. ...... £28.00 
Thais Fun Face ............................ £18.00 
Signs + Banners .... ....... ................ £15.00 
Calendar + Stationery ................. £15.00 
Greet ing Cards .................... ....... .£15.00 
Music Softwar e 
C-Lab Notator ........................... £279.00 
C-Lab Creator ........................... £179.00 
Cubeat ........................................ £150.00 
Cubase ............................. ........... £279.00 
Cubase Light ................... ........... £150.00 

REPAIR SERVICE 
New service centre/repair for most Atari 
computers. We otTer a quotation service 
of £JO for which we will examine vour 
computer and report back with an exact 
quotation price for the repair. If the 
repair is carried out the £10 is t hen 
deducted from your bill. 

E. & 0. E. Prices subjecl lo change withoul notice. 
Goods subjectlo arailability. 

Spccificalions subjecl lo change without notice. 
All Trademarks acknowledged. 



True Paint running witlr and witllout OverScan in low-res. 
Pictures speak louder t1ran words---

Want to make use 
of the black area 

around your 
screen? In that 
case, you need 

Over Scan ... 

OuerUtil Uer$iOn 1. 9 
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The OverScan Utilities desk 
accessory provides a conrer 

clock a11d an animated screen 
saver. 

T
he ST is well-sui ted to word pro
cessing, art and desktop publish
ing with a vast selection of pro

grams available to cater for all needs. 
One major problem facing users is 
the inability to view anywhere near 
a full page on a standard screen. 
Most programs provide vari
ous page preview facilities 
and you can always scroll 
up and down but this is a 
rather slow process even with 
the aid of screen accelerators, like 
NVDI, or faster processors. A large 
monitor and a graphics card is a pos
sible option but the high cost is pro
hibitive to most. 

Autoswitch OverScan is a clever 
hardware modification that removes 
the large border around the image 
on your monitor. This is not the same 
as simply enlarging the display as it 
actually increases the screen resolu
tion so giving you more work space. 
Adverts claim up to a 40% increase 
and a high degree of compatibil ity 
with most programs at a fraction of 
the cost of a large monitor. 

OVERVIEW 
OverScan consists of a tiny circuit 
board, a single floppy disk and a 66-
page manual. Installation is tricky to 

say the least and unless you are con
fident with a soldering iron, you're 
better off leaving it to the experts. 
The manual takes you through the 
installation and includes no fewer 

than 14 circuit diagrams to cover 
all possible versions of STF, 

STM, STFM and Mega STs. 
OverScan doesn't work 
on the STE or MegaSTE as 
some of the components 

that OverScan needs to 
access have been integrated 

into a single chip, preventing 
modification of the necessary signals. 
Depending on the specific model, 
between 9 and 12 soldering points 
are required and two or three PCB 
tracks have to be cut. 

Once the hardware has been 
instal led, the system is re-booted 
with the OverScan driver in the auto 
folder. While the file size is around 
30 kilobytes, only 1 0 ki lobytes of 
RAM is actually used by the driver 
program. Pressing the Shift key while 
booting reveals the setup screen 
from which the image height, width 
and position on screen can be 
adjusted. Other setup options 
include changing border colours, 
50/60Hz toggle for colour monitors 
and switching resolutions. Settings 

OverScan Is the name of the company that was established In 1990 In Berlin, Germany to 
produce AutoSwltch OverScan. As a result of the popularity of the product, a version of 
OverScan has been produced for the TT - to the amazement of Atarl who believed that such a 
modification was Impossible. The team consists of progammers and engineers held In 
high regard such as Patrlck Jerchel and Karsten lsakovlc (who Is also responsible for the 
excellent Chameleon accessory loader). OverScan has also produced several products for the 
Falcon which Include Screenblaster, a special Falcon version of OverScan capable of a 
resolution of 880*600 In mono or colour, and Falcon Genlock which allows m ixing of video 
pictures and computerised graphics. Also of Interest Is Overlay Multimedia, a new video 
tltllng and animation package for the full Atarl range which can mix music samples with 
animation and should be available by the end of April. Finally, VRAM 030 provides much-needed 
vlrtualmemory for the Falcon and TT where disk space can be used as If it were RAM - up to 
2000MB! 

are easily saved to disk and different 
settings can be kept for each of the 
three resolutions. 

The effectiveness of OverScan 
depends on the monitor (see table 
1), but expect a minimum resolution 
of 672*480 on a monochrome moni
tor, 752*280 in med-res and 
384*280 in low-res - over 25% extra 
pixels in mono and over 60% in 
colour. OverScan is even more 
effective when using a VGA 
monochrome monitor with 752*480 
pixels, an increase in work area of 
40%. 

The manual warns about possible 
incompatibilities with some programs 
and the OverScan driver is clever 
enough to clean up the "mess" if a 
program is not fully operational in 
OverScan mode. In addition, a simple 
text file can be placed in the Auto 
folder listing any programs which do 
not work correctly with OverScan. 
Loading such a program causes 
OverScan to temporarily cease but 
automatically reverts to an active 
state upon quitting. 

IN USE 
As with any hardware modification, 
users (myself included) are always 
concerned about any incompatibili
ties with existing software. There isn't 
much point in going to the trouble 
and expense of enhancing your ST if 
your favourite programs won't work 
correct ly. Surprisingly, most 
programs function extremely wel l 
and the extra screen space is very 
convenient. Starting with the desk
top, there is now more space for 
icons and bigger directory windows 
so that less scroll ing is needed to 
view the contents of a disk. Popular 
programs such as First Word Plus, 
Timeworks, Calamus, Call igrapher, 
Fontkit, That's Write, Wordflair and 
Cubase are easier to use with this 
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extra space. There is even enough 
space on screen to open more than 
one document or use the control 
panel without obscuring the work 
area. As a small point, programmers 
can use OverScan to test tor large 
screen compatibil ity and the manual 
is very helpful in its explanation of 
how to program for fu ll OverScan. 
Even comms packages such as 
STalker benefi t from the larger 
display and UIS Ill, the replacement 
file selector, can display 57 files 
without having to resort to a smaller 
font! 

A small minority of programs, and 
many games, w il l not work w i th 
OverScan. These include MonST, 
HyperPaint, Tempus and Notator but 
these names can easily be added to 
the configuration file so that 
OverScan switches itself of f when 
they are loaded. This makes the 

11re tiny board 
that does tire job. 
Installation, 
lrowever, is not 
for tire faint 
lrearted . 

system behave just as it would were 
OverScan not instal led. In fact, a 
program that does not work correct
ly with OverScan will not work on a 
large monitor either and tends to 
point t o poor p rogram ming or 
non-compli ance with Atar i 's 
programming guidelines. Where 
software b l itters are concerned, 
Warp9 does not work at all but NVDI 
does which is not surprising when 
you consider that one of t he 
OverScan programmers is also 
credited as a member of the NVDI 
team! Al l TOS and TTP programs 
work because they do not rely on 
screen size or graphics. 

OverScan was well received by 
Atari who generally disapprove of 
hardware modifications. Richard 
Miller, head of Atari's development 
division is purported to have said "A 
fantastic idea. Why wasn't it ours?" 

Monito r Low-res 50 Hz Low- res 60Hz Med- res 50Hz 

At a r i SM 124 
VGA mono 
Ata r i SC 1224 384*280 384*240 752*280 
NE C mult i sync GS 400*280 400*240 816*280 
C Amig a 1084 400*280 400*232 816*280 

AutoSwitch Ove,Scan 

Wordflair also works well witlr OverScan. The larger display 
area means less scrolling and easier documen t layout . 

wh il e Kon rad Hinsen, aut hor of 
That's Write, made the comment 
t hat "everybody shou ld have 
OverScan !" wh en he saw the 
improvement it made. So it is hardly 
surprising to find that Atari have 
incorporated OverScan into the 
Falcon. 

CONCLUSION 
As you've probably gathered, I can't 
help being enthusiastic about 
OverScan. it's a well designed piece 
of kit that can simply be installed and 
forgotten about with the configura
tion file and automatic switching 
adding to an already excell ent 
product. If you use your computer 
for anything other than games, go 
for OverScan, especially when taking 
it s low price into consideration . 
Unfortunately the manual was obvi
ously written by someone for whom 
English isn't their first language - the 
tex t even slips into German 
occasionally ... 

There are other alternatives such 
as the Reflex card or Crazy Dots 
which g ive you an even higher 
screen resolution, but at a much 
higher price. Unlike other graphics 
cards, OverScan does not " interlace" 
the d isplay to achieve the higher 
resolution and so produces a flicker
free and remarkably sharp image. 
The ST should have had OverScan as 
standard! 

Med-res 60 Hz 

752*240 
816*240 
816*232 

Hi -res 

672 *480· 
752*480 

752*480 

Full compatibili ty due to 
auto-switching 

Great for serious 
programs 

PROS AND CONS 



If you use your 
ST for anything 

other than games, 
sooner or later you 

are going to 
need a printer. 

John Mallinson 
answers the 

inevitable 
questions ... 

T
he moment you decide that you want to buy a 
printer you are faced with a bewildering variety of 
different types and competing models, so where do 

you start? How do they differ? How much do you need to 
pay? Where's the best place to buy? 

These are some of the questions this piece sets out to answer. No one can 
choose a printer for you, but a bit more info should help you clarify what you 
want, need, and can afford. The rest is up to you. 

Let me reassure you on two points. First there are virtually no dud printers 
out there. Second, although most printers are designed with the idea that they 
will be linked to a PC, the cabling and connections for the STm/ Falcon are 
the same, so you shouldn't have any problems setting up and printing. 



HOW IT WORKS: 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

Dot matrix printers use a very tried and tested 
technology. Often known as "impact printers", 
the print head has a vertical row of metal pins 
which pop out and strike an ink ribbon onto the 
paper. This is a rather noisy process and, on the 
whole, the faster the printer the noisier it will be. 
Most manufacturers try to quieten their machines 
by lining them with foam rubber, and some 
printers have a"quiet" mode which halves the 
print speed. 

Most DMPs have a row of 9- or 24-pins on the 
head (a few have 18, but these are unusual). The 
text characters on 9-pin machines are built from 
a grid of 8x9 dots while a 22x31 grid is used on a 
24-pin printer. The fact that a 24-pin machine 
has more, smaller dots gives correspondingly bet
ter print quality but not necessarily an increase in 
speed. 

OMPs have a small amount of memory built 
into them which is principally used as a "print 
buffer". A page or two of data from the comput
er can be stored there while it's waiting to be 
printed, and the computer will be free for you to 
get back to your typing before the print job has 
finished. 

The Star LC24-
100, a, exuller~t 

low-price 
24-pltl costlr~g 
around £150. 

Rather ragged but 
p erfectly legible 
printout from the 
9-plr~ Epso11 LX-100. 

From tl1e 24 pl11 
Star LC24-100. 
Obviously superior 
to a 9-pln printou t. 

HOW IT WORKS: 
INKJET PRINTER 

The modern type of high-quality inkjet printer 
has only been around for about five years. lt has 
a print head with a closely-packed bundle of 
some 50 fine nozzles from which ink is spat at 
the paper in droplets. 

Not qrdte laser tp4allty from a Cano11 BJ10sx Inkjet. 

There are two methods of firing the drops out 
of the nozzles and most inkjets use the "bubble· 
jet" technique pioneered by Canon and Hewlett 
Packard. In the wall of each nozzle is a small 
heating element; a pulse of current boils the ink 
to form a bubble of vapour in the nozzle which 
pushes a drop of ink out of the end. When the 
current is turned off the bubble collapses and the 
nozzle refills from an ink reservoir. Very clever 
and simple. 

T11e Cano11 B/lOsx. T11e latest yerslo11 of 
this popular lr~kjet sells for u nder £200. 

Epson have an alternative method which uses 
a piezo-electric crystal which is a quartz crystal 
that expands if a voltage is applied to it. The wall 
of each nozzle contains a crystal which expands 
into the nozzle when a current is passed, so 
pushing a drop of ink onto the paper. 

Piezo inkjets are potentially faster than bubble· 
jets and are cheaper to run as you don't need to 
replace the print head each time it runs out of 
ink. 

Most inkjets print at 300 or 360dpi, with no 
real difference to the eye, but higher resolutions 
should be possible in the future. At present, their 
output is not quite as fine as most 300dpi lasers 
but this will probably change in the next year 
or two. 

Buying A Printer 

HORSES FOR 
COURSES 

Of the three main species of 
printer (dot matrix, inkjet and · 
laser), each is better suited to 
some jobs than others. Your 
intended use should point you 
towards a particular type. The 
following questions and 
answers may give you some 
ideas: 

Q I want to print the occasion· 
a/ letter, Readme files from 

PO software and so on. What 's a 
good type of low-cost printer? 

, A You don't want to spend 
' too much, and you don't 
need printing perfection. A 9· 
pin dot matrix printer (DMP) 
for about £100 should do you 
fine. 

·Q What would be best for my 
· office/ home correspon· 
dence? 

I A Especially in an office, you 
will need something fairly 

fast which will give impressive 
results - have a look at a laser 
printer. Equally ;uitable, slow
er, but much cheaper, would 
be one of several inkjet models 
starting at about £250. 

IQ What 's the best for our 
firm 's invoices and otller 

commercial output? 

I A For invoices and a lot of 
other business tasks DMPs 

still rule. All of them can use a 
t ractor feed mechanism which 
has sprockets to move continu
ous perforated paper through 
the printer. They can also print 
several copies at a time using 
multi-part stationery. Finally 
they are very cheap to run (less 
than 1 p / page) compared to 
other printer types (2-
3p/ page). 

IQ I 'm interested in DTP and 
graphics • what 's the most 

suitable for that? 

I A You need high print quali 
ty and speed as complex 

OTP or g raphics pages can be 
pretty slow to print. If you , 
want the best quality output, 
an Inkjet or laser shoul d be 
your choice - preferably the lat· 
ter. l aser printers ;;re usually 
several times faster than inkjets 
for 'DTP, but are' also likely to 
cost several times as much to 
buy. · 



Very fine print quality from a Hewlett Packard Laserfet. 

HOW IT WORKS: LASER PRINTER 
Laser printers are far more complicated than the other types. They use a 
laser beam to scan the image of the page onto an electrically charged 
photo·sensitive drum. The areas hit by the beam lose their charge and 
powdered ink, called toner, will then stick to them. Next the toner is 
transferred from the drum onto the paper, and finally it is fused to the 
paper by running it through hot rollers. 

DMPs and inkjets receive their instructions from the computer on a 
line-by-line basis. Lasers on the other hand build up an image of the 
page in their internal memory before committing it to paper - for this 
reason, they are often known as "page printers". Two things follow from 
this: first, lasers need a lot of internal memory to hold the page image; 
second, they often seem to spend a long time sitting doing nothing 
before they suddenly jump into action and print out a page in double
quick time. This is in contrast with a DMP or inkjet which will start print
ing very soon after you click the "Print" button, but then take a lot 
longer than the laser to produce the page. 

Lasers can print at anything up to 16 pages a minute, but their print 
speed depends on the sort of job that you make them do. If printing 
straight text, as from a word processor, they will usually approach their 
maximum speed; if printing complex graphics or DTP pages they will be 
much slower. 

The 300dpi laser standard is now being challenged by 600dpi 
machines such as Hewlett Packard's Laserjet 4. Print quality is obviously 
better, but the difference is not as dramatic as you might think. lt is clear 
that 300dpi machines will be around for some time, and one of the main 
effects of the new 600dpi models w ill be to push their prices 
down further. 

HP Laserfet 
Il,IP. A 300dpi 
laser printer 
for less 
than£700. 

HOW IT WORKS: COLOUR PRINTER 
Colour on a page can raise the spirits and gladden the eye. Unfortunately 
we are still some way from translating gorgeous colours on screen to 
equally exciting and detailed colour on paper. Colour DMPs and inkjets 
work well and are not too expensive but can only print pictures at a fairly 
low resolution. Colour lasers are much too expensive to even think 
about. 

Citizen, Panasonic and Star each have a variety of colour dot matrix 
models which cost little more than their black and white equiva lents. 
Several DMPs can be bought as mono machines and then simply 
upgraded by adding a colour kit. 

Colour DMPs use a four colour "CMYK" ribbon, the CMYK compo
nents being Cyan (blue), Magenta (red), Yellow, and Key (black) with the 
ribbon having a band of each throughout its length. Although adding 
cyan, magenta, and yellow together should give you black, it actually 
produces a rather mud-like colour hence the inclusion of black. 

The colour printing mechanism has a motor which moves the ribbon 
up and down in front of the print head so that the needles strike the 
paper through the appropriate colour band. Colour inkjets work in a sim
ilar way to DMPs, except that they use colour ink cartridges rather than 
ribbons. 

By printing the four basic colours over each other you can end up with 
seven colours - green, for instance, is produced by printing a line in yel
low and then over-printing it in cyan. Colour printing is slow, and is also 
three or four times more expensive than printing with black ink. 

You are not restricted to seven colours as thousands can effectively be 
produced by a process known as dithering. The colour image is broken 
down into spots, each of which is formed by a small collection of differ
ent coloured printer dots. This makes the image appear to have many 
more colours as your eye merges the dots together, but will also make it 
much more grainy- the more colours you try to introduce, the lower the 
resolution. 

Colour inkjets are pretty expensive when compared with DMPs but 
produce brighter and sharper results. Ordinary mono inkjets can be used 
to print colour too. The trick is to fill separate cartridges with different 
coloured inks and pass the paper through the machine several times, 
printing one colour at a time. The useful lmagecopy program (available 
from the ST Club on 0602-410241) lets you do this - pretty laborious, 
but it works! 

Colour prints 
from a Hewlett 
Packard Deskfet 
SSOC Inkjet: 710t 

exactly plloto
realfsm, but tile 
colours are quite 
similar to tile 
orlgir~al. 



Buying A Printer 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR WHEN YOU BUY 
So you've decided on the kind of printer you need -

what else do you have to consider before buying one? 

DOT MATRIX 
Nine and 24-pin machines overlap consider
ably in price, though if you take comparable 
printers from the same manufacturer the 24-
pin model usually costs about £50 more. 9-
pin machines start at about £100, 24-pin at 
around £150. 

There are a couple of things to look for in 
a DMP apart from price and speed. How 
many internal fonts are there? What is their 
quality like • check with a test printout. How 
noisy is it? Is there a paper feed option? 
Most DMPs give you the choice of using 
continuous paper or manually feeding single 
sheets: some now have a built-in sheet feed
er which would otherwise cost an extra £40-
£50. Single sheet loading can be one of two 
types: semi-automatic where the paper is 
positioned and a button pressed or lever 
pulled to advance the paper round the roller; 
fully automatic where the printer loads the 
paper when it detects that there's a sheet in 
the right position. 

If you intend to use tractor feed for print
ing listings or multi-part forms there are two 
types to think about: push, and pull. A push 
tractor sits below the print head and pushes 
the paper past it while a pul l tractor sits 
above the head and pulls the paper out of 
the printer. Pull tractors are less likely to tear 
or scrumple the paper, but because they are 
above the print head they will lose you a 
sheet of paper between separate print jobs. 
"Paper parking" is another useful facility on 
machines with a push tractor: this pulls the 
fanfold paper back from the print head at 
the touch of a button so that you can load 
single sheets, or use a sheet feeder, without 
having to remove the continuous paper from 
the machine. 

Extras that you might want to consider are 
cut sheet paper feeders, font cards or car
tridges, memory expansion cards, or a colour 
printing kit (usually about £45). 

INKJET 
Inkjet printers have become increasingly 
popular and much cheaper in the last four 
years. They are very quiet and print beauti
fully! On the minus side, they cost more to 
run than a DMP because their ink cartridges 
are expensive. 
With most inkjets the ink reservoir and the 
print head, that contains the nozzles, form 
one unit. Some machines (Epson's Stylus 800 
or Canon's BJ300 for example) have a sepa
rate ink reservoir, and the print head should 
last the life of the machine which reduces 
their running cost by nearly half. 

Most machines use a water soluble ink 
which can run and smudge if any water gets 
onto the page • worth checking. Hewlett 
Packard supply an ink cartridge with water
proof ink for their Desk)et - you should be 
able to fit this to models from Olivetti, Fujitsu 
and Citizen. 

lt is possible to reduce your running costs 
considerably by refil ling ink cartridges your
sel f. There are severa l compan ies that 
supply refill kits, or you can experiment with 
a bottle of ink, needle and syringe (ST Review 
accepts no responsibi l ity if things go 
wrong ... Ed). Most machines also have add
ons such as font or memory cartridges, 
additional paper trays and tractor feed units 
fo r some models - check the prices and 
availability. 

If you want colour there are only two 
printers at a reasonable price: the Hewlett 
Packard Desk)et SOOC, and the 550C 
which costs about £100 more. The main dif
ference is that the 550C has two print car
tridges, one for the colours and one 
for black, while the older SOOC doesn' t have 
a black cartridge so prints a rather 
murky black by mixing cyan, magenta 
and yellow.lt is more expensive to run and 
not as good a general purpose printer as 
the 550C. 

LASER 
If you want speed plus the best print quality 
then you have to buy a laser. However they 
are generally expensive, large in size and 
heavy, although there are current models 
costing around £500 which are quite 
compact. 

They can also be hard on paper, and 
print-outs from some machines are 
quite wavy - the high temperature of the fus
ing rollers cooks the paper which has to fol
low quite a winding course through the 
machine. All lasers are paper-unfriendly, it is 
just a matter of degree. 

Some lasers also smell of ozone. 
Very high voltages are used inside the 
machine to "stick" the toner to the 
drum and then transfer it to the paper. 
This amount of electricity may be 
enough to split oxygen into ozone and 
give you an unpleasant whiff from time to 
time. 

Many lasers, especially the cheaper ones, 
are sold with insufficient memory to be use
ful for DTP and graphics work. For anything 
other than plain text, at least 1 megabyte is 
needed and preferably 2 or 3 megabytes. All 
current models can have extra memory cards 
slotted in and an extra couple of megabytes 
should cost around £1 00. 

Something to look for when buying 
a laser is "resolution enhancement" 
which is given various aliases by 
different manufacturers. This very effective 
method of improving print quality 
smoothes the outlines of characters 
by filling in the gaps between normal-sized 
dots with smaller ones. lt makes 300dpi look 
more like 600dpi; you can see the 
difference. 

Finally, most lasers can take extra paper 
trays, envelope feeders, and font cards, 
should you require them. As before, check 
for availability and price. 

4 1 



We've scoured the 
ST world to bring 

you products you 're 
likely to need at 

prices that won't 
break the bank ... 

• 

INCREASE YOUR MEMORY! 

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION 
TECHNICAL HELP 

MEMORY UPGRADES- STE 0733 63999 
STFM 0423 712600 

NON-RECEIPT OF GOODS 
If you order goods and they do not arrive within 28 days, 

please ring 0480 891171 

Offers open to UK residents only. 
Fulfillment: Go Direct, 7 Vinegar Hill, Alconbury Weston, 

Huntingdon PE17 SJA 

The ST Review campaign to encourage every owner of a 520 ST computer to 
upgrade to one megabyte continues. To this end, we still offer the cheapest 
memory upgrades available anywhere! 

Priced at £9.99 for the STE and £34.99 for the ST/F/M range, nearly every 
owner of one of these machines can increase their memory without having to 
pay another penny! 

And no soldering, although there are a small number of machines with sol
dered-in chips that require extra work and this may involve a small extra 
charge for additional parts and some soldering. 

CUSTOMER CARE 
At ST Review, every care is taken to bring you the highest quality 
products at the lowest prices. We don't just offer you anything we 
can lay our hands on - the products are carefully selected and we 
ensure that they are practical, handy and actually enhance your 
computer. Everything we sell is fully supported - help is just a 
'phone call away. 

THE ST REVIEW GUARANTEE OF VALUE CONTINUES WITH 
THE LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE IN ANY ST MAGAZINE! 



• • 
KEEPING TRACK 

OF TIME 
UPDATE YOUR ST SYSTEM ~ 
CLOCK AUTOMATICALLY! ESS1iift1!1! 
The problem with the internal 
clock in the ST is that it forgets 
the t ime when you switch off! 

This little device plugs into the 
cartridge port and remembers to 
tell the computer the correct t ime 
when you switch on by using a 
small AUTO fold er prog ram. 
Given an essential buy award in 
an earlier issue of ST Review, this is 
an offer you cannot refuse!! 

Ava ilable w i th o r without a 
throughport to connect other car
tridges to your computer. 

THROW THE OLD ATARI MOUSE 
AWAY AND REPLACE IT FOR 
UNDER A TENNER! 

The mouse that comes with the ST is not the best in the world, to say the 
least. Why not upgrade to the ST Review mouse? 

This great addit ion to the collection is micro-switched for reliable opera
tion. The feel is very responsive and with a resolution of 280 dpi (the Atari 
mouse is just 100 dpi!), it's very smooth too! Cost? just £9.99! 

? 
• 

AFFORDABLE INSURANCE 
SAVE £2 ON THE 

ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER! 

Another ST Review exclusive! The Ultimate 
Virus Killer is probably the best virus utili
ty available on the ST and the latest ver
sion (5.7) would normally costs £9.99. 
You can buy it today from us for just 
£7.99, saving a massive 20%. 

UVK recognises all known viruses and does a 
complete system check every time you run it so don't 
delay, order it before you lose any valuable data! 

TO: ST REVIEW READERS OFFERS, PLEASE RUSH ME THE FOLLOW
ING ITEM(S): (TICK AS APPROPRIATE) 

MEMORY UPGRADE -
0 STE ..••....••......•.........••.............•...•.........•............. £9.99 
0 STFM .•........•.......•...••.....•....•...•.......•..........•...... £34.99 
0 CLOCK CARTRIDGE ...••....•....••..•...•....•....••...•....•• £12.99 

0 CLOCK CARTRIDGE- WJTHRU'PORT ..••....•........•• £15.99 
0 MOUSE ..................•....................•.....•....•....•...••.• £9.99 
0 UVK ....•....•.......•....•....•....•....•......••...•.................. £7.99 
0 SINGLE JOYSTICK EXTENSION •......••........•.........••. £3.99 
0 DOUBLE JOYSTICK EXTENSION ............................. £5.99 

I ENCLOSE TOTAL PAYMENT OF £ ............ . 

PAYABLE BY: 0 CHEQUE 0 P.O. 0 CREDIT CARD 

NAME: .................................................................................................. . 

ADDRESS: ............................................................................................. . 

POSTCODE:........................ TEL:(DA Y) .............................................. . 

VISA/ ACCESS/ MASTERCARD* NUMBER: 

I I I I 11 I I I 1 ~1 ~I ~1~1 ~~ 

EXPIRY DATE:! I I SIGNATURE: .................................................. . 

CREDIT CARD ORDER LI NE - 0733 63999 

IMPORTANT! 
Paying by CHEQUE or POSTAL ORDER. 

Make cheques and POs payable to GO DIRECT and put 
your cheque card guarantee number on the back. 

Al l prices are inclusive of post & packing and VAT. Goods are 
guaranteed for 12 months (2 years on memory upgrades). 

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. 

Send your order to: ST REVIEW READERS OFFERS, 7 VINEGAR HILL, 
ALCONBURY WESTON, HUNTINGDON PE17 5/A 



The first in a 
brand new series 

of articles that 
take a look at how 
the ST is used pro
fessionally. Glenn 

Tilbrook of pop 
band Squeeze 

takes his place in 
the hot seat ... 

T ypical Monday morning. Traffic nose 
to tail through Blackwall Tunnel, no 
parking space down in Blackheath 

Village and a helicopter in the middle of 
the Green to whisk some unfortunate 
soul (who happened to impale him
self on some railings) off to hos
pital. Yep, definitely one of 
those days... 

Squeeze aren't exactly 
flavour of the month but the cur
rent line-up are now recording a new 
album for release in September 1993. 
Glenn Tilbrook, one half of the songwrit
ing partnership, has taken the plunge 
and is using a sequencer on a humble 
1040 STFM making him the perfect tar
get for One Man & His ST. 

FOR THE RECORD 
Glenn is a musician first and foremost. 
"Having been taken to see Summer 
Holiday when I was five, I thought it 
looked like a tremendously appealing 
way of life - to travel around on a bus, 
start playing and to have people 
dancing around you. More importantly, 
I'd always been keen on music and so I 
decided that I wanted to be in a group 
and never changed my mind." 

The first incarnation of Squeeze back 

in 197S was very much as a pub 
band with jools Holland (on 

\~~-...... keyboards) and Chris Difford, 
the other half of the song
writing team. "We played in 

pubs for a few years, " he recol
lects, "making a really good living 

and having a fantastic t ime with 
absolutely no responsibilities!" 

The band then signed to RCA in 1976 
and spent some time recording with 
producer Muff Winwood, fresh from 
success with the Bay City Rollers. 

"His brief was obviously to create 
another Rollers outfit from this bunch of 
young lads and I'm very glad to say 
that the couple of tracks we did never 
saw the light of day - they were 
horrendous ... " 

Dropped by RCA, Squeeze continued 
gigging and released an EP on their own 
label before being signed to A&M in 
1977. Their first LP, Squeeze, spawned a 
top twenty hit in Take Me I'm Yours and 
set Squeeze on the road to 11 albums 
and half a dozen top twenty singles. 

TIMES CHANGE 
Has a computer or sequencer ever been 
used before the current project? 

"Take Me I'm Yours actually has a load 
of synths and a drum machine on it. I'd 
been listening to Kraftwerk and so we 
hired a load of synths in along with a 
programmer. He had a crude sort of 
sequencer that we used for a phrase at 
the beginning which repeats over and 
over. Unfortunately, the sequencer only 
had enough memory for two and a half 
bars of the four bar pattern and so it just 
repeated that! The result was quite effec
tive although none of the synths could 
run together - they had to be recorded 
separately while playing along with the 
sequenced track." 

The ST came into the picture midway 
through 1991. "I'd heard a lot of dance 
stuff but had been very ostrich-like in my 
way of moving forward," he confesses. 
"I'd always been firmly convinced that a 
four-track recorder was all I needed to 
get across a song. To a certain extent 
that was right, but I hadn't grasped how 

Glenn uses Steb1berg's 
Cubase sequencer on a 
standard 1040 STFM 
as the basis for his 
songwrlting 

• 

useful a computer could be in terms of a 
tool, a means to an end. 

"A friend of mine gave me some 
demos that I thought sounded absolutely 
fantastic especially as I knew that he had 
done them at home. 'I've got a Cubase 
system - come along and see it' was an 
offer I couldn't turn down. 

"Having gone along and seen his set
up, I decided that I must get into this as it 
would save me a lot of time. So I invested 
in an Atari system and Cubase and it's 
fantastic for me because I hadn't been at 
all computer-literate before. Admittedly I 
still only know how to use Cubase but 
that's fine for me." 

Does the ST get used for anything 
other than Cubase? Word processing, for 
instance? "I haven't discovered how to 
do anything else on it at all - I want to 
get ST Review to find out how to use it for 
other things!" Glenn freely admits. This 
certainly dispels the myth that all musi
cians are computer -crazy - is this a per
feet example of a professional musician 
using the ST as a tool to achieve a result? 

"Exactly my point. I'd kept hold of a 
few keyboards that I'd collected over the 
years and had them MIDI-retrofitted to 
make them controllable by Cubase. The 
result was incredible. I was suddenly able 
to get my ideas down so quickly and 
could then tinker with them. With a four
track I was used to committing a song to 
tape and that was the way it was - I 
couldn't change it." 

THE CURRENT ALBUM 
How did the recording process change 
once an ST had been incorporated into 
the studio? 'With this album I put all of 
the songs onto computer but not onto 
tape so that I could actually go back and 
chop and change things here and there. 
The advantage of this is in being able to 



alter any song at any time, a tota l 
revelation to me." 

How about live - Computers? 
Sequencers? "No, and actually I wouldn't 
want to. Although one of my current 
favourite songs is by 808 State, and I 
know they use Cubase, I only want to use 
Cubose as a tool and keep it at that level. 
What we do well is to play live and if I 
can use Cubose as a compositional tool 
for arranging, that's a great help." 

What gets recorded onto Cubose? 
"Keyboards, drums and bass lines via a 
MiniMoog synth for the demos but 
everything gets replaced with real instru
ments or instruments that are being 
played. If setting up a percussion loop 
helps with the feel of the track then we'll 
set one up but we've even tried to avoid 
doing that. Something that I like about a 
record is a degree of movement as the 
tempo picks up a bit in some parts of the 
song." 

Any hassles? Only one serious problem 
back in November 1992 when a disk 
went down. Backup? What backup! "lt 
wasn't so much a problem with the com
puter as a problem with my filing sys
tem ... or a lack of it. 

"The system's only crashed four or five 
times over the last eighteen months and 
hasn't happened at all recently although I 
find that if I want to play a live keyboard 
piece through the whole song over the 

DISCOGRAPHY 
Squeeze have been one of the more prolific British bands with eleven 
albums to their credit: Squeeze (1978), Cool for Cots (1979), Argy Borgy 
(1980), Eostslde Story (1981), Sweets from A Stranger (1982), Dlfford And 
Tilbrook (1984), Cosi fan Tuttl frutti (1985), Baby/on And On (1987, 
re-released 1990), frank (1989), Around And About (1990) and Ploy (1991). 

Of the various singles, six have reached the top twenty, namely: 
Take Me I'm Yours (number 19 in 1978), Cool for Cats (number 2 In 1979), 
Up The Junction (number 2 in 1979), Another Nail In My Heart (number 17 
in 1980), Labelled With Love (number 4 in 1981) and Hourglass (number 16 
in 1987). 

Interestingly, one of their best singles missed out on the top 40. 
Tempted was taken from the Eastside Story album and reached number 41 
in 1981 with Paul Carrick on keyboards/ vocals following the first depar
ture of Jools Holland. 

top of something I've already pro
grammed, my computer can't cope. lt 
won't have enough memory to do that. 
But generally I've found the program to 
be really user-friendly throughout this 
album." 

With Paul Carrick joining the line-up 
as keyboard player and vocalist, does 
this mean that keyboard parts are going 
to be added via Cubose? "Well, there 
aren't any keyboard parts on the album 
at present so, with the exception of two 
songs, we're going to start again. We've 

been playing eight new songs live to see 
how they went down. But I don't know 
whether the keyboard parts wil l be 
played stra ight onto tape or recorded 
onto Cubose first." 

THE FUTURE? 
Are there any other projects currently 

underway in which the ST gets used? 
"I've done a couple of TV theme tunes 
exclusively on computer. One of them 
was for a Carlton programme that went 
out on New Year's Eve called Big Night 

One Man & His ST 

Squeeze t oday: P ete Thomas 
(drums), Clrrls Dlfford, Kelth 
Wflldnson (bass) and Glenn 
Tllbrook. 

WHICH 
COMPUTERS? 

Glc nn t"cs a cou1•lc of STs. 
Stcinhcrg's Cul111se sequencer is 
run on a standard 1040 STFM 
with an Atari Sl\f 124 mono 
monitor - even the momc i\ the 
original. The second ST controh 
the automation side of the mix
ing desl• , an Amek Einstein 
(very ex1Jensivc ... ). This uses a 
MegaSTE with 2 megabytes of 
RAM and an Atari SM144 mono 
monitor. Oddly enough, the 
mixing desk has a trackball and 
a pair of buttons built in. 

Out and the one I'm doing at the 
moment is for Singles, a program about 
relationships. I'll do that one on comput
er, record the sounds onto tape and then 
play the lead lines on guitar." 

And how about a direct-to-disk 
system like the one we've reviewed for 
the Falcon? "I'd like to get into that and 
next time I get an injection of cash, 
that's what I'll probably invest in!" 

CURRENT 
LINE-UP 

Glenn n lbrook and Chrls Dlfford 
are the heart of Squeeze a nd 
originally formed t he band along 
wit h Jools Holland, who finally 
left In 1991. Kelt h Wllklnson 
(bass guitar) Joined In 1983 and 
has stayed t he course while t he 
present drummer Is Pete Thomas, 
formerly with Elvls Cost ello and 
the Attractions. 

The fifth member of t he band 
Is Pa ul Car rlck, fo rmerly lead 
voca list w ith Mike k t h e 
Mechanics. Older readers may 
re member him as vocalist and 
keyboard player with Ace who 
were a one-hit wonder with How 
Long In 1974. 

Stelnberg Cubase, tire clroice of many p rofesslotra ls Tire m fxbtg desk Is coJJtrolled by a M egaSTE, /ridden underneatlr 



Peavey Spectrum Bass 

HITTIN 

P ersonally, there are three instru
ments I definitely try to change 
from one song to the next- bass 

drum, snare drum and ... bass. Any 
reasonable drum machine will give 
you a good selection of the former 
two but basses are quite a different 
story. Current synths either have a 
limited selection of sounds or follow 
an editing procedure which would 
challenge a top-flight computer pro
grammer! Moreover, the last dedicat
ed bass sound module bit the dust 
over six years ago. Enter the 
Spectrum Bass ... 

Think about it. What do you want 
from a bass module? Sounds. Lots of 
them - the last thing you need is to 
waste time trying to carry out a long
winded edit. Spectrum Bass gets 
around this by providing you with 
one megabyte of sampled sounds 
including a large selection of 
acoustic, electric and synth basses. In 
terms of number of sounds, we're 
talking about two banks. The first 
contains 1 00 different bass tones, the 
second bank having a selection of 50 
of these with no sustain (for short, 
pop basses) and maximum sustain 
(for perfect legato playing). 

The Preset dial on the front panel 
has 16 positions; 1 to 14, MIDI 1 and 
MIDI 2. The numbers allow you to 
choose from the first 14 presets while 
MIDI 1 and MIDI 2 select the relevant 
bank and allow you to use M IDI 
Program Change commands from a 
sequencer or keyboard to access all 
200 sounds. The rest of the front 
panel simply has rotaries for MIDI 

Having problems sorting out 
the bottom end of your songs, 
asks Vie Lennard? Spectrum 
Bass to the rescue 

Channel, Volume and Transpose plus 
a couple of buttons for fine tuning 
and a final button for mode selec
tion. An easy to operate piece of kit. 

You'd be forgiven for thinking that 
a bass module only has single-note 
polyphony. Not so - Spectrum Bass is 
four-part multi-timbral and eight
note polyphonic which means that 
you can layer up to four sounds to 
create a truly unique bass sound. The 
fact that all sounds are coming from 
the one unit means that you don't 
have to worry about any attack time 
differences from one sound to the 
next. This problem usually rears its 
ugly head when a number of sound 
modules are used in this fashion. 

Of the six modes on offer, Omni, 
Poly and Mono are as you would 
expect while Multi lets you play four 
different sounds on consecutive MIDI 
channels which ties the Spectrum 
Bass in with Peavey's MIDIBase, the 
bass guitar MIDI controller. The two 
Legato modes let you change a note 

Peavey's spec
trum Bass
flU! ultimate 
bass sound 
module? 

without retriggering so giving you 
the glide effect of an old-fashioned 
analogue synth or the perfect plat
form for fretless bass playing. 

Whoever has programmed the 
presets knows their onions - or 
should that be bass sounds! They're 

The only current dedicat· 
ed bass sound module 
200 excellent sounds 

PROS AND CONS 
No list of sounds in 

the manual 
Edits cannot be stored 

PEAVEY GO DIGITAL 
The Peavey n ame is appearing on the front pane l of m ore a nd 
mo re products. While guitar amps a nd PA equipment h as been 
the ir staple range for many year s, Peavey entered t he syn thesiser 
market three year s ago with t he DPM 3 keyboard . The current 
ran ge includes t he DPM V2/ V3 sou nd m od ules and t he Spectrum 
Bass 's close relative, the Sp ectrum Synth with 999 analo gue 
sound preset s for £ 379. Also of interest is the SP/ SX combination 
of sample playbaclt / record modules. 

superb. In the course of a number of 
sessions, I had no problems at al l 
finding a usable sound very quickly; 
in fact, you're spoilt for choice. The 
actual sound quality is good with a 
full frequency response; bags of bot
tom end yet with clarity. My only 
grouse is that the manual doesn't list 
the sounds - you have to get hold of 
an October 1992 copy of Peavey's 
"Key Issues" magazine (which Peavey 
kindly provide). 

Fancy editing the sounds? Attack 
time, Release and Brightness can all 
be easi ly accessed from standard 
MIDI Control Changes and there's 
even a full synthesis section where 
the frequency cutoff, resonance and 
envelope of the sound can be altered 
via System Exclusive. While changes 
can't be saved internally, the edits 
can be recorded to a sequencer 
track. 

I don't often unreservedly recom
mend a sound module, but I'll make 
an exception here. Owning a 
Spectrum Bass means never again 
having to apologise for a song's lack 
of bottom end. 

"An excellent 
solution to one of 

music's most tricky 
problems" 

NAME: SPECTRUM BASS 

COMPANY: PEAVEY 

ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD 

CONTACT: 0536 205520 

PRICE: £279 

RELEASE DATE: OUT NOW 

MIN MEMORY: N/ A 

EASE OF USE c• G 0 0 G 

DOCUMENTATION 0 o (.~ C C 

EFFECTIVENESS (~ o o o o 
VALUE FOR MONEY 0 G (.) () 0 

OVERALl 88% 



• 
Next month's 

matchless 
editoria'I pages 
will include ... 

HiSoft's support for the ST is without 
equal with software ranging from 
programming through to databases. 
Their latest offering, True Paint, is 
purported to be the finest paint 
package on the ST - how does it 
measure up? Is it worth buying? Just 
how good is it on the Falcon? We 
answer all of these questions and 
more in an in-depth review. Then we 
let you make up your own mind by 
presenting you with a buyer's guide 
of all the current paint packages ... 

Imp ressive 
lookh1g screetl
shots from 
True Pai11t 
n1n 11it1g Otl 

tl1e Falco11. 

PRIME READ G IN ST REVIEW! 
SUPERB TUTORIALS! 
... with our famed step-by-step walkthroughs. Next month, the Problem Solved series turns to 
RAMdisks- what are they and how do you use them? We give you the answers. If you've been look
ing at our Offers pages, you can't fa il to have noticed how cheap it is to upgrade the memory in 
your computer. How easy is it? We take you through a photographic step-by-step of how to upgrade 

•a the memory of any ST. 

INIMITABLE REGULARS! 
... and more besides! Interested in getting into the world of communications? Got a modem lying 
around gathering dust? Our new series, Comms Coaching, takes you through the nitty-gritty of 
setting up a popular comms program each month. We're also offering subscription to CIX, one of 
the foremost UK bulletin boards, absolutely free - a saving of £25! 

Through The Keyhole gives you a unique look behind the doors of the foremost ST companies in 
the UK while One Man & His ST brings you up-to-date information on how professionals make the 
most of their computer. 

You can rely on us to bring you the best reviews - including an evaluation of SpeedoGDOS, the 
latest Atari replacement for GDOS. 



MIDI Busker 

MIDI may be the 
panacea for many 

musicians, but how 
do you recreate 

the feel of a guitarist? 
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Cubase's I<ey Editor shows 
IIC»V a strum Is programmed 
111 tlJe Vamp file- tlle lower 
110tes play sllglrtly earlier as 
would be tlle case witll a 

:. I 
grll ta rls t. 
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Try the MIDI Busker 
files ... • -' 

.. 

T 
here are two main instruments 
that are very demand ing to 
recreate electronically: sax and 

guitar. Sax is difficult by dint of the 
sheer range of tonal variation it is 
capable of, but the guitar presents a 
very different problem: chords. 

I have yet to hear a key
board player accurately imi
tate the strumming action 
of a guitarist, mainly due 
to the delays that naturally 
occur from one string to the 
next. 

MIDI has offered musicians the 
wherewithal to "play" instruments 
they normally wouldn't. A decent 
sampler can duplicate the sound of a 
natural instrument and many mod
ern synths are effectively preset sam-

One of the nice points 
about MIDI Busker Is 
that the flies have 
been created by 
musicians. Robble 
Gladwell Is a guitar 
player and designer of 
some note, writing the 
Dr Robm column In 
Guitarist magazine 
and currently working 
on a book entitled 
Gultarflectronlcs 
&Cwtomlslng for PC 
Publishing. He's 
currently touring 

Australia with Suzle Quatro 
and has also played with Nlk 
Kershaw and BB King. Mark 
Newby-Robson has written 
various themes for TV Includ
Ing Rrst Letter Rrst, a 13-part 
BBC-1 series, and various 
Pebble Mill At One programs. 
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pie players, such as the Roland Sound 
Canvas which has an excellent assort
ment of steel- and nylon-strung gui
tars. But how can a musician using a 
sequencer make the most of these? 

The solution comes courtesy of a 
brand-new British company called 

Station Records. MIDI Busker is a 
selection of MIDI files 

containing typical acoustic 
guitar strums and finger

picking examples. The 19 
files each contain a set of four

bar patterns with between two 
and eighteen chords per file. By 
selecting various patterns and using a 
sequencer's copy/ paste feature, a 
complete guitar part can be created. 

INSTANT GRATIFICATION 
Most MIDI synths and sound mod
ules have built-in demonstration 
songs and MIDI Busker copies this 
idea w i th a couple of 20-odd bar 
demos. Both of these are configured 
for Sound Canvas (o r any other 
Roland GS synth) but any 
multi-timbral synth can be used as 
long as the MID I channels and 
soundsare configured according to 
the documentation. 

The demos are good, and give you 
a fair taster of what this product is 
about. With a total of four acoustic 
guitar parts in the Acoustic 
demo, two of them being strummed, 
the sound bears an uncanny resem
b lance to a recording of real 
guitarists. 

Perhaps a little too staid and repet
itive in nature, but the files make no 
attempt to introduce any random 
element; if you so desire, this can be 
achieved by using the relevant edit
ing option on your particular 
sequencer. An absolute gem of a 

muted guitar part can be heard on 
the demo for the forthcoming sec
ond volume, Electric Guitar, a mix
ture of funky picking and strumming. 
Now how about the actual files ... 

BRIEF RUN THROUGH 
Files are categorised according to 
style: Ballad, Country, Folk and so on. 
The number of chords varies from file 
to file but most have 18 chord 
shapes covering E, A, D, G, C and 
various minor, seventh, minor sev
enth and major seventh vers ions. 
Again, the documentation details 
how to obtain other chords by using 
a sequencer's transpose function. 
Some files have a "8H version with 13 
exotic chord shapes including the 
likes of diminished, augmented, sus
pended and major ninth chords. 
Nice. 

Of the actual files, Accent, Folk and 
Strate offer basic strum variants 
which f i t nicely into standa rd 
pop songs. The arpeggio-style strum 
in Ballad and bass pick/finger brush 
from Country are very typical of their 
style and again very usable. Blues and 
Vamp files will appeal to musicians 
who want to recreate a 12-bar song 
in typical Status Quo style while 
Finger Pick is just that - 14 chord 
shapes with the feel of "Midnight" 
from Cats. 

CONCLUSION 
Ask yourself a couple of questions. 
Do you use a sequencer for demos? 
Are you a non-guitarist who wants to 
simulate the feel of a rhythm guitar 
player? If the answer is "yes" to both 
of these, then buy MIDI Busker and 
keep your eyes peeled for the Electric 
version! 

I 
e 

I 
Easy to use I 

Good selection of chords 
Offers unique facility for 

non-guitarists 1 

PROS AND CONS 

Could do with a few 
more styles 

"A great idea- easy 
to use and with good 

practical results" 

NAME: MIDI BUSKER -

ACOUSTIC GUITAR 

COMPANY: STATION RECS 

CONTACT: 0787 3ll500 
PRICE: £14.95 

RElEASE DATE: OUT NOW 

MIN MEMORY: N/ A 

EASE OF USE 
DOCUMENTATION ::. ;:, .-: . .-:. 0 

EFFECTIVENESS ·:, ;_-. :_: :: 0 

VAlUE FOR MONEY ::. ;:. ::, ::. 0 

OVERALL 85% 



Roland's Sound 
Canvas is fast 

becoming the bud
get sound module. 

But editing is 
always easier with 

a visual editor 
on the ST. .. 

If you already own a MIDI sound 
module, you'll know what I 
mean when I say that editing 
from the front panel is a 
torr id affair - mu l t iple 
presses of the same button 
to access different parameters 
whose values are unreadable on 
the small display. Yet such editing is 
essential if you intend to get the best 
out of even a basic sound module. 

The Sound Canvas range is cur
rently expanding (see the Inside lnfo 
box); sound modules, synths, work
stations, MIDI File players and so on. 
The point is that all models in the 
Sound Canvas range share the same 
excellent sound chip. 

This particular Sound Canvas edi
tor is testament to a programmer 
carrying out what he preaches, being 
the work of Ofir Gal, our res ident 
HiSoft BASIC expert. 

The package consists of a copy
protected disk, a necessary evil 
against piracy, and a decent, 

Effetts 

Tire Sound Canvas effects lrave 
tllelr own edltl11g box. 

30-page manual. 
All values from a connected Sound 

Canvas can be requested just after 
the program loads up so the editor 
always reflects the current situation in 
the synth. Most of the parameters are 
shown on the main screen including 
the instrument for each of the 16 
parts and its level, pan position and 
the chorus and reverb settings. 
Clicking on an instrument name 
brings up the instrument list from 
which you can select your poison; 
fast and professional. 

Some people like scrolling through 
values with the mouse, others prefer 
just typing them in. This editor gives 
you both options. The left and right 
mouse buttons decrease and increase 
values respectively; holding down the 

Sound Canvas Editor 

PAINTING BY 
NUMBERS ••• 

left shift button changes values in 
steps of 1 0. Using the Control 

key with left/right mouse but
tons changes the values to 
minimum/maximum while 
pressing both buttons at 

the same time selects the cen
tral value. If you prefer typing in 

numbers, the Alternate key brings 
up a small dialogue box. Flexibility is 
the order of the day; the ST's up and 
down arrows even step through the 
16 parts. 

While the main screen gives you 
access to most functions, there are 
three extra boxes for Instrument, 
Effect and Drum edit. The fact that all 
editing is number-based makes for a 
tidy screen but perhaps the odd 
graph would have been useful -
especially one for the instrument 
envelope. 

One nice touch is being able to 
save all settings as a MIDI File. This 

Can~as f le Edit DDtlons HID: 

means that you can set up Sound 
Canvas in the way that you wish -
instruments, effects and so on - and 
then place the settings at the start of 
a song. Depending on the song's 
tempo, between one and two bars 
are needed for this and it's certainly 
a helpful facility to have. 

The program will run under both 
Steinberg M•ROS and EMagic 
Softlink multi-tasking environments -
I can attest to the former but 
couldn't check the latter. With 
Cubase, edits can be made while a 
song is playing and you can even 
pass all settings directly to a track 
without having to go through the 
hassle of saving and loading a MIDI 
File. 

As the editor only runs in hi-res, 
Hands On M IDI Sof tware have 
included the Sebra mono emulator 
which is good but not that good. If 
you intend to use this editor Ire-

10 

--Caii~IS-

ll..bf _// 1-l••n<l- l..b IEM .... '""'-"' UWll1W 

• I Chu•ch Org . IR36 40 20 •o .. 2 c -. G 9 .. 
2 I Chu•ch Ors. . 36 LO 20 .. .. I 2 c -. G 9 .. 
3 I ••••• •• . 63 00 • •O .. I 2 c -. G 9 .. 
4 I'· ••••• 76 60 0 .. •• I 2 c - . G 9 .. ·- I""''" Gtr 104 '0 48 .. .. I 2 c _, G 9 .. 
• I •••• & L••• 621« •• • . . .. I 2 c _, G 9 .. 

I •••• 1 0 l•n 41 n •• +0 I 2 c _, G 9 , .. 
8 I latool s<r .Gt ulo 41 27 .. .. I 2_ 11 c - · 

G 9 4 .. 

• 100 IR4J 41 .. .. .. I 2 c -; __ G 9 _. ,_ .. _ 

10 I Standard So· 1201« 04 • .. •O / 2 c -; G 9 .. 
11: Tro .. olo Str 92 40 0 .. •• 2 c -; G 9 .. 
l u I O•chostroHJ· " I«,. 48 • •• •8 I 2 c -; G 9 . .. 
L13 1•3 L"lndchl" • 11 IL30 40 0 •• .. I 2 10 c -1 G 9 0 .. 
14 I "••le ••• 107 IR30 40 • •8 .. 2 c -; G 9 .. 

IU I Sun Strlnss3 102IR 40 24 .. .. I 2 c -. G 9 .. 
16 I Ccho Droos ,. .23 40 76 +8 +8 I 2 c _, G 9 .. 

Most edltlug takes p lace 0 11 a well laid out mal11 screetr. 

WHAT IS SOUND CANVAS? 
Roland Introduced the first of this sample-playback series 
In 1991 as a replacement to the U-220. Initially starting 
out wit h a single, high-quality sound module (SC-55: 
£ 699), the range now boasts ten models. The SC-155 
(£719) and CM-300 (£399) are very similar to the SC-55 -
the same number of sounds but different casing and 
facUlties - while the CM-500 (£799) has a n additional 
synthesis section. Keyboard and workstatlon variants exist 
In the JV-30 (£985) a nd JW-50 (£1499) while the Boss DS-
330 offers the same sound quality but fewer sounds for 
£410. 

Three new models have been added recently. The SC-7 
(£273) Is a budget unit with just 128 sounds on-board 
while the SC-33 (£449) and SD-35 (£759) boast over 200 
sounds, the latter having a disk drive for the play-back of 
MIDI Flies. 

quently, you are going to need a 
mono monitor. That said, most 
serious music programs only run in 
mono anyway. 

The sum total is that this particular 
editor works fine, albeit a l ittle 
functionally, and is certa inly worth 
considering if you happen to be 
lucky enough to own a Sound 
Canvas. lt's also one very good 
advert for Hi Soft BASIC... 

Good screen layout 
Can export settings as 

a MIDI File 

PROS AND CONS 

Mono only 

Could be a little 
more graphic 

"A little functional 
but worth consider

ing if you want to get 
the most from 

Sound Canvas" 

NAME: SOUND CANVAS 

EDITOR 

COMPANY: HANDS ON MIDI 

SOFTWARE LTD 

CONTACT: 0705 2211.62 

PRICE: £39.95 

RELEASE DATE: OUT NOW 

MIN MEMORY: O.SMB 

EASE OF USE ::; o ;:; ;:; 0 

DOCUMENTATION •":J o o o 0 

EFFECTIVENESS o iJ o o 0 

VALUE FOR MONEY >:; o o o 0 

OVERAll 82% 



The Dream GMX-
1 is one of the 

cheapest multi
timbral sound 

modules on the 
market - but does 

it live up to its 
name? 

Most General MIDI (GM) sound 
modules sport the Roland 
name and GS logo with the 

latter signifying that the module 
conforms to Roland's superset 
of General MIDI. 

While both Yamaha and 
Korg have released GM 
products (TG100 and 03R/W 
respectively), no other manufac
turer has made any movements in 
this direction. From looking at the 
front panel of the GMX-1, you'd be 
forgiven for thinking that this is the 
exception, but the GM logo is 
misplaced as you'll see later. 

Designed and built in France by 
Dream, the control side of the GMX· 
1 couldn't be much simpler with 
only three items on the front panel -
on/off switch, volume slider and 
headphone socket. 

The mapping of the internal 
sounds conforms to the GM Sound 
Set which means that the basic 128 
timbres are the same as for any other 
GM module and are called up by the 
re levant MID I Program Cha nge 
message from a synth keyboard or 
sequencer. 

Also included are various drumkits 
and sound effects; in effect, Dream 
have looked closely at Roland's 
Sound Canvas and created an identi
cal product in terms of architecture 
including the mistake Roland made 
with Bank Select messages which 
precludes most sequencers from 
easily accessing tones beyond the 
basic 128. 

The comparison ends the moment 
you hear the sounds. While all of the 
Sound Canvas tones are based on 
good quality samples, the GMX-1 
uses a mixture of samples and digital 
synthesis. This is f ine, but although 
Dream state that these samples are 
of 16-bit quality, the graininess and 
digital noise on the tail end of many 
sounds shows that the resolution is 
only one factor. 

The unsatisfactory tonal character 
may be due to a low sampling rate, 

Dream GMX 

? 
• REA 

General Midi Sound Module 

poor quality analogue to digital con· 
version or some other factor, but in 

six years of reviewing sound mod
ules I cannot recall one whose 

sound quality was inferior to 
the GMX-1. Perhaps this is 
a case of getting what you 
pay for - to keep the price 

down, Dream have left out 
the Chorus and Reverb that 

makes many of the Sound Canvas 
tones what they are. 

For computers other than the ST, 
the rear panel includes an RS-232 
connector to provide a direct 
computer link without the need for a 
MIDI interface, much in the same 
manner as Yamaha's TG100. A stereo 
pair of phonos for the audio outputs 
and the external PSU socket 
complete the rear panel. 

Is the GMX-1 a GM module? Not 
really . While i t conforms to the 
Sound Set, it only has 1 6-voice 
polyphony; any GM sound module 
must support a minimum of 24 
voices. However, the issue is clouded 
by the fact that each voice can by 
used for either a single instrument 
(such as piano, strings and so on) or 
three percussion sounds. So the 

polyphony depends on the content 
of the music - for instance, you 
might have 14 instrument voices 
and 6 drum sounds but you cannot 
guarantee 24 voices. Whichever way 
you view it, the GMX-1 does not 
conform to GM in this area. 

Politics aside, comparing playback 
of a MIDI File on the GMX-1 and a 
Sound Canvas shows that Dream 
appear to have incorrectly set the 
initial levels of the 128 basic sounds 
- the mix ba lance is poor. 
Additionally, long sounds tend to be 
cut off due to the lack of sufficient 
polyphony. Inability to edit sounds, 
no effects, insufficient polyphony, 
and poor sound 
quality ... 

If you're a games player who 
wants to improve on the innate 
quality of the ST sound chip and 
who owns games that s.upport 
playback on a GM module, then the 
GMX-1 might be worthy of 
consideration. If you're after a 
multi-timbral sound module that will 
help you to create music, you' ll 
probably want to look elsewliere -
possibly at Roland's SC-7, a cut
down Sound Canvas for £259. 

What is GeneraiMIDI? 
A General MIDI (GM) m odule has to conform to a specific 
set of MIDI functions. For Instance, all GM modules must be 
16 -part multl -timbral and play back key-based drums on 
MIDI channel 10 according t o the GM Percussion Map. They 
must to have aminimum of 24 simultaneously available voices 
and 128 presets, each assigned to the MIDI Program Change 
number in the GM Sound Set. Finally, they must recognise 
certain MIDI Control Ch anges including Modulation, 
Volume, Pan, Expression and Sustain Pedal along with 
Channel After touch and Pitch B end. · 

Consequently, u sing any GM sound module should m ean 
compatibility · n o notes cutting out due to different poly
phonies, no incorrectly selected sounds via MIDI Program 
Changes, no incoherent drums due to the wrong mapping, 
and so on. 

Is th fs 
d iminutive 
box a sound 
canvas 
beater? 

PROS AND CONS 
Poor sound quality 

No effects 
Sound cannot be edited 
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EEN SCENE 
A liberal sprinkling of the 
new, the very new and the 
not-quite-so-new-but-at-a
nice-price for you this month 
in our regular round-up of the 
ST games scene ... 

The post-Christmas rush is over now. All the releases that didn't 
quite make it are finally in the shops. We look forward to a couple 
of the exciting new products due to reach the shops soon in our 
regular Previews slot: D-Day and lshar 11 - Messengers Of Doom. 

Chaos Engine has finally arrived and looks like being worth 
adding to the collection. We've also taken a flight in a Harrier 
jump jet with Domark's AV-88. 

Looking jnto the pocket money vaults, we drive a truck, have a 
gamble, go back in time to fight the Bosch and even help to clean 
up the environment! 

So here we go for your adventurers of the past and the future in 
this month's mixed bag ... 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
ISHAR 11 - MESSENGERS OF DOOM 
This sequel to the best-selling lshar- Legend of the Fortress looks 
like a winner. 

D·DAY 
Re-live the Normandy landings with the latest from Ocean. 

REVIEWS 
CHAOS ENGINE 
Long awaited offering from the Bitmap Brothers. Full of Eastern 
(well, East London) promise! 

AV-88 HARRIER ASSAULT 
Domark's flight sim w ith a difference. 

ARCADE SPORT 

56 

59 

55 

61 

61 
Four sporting games in one package, but are they worth the money? 

1943 

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK 
RACING 

ARCADE FRUIT MACHINE 

62 

62 
62 

The Eagle luu landed! D-Day 01r page 59 

Clraos Engine - wortlr tire wait? See page 58. 

Ml<.81 'iron' bomb 
2SO·Ib !113.1•·kgl 

low drag. n-ee·fall bomb 

Superb 
graplrlcs, 
but wlrat 
about tire 
game? 
Find out 
on page 
56. 

AV-88-
tlle first 
STHarrler 
fllgllt slm. 



AMAZING P CES 
F RATA USERS 

GAME t !'RICE 
Z·IIO'r z.IIAf'IDLE ICOMI') ........................... 20.95 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 2 ........................... JJ.95 
3D POOL ........... ............ .. ............................ 7.95 
J WIIEEL DRIVE !COMPI .......................... ..20.95 
ACTION MASTERS tCO\IPI ...................... - 20.95 
ADOA~IS FA \Ill Y- ------·-15.96 
ADVANCED O£STROYER SI \I ---1.95 
ADVA.' 'TAGETE.,'>IS _____ )7.95 
AD\'E.''TlJRERS ·--·-·-.. 17.95 
AFTER B~lt."ER .. ---·---6.96 
AGO:>Y ------17.95 
AIR SEA SUPIIE.\IACY ICO\IPJ ... - .... - .... 20.95 
AIR SUPPORT ...... ·-····---20.95 
AlCA TRAZ. . ... .. .......... - ............ 17 .95 
ANOTHER WORU> ................................... 11.95 
AQUATIC GA \lE$...... .. ............................. 11.95 
ARCHER ~"'CI.fANS POOL ........................ t1.9S 
AWARD WINNERS tCOMP) ......................... I).9S 
BALL GMIE ..................................... ............... 6.96 
BARBARIAN 11 (UUOOI:T) ............................. 6.96 
BARBARIAN 11 tPSYGNOSlS) ...................... IS.96 
BAT 2.. .............................................................. 2J.9S 
BATMAN · CAPED CRUSADeR .................... 6.96 
BATMAN · TilE MOVIE .................................. 6.96 
BATTLE CllESS................. • ......................... 8.95 
BATTLE TOADS ....... - ....................... - .... .17.95 
BATTLEIIAWKS 19-12.... • .. ..... --..... 10.95 
BEACH VOLLEY-· - ·--.. ---6.96 
BrThiAPBROTIIERS · \ 'OLU\IE I ___ IJ.95 
BrThiAP BROTHERS· VOLUME 2--11.95 
BONAl\LA SROTIIERS ·- - ·--15.96 
SAAIN BLASTER .. --------·6.96 
BRIDES OFDAACULA.- ----11.95 
BUBBLE BOBBLE ........ ···--·-··-····6.96 
BUBBLE DIZZY ..... .. ................................. 6.96 
SUNNY BRICKS .......................................... 17.95 
CA8AL ............................................................... 6.96 
CADAVER . TilE PAYOFF .......................... 11.95 
CAF.SAR ........................................................... 20.95 
CAPTAIN DYNAM0 ........................................ 6.96 
CAP11VE .......................................................... I2.95 
CARLLEWIS CIIALLENG£ .......................... 1 J .95 
CARRIER COMMAND ..................................... J.95 
CARTOON COU £CTION ............................. 1 7.95 
CASTLES ......................................................... 20.95 
CHA~IPIONSIIIP MANAGER IIMB) ........... I7.95 
CIIAOS E.'IGINE ............................... - ......... ! 7.95 
CIIASE IIQ I ....... .... ....... .. ....... _ ................. 6.96 
CHIPS CHALLE."GE ---···----·11.95 
CHUCK YEAGER 2. -·- -----......8.95 
CIVILIZII TION 11MB) .. ---····----·23.95 
CO~IBAT AIR PATROL. -·---·..20.95 
CONllNE.\'1' AL CIRCUS --·-----·-·7.95 
COOLCROCT\11:-$ _ ---····--···17.95 
COOL WORLD ·--------·17.95 
COUNT DUCKULA . -·------·--·6.96 
CRAZY CARS ) .............................................. 17.95 
CREATURES .................................................. 17.95 
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE ............................... I9.95 
CYBERCON 111 ............................................... 17.95 
D·GENERATION (IM8) ................................. 14.9S 
DELUXE PAINT .............................................. 40.95 
DE~ ION BLUE .................................................. 6.96 
DICK TRACY .................................................... 7.95 
DIEIIAR02 ..................................................... 17.95 
DIU V COLLECTI0/1 .................................... 17.95 
DIZZY PANIC .................................................. 6.96 
DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES ....... I7.95 
DOODLEBUG....... .. ......... - ......... -17.95 
DOUBLE DAAGON 1.. .. ...................... 7.95 
DOUBLE DAAGOI'III.. -----·1.95 
DOUBLE DRAGOSIII ----17.95 
DAAGO:O.I-L'JA -----6.96 
DRE.AONOIJGi rfS_ .................... ----25.99 
DREA~I TEAM -- ......... 17.95 
DRILLER -- ....... _.6.96 
DUN£ ------20.95 
DUNGEON MASTERICIIAOS 

STRIKES BACK .................................. 20.95 
DYNA BLASTER I I MBl ...... .. . ................. 20.95 
ELF .................................................................. 17.95 
ELVIRA · ARCADEGAME ........................... I7.95 
ELVIRA 11 ........................................................ 23.95 
EMI .• YN IIUGIIES lilT. SOCCER .................... 7.95 
EPIC .................................................................. 20.95 
ESP ANA · TilE GAMES '92... ........................ 20.95 
F·l5 STRIKE EAGLE 11 ................................ 23.95 
F·16 COMBAT PILOT ............ . ........................ 1.95 
F·I9 STEALTII FIGifTER . ... . ............ 20.95 
f.29 RETAUATOR ,_ ... - ..... -.17.95 
FA PREMIERE LEAGUE FOOTBALL.-.... 11.95 
FALCOII.-- ..... __ 11,95 
FALCO' ·COUI''TERSTRIKE DATA DISK .. 7.9S 
FALCO' . AREFIGIIT DATA DISK --1.95 
FliNT ASTIC WORLDS (CO\\PI------23.95 
FAl'ITASY WORLD DIZZV -----.6.96 
FASCINATIO.~ ·----...20.95 
FAST FOOD -·-· .... .....5.95 
ANAl BLOW ............... __ ........... - ....... 17.95 
ANAL COMMAND ........ .. ............................. 6.96 

GAME £ PRICE 
FIRE AND IC£ 17.95 
FIRE FORCE........... .. ............ .......... 11.95 
FLIGIITOFTIIEI:O.'TRLDER ......... -12.95 
FLIGIIT SI\IULATOR 2 ........... .... 2.l.95 
FUMBO'S QUEST ... .. . . 7.95 
FOOTBALLCRA7Y tCO\IPJ .17.95 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2 .. _7.95 
FOOTBALL \ IAMGER l ._ .. 17.95 
fOR.\IULA I Gft.A'(DPRIX ,_.23.95 
F\1TLRE WARS 10.95 
G·LOC .17.95 
GAUI>'TtETII ----- ... 696 
GHOSTBLSTERS l ... 6.96 
GOFOR GOI D .H5 
GOBLIII~S... ----- .......... 17.95 
GOBLIINS 2.... .... - --- .............. 20.95 
GOOFATilER ........ ........................................ 10.95 
GODS ................................................................ I7.95 
GOLDEN AXE ............................ ...................... 1.95 
GRAHAM SOU NESS SOCCER MAf<,\GER .. 6.96 
GRAHAM TAYLOR'S SOCCER IIMBt ........ l1.95 
GUY SPY .......................................................... 20.95 
HARLEQUIN........ ....... . ........ 17.95 
HARRIER ASSAUL r -· .. _ .............. 23.95 
HEAD OVER HEELS ....... 6.96 
IIEIMDALL ...... 23.95 
HEROQUEST ............. 7.95 
HEROQUEST • T\11:0. PACK- ... -·--'0 95 
IIITOliKERS GUIDE TO TilE GALAXY _7.95 
HOOK IIMBI .. 17.95 
HOT RUBBER ·-·-7.95 
HOVERSPIII'iT _ ---·-.6.96 
HUDSON HAWK __ .. _ -17.95 
HU~IANS.. .. ..... ~.'IS 
lA.~ BOTIIAM'SCRICKET ..... , .!095 
IK• (NOT STEt .... . ........... 6.96 
INDIANA JOr.ES& FATEATl.IACTI ........ IJ.95 
INDIANA JO)(ES lk L CRUSADE tACTI ....... 6.96 
INDJAr<A JO~ES & L CRUSADE (ADV) .... I2.95 
INTERr<A110NAL RUOIIY CllALI.J~"GE .. I1.95 
INTERNATIONAL SOCC~R CllALLEi'IGE ... 7.95 
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CH1ILLENGE ..l0.9S 
INTERNA1'10NAI. TRliCK RACING ............. 6.96 
ISHAR · LEGEND OF'III~ FORTRESS ........ 20.9S 
IVANIIOE.................... ......... .. ......... 6.96 
JAGUAR XJ220(1\18) .. 17.95 
lAMES POND .6.96 
JIM POWER.. ... . .......... 1795 
JI~L\IY WHrTE'S WIIIRLWI~O SSOOKER20.95 
JOE & \lAC· CA VE\ IAl< M'IJA - - 17.9l 
JOIL'I BAR'>ES ElRO. FOOTBAI.LII \IBI-q99 
KICKOFF II Cia MEOI --13.'15 
KIDGWVES 11 • -·-17.95 
Kl"JGHT\IARE_ --· ..20.95 
K.'IIGHTS 0~ 1lll: SKY 11 \181 ..13 95 
KWIK S'AX -· .. --...6.96 
LAST 1-1:\JA 11 .... . . . .................. 6.96 
LASTNINJA Ill . .. ...... ................... 1.95 
LEANDER.. .. .. .......... 17.9S 
LEEDS UNITEDCIIA\IPIONS .................. .17.?~ 
LEGEND ........................................................ 20.95 
lEMMINGS {ORIGINAL) .............................. 17.95 
lEMMINGS 2 .................................................. U\.9~ 
LEMM INGS DOUBLE PACK ....................... :!0.9S 
LEMMINGS LEVELS (1\DO-ON Vf.RSION)I).95 
LEMMINGS LEVELS (STAND ALONE) ...... I7.95 
LEONARDO.......... .... .... .. ..... 6.96 
LETHAL WEAPON .... 179S 
LIFE& DEATII .. ... .12.95 
LOCO~IOTION..... .. ...... 17.95 
WMBARD M C R.ALL Y .. • .. 6.96 
LOTUS ESP!IrTTL'RBOCIIAI.U.'>GE .... _7.95 
LOTUS Ill ·TilE lL Tl\IA TE 

CHALLL"GE 17.95 
LURE OFTHETE.\IPTRESS 11 \181.--.. .!0.95 
MI TASK PLATOO"' .... .!0.95 
\IAGIC POCKETS 17.95 
\IAGIC STORYBOOK .... .20.95 
MAGIC WORLDS.. . .............. .17.95 
MAGICLAIID DIZZY ... . ................. 6.96 
MANCllESTER U;.IITFD ... .. ................ 7.95 
MANCHF..'iTER UNITED W ROP£ ............... 17.95 
MANIAC MANSION ....................................... I0.95 
MATCH OF THE DAY .................................... I7.95 
MAUPITIISI.AND ..... . .............. ......... ....... 20.95 
MAX tCOMP) ........................................... 20.95 
MCOONALD LAf'ID ..... , ............................ 17.95 
MEGA SPORTS ............................................... I7.95 
MEGA·LQ.MANIA I nRST SA \IURA I. . .. .20.95 
MICROPROSEGOL~ .... .23.95 
MID:<IGHT RLSISTA 'CE ................. 6.96 
MIDWII-'TER ... - .......... 10.95 
\IIDV.1NTER 11 .... 2.1.95 
\IIG 29 SOVIET FIGifTER .. ~.95 
M10 29\I SlPERFULCRl \l .. .!6.95 
MONTY Pm lOJ. -1.95 
MOONSTO' t --2095 
MOONWALKER ... 6.96 
MOTORHEAD. .. ... 1.!.95 
MYlll ....... _..... • ..... 17.95 
NEW ZEALAND STORY ............. 6.96 

GAMI-: !I)RICE 
NIGEL MANSELl.'S WOKI.O Cl lA llf>IONSHIP 

IIMBl 10.95 
NIGHTBREED · ACTION GAME ....... 6.96 
NINJA COLLEC'TI0:-1 .. 13.95 
' 0 SECOND I'll Ill;..... ...17.9l 
" D0DYS PLA\ '11\IE. ..17.95 
'IORTH & SO\. T11 .6.96 
O~IAR SHARIF'S BRIDGE :!3.95 
Of'ERA TK>.x snw. m _ .. 12.95 
Of'ERATIO.X'OlU<DERBOLT- .....6.96 
OPERATIO~ V.~ -6.96 
ORIENTAL GA \IES .7.95 
Ol'TR!;'I El ROPA .. J.9S 
PACIFIC ISLANDS . .!0.95 
PA.,G.......... ... . . .... ... 6.96 
PANZA KICK BOXII'IG. .. .................. 7.95 
PARASOL STARS .......................................... 17.95 
PIC1'10NAKY .................................................... 6.96 
PINDAI.L DREA~1S ........................................ I7.95 
PINBALL ~1AGIC ... .. .................................... 7.95 
PIRATES ....................................................... 10.95 
PIT FIGHTER .............................................. 6.96 
PLAN •J FROM OUTER SPACE............ .23.95 
PLATINU~I ICOMPJ... ... 17.95 
POPUW US ..... . 8.95 
POPULOUS 11 fl MEGI. .. .... 20.95 
POPULOUS 11 un MEGJ. ... .,20.9l 
POPULOUSIPRO\IISED I.A.' DS.. 10.95 
POSntA.'I PAT I 6.96 
POWER..\10 NGER ...20.95 
POV.ER.\IOl<GER DATA DIS~ IWWI). 11.9S 
PR£HJSTORJK - .7.95 
PRf.\UER ~IANAGER. ...17.95 
PRL'CEOF PERSIA .6.96 
PRO TEr-MS TOI. R 1 ...... 6.96 
PS\'CllO'S SOCCER SELEC110 '1 ...... .!0.95 
PUSH.QVER ....... 17.95 
PIJTTL........... .... ............ . .... . ...... 17.95 
QUEST ANDGWRY tCOMI') ...................... lM5 
QUEST FOR ADVENTUR8 1C0~11') ............ 2.l.95 
R·TYPE 1 ............................................................ 6.96 
R.B.I. BASEMLL Z .......................................... 6.96 
MCE DRIVIN' ................................................ I6.99 
RAGNORAK ............................... .. ....... 26.95 
M ILROAD TYCOON ( IMBJ ... ................... 23.95 
M1}180W COLLECTIO\ .. .. ....... 13.95 
R.AI.'>BOW LSLA~DS . .6 96 
R.A~IPART...... ... - ....... - .... 17.95 
R.AVII'GMAD ..... ··- _, ___ ,,.,..17.95 
REAOI FOR TilE SKIES .20.95 
REAL\JS :!0.95 
Rf.'EGADE - .6.96 
RICK DA:<GERDUS I . 6.96 
RICK DASGEROLS 11 -1.95 
RISKY WOODS 17 95 
ROADBLASTERS • ... ...1>.96 
ROBIN HOOD · UGEND QUEST ................ 6.96 
ROBOCOP 1...... ... .... .. ..... 6.96 
ROBOCOP 11 . . .6 96 
ROBOCOP 111.... .. ...... -... . . ... 17.95 
ROTOX ............................................................... 7.9S 
RUN THE GAUN'I'LE1' ..................................... 6.96 
RVF HOND1I .................. .......................... - .... 1.9$ 
SABRE TEAM IIMU) ..................................... 17.95 
SCRABBLE ............ ....................................... 19.95 
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLI\ND (IM8) ....... 17.95 
SENSIBLE SOCCER 91/91 .... . ................ 17.95 
SEY\IOUR GOES TO HOLLYWOOD 6.96 
SHADOW DA~CER . ... .... ,_.7.95 
SHAOOWOFTIIEBEASTII ___ ,,. ...... 17.95 
SHADOW SORCEROR .-... .. ____ 1995 
SHADOW WARRIORS .6.96 
SHAOOWLA)o.OS :!095 
SHADOWORU>S 11 \181 17.95 
SHOE PEOPLE 7.95 
SHOOT 'E~l UP C0' STRt;C1lON KIT 7.95 
SlfiJTTI.E_ ·- -'11.95 
SII..El\1' SERVICE 11 t I M B). .. ..................... ..20.9~ 
SIM CITY/POPULOUS ....... ........................... 20.95 
SL\1 EARTH ............... . .• n .9S 
SLEEPWALKER.... ............ .......... . ... 11.9~ 
SLIGHTLY MAGIC ..................................... 6.96 
SMASH TV ....................................................... 6.96 
SOCCER STIIRS tCOMP)............ .. .... 17.95 
SPACE CRUSADE · D1IT1\ DISK .................. I.l.95 
SPACE CRUSADE PWS ~IISS ION DISK .... ! 7.95 
SPACE GUN ..... ........................................... 17.95 
SPORTS BEST ................................................. 17 .95 
ST DRAGON. .. .. _.. . ......... 6.96 
STARGLIDER 11 .. 7.95 
STEaE\IPIREti MRJ.. ·-- ... :!0.95 
STEG THE SLUG...... . .. _ .... - ... - . .6.96 
STORM \IASTER ---:!0.95 
STOS ID --:!3.95 
STOSCOMPILEit --- _1).95 
STOS TilE CREATOR- ---:!0.95 
STRATEGY MASTtRS --- 21.95 
STREET FIGJITER ----1.95 
STREET AGIITr.R 211'181 ·-· .. 19.95 
STR!OER ......................... _ .................... 6.96 
STRIOtR 1.............. • ..... _,. _____ ... ...7.95 

GAME £1'RICF. 
STRIKE FLEET 10 95 

· STRIKER ..................... .......... ...... I 7 ~5 
STRJKER MANAGER .......... _ .................. 7Yl 
SUPER ALL STARS.... ·---·- ..... IHj 
SUPER MONACO G P .7 9~ 
SUPER OFF ROAD- 7Q5 
SUPER SEGA CCO\IPI .!0 95 

~~~~!~~~~"DERS 1!:! Double Sided Double Density 
fr~~CO\IP! 1;·~ QCMiTITY PRICE 
SLSPICIOCS CARGO. - 17 9\ 10 ................................................... £5.30 
SWITCllBLADEI .... - .6.96 20 ..................................................... ll0.35 
~~~·suzuKi .. ~. .... .. ..... !.~ lS.. ......................................... .1.12.65 
TE."KIS CliPZ ............. , ...... 17.95 30 .................................................... £14.75 
TERMINATOR 11 ............................................ 6.96 .l5 .................................................... l l6.90 
TilE GREATEST !CO~IPIC IMUJ .................. 11.95 40 .................................................... ( 18.95 
THE ,\IANAGER.................... . ................ 20.95 45 ........................................ ............ [ 21. 10 
~::~~~iRT~~~J~~K .. ~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::i~:~ 50 ................... , ............................... £22.95 
TOKI .................... ......................................... 1 7.~5 80 .................................................... £36.35 
TOP BANANA ............................ - .... 9.99 IOQ ................................................... .i41.70 
TOTALRECALL ...................... - ......... 6.96 120 .................................................... £49.40 
~~~R~~~D DIZZY _ .• ~~ I 50 . ............................................ l 60.95 
TRIVL~LPCRSLIT.. . 6% 200 ................................................... .i78.75 
Tt:RRICA.'~ --·-- 6.96 250............................................... 1.97.30 
T\IRRICA.'III _ 696 300 ..................................... - ........ 1.116.10 
~~~~~-~-= i::~ -l00 ............................... __ ....... £1S4.50 
UNIVERSAL \IOl'STERS 17.95 SOCL .............................................. £1~.65 
L':-.'10\:0iABLES 696 1000.............................. .... ... £.11>1.30 
UTOPIA · ~>"EW WORLDS DATA DISK 11 9l 2000 ............................................... £72K50 
UTOPLA - TI\'IN PACK .. .. .... !09S WITH LABELS & II'AR R/\111 \' 

~:~i8:~~E'Ai:iTY"i"ico~iri" ...... :: ~:; 1----B- -O- -X--E--S----i 
VIRTUAL REALITY 2iCOMPI ........ 17.95 
VIZ ...................................................................... J.9S 
VOYAGER ......................................................... 6.96 (with keys & dividers) 

~~gg~: :·0:.\r,\'i)'iiiii·:::::::::::: .. :::::::::: ::::: :;:~ 10 Slimpack... . ............................. £0.94 
WARRJORSOF RELEYNE ............................ :!0.9l 40cap.1Cily ......................................... N.95 
WEEN ·THE PROPIIECY .......................... lM l 50 cap.1ci1y .... .. .............................. ~5.60 

~:~~~=~~::::::::::· :::.:. . .... :::::: ;:~; 80 capxiry ......................................... £6.30 
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD ... 7,95 80 copacil) Bon.\ ........................... £1 4.95 
WORLO CUPSOCCER... .... .. ........... 7.95 IOO cap:tdly ......................................... !:6.80 
WWF El!ROPEA:< AA~IPAGE. • .... 17.95 I20 capxi1y ...................................... 1:8.75 
XYBOTS -·-- -- 6.96 150copa<:il).. (1095 
~~.CKR.ACKE.'i _ 1!:: I-150_ Dc_ lu_, _e _st_ac_"-'_blc_ ._ ... _ ... _ ... _. _ .. _ .. _ ... _ .. _1_~_19-5-1 

EDLCATIO\AL 
CAVE \lAZE ___ , .. 10 95 
FRAC1l0)'. GOBLI'S 10.9l 
~lATHS DMGOXS....... ,_ .. 10-95 
PICTURE FRACTIONS .... . ... 10.95 

JOYSTICKS 
P)1bon I (QS1 30F) ............................. .l.9.25 
Maverick I IQS128F) ....................... .£13.75 

REASOSJNG WITII TROU.S 11195 
TIDY THE HOUSE.......... ..... .. ................ 10 95 
ANSWER BACK JUNIOR QUIZ cf>. ll ) ....... I~ 99 
,\ NSWER BACK S&'IIOR QUIZ (I2·AD! .... .I5.99 

125+ ..................................................... 19.00 
The Bug .................................... ........ £ IJ jO 
S1ar Probe .......................................... £13.50 

FREt'<CH MISTRESS ....................................... Il.'l'l 
GERMAN MASTER ....................................... 15.9'1 
ITALIAN TUTOR ............................................ Il.99 

Compelilion Pro 5000 - black ........... ! 13.75 
Speedking A/F .................................... £ li .OO 

SPANISH TUTOR .......................................... 15.99 
MICRO r;."GLISH (8·0CSEI. ., .............. IR.9~ 
MICRO FRE.'>CH !BEGISl'ERS-GCSEI.. ..1R 9~ 
MICRO~IATilS III·GC'SEt... IR95 

Naviga1or AJF .................................... £1 3.75 
Top<lar (SVI17) .............................. £21.50 
Supercharger {SV 123) .......................... l9.00 

PRIMARY ~IATIIS COURSE13·12l 1895 
ALVL'S P\JZZLES.. 119l 

Megas1ar AJF CSVI 33) .................... £22.00 

PAI''T POT 2 ... 119l 
SIIOPPI'(GBASKET 0 '95 MISCELLANEOUS WIIICII~ V.lfERE? WHAT' --13.95 
:~ ~~~bz;~~Dii'Ln ---::~ Zydec disk dei-.......... . .. . ..m.9s 
J~l<IORTYPIST15· 101. ---1• 95 Mouse ........................... · .£1U5 
MAGIC~IATH$ (4·81. --· .19.95 MouseMa! ........................................... £2.95 
~.m~~~~~~LOI. ··-·- "::·:; Mouse House .................................. .£2.95 
ADI ENGLISII C11· 121 ........ , ... , ..... 17.95 Head Cleaner ...................................... £1.75 
ADI ENGUSll {12· 131 ................................... 17.9l Oust Cover (Aiari) ............................... £3.65 

~g: ~g~:~:~ m::~l ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::m Dus1 Cover (Monilor) ........................... £6.99 
ADI FRF..NCll 111 ·121 ..................................... 17.95 Du>l Cover (LCI0) ............................... £7.65 
ADI FRE.o~CH 112·13) ...................................... 17.95 Du>l Cover (LC24) ............................... £6.99 
ADI FRE.o.,CH 113·14) ...................................... 17.9l Trackbaii ............................................ £2S.75 
~g: ~HCS~ : :~j~~t .......... = .. ·=·· :~~ 1------------ - -1 
ADI ~lATHS C12·13J ... • .. 17.95 
ADI ~IATHS II3· 14).. ... .. ....... 1795 
ADI~IATHS !14·1S)..... ---17.95 
RIN SCIIOOL 2 (6-8). ..6 96 
RIN SCIIOOL 210VER 81 6 96 
fUNSCIIOOLHli" DER61 .. .6.96 
RIX SCIIOOL 3 IS.)). .17.95 

BRANDED STAR RIBBONS 
PRIN'TER STAR REF PRICE 
LC I0(20{100 Blac~ ..... -.;X JClClO £450 
LCI0(20{100 Colour ..... \X IOOOCL £1l.Ml 
LC200 Blad: ............... :ZX9 (1>.25 

R.'N SCIIOOL .liOVER 71. .17.95 
Fl"N SCllOOL )(l!\ DER ll .17.95 
R.N SCIIOOL 4 !HI .. 17.9l 
R.N SCIIOOL 4 (7·111. .. ---- .17.9l 
FUN SOlOOU !UNDER ~'$) .... --····· ..... 17.95 

LC200 Colour .............. :ZX9CL £1 ~.~ 
LC2~ Senes Black.-..... .7.14 £t>.50 
lC24-200/XB-24 

Serie:. Colour. ........... X24CL £13.75 



T he first thing you notice about 
any Bitmap Brothers game is 
the extreme attention to 

detail. The Chaos Engine, with some 
40,000 man-hours in the develop
ment stage, is no exception. Such 
exacting standards have put the 
release date back three times so far. 

Imagine a combination of the 
Victortan mystery of HG Wells or )ules 
Verne with the menace of Edgar 
Alien Poe and you have the basis of 
this epic adventure. An invention has 
been developed that can change the 
very fabric of space and time. The 
Chaos Engine, for obvious reasons, is 

top secret in an age 
when even space 
travel was considered 
impossible. The 
"Primeval soup" pro
duced by the Engine 
is the basis of all life. 

As always seems to 
happen in these sto
ries, the machine has 
become corrupted by 
a meddling scientist 
and it has started to 
produce mutated 
beings and crazed beasts with only 
one aim - to protect the Engine itself. 

Newspapers in Berkshire reported 
a monster the size of Tyrannosaurus 
Rex, labell ed "The Maidenhead 
Monster". lt died only after falling 
into a deep pit and, having feasted 
on cattle in a quarry, was unable to 
climb out. 

Using various illicit substances, the 
story has been extracted from a sci
entist who worked on the project at 

the Fortesque Estate, 
home of t he Chaos 
Engine. A grou p of 
adventurers and mer
cenar ies assemble 
their forces and set 
out to do battle with 
the newly created 
mutants. 

The character selec
tion screen looks like 
the control panel of 
the Time Machine. 
Each person has his 

Nearly three years ago, work 
started on The Chaos Engine 

at the Bitmap Brothers' 
hideaway in London's trendy 
Docklands. Now the game is 

own strengths and weaknesses and 
the whole team needs to be balanced 
if the mission is to succeed. 

One of the main features of the 
game is the intelligent computer
controlled characters that move with 
you, each of which has its own func
tions. They are able to use their skills 
to fight alongside you and search for 
objects and clues. You can even 
select their intell igence, stamina and 
strength levels. 

The " if you're going to kill some
one, do it with style" philosophy of 
the Bitmap Brothers is carried into 
Chaos and even the priest has a 
white lightening that can do a vast 
amount of damage and each charac
ter has his own method of inflicting 
devastation on his enemies. 

The primary objective of the first 
level is to find and destroy the power 
current controllers, called Nodes. 
These are connected to the Engine, 
so when you blast it, it hums and 
bursts into life adding to the ultimate 

.complete and 
Richard Barton 

travels back in his 
time machine to 

see if it was worth 
the wait .. . 

destruction of the main target. 
Once all the nodes are active, you 

move on to the next stage, further in 
the Fortesque Estate and one step 
closer to the Chaos Engine. lt is vital 
to work as a team, or the mission 
stands no chance of success. Most 
characters are driven primarily by 
greed, but their characteristics have 
been carefully designed to add as 
much rea lism to their actions as 
possible. 

There's enough here to keep even 
the most ardent adventurer happy 
with an excellent mix of action and 
brain power. The pace is variable, 
making this one game you will return 
to again and again. Watch out when 
the awards are handed out - this 
one's sure to be in the queue! 



ST IMP 
Dave Jones got 

lost in the mists of 
time to find out 
more about the 

latest from 
Silmarils 

I 
t's been a long-standing feature 
of the movie world and now it's 
really catching on in the software 

market. Sequels have always been 
around, but lately, it seems to be a 
case of "that one did well, let's bring 
out another". 

A lrappy ban d? Clroose 
your lreroes 

Tire Frenclr lrave a knack for 
produdtrg excelletrt graplllcs. 

There are pros and cons to this 
idea. If a game was not that good in 
the first place, the sequel will more 
than likely be under par too, but if an 
original game can take it, a sequel 
can be a massive money-spinner. 
Take a look at Lemmings 2 - The 
Tribes for proof! 

Messengers of Doom is a good 
example of the genre. The original 
game was massive and kept many a 
gamer busy for a long time. The 
sequel promises even more. it's three 
times the size of the first and among 
other things has seven islands to 
explore. 

MESSENGERS OF DOOM 

lshar has had a period of peace 
and prosperity since the defeat of 
Krogh, that well known megalomani· 
ac and chat-show host. Peace and 
prosperity are not, on their own, a 
good basis for an RPG, so an element 
of evil needs to be added. 

This takes the form of a demonic 
beast who supplies mind-bending 
drugs to the population of the 
islands. His aim? To take over the 
world, of course! Sounds like a "come 
home, switch on, save the world, dig 
into Findus Crispy Pancakes and go 

Lookltrg 
tlrrouglr tire 

window, 
tire feel of 
qmdlty Is 
tlrere all 
tire way. 

to the pub" to me! 
Players of the original game will 

be pleased to know that the facility 
exists for you to import t he same 
band of happy travellers that you fin
ished with. Or, if you prefer, you can 
start afresh with a new set. 

The seven islands mentioned earli
er each have their own characteris
tics ranging from grassy plains to 
swamp or arctic. Silmarils have even 
developed a new technique where 
the ground is actually graded to 
show a good representation of alti· 
tude. Exactly what that means is 
anyone's guess, but it'll make you 
take a closer look at the finished 
game! 

There are over 30 new characters 

to interact with, some of whom you 
can talk to, fight with or even recruit. 
Besides these, there are over 70 new 
enemies to do battle with. Enough to 
keep even the most ardent RPGer 
busy. 

One case of "nice idea, shame 
about the resu lt" was the very 
annoying Save Game feature on the 
original. You had to pay some gold 
for the privilege of coming back to 
the same point. This, mercifully, has 
gone from the sequel. 

When it comes to presentation, 
the French have a flair for it, and 
lshor 2 is no exception. A rolling 
demo was running at the recent 
ECTS computer trade show and it 
looked stunning. 

Tire scenery Is 
great but 
we're waiting 
to see tire new 
"altitude 
techniques". 



Win a Home Gym 

GET FIT! WIN A 
HOME GYM 
We give you the chance to 
win a complete York 2001 
home gym including all of 

the facilities found in 
your local health club ... 

To play football, you need to be fit, and what bet· 

ter way of getting ready for a cup match than 
your own personal training programme on your 

own personal gym! 
In association with Gremlin Graphics, we're offer

ing you the chance to put your joystick down and 

get fit by winning first prize in our great fitness 

competition. Our winner will get a complete Home 
Gym 2001 with extra attachments making the first 

prize worth over £400. Six runners up will each get a 

copy of Premier Manager from Gremlin. 
All you need to do to win is answer the following 

questions and call 0891 543306. Calls should cost no 

more than £1 at cheap rate. Make sure there's a 

minimum of background noise when you call. If 
yours is the first correct entry out of the ST 

Review bobble hat after the closing 

date of 27th May 1993, a brand 
new gym could be on its way to 
you. 

When you've got the answers to 
the quesations, ring 0891 543306. 

Don't forget to get the permission of 
whoever pays the 'phone bill!. 

You can enter as many times as you 

wish. The first correct entry drawn by 

computer after the closing date will win 
the York 2001 Home Gym and the next 

six will each get a copy of Premier 
Manager. There is no cash alternative and 

the editor's decision is final. No correspon

dence will be entered into. Final whistle! 

FIRST HALF 

2001 HOME GYM 
Everything for weight 
training, body building and 
keep fit for the whole family. 
in one free-standing, 
compact, self-contained 
unit. 
Full size bench • Hand bar 
with squat rack • Leg 
curVthigh extension 
attachment • lat bar 
• Short pulley bar • Full 
pulley system. Plus free 34 
page training book with 50 
exercises. Plus assembly 
instructions. 
Epoxy coated steel tube 
construction. Padded solid 
plywood backrest. Weights 
encased in heavy-duty 
vinyl. Simple locking pin 
load adjustment. Weight 
selection up to 1401b (65kg). 

SECOND HALF 
To enter: all you need to do Is complete 

these footballing terms:-
When you've answered the questions, 
ring 0891 543306. You can enter as 
many times as you wish. The winner 
will be drawn by computer from all the 
correct entries received. 

1. Sick as a 

2. Over the , Brian. 

3. lt's a game of 

Calls should cost no more than 31p at cheap rate. 
Calls are charged at 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p per minute at other t imes. Get permission from the person who pays the 'phone bill before calling! 



We set the standards 
We break the rec11rds. 

Widely accepted as the most accurate football simulation available. FOOTBALL 
TACTICIAN 2 has taken the strategy scene by storm. 
Record after record is being broken: 
• Biggest ever multi-user system: up to 46 users! (who said four was the limit?) Now with new 

rating system reflecting managers· ability and aChievements. 
• First ever fully interactive management game: intervene at any time during a match to change 

taclics, make substitutions, adjust .formation or mark players. 
• Most accurate player definition: 30 parameters including real ages. aptitudes. skills. caps, 

playing positions. fitness. morale and market valuation. · 
• Most accurate reams: 20-player squads updaled EVERY WEEK! If your game still lists Des 

Walker a/ Forest or Eric Canlona at Leeds, thlln it isn1 Football Tactician! 
• Largest resutts database: 21290 match results and league positions going back 20 seasons all 

instantly retrievable. All of which may be printed out. 
• Largest ever recording options: 36 matches always recorded IN FULL for instant full-scale 

replay, plus selected REAL matches thal actually took place in rea/life. 
• First ever referee involvemenf.· true to life behaviour. Beware of adopting 'rough tactics' when Jim 

Parker is in charge/ The message is Clear: know your refs. 
• Fastest ever setting-up time: initial start-up in less than two seconds, thanks to 900K of super

fast machine code. Smoothness of action is FT2's hallmark. 
• Most accurate editor: built-in intuitive editor capable of entering new players and line-tuning all 

parameters. Essential for the serious user. 
• First ever simulation capable of replaying REAL marches (ex: the Leeds-Rangers clash in the 

European Cup). 
• First ever Scottish only simulation: FT2 Scotland now available separately. 

FOOTBALL TACTICIAN is the first ever management game that includes strategy as an integral 
part of a successful campaign. Team selection. needless to say. remains a critical element. But the 
BIG innovation is your involvement during the match: for the first time ever, you will as a manager. 
be able to alter your strategy: choose a defensive or offensive system, mark certain opponents, 
drop back some of your players if the pressure is tough, decide exactly when substitutions should 
be made. play the off-side trap, go for quick counters, etc ... With full on-screen commentary and 
minute-by-minute feed·back, you're as involved in the match as any of your players! You will soon 
realise that this is no ordinary soccer manager. THIS is the REAL THING. You're in charge. You 
manage your side before and during the match. Nothing is left to chance. Can you rise to the 
challenge? Try FOOTBALL TACTICIAN and prepare yourself for the ultimate football experience. 

lltJW Fllatures int:lutlll: 
• FA Premier League and Division One permanently in memory with full interaction. promOiions, 

transfers, play-oils, local and European Cups. 
• 900 players accurately and meticulously named, plus accurate European players. 
• Unique database-type search facility plus comprehensive data link giving access to additional, 

accurate. historical information on selected players. This feature may be further enhanced by the 
user himself. 

• Intelligent behaviour of computer sides capable of changing tactics to respond to situation on the 
field or making substitutions based on fitness and fatigue. 

• Three levels of commentary, from highligh/s only to ball by ball reporting. Plus mid-week transfer 
and fitness Mws. 

• Friendlies. top scorers chans, precise transfer markets, Club history. financial position and much, 
much more! 

IlD ltnDwn fliDtbllllllllmD Is more accuratBI FT2 is updated weekly: transfers, 
bids •. injuries are recorded as they happen. not a year later. Users ALWAYS receive the very latest 
version. 

And now FT2 SCOTLAND! With the Premier AND First Divisions and of course all 
the unique characteristics and pfayabifity of the original Football Tactician 2 

Please rush 1 copy of 

IIIIITDU TIII:TII:IIIII2 (one meg required) 
IIIIITDU Tllt:Tit:lllll2 {St:lltland} (one meg) 
Also available: 

IIIIITDU Tllt:Tit:lllll f (half meg machines) 
coming soon: fT21tal/a SBriB 11 
I own an AMIGA ASOO 0 A600 0 A 1200 0 

B22.B5 0 
B22.B5 0 

ers.sso 
ATARI ST/STE 0 

Name ..................................................... ................................. ................................... .. 

Address ......................................................................................... .. ............ .. 

..................................................................... ................. Postcode ............ . 

f enclose cheque for ............................. .. My Visa number is ................................ .. 

'signec;f ................................................ . Expiry date ......................................... ..... . 

• BEST SELLER SPECIALS • 

Hudson Hawk-Super Off Road- Twin World - Euro 
Super League - Smash TV - Wmdwalker - Big Run -
Trivial Pui'S<Iit -Fun School2 - James Pond
Balance ot Power - tnt. Ice Hockey - lkari Warcio<s -

~~=~ =i~;,:0%"i~~~~~~~~e Ranger -

•RIBBONS • 
Star LC 10 Mono ........................................ ... £3.45 
Star LC 10 Col...................... .. .. .... ......... £5.95 
Star LC24/10 Mono .... .......... ................ ........ £3.95 
Citizen 1200 Mono .... .................................... £3.45 



Operation 
Overlord comes to 

the ST. Dave 
"Wins ton 

Churchill" J ones 
dons his uniform 

and tin helmet 
and digs in ... -

F or those who don't know, and 
some of you may not have seen 
any war films on the te lly, 

Operation Overlord was the name 
given to the Normandy landings on 
the 6th June 1944 - D-Day (what 
DOES the D stand for?). 

This was the biggest Allied offen
sive of World War 11, and helped to 
see the end of the hostili ties. Put it 
this way, had the Normandy landings 
failed, we'd probably all be under 
Nazi rule t~day! 

Mind you, ask around and some 
old fogey is bound to tell you: "We 
'ad real wars in those days. People 
got killed and no-one complained 
about it. Not like these mamby
pamby efforts of today." 

Fifty years later (well, 49 to be pre
cise) and US Gold are about to 
launch their own invasion on the 
software charts with a computer re
enactment of the battle. 

The programming team behind D
Day are Pascal jarry (author), Chris 
Terrot in (graph ics) and Michel 
Winogradoff (sound) who, incidental
ly, also programmed Panza Kick 
Boxing! Bit of a difference, lads? 

Reading the hype, the game is 
described as "a totally original com
bination of strategy and simulation", 
but that's not the first time it's been 
said. Let's have a closer look and see 
if the claim holds water. 

Operation Overlord was a com
bined air, sea and land attack on the 
German forces in occupied France. 
You get the chance to re live the 
whole thing, taking over from 
General Eisenhower on the day 
before, the 5th June 1944. 

Four options are available to you: 
tank manoeuvres, parachuting, 
bomber raids and ground attacks. Of 
course, you'll need all of these for the 
main offensive, but you can start in 
training mode to get used to how 
they work. Then, progress to the first 

Maps help you plan your attack 

On tl1e horlzo11. Do tire Gerrles 1mow wl1at's coming? 

Tanks fonn one of the four 
main strike forces involved. 

of seven missions in each division. 
As you work your way through, 

they get increasingly harder so you 
should be equipped to take on the 
might of the German army when the 
time comes. A word of warning, 
though, you'll need to take part in 
over 100 missions and drive the 
enemy back to their own land to do 
well in this game. 

There are 144 different locations 
that battle takes place on and up to 
42 engagements can be handled by 
the computer at the same t ime. 

"I say, cl~aps, would11't it be top hole if we won?" 

"Over the hill, Lads!" 

Progress is shown by a ranking 'sys
tem start ing at the bottom as a 
straight forward foot soldier and 
working your way up to General, 
eventually. 

The 3D graphics are a joy and this 
game should appeal to the arcade 
fan as well as the serious sim user. 
Look through the port of the gun 
turret on the tank and you could 
almost believe you were actually 
driving it. 

There is even what appears to be a 
sub-game of a flight simulator built 
in ! Walk the troops through the 
streets of Paris and shoot your big 
guns at the buildings to finish off any 
hiding German troops. Watch out for 
flying shrapnel, though. lt goes a 
long way and can cause serious 
damage. 

There's a lot in this game. 
Something for everyone, from a 
quick arcade kill-'em-off to a full
blown war simulation. US Gold will 
have a winner on their hands if the 
early promise is anything to go by. 

Watch out for a full review when it 
becomes avai lable in May before 
parting with your cash, though. 
We've seen this kind of hype before. 

By the way, this was the decisive 
battle of World War 11 and Hitler was 
left to sleep when it started. The 
German Generals didn't take it 
seriously enough to wake him up! 

Paraclmte in for tl1e aerial onslaugl1t A full report of troops Is availaiJle. 



AY·8B HARRIER 
Yet another flight 
simulator, but this 
promises to be 
different. Is it? 
Rob Redfurn puts 
on his flight suit 
and finds out ... 

ASSAULT 

T here are many different f light 
simulators on the ST ranging 
from light aircraft to fighter jets. 

No-one has ever produced a Harrier 
sim. Until now, that is, with Domark's 
latest offering. 

The Harrier itself is a STOL/VTOL 
(Short/Vertical Take Off and Landing) 
aircraft and you can immediately see 
the difference between this and other 
simulations. 

This outstanding British aircraft 
was instrumental in the battle for the 

Falkland Islands in the early 80s. Sold 
in more colour combinations than 
the Ford Mondeo, the Harrier has 
become a favourite around the 
world. 

Domark, in conjunction with 
Simis, have brought us the fi rst 
computer version of fly ing the 
jump jet, as it became known. 

Pla11 your 
attack l11 tlre 
operatlom 
r oor11 

No fancy Mach 5 fighters here! You 
can choose between just flying the 
plane or conducting the entire 
campaign. 

First impressions from the packag
ing are good. From the wonderful 
picture of the Harrier emerging from 
the clouds on the front of the box to 
the screenshots on the back, every-

"Toplrole, clraps." 
Time for a brlefhrg 

All impressive rar~ge ofweapor~ry 
is a t your d isposal 

A sports compilation from Microids 
combines classics with the 
unusual. Dave "Superskis" fones jogs 
round the track a few times 

A 
ction Sport is the latest from 
Microids and includes 
four games for only £29.99. 

The games are Superski 2, Grand Prix 
500 11, Advantage Tennis and 
Ki//erba/1. 

Compilations work out to be a 
cheap way to buy software, but only 
if the package is up to scratch. The 
immediate thinking is that you're 
paying £7.50 for each, so it must be 
good value. In reality, the software 
house usually manage to put at least 

one game on that's not worth the 
disk space. In this case, it's Grand Prix 
500 11. Previously known as Hot 
Rubber, a name change has done 
nothing for the gameplay. 0 

On a bright er note, Advantage 
Tennis is very playable and realistic. 
Although not one of the most popu
lar of the genre, this offers a 30 per
spective of the real thing and more 
than makes up for Grand Prix's 
lacking. 0 0 0 0 

Third is Superski 2, a winter sports 

compil at ion in its own right ! 
There are six events to compete in: 
Downhill, Slalom, Giant Slalom, Ski 
jumping and Hot Dog. 

All are great fun, have great 
graphics and, added to Advantage 
Tennis, make this a good bundle for 
the money. 0 0 0 0 

Last, but not quite least (that hon
our goes to Grand Prix), is Killerba/1. 
Definitely a two-player game, this. If 
you've ever stayed up late to watch 
the re-runs of james Caan in the film 
Rollerba/1, there's not a lot I can add. 
Third on the quality list of the pack
age. OO 0 

Overall, a mixed bag here, 
strengthened by two good, quality 
games. You can't expect all four to 
be brilliant, so two and a half ain't 
bad! 

thing points to a game that's a bit 
special. This is where disappointment 
sets in! Inside the box, where the real 
action should take place, it just fails 
to impress. You realise that the shots 
on the pack are not from the ST and 
the graphics are blocky and totally 
fail to match up to your earlier expec
tations. 

The idea behind this game is 
good. Take a standard flight simula
tor and add some new angles to 
make an exciting package, but, 
unfortunately, it doesn't quite all 
match up to make an explosive game 
in this day and age. lt may have been 
rated higher five years ago, but not 
today. 



ARCADE FRUIT MACHINE 
ZEPPELIN · £7.99 • 091-385 7755 
IN BRIEF: Once upon a time, the only fruit machine programs available 
were poor, slow and not exactly packed with features. If you were lucky, you 
may have found one with a nudge feature on it, but mostly they were cheap 
PD space fillers. 

This was a great shame because a good program can give you all the fun 
without digging a great big hole in your pocket. Let's face it, £7.99 for a 
game is probably one visit to the local arcade! 

This fruit machine game from Zeppelin has most of the features and flash
ing lights that you'd find on the real thing. Light up the letters that make the 
words CASH'n'GRAB and you have a range of options in the cash 'n' grab 
feature. 

This includes cashpot, spin win and nudges. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "A great little program, but the novelty soon 
wears off. The thrill of playing a fruit machine, you very soon discover, is the 
risk of winning or losing money. As you can't actually do this, the attention 
span wears thin and you're looking for more. However, if you're addicted to 
these beasts, as our reviewer is, you'll love it, for a time, anyway." 

000 

Las t111g app ea l? Wlt l10ut actua lly putting a slot on the ST, 
I doub t lt! 

1943 
KIXX • £7.99 • 0260 299023 
IN BRIEF: This should be titled World War 11 meets the 21st Century if you 
count the laser weaponry involved! Having said that, 1943 is a good 
shoot-'em-up that keeps you coming back for more. 

You are a pilot in the middle of the Battle of Midway and you're in the 
hot seat of a P38 twin-engined fighter plane. Waves of enemy fighters are 
sent to knock you out of the skies, so you have to fire back and try and get 
them first. 

Shooting the various symbols that appear after you've destroyed special 
waves of enemy fighters will add new weapons to your arsenal from triple 
shots to laser power. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "A good game that has appeal. Can you survive 

Budget games are becoming more 
popular and a wider selection is 
available. Tony Kaye looks at this 
month's offerings ... 

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK RACING 
ZEPPELIN· £7.99 • 091-385 6444 
IN BRIEF: Sitting behind the wheel of a "big rig" and racing around a track 
at great speed is something that a lot of overgrown kids would love to do at 
some stage. This, however, is the closest they're likely to get at the moment. 

This game involves hurtling around various championship circuits in 40-
tonne trucks along with five other contenders. Things like tyre choice can 
greatly affect the handling, which takes time to get used to, but once you 
are familiar with them, the game is highly addictive. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "Frustrating at first, this is a good game for 
removing your aggressions without actually killing anything! The best way to 
play is with two people." 

I thought that Hertz Van Rentals was a Dutch footballer until 
I discovered In ternational Truck Racing! 

the onslaught? Difficult and challenging, this takes time to master and 
represents good value for money." 

0000 

Wave after 
wave of enemy 
fighters pro
vides plenty of 
arcade actlmr. 





THE COMPLETE 
COLOUR SOLUTION 



THE GLASS BUTTOCK OF THARG 
CALEDONIA PDL • DISK NO: 

GM.155 • £2.5o • MEMo- Es.ra~'~z· . 
RV: 1MB • SHAREWARE .JciVt/A 
IN BRIEF: With a name like that, surely this game could only '#ft ~'g'li 
come from lan Scott, author of Grandad and the Quest for the Holey Vest. { 
The plot is intricate and tells a sordid tale of a wicked princess's misfortunes, result-
ing in her glass buttock reigning in terror over what was once a peaceful island. 

The aim of the game is to break through the legions of bandits and conquer the 
castle containing the evil glass buttock. To aid you in your quest you are given a total of 
12 armies, led by famous warmongers from show business such as Sergeant Wilson, 
Mr Bean, jimi Hendrix and jeremy Beadle. Each turn gives you a set number of moves 
and as you progress up the island you can increase your forces by stopping at the liber
ally scattered castles. The 3D display is suitably convincing and the graphics throughout 
are truly excellent. And yes, as with Grandad, you can expect more than a fair share of 
innuendo! 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "it's another cracker! The Glass Buttock of Tharg may lack the 
long term interest of Grandad, but the superb graphics and humour element put it a 
cut above all the rest." 

00000 

Are you sure this 
was wrltter1 in 

STOS?! T11e Glass 
Buttock ofTharg --V~ 

has a 3D graphical 
display that puts 

ma11y commercial 
games to shame! 

OXYD 

The map screen 
shows tl1e posi
tion of your 
twelve armies. 
Clicking 011 an 
icon puts you in 
cllargeofa 
character. 

GOODMAN INTERNATIONAL • DISK NO: 
GD.1881• £2.75 • MEMORY: 1MB • 
SHAREWARE • FALCON COMPATIBLE 
IN BRIEF: Oxyd is loosely based on the "match maker" theme. The idea is to steer your 
marble around each scene, bumping into similarly coloured squares. Early levels are very 
easy, but as you get a bit further into the game, a far more strategic approach is needed 
- level three for example requires you to deflect a laser to hit the blocks, which are 
placed out of reach on the other side of a chasm. 

Sampled sound is used liberally throughout the game and a two player game is pos
sible with the help of some MIDI leads. Beyond the tenth level a "play guide" is needed, 
which will set you back £19.95 in the UK. The game itself is Falcon compatible, but be 
quick on the mouse button when the title screen appears otherwise the machine resets! 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "If you're a fan of puzzle games, you need Oxyd now! lt takes 
a tired theme and reworks it into a totally compulsive game. The registration however, 
is a bit over the top at £20." 

0000 

NIRVANA 
CALEDONIA PDL • DISK NO: GM.156 • £2.50 
• MEMORY: 0.5MB • SHAREWARE • 
FALCON COMPATIBLE 
IN BRIEF: Yep, it's another 
platformer. Nirvana carries on 
the age-old PO tradition by 
challenging your little green 
hero (sprite 1) to collect all of 
the gold (sprite 2) on a level 
while avoiding the nasties 
(sprite 3)- how original! In 
fact, this concept is uncannily 
similar to Manic Miner, which 
appeared on 8-bit machines 
some nine years ago! Jump, walk, collect; jump, walk, collect-
Graphics are quite acceptable who said computer games were mindless? 
with the animation of the main Nirvana fails to live up to its flame. 

character being particularly 
good, but some of the enemy sprites let things down badly. it's almost as if the 
programmers gave up half way through and just threw the last few pies together. The 
control system is better than most, but not quite up to 16-bit standards. As with, it 
seems, most STOS games, the colour palette is incorrectly set on the Falcon. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "As platform games go Nirvana isn't bad, but the action isn't 
quite fluid enough to make it a classic. On the other hand, it's a little better than most 
PD offerings of this genre, so you might care to give it a try." 

000 

Wire up another ST 
and you will be treat
ed to a simultaneous 

two player game. As 
if you needed any 

help, right? 

Level two, a11d 
tiJe grapllics 
are starting to 
deteriorate! but 
look 011 the 
brigl1t side- at 
least the cor~
trols are fa irly 
respo11sive. 

Role play with a 
marble may not sound 
like your idea of fun, 
but give Oxyd a go -
you'll be hooked (right 
up until the point you 
l1ave to fork out tlte £20 
registration that is!). 



MINEFIELD 
NEW AGE PDL • DISK NO: BUGAM.110 • 
£2.95 • MEMORY: 0.5MB • LICENCEWARE • 
FALCON COMPATIBLE 
IN BRIEF: Minefield is a variation on the 
Battleships theme, the idea being to guide 
your tank across a grid avoiding mines laid 
by your digital opponent. The player who 
manages to drive the most tanks over the 
landscape without being blown into obliv
ion is the winner. Control is via the mouse 
and the sound effects are suitably loud 
and proud, with heart-stopping explosions 
signalling the demise of a tank (what, 
again?). Each tank is equipped with two 
shots capable of detecting the position of 
a mine in an adjacent square. The intelli
gence of your opponent can be selected 
from the main menu and the easy level 
should break you into the game nicely. 

Once again wierd colour schemes 
abound on the Falcon, although this can 
be solved by a little fiddling with the GFA 
Basic source code, supplied on disk. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "it hasn't got a 
huge amount of long-term interest, but 
Minefield is the sort of game you can pick 
up and enjoy for five minutes when the 
mood takes you. A selection of varying 
sized grids would probably improve the 
game further." 

0000 

DROID Ill 

Three skill levels are Minefield's only 
contribution towards lasting 
playability, bu t it's fun for a fi ve 
minute break. 

All actions are m ouse-controlled via 
a panel of icons on the right hand 
side of the screen. Evidence of two 
previous victories sta ins the battle
field. 

TUMBLEVANE PDL • DISK NO: GM.090 • 
£1.50 • MEMORY: 1MB • FREEWARE • 
FALCON COMPATIBLE 
IN BRIEF: After his exploits in Droid 11, 
Hans the robot- it's a German game 
you understand - is without work. In 
order to afford his beloved Milk, Hans 
has taken to hanging bill-board posters. 
This involves tearing down rival compa
nies' adverts while hanging your own 
and avoiding the badly drawn hench
men. And this sums up Droid's biggest 
problem - its graphics. Most are ade
quate, but only just. In order to keep 
the speed at an acceptable level, the 
scrolling lurches in huge steps which 
detracts from the overall effect. 

Instructions are a little bit scarce on 
disk, but a few minutes' playing time is 
all you need to sus.s out what you have 

Bans the robot 11eeds your lrelp! 
Daslr aror~nd t echnotraz templrrg 
for rival poster cornpardes to eanr 
ror~ milk mon ey. Plots don't get 
rnr~ch more original tha n that! 

ffiF-~5~E!5;=;r=;~~ to do. Persevere and I think you'll agree 
that there's a great game struggling to 
get out of Droid Ill's presentation. 

As you can _see tire presen tation 
lacks polish, but Droid In's origi
na l p lot a nd fast gameplay go a 
lo11g war towards m akbrg up for 
that. 0000 

Public Domain: Games 

TOP TEN GAMES 
1 THE GLASS BUTIOCK OF THARG • CALEDONIA PDL • DISK 
NO: GM-155 • £2.50 • MEMORY: 1MB • SHAREWARE 
An engrossing role player with perfect graphics and a humorous plot. Take com
mand of a crack force of TV personalities and misfits in a bid to dethrone the nasty 
Glass Buttock. Registration, at a reasonable £5, is needed to progress to the later 
stages of the game. 

2 OXYD • GOOOMAN INTERNATIONAL • DISK NO: GD.1881• 
£2.75 • MEMORY: 1MB • SHAREWARE • FALCON 
COMPATIBLE 
Battle your way through ten levels of sample-dad brain teasing, before forking out 
the slightly nauseating £20 registration fee. Easy-to-cope-with mouse controls and 
difficulty set at just the right level put this head and shoulders above most PO 
puzzlers. 

3 ROCKFALL • GOOOMAN INTERNATIONAL • DISK NO: 
G0.1879 • £2.75 • MEMORY: O.SMB • SHAREWARE • 
FALCON COMPATIBLE 
Boulderdash reincarnated, and you'd be hard pushed to distinguish it from the early 
eighties original. The gameplay also remains spot-on and although slightly eclipsed 
by Budgie's Douglas Rockmoor, this is a good attempt. Also includes level editor. 

4 LIGHT CYCLES • NEW AGE PDL • DISK NO: GAME.85 • 
£1.50 • MEMORY: O.SMB • SHAREWARE 
Wipe the envy from your face- STFM owners can enjoy light Cycles too! This effort 
was written by demo programmers and it shows - every graphical trick in the book 
is given an airing! Once again it's a toughie, but the game speed, number of players 
and music are all fully adjustable via the numeric keypad. 

5 VIKING Ill • FLOPPYSHOP • DISK NO: 3276C • £2.50 • 
MEMORY: O.SMB • PUBLIC DOMAIN 
This original little game puts you in charge of a spaceship whose sole mission is to 
prevent Martians from destroying the earth. As much as it sounds like space 
invaders, the gameplay is sufficiently different to make it worth a second glance. 

6 MINEFIELD • NEW AGE PDL • DISK NO: BUGAM.110 • 
£2.95 • MEMORY: 0.5MB • LICENCEWARE • FALCON 
COMPATIBLE 
Navigate your tank across the battlefield without unearthing any of the five enemy 
mines laid by your ST. Whoever manages to cross the field with the least number of 
casualties is the winner- it's as simple as that! 

7 DROID Ill• TUMBLEVANE PDL • DISK NO: GM.090 • £1.50 
• MEMORY: 1MB • FREEWARE • FALCON COMPATIBLE 
A game starring a billboard poster?- this must be a world first. If you manage to 
post enough boards without getting nobbled you move on to the next level. What 
Droid Ill loses in presentation, it makes up for in gameplay. 

8 BOOGEY MAN • TUMBLEVANE PDL • DISK NO: GM.072 • 
£1.50 • MEMORY: 0.5MB • PUBLIC DOMAIN 
A similar concept to Centipede, the aim being to move around a maze collecting 
fruit and avoiding nasties. Simple but cunningly addictive (oh alri9ht then, the main 
reason it's in the the charts is on account of the superb raspberry sound it makes 
when you collect a goody!). 

9 ROCKET BALL • FLOPPYSHOP • DISK NO: GAM.3263C • 
£2.50 • MEMORY: O.SMB • PUBLIC DOMAIN 
Race around the circular arena stealing the ball from the opposing team and dash
ing to the goal before they return the favour. This enjoyable Commodore 64 
conversion is held back from greater things by poor presentation. 

10 GUARDIAN • MERLIN PO • DISK NO: MPD.1270 • 99p • 
MEMORY: 0.5MB • SHAREWARE 
Your mission: dash around the universe and arrive back safely on earth in time for 
tea and pop tarts. Guardian's interface is quite a handful, being keyboard driven, 
but the game is quite enjoyable once you get the hang of it. lt's hardly Elite, but at 
this price who's complaining? 



WE'RE STILL CRAZY here at WARPZONE PDL with more Mad offers & Prett Daft rices 
If you want Value for Money P.D. at good prices then take a look at what we have to offer can ou afford not to? 

More P.D. for your money!! At least SOOk on a Double sided disk, at least 250k on a single sided disk, often more!! 
Check out our ~opular, Definitive titles, ~ractical Deals, ~erfect Disks and ~urple Ducks!!! 

• 
10 capacity clear Library Case 
with order of I 0 normal price PD disks 

.QR 
only 70p with any order 

GEN-02 
GEN-04 

GEN-Q5 
GEN-06 
GEN-09 

GEN-12 

GEN-16 
GEN-20 
GEN-22 
GEN-24 
GEN-25 
GEN-30 

GEN-31 

GEN-34 
GEN-35 

C!l*'**'' ST-Tour (Specially for beginners) 'S' 
Your 2nd ST Manual (A MUST) 'S' 
All the little things (and some n04 so little) that 
our friends at ATARI should have told you but 
didn't. This is the manual that should have been 
supplied with your computer (at least in our 
humble opinion). 
Advenrure Writer/Skymap + 4 more 'D' 
Archive Suite (back-up in less spac;e) 'S' 
ZX-81 Emulator+ lots of programs 'D' 
Back to those halcyon days of the ZX-81 
Emulate (if you must) this forgotten unit 
Formfindcr 2. I (find a winner?) 'S' 
lf you like a Hotter on the horses then maybe 
this program can help to make it profitable! 
This is a~ Demo. Full version available 
60 assorted samples (SPL f'ormat) 'D' 
Firstbase DB+7 more good programs 'D' 
E-Pian (Electronic Circuit Designer) 'S' 
Joke Database (Laugh with us!) 'D' 
Quartet Samples 11 (730k of samples) 'D' 
Film flUe Enquiry 'D' 
With this unusual Da1abaw you can keep track 
of all your favourite Films. Actors, Directors 
etc. Lots fo clas.ic films inc 
Data File (TV 1itler/Asst. Chef/Paany) 'D' 
Great 1•alue on this one: A Video litter and 
extensive Recipdlnstruetion Database+ a bevy 
of alchafrolic cocklails!' 
Sozobob 'C Oanguage) 'D' 
Spectrum Emulator (with programs) 'S' 
Introduce your ST to that long. long ago entity, the 
ZX SPECTRUM eomplete with working progs 

DEM-04 
DEM-05 
DE~-06 
DEM-12 

Cyberdemo J 
Cyberdemo2 
Cyberdemo 3 
Cyberdemo4 

20 Mini-Movies/animations that 
demonstrate what can be achieved 
with Cyber Series given away on 
ST REVIEW's Cover Disks! 

D/S 4 DISK SET only £5.00 

----otWDP!ij(iJ#M 
DEM-102 Doctor Who Demo '0' 
DEM-88 Light Speed Demo 'D' 
DEM-90 Delirious Demo (2 DISK SET £2.75) 
DEM-95 Wings of Death Music Demo 'D' 
DEM-97 KLF Demo (House hit +dancers) 'D' 
DEM-98 Star Wars Rap 'D' 
DE.M-101 Spinning Dolls+ Shiny Bubbles 'D' 

This one takes a while to load but the end 
result is more than wonh the wait 

DEM-84 Thing> No11o Do (EXCELLENT) 'D' 
Very Humorous, animated aceount of things 
not to do and the result if you do! 

DEM·67 Fish & Chips (GET THIS ONE) 'D' 
Loads .of exoellent demos with some very 
funny interludes between them 

DEM-46 European Demo's (2 DISK SET £2.75) 
DEM-44 Skid Row (2 DISK SET £2.75) 
DEM-43 Punish Your Machine(2 DISK SET £2.75) 

Countless demos on all of the above two 
disk sets. Can any ONE user really handle 
all these amazing demos and stay sane? 

DEM-75 Dark Side of the Spoon 'D' 
DEM-82 Wasted Years 'D' 
DEM-70 Lifes a Bitch 'D' 
DEM-54 Gateway to Hexland 'D' 
DEM-48 Summoning the Spawn 'D' 
DEM-100 The Run (animation from T. Richter) 'D' 

This one is so much better than the original 
AMIGA version 

DEM-55 Art Machine 'D' 
Sit back and artwork 

BUSINESS 

BUS-02 ST Writer Elite (Good Word Pro) 'S' 
'lltis is still one of the very best WP's around 
written and released into the Public Domain by 
ATARi themselves. This vers.4 is a must 

BUS·03 EZ Textt (Working DTP demo) 'S' 
Working demo of excellent DTP program 
(Full Version Available) see ad for 7Z Sofi 

BUS-06 Opus (Professional Spreadsheet) 'D' 
Best S'sheet available without a mongage! 

BUS-11 Deskjet Drivers (loadsadrivers) 'S' 
If you've got a Desk jet Printer and are in need 
of drivers, specific or general then this is the 
disk you're looking for 

BUS-12 Fas1base (Excellent First Database) 'D' 
BUS-16 Calamus F<ints (28 extra fonts) 'D' 
BUS-17 Printing Press (Cards, Disk labels, Posters, 

Banners. Mailing Labels and much more) 'D' 
BUS-19 P. Press Support (Extra grapbic.s) 'D' 

Make the most of your nine pin primer with the 
helpof BUS-17 & 19, prim Greetings & 
Business cards, Flyers. Posters, all types of 
labels and much. much more 

BUS-21 Add. book/Card ST/D'base + 5 others 'D' 
BUS-26 Organiser/S'sheet/Word pro +7 others 'D' 
BUS-27 ALICE ... Excellent Text Editor 'S' 
BUS-28 Publishing Partner Ponts (8 +editor) 'D' 
BUS-29 EZ-LabeUCardfile/Mailmerge+ 8 more 'D' 

Three excellent main programs: Labeller, Card 
F~e & a Mail Merge prog +Calendar Mouse 
Acoelerator, Disk Labellcr and 5 other 
indispensable utilities 

zz Soft 
Quality, Professional Software 

at a Budget Price 

IMPRINT 
View, Conven & Process images, Print to most 9 
pin or 24 pin, Mono or Colour printers 
Comes complete with picture grabbing utility! 

RRP £15.99 OUR PRICE£13.99 

<:r-

'E-ZTEXrr + 
The perfect introduction to Desktop Publishing 
A good staning point for beginners, giving 
professional results. requires Mono for 300 D.P.I. 

RRP £19.99 OUR PRICE £17.99 

<?-
Introducing 

ATARI ST Machine Code 
l.tam to program in ASStmbler.· Thisexcelltnt p!tbge, oompri;ing 
of a well written ard very extensive book & disk c12mmed ~ith 
sourtt rode from the boo!: and ccher utilities, is suitable for a • 
beginner, n01 ice or iroermcdiate prognmmer 

RRP £19.99 OUR PRICE £17.99 

-et 'E-Z PExrF!ROIJ'£SSIO'J{llL -et 
A full features, higb quality, award winning- (ST USER's 
Blue Chip Award), DTP program. Compatible "ith 99% 
of printers inc. Lazer and Inkjet. Uses GODS & standard 
GODS fonts. Requires a minimum of I Mbyte of memory 

RRP £39.99 OUR PRICE£34.99 
fully inclusive of post and packing 

STE-05 Mental Hangover. Amiga Conv, I meg 'D' 
This is another one of tl1ose Amiga demos 
converted over to the STand it does the job 
so much beuer!! 

STE-06 STE Presentations (5 demo's) 'D' 
STE-07 FanlaSia (not Tos 1.6211 meg) t 3 more '0' 
STE-08 Boing STE + Mini-Movie 'D' 
STE-09 Slime Balls+ An Cool Demo's 'D' 
STE-10 The Tobias Richter Art Show ·o· 

This famous AMIGA artist comes to ST 
with a fabulous STEREO 
on 

INKMUN 
INKJET SUPPLIES 

The best quality refill inks and 
supplies for your INKJET printer 

Deskjet or Bubblejet 
TWIN REFILL PACK 

Black, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, 
Burgundy, Brown, Dark Blue, Gold, 
Dark Red £11.99 

Colour from Mono Printers!! 
Deskjet Full Colour Kit 

inc. 4 inks B, C, M & Y + 3 empty 
HP cartridges, cleaning solution and 
Atari Col. Sep. software £56.99 

BJ Full Colour Kit 
inc. 4 inks B. C, M & Y and cleaning 
solution + Atari Colour Separation 
software £33.99 

BJ/DJ Budget Colour Kit 
C. M & Y inks and cleaning solution 
+ Colour Separation s/w £25.99 

Colour Separation S/W 
Deskjet or Bubblejet £4.99 

NEW t NEW t NEW t NEW t NEW t NEW 

'7l" CO 18! .- CLIP ART Pack 
/t:JJ ~ ~ ~ This Pack is so new that the 
files are not even in the main library yet!!!!! 

As usual? full DIS disks only £8.99 •. , .. .,. 
MLDI-20 SYS-EX Kit (2 DISK SET £2.75) 

System Exclusive Kit... if your keyboard suppons 
(Y AMAHA) Sys-Ex then this S(t is for you, two 
disks chock full of MIDI & SYSTEM 
EXCLUSIVE progs, utili ties. accessories & tips 

MIDT-19 Alchemic Jnr (good sequencer) 'S' 
MIDI-17 Recording Studio Utilities 'S' 

Keep track of your tracks with these 
exceptionally good Studio Utilities 

MIDI-12 Henry Cosh Sequeneer 'S' 
MTDI-14 Name That Tune (I I I midi files) 'S' 
MfDI-01 PSS special fjust for PSS k'boards) 'D' 

If you own of Y AMAHA's PSS series 
keyboards YOU NEED THIS DISK ......... 

MIDI-03 Create an album from 43 SNG files 'S' 
MIDI-04 42 SNG files with CZIOl player 'S' 
MIDI-05 to 08 Each disk has 40 SNG files 'S' 
MTDI-10 CZ& DX editors & librarians 'S' 
MJDI- 11 Picture show with 10 midi songs 'S' 
MIDI-14 Name That Tune t I I I midi files 'S' 
MIDI-16 Sound Shifter ... Yamaba PSS editor 'S' 
MIDI-18 DX & f'BOI editor & librarian 'S' 
MIDl-21 Feeling Partner & EZ Track demo's 'D' 

Working Demos of these two great 
commercial MIDI packages 

MID!-22 Super Conductor sequencer +uti is 'D' 
M [01·09 32 Track Sequeocer +ut its 'S' 

CII•MMSI 
COM-02 Galactic Empire ... Get on-line game ... 

You'll need two STs & null modem cable 'S' 
COM-03 Vantenn 4.0 (best PD comms prog) 'S' 

Still the best PD TERM program!! 
COM-04 Unitenn (Excellenttenninal prog) 'D' 
COM-07 Freeze Dried Tenninal 'D' 
COM-08 View OIL files when off-line+ 4 'D' 
COM-05 D-Tenn with Z.modem module 'S' 
COM-06 Mo-Term Elite (for buffs) 'S' 

Mjj I·'" ;'+1QII ,,. 
GRA-26 Crackart 'D' 

No. I in STR's PO Top Ten! This prog will 
process your pies in ways you will not 
believe: Curve, Twist, Wave, Tube, Palette 
edit, Dither, Animation and far more. Use.~ 
Degas, Neo& Tny fonnat 

GRA-24 Paintlux (fuU feature paint/an prog) 'D' 
GRA-20 Kozmic (needs I Meg) 'D' 

Create fantastic. colourful psychedelic 
pauems on your ST & save 10 disk 

GRA-17 PAD (Mono Art program) 'D' 
Absolutely the best Mono art package we've 
seen 10 date, many commercial features and 
the ability 10 bold many screens in memory 
(I Meg min) 

GRA-27 Mono Pictures (43 high-res pies) 'D' 
GRA-10 Colourburst ll ( t 5 other programs) 'S' 

A very good little Art/Paint prog also on the 
disk: MAC 10 Degas convener Fine Line: art 
prog using Bezier/Spline 

GRA-1 1 A.I.M. (Atari Image Processor 'D' 
Exactly what it says, if you can create an 
image on your Atari then you can process. 
add or alter it with A.I.M. 

GRA-14 Ani-ST 'S' 
Excellent Art & Animation package that 
started life as a commercial art program 
costing £89.95!! 

GRA-31 Kid Publisher & Master Doodle '0' 
A DTP package+ Art/Paint program both 
good starting points for the kids 

GRA-32 Colourspace 'S' 
This is another program that staned life as a 
commercial package now released as 
Shareware by Jeff M inter. Create your own 
colour & light show. Turn up the music, sit 
back and be amazed 

GRA-33 Sprite Works 'D' 
Art Prog geared towards creation of Sprites 
for use in your own programs 

GRA-28 Hi-res Art 'D' 
4 programs & pictures for Mono users 

GRA-1 Picswitch 7.0 (noeds I Meg!) '0' 
Converts your pies between vartous formats 
and all ~reen resolutions 

GRA-2 Play • IT 'D' 
Combine picture and sound into a story 
board with special ~ripting commands 

~ C-FONT 
An extremely clever little program 
that will conven Calamus outline 
Fonts into Bit Mapped Fonts for use 
with Timeworks, Easy Draw or any 
GDOS based package. 

OUR PRICE £7.99 
+ 

STalker ~ 
The innovative new Comms prog that 
received 88% in STR March (see the rave 
review). Suitable for novice or seasoned 
user alike. This package is about to take 
the Comms scene by storm!!! 

OUR PRJCE £34.99 

-lii'I""DI***'•'m•I!J'.-t-
TRAX-27 Empire Noise Tracker I .5 'D' 

+ 3 modules & utilities 
TRAX-44 Digi-Composer (STE Tracker) 'D' 

with 4 modules 
TRAX-47 Mega Tracker (4 n/trackers) 'D' 

Suit ST or STE + 6 modules 
TRAX-48 STOS Tracker (for STOS users) '0' 
TRAX-37 MUG AMIG 3 'D' 

5 outstanding Amiga converted mods 
TRAX-45 Rave On (10 mods in Rave style) 'D' 

~:~~~-
.. Telephone/Fax: 0272 553758 



C@IIIS• 
GAM-79 VIOLENCE (brill shoot-em-up) 'D' 

No. 4 in Dcccmbe(s STR PD Game TOP 10 
GAM-98 Bubbles McGec/Viking + 6 more 'D' 
GAM-07 Clowns & Missile (8·bit clones) 'S' 
GAM-22 ASiroDodge/Subhum t 10 more ·s· 
GAM-28 Quesuon of Snooker/Frogger t I 'D' 
GAM-34 X-word/Bugs/Warrior + 2 more '0' 
GAM-36 Klaxlrix/Entorn~lr Diet t 2 '0' 
GAM-38 Ca\'tS of RigeVFroggy/Harris '0' 
GAM-45 Dte Alien Blob (1-ery addicti'e) 'S' 
GAM-51 Baltleships (with sp=h) + 2 more '0' 
GAM-59 Dungeon7JGravityll>1au + 3 more 'D' 
GAM.()() Annour/Haumed/Quizical t 3 'D' 
GAM-62 Bermuda Races/Geoquiz + 2 more 'D' 
GAM-67 Banle for the Throne/Video Vegas 'D' 
GAM-68 to 70 Advcmure Solutions ... Solulions to 

well o1•er 100 odvemures on 3 disks for £3.00 
GAM-73 La1.crehesslfime Bandit + 7 more 'D' 
GAM-74 Chess Nut tover90gamccheats 'D' 
GAM-76 Midimaze 2 + 2 more 'D' 
GAM-83 S.T.A.C. Advemure Writer Demo 'D' 
GAM-84 Tctris/Dmchen t 4 (MONO games) 'D' 
GAM-85 "4_utant Camei/Lialtl3tron (I mcg) 'D' 
GAM-88 Odcuss & Sir Ramie Hobbs (adv) 'D' 
GAM-93 Mars Ma:te 'S' 
GAM-95 ~ 11/La:ter Racer t 3 more 'D' 
GM1-23 Go-Up/No1 all'arget 'S' 
GM1-30 Mix & Match t Plumb Cra:ty 'S' 

(GO FOR GOLD!!!) 
Join WARPZONt:! GOLD CLUB now! 
and get FREE s/wnre each quaner + 20% off 
DIS disks . I 0% off SIS disks. I 0% off RRP 
of commercial sotlwarcJhardwarc, Free Disk 
& other gifts on joining. 

All U1is for only £10.00 per annum 

GAM-101 Droid.lnscco & Miss Munchie '0' 
All arcade clones 

GM1-102 Folder. Megapede & Match-up 'D' 
3 commercial qualit} games 

GAM-95 Bomb Jack. Mad Mole. Laur Racer t 2 'D' 
GAM-34 MONO 3 'D' 

Telris, Poker. Push, DRACHEN, Cipher & 
Daleks all for Mono Monitors 

* STAR OFFER * 
Our Extremely populnr GAMES PACK+ a 
quality, microswitched Joystick ... 

-La OR 
Our varied. value for mooey BUSINESS 
PACK+ quality high resolution (280 DPI). 

~a 
~ PRINTING PRESS ~ 

Pri nL Labels, Cards, Flyers etc. 
PRTNTING PRESS SUPPORT 

Extra an work. icons & borders 

Both Programs only £2.50 

'"'"'"'' CLIP-I Clip An Vol. I 'D' 
C111oons, Car>, Animals, Astrology, 
Computer. Disney, Rags & much more 

CLIP~ Clip An Vol. 6 'D' 
Borders, Fmmes, Titles & decorations 

CLIP-7 Clip Art Vol. 7 (Viz & Garfield) 'D' 
CLIP-8 Clip Art Vol. 8 

Geriatrics Guide to Sex, very funny extmct 
from book in clip art formal 

CLIP-2 Clip An Vol. 2 (Scrolls & Banners) 'D' 

..... __ ._ 
-·-··-···· .. ···------.. ____ , _ ... ,_ 

1()1' MllYOil CAll WWI rniBI UXM 
Design - Print - Iron - Wear 

Print 'n' Wear 
Textile Transfer Papers 

Design your masterpiece, using any art package 
on any computer then prim out your design with 
any:-
Dot Mntrix or Inkjet Printer either in Mono or 
Colour and iron on to any fabric!! all !hats left to 
do is to wear your very own creation! 

only £8.99 per pack 

0000000000 0000 
AUTHORS 

of PD., Shareware & Licenceware 
Here a1 Warp1.one POL we're always looking for ne~· 
and innovati•e lilies for inclusion in oor lilnry. if you 
hal'e wrinen something you feel is of good standard 
then please call us. we will he happy 10 hear from you 

4@1SUIJ;Qtt 
MX B-20 Fcopy 3/Disktool + tO others 'D' 

inc, File Packer, File Reader, Qwikmousc. 
Desktop Music, 2 Demos. Bat~ezone Game, 
Nasa Game, Desktop Cala & more 

MXB-14 Geographyffypewritert IOmore 'S' 
MXB-12 GramllUll' checkll..oan caJc + 10 ·s· 
MXB-10 Diskmech/ST lnit + 11 others ·s· 
MXB-21 Quark ... 30 Sci·Fi stories on disk '0' 
MXB-18 Professional Astrology 'S' 

A IIUly professional Astrology prog with 
serious support and upgrade - add on 
modules, available from its very helpful 
author 

MXB-16 15 asst'd utils inc. Goodies/Fontrix 'D' 
MXB-04 12 asst'd uti Is inc. Code find/Arc 'S' 

Inc. Archive prog. Assembler loGPA STD 
code finder, Fonnat prog. HD-Utility, Data 
Salvage & more 

MXB-25 Miscellaneous 'D' 
STOS upgrnde (to any sn. Dual .Column 
printer, Fastprint utility, Spell Checker & 
Artprint - a way to keep gmphic track of 
your piccy's and Qip An 

@ilil!illf£1 
I.ITIL-40 Minidraft 2 ( tST CAD t I more) 
UTIL-34 Mcga Utility (31 ~·d utilities) 
UTIL-06 HO utils!Ramdisk and 12 other. 
UTIL-20 Arehhe SU.ite (compre>5ion ~~ 
UTIIAI Sticker llJ (bc:.\1 disk labelltr) 
l!fll..-22 10 progs for printer owners 
l!fiL-05 7 suites of various label progs 
l!fiL-30 Address book/V kiiVPackcr + 12 
UTIL-32 MINT (unix type sy~tem) 
UTIL-33 Supeiboot 7.2 + 7 others 
UTIL-04 Disk catalogcr & Labellcr t I more 
UTIL-06 Fomumer/Rarndisk t 12 more 
l!fllriO Gemini, alternative. Desktop 
l!fiL-11 18 asst'd desk accessories 
UTIL-16 17 asst'd desk accessories 
UTIL-24 Disk Doubler/Dual Foonat + 12 
UTIL-27 Sagrotan {VtJUs killef. 'ery good) 
l!flL-38 Vault (best HDback-up)+ 5 mon: 
l!fTL-02 S)Slcm 2 (replaccmcot op. •Y~) 
UTll.r39 Various Arehil'ers & Packer; 
l!fTIAO ST CAD 11 (excellent CAD prog) 
UTIL-41 SpreadshectiSector edit t 4 more 

BATH BULLETIN BOARD 
The Leading 1ST BBS IN THE UK 

h proud 1o be assO<ialed with WARPZONE POL 
1000.< of 'ST files lodowniOO<l. 

NO limiti 10 subscribtrs 

Call: 0225 840060Tocheck OUIIhe UKs only 
MULTIUNE Bulle~in Boanl For the 'ST. 

Chol Rcxms. E~lail. M~ Bast. Oovo1llolch. 

'D' 
'D' 
'D' 
·s· 
'D' 
'S' 
'S' 
'D' 
'D' 
'D' 
·s· 
'S' 
'S' 
'S' 
·s· 
·s· 
'D' 
·o· 
·s· 
'D' 
'0' 
'D' 

Joint Solwi~ lo Bath BBS & Wmpzooe Gold Cub 

JUST .. . £15.00 
BATH BBS, P.O. BOX 1588. BATH BA I JTJ 

""'*'· MUS-31 Megarnve (extra loog Rave lmck) 'D' 
MUS-29 Energy for You (5 Dance lrach) 'D' 
MUS-28 Harocore DanctOoor (NOT STE) '0' 
MUS-21 Hi-Fidelity Dreams 'D' 

As reviewed in March STR. you hal'c Jli't 
go~ to hear this! Beuer on an 'E'. Anuga eat 
)OUr bean outll! 

MUS-22 to 27 Peeks & Pokes I to 6 'D' 
All these tracks are of the same quality a~ 

- Hi-Fidelity Dreams (MUS-21 ) 
MUS-30 Musical Wonder Demo ·o· 

88 pieces of music some original some 
Digital tracks & some Sound Chip tunc.~ 

P.D. STARTER PACK 
10 Double Sided Disks of Your 

Choice in a clear plastic library case. An 
offer that is deftnitely not to be missed! 

[{7 £11.99 u 
Fully inclusive of post & packing * excludes all free offers * 

I!!Ulf(li "'*' 
Body Shop, Kid pubhsher/Story 
Spelling Easy t Alphabet 
Master Time (Analogue & Digital) 

'D' 
'D' 
'D' 

llDU-4 
EDU-5 
EDU-21 
EDU-24 
EDU-20 
EDU-19 

Playtime(6 activities for \cry young) 'D' 
Stargaur (astronomy- 2 progl'liJ11S) 'D' 
Rip h Up (learn Highway Code-Demo) 'D' 
We also carry the full mnge uf: 

SHOESTRING Educational Software 

WARPZONES MEGA PACK 
A cross-section or our library including: Games. Demo's. DTP, 
Trackers & Modules, Utilities, Word Pro, Sprcadshcet. Desk ace's 
and much more on 2 1 PACKED-TO-CAPACITY DID DISKS!! 
OYER 14.5 MEGABYTES of software (average 700k per disk I!) 
170+ quality programs (& 250+ support ti les), under 70p per prog 

all this foronly .. .£24.99 inc p&p 

EXTRA VALUE PACKS 
7 Double Sided Disks full of 

programs, in a clear library case 

only £8.99 per pack 

GB;:ift],J&~MMIDI Pack 
lfMJOI is your thing, then this pack is for you ... 
Over60 fi les inc. SequencCtS. MID) Utilities, MIDI 
fonnat seq files. Libmrians. Pntch editors & more. 

-L. 47~~~~!.~~~ 
easy to the frustn~ingly hard. you're sure 10 find 
scmcthiog to lesl your md~e in this eolla:tion. 

~~~"MUSIC Pack 
This pack will ha•e you and your ST making mu;ic 
in no time. Sequencers. Noise Trnckers and Modules 
Musical Trivi11 + soogs juSl for liSiening 10. 

ADVENTURE Pack 

t Lose yourself in the realm of myth. magic 
and mystery wi1h the mnny and varied text & 
graphic adventures in this pack. 

BUSINESS Pack 
Need 1 Spttadshett? or a lbubast? or 
maybe a Word~ ln tlus padc 
you .. ;n fiad aJt thrte and much mort_ 

SOUND Pack 
Mus~ just for l1lr pl.llt pleasurr of iL Tha(n bz 
Ibis pact is 1111 al>olll, you will be surpri.ed bow 
good )'OOf ST !OUIId!. 40 tmi:< 10 r,'td )'<l<lr tars. 

if[i UTILITY Pack 

1!/1
1 

1 Here~ no less than SO utililies for 
countless 10cird and v.oncXrful uses. 
Best used with your AT ARI STIE. 

~ AfR~~~!~.~k ~ Ol'tr 60 Demos. many doing just what 
the ATARI is 001 supposed 10 be able 1odo!!! 

TAKE any TWO packs 
F o r O n l y 

£14.99 

PRICES 
£1.50 per D/S disk 
£1.00 per S/S disk 

Cata logue + 7(1111> of snft wn re ... £ 1.1111 

Catalo~-:uc Oni) ·:-
Pieasc send Blanl; llisl> & S.A.E. 

Unless stated, aiiJu·iccs inc. p&p. 
Only one Free Ofl'cr Jll'r nrdct· pll':ISl' 

Chequcs/P_O.'s to Wurpznnc I'DL 

FREE OFFER ,,.,. More than £7.50: choose and I disk 
l._. More than £15.00: choose and 2 disks 

I) THREE Ul' - Jofillrbcllu piCSf11)11 tluutd oflllmrR,NIRVANAJIUNCIIY2010 tad BOOGUNTII 
2) PATNTP01' - Excellent. professional quality Paint/An Utility 

Placing an order for more than £7 SO will entitle you tu a choice More than £25.00: choose and 3 disks 
of one or more of the disks in the box on the far right FREE! More than £35.00: take all rour disks! 

3) PRJNTINC PRESS - & suppon disk_ 2 D/S disks on I!!! 
4) ALCHEMIE J nr - Ooe ofthevery best PD. MI DI Scquenccr 



LOBOTOMY INVADERS 
CALEDONIA PDL • DISK NO: GAM.3193C • 
£2.50 • MEMORY: 1MB • ~ 
SHAREWARE • STE ONLY [$£ 4 

• 

IN BRIEF: There's no shortage of STE demos in the public 'ENTJAL BUy 
domain, but when it comes to games the picture isn't quite as rosy. 
Lo.botomy Invaders was written to fill this gap in the market and makes a point of 
us1ng every extra feature offered by the ST's big brother. 

The plot is a familiar one, being based on the Space Invaders theme, but the aliens 
are no longer limited to a single screen. Instead, you are given a joystick controlled 
cross-hair and as you move, the whole picture smoothly scrolls to reveal a "virtual" 
play area some four times the size of the screen. Over 350 kilobytes of stereo sound 
has gone into the game and it shows, with three original soundtracker modules and 
clear commentary speech popping up all over the place. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "As a demo of the STE's abilities Lobotomy Invaders is 
superb, but as a game it doesn't fare quite so well. it's fast, very slick and the sound is 
wonderful, but be warned - it's tough!" 

00000 

Smooth 8-dfrectfonal 
scrolling and stun 
ning sound effects 
lfne the game, but 
you may find ft just 
a tad too dffflcuit. 

THE JUNGLE DEMO 
FLOPPYSHOP • DISK NO: DEM.473C • £2.75 • 
MEMORY: 1MB • PUBLIC DOMAIN • STE ONLY 
IN BRIEF: A mini movie in a demo 
what a great idea! Haunting tribal 
music greets your ears as our intre
pid adventurer enters stage right, 
magnifying glass in hand. Hot in 
pursuit follows a menacing native 
he's got a spear and he's not afraid 
to use it! The explorer knows what's 
good for his health and dashes up a 
tree pronto. Ah! - it's not a tree after 
all, it's a huge Atari logo! Explorer 
disappears and the whole thing 
starts all over again. 

And that's about it. The scrolling 
is controllable via the cursor keys 

Pretty grapldcs and a n a t mosp heric 
soundtrack a re all part and p arcel of 
thfs STE extravaganza from Fr a nce. A 
little l onger and it would be a classic. 

and you can plaster the programmer's name all over the screen by prodding Fl. it's 
hardly Gorillas in the Mist, but at least we're spared scrollers, rasters and bouncing balls! 

From the dawn of time (well, 
1989) comes J•mgfe STE - a 
mint-movie demo. 

MEGALINE 
CALEDONIA PDL • DISK NO: STE.49 • £2.50 • 
MEMORY: 1MB • SHAREWARE • STE ONLY 
IN BRIEF: There once was a game 
called Tron - it was never hugely 
popular, but for some reason 
public domain authors can think of 
nothing better to do than to copy 
it. Megaline is just one of these 
clones and holds the dubious hon
our of being the only STE specific 
Tron variant in existence. 

The aim of the game, in case you 
haven't come across it before, is to 
avoid crashing into the trails of 
coloured light left by your own and 
other players' cycles. At the same 
time, you have to trap your oppo· 

Up to four p layers can partidpate i n 
thfs space age cycle r ace, any number 
ofwh iclt can be cotrtrolled by your 
STE. 

nent into writing off his pride and joy. A new feature for Megaline is the turbo button 
which speeds up your cycle to break-neck level. Up to four human players can compe~e 
or you can simply switch one or all of the cycles over to computer control. STE 
enhancements come in the way of crisp sampled commentary. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "Megaline doesn't offer a huge amount to the Tron genre, but it 
plays well and the sound samples are very effective. The multi-player option adds appeal too, 
although in practice four people all using the same keyboard could prove troublesome!" 

0000 

Just as you thought Tron 
was nothbtg more than a 
nasty m em ory, a long 
comes Megaline. A n old 
concept fs brightened u p 
~•o QJd by stereo 
collnrteJJtary. 

FANTASIA STE ~ 
FLOPPYSHOP • DISK NO: 

11AL BUy 
STE.471C • £2.75 • MEMORY: 1MB • 
PUBLIC DOMAIN • STE ONLY 
IN BRIEF: 30 vector demos are ten a penny 
on the ST, but Fantasia STE is different. 
Admittedly, it contains more than its fair 
share of pointless shapes, but this time you 
can take control by pressing the space bar. 
This gives you the opportunity to zoom, 
rotate, twist, slide and mutilate the 30 
shapes to your heart's content. And that's 
not all - the soundtrack is quite simply the 
best you will hear on the STE. it's been taken 
from an instrumental Cure ditty, the clarity is 
wonderful and it loops seamlessly. 

If vectors are not your thing, you might 

Prod the space bar and 
you're'" co11trol of all of the 
trQJdy 3D obJects 011 dfsplay, 
via keyboard or mouse. 

care to try another offering from Fantasia's author, which shares the same scrump
tious sound. it's called 3D Scroll and can be found on Floppyshop's disk no 
OEM.470C. 

Fantasia STE packs a 
superb soundtrack. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "While a little long in 
the tooth, Fantasia is still one of the best STE 
demos around mainly thanks to its stonking 
soundtrack. The 3D graphics are also impressive 
and the option to control the shapes yourself 
adds to the appeal." 

00000 



Public Domain: STE Only 

BLAT! 
LAPD•DISKNO:G.201•£2.00~ TOP TEN STE 
• MEMORY: 1MB • PUBLIC E.$~ 1 BLAT!. LAPD. DISK NO: G.201• £2.00. MEMORY: 
DOMAIN • STE ONLY • FALCON IAL BUy 0.5MB (1MB RECOMMENDED. PUBLIC DOMAIN • STE 

COMnATIBLE (MINUS SOUND EFFECTS) ONLY • FALCON COMPAT1BLE (MINUS SOUND EFFECTS) 
rKI A very special Tetris variant with stereo sound, numerous special effects and more 

IN BRIEF: If you're forced to classify Blat! it 
inevitably drops into a Tetris clone catego
ry, but don't let that put you off. Even if 
you have an ordinary Tetris clone, it in no 
way prepares you for this truly 90s version! 
Not content with just beefing up the 
sound the programmer has tweaked the 
gameplay to include numerous power-ups 
and bonuses such as smart bombs, light-
ening, acid bottles and many more. Blat! puts the emphasis on gam e-

Rather than forcing you to complete a play rather than STB effects, but 
whole row of blocks, the aim of Blat! is to still manages to use a huge range 
form lines of three or more similarly of classic stereo sound samples. 
coloured squares- the longer the line, the 
higher the score. This demands a far more strategic approach than Tetris, because the 
temptation is to form short lines- the quick and dirty approach- when it would be far 
better to plan ahead and go for longer lines. Decisions, decisions! 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "Probably the best STE game in the public domain. it may not 
use every single extra feature offered by the machine, but the gameplay is thoroughly 

addictive and practically limitless 
levels guarantee you sleepless nights 
well into the future." 

0 0 000 

The aim of the game Is to 
form lines of the same 
coloured blocks, the longer 
the better. Unite a match 
and dynam ite for a truly 
exp losive sound effect! 

THE MAIN COURSE 
SLIDESHOW 
FLOPPYSHOP • DISK NO: 3568C • £2.50 • 
MEMORY: O.SMB • PUBLIC DOMAIN • 
STE ONLY 
IN BRIEF: The Amiga public domain has been posi
tively bulging with top quality slideshows for years 
and since PhotoChrome hit the ST, the trend seems 
to be gathering steam on the Atari. This collection 
takes that loved children's classic (not!) Nightbreed 
as its theme and all of the pictures are displayed in 
4,096 glorious colours. 

A crisp looped sample plays along in the back
ground and although it's nice for one or two 
seconds, you'll be lucky if you get to the end of 
slideshow without throwing your ST through a 
nearby window (or at least turning the volume 
down). In terms of quality, the pictures aren't bad, 
but are really only of interest to those people 
who've seen the film ... and I doubt if there are 
that many of you. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "This one's for hardened 
Nightbreed fans only. If the subject film had just 
been released and was a hit on a massive scale, I 
might be impressed. As it happens it hasn't, it 
wasn't and I'm not- sony!" 

00 . Picture quality fs l'ery good, 
but the subject matter Just 

isn't fmpressllle enough. 

I say granny, what big 
teeth you have! If 
M ghtbreed fs a personal 
favourite, checlc out the 
Main Course Slideshow 
of all of those friendly 
stars. 

power -ups than you can shake a stick at. Well defined graphics and red-hot game
play make this the best STE game the public domain has to offer although sound 
effects are severely limited on half meg machines. 

2 FANTASIA STE • FLOPPYSHOP • DISK NO: STE.471C • 
£2.75 • MEMORY: 1MB • PUBLIC DOMAIN • STE ONLY 
An average vector demo is completely redeemed thanks to an incredible stereo 
soundtrack and mouse control over all objects. Prod the HELP key for some 
instructions, wire your STE to a hi-fi, dim the lights and enjoy! 

3 LOBOTOMY INVADERS • CALEDONIA PDL• DISK NO: 
GAM.3193C • £2.50 • MEMORY: 1MB • SHAREWARE • 
STE ONLY 
A tough shoot-'em up (what else could it be?) that manages to utilise all of the 
STE's enhanced features. Eight directional scrolling and a host of digital effects are 
used to brighten up an old concept, but be warned - this game is no easy ride! 

4 PRESENTATION STE • GOODMAN INTERNATIONAL • DISK 
NO: GD.792 • £2.75 • MEMORY: 
0.5MB • PUBLIC DOMAIN • STE ONLY 
Atari France have a second stab at the STE demo scene. This offering consists of 
four sub-demos, each illustrating one or more of the STE's enhanced features. Full 
screen graphics and stunning sound make this worth more than a passing glance. 

5 DELIRIOUS 3 • RIVERDENE PDL • DISK NO: STE.829 • 
£2.50 • MEMORY: 1MB • PUBLIC DOMAIN • STE ONLY 
The Overlanders strut their stuff on the STE with this blisteringly colourful mega 
demo. The main menu screen contains over 32, 000 colours (so we are told) and all 
soundtracker music is played back at an impressive 25kHz. 

6 AN COOL STE DEMO • RIVERDENE PDL • DISK NO: 
STE. 773 • £2.50 • MEMORY: 1MB • PUBLIC DOMAIN • 
STE ONLY 
Mickey mouse as you've never seen him before! The blitter is put through its paces 
in this LOUD demo from Carebears member, AN Cool. Plenty of colours and a 
crystal clear soundtrack almost compensate for the short length of the demo. 

7 MEGALINE • CALEDONIA PDL • DISK NO: STE.49 • £2.50 • 
MEMORY: 1MB • SHAREWARE • STE ONLY 
Light Cycles revisited, STE style! Megaline adds little to the concept, but squeezes 
every last ounce out of the STE's sound hardware with digital commentary popping 
up at every available moment. A simultaneous four-player mode adds to the chaos' 

8 BACKTRACK • CALEDONIA PDL • DISK NO: STE.34 • 
£2.50 • MEMORY: 0.5MB • PUBLIC DOMAIN • STE ONLY 
Music while you work! This desk accessory sits in the background, playing your 
favourite tracker module. The tune can be changed at any point and the program 
is quite happy to work alongside 99% of word-processors, desktop publishers and 
spreadsheets! 

9 DMA PLAYER • GOODMAN INTERNATIONAL • DISK NO: 
GD.1938 • £2.75 • MEMORY: 0.5MB • FREEWARE • STE 
ONLY 
This nifty little utility puts you in total command of the STE's (or IT's) stereo sound 
hardware. Treble, bass and volume can be adjusted at will and the whole thing is 
housed in a fiendishly easy-to-use GEM interface. 

10 THE OFFICIAL STE DEMO • FLOPPYSHOP • DISK NO: 
DEM.426C • £2.50 • MEMORY: 0.5MB • PUBLIC DOMAIN • 
STE ONLY 
The original STE demo and still well worth checking out. Bobs jumping smoothly all 
over screen, plenty of colourful rasters and a crisp rendition of Axel F are what you 
can expect from this one. 



CHRIS PRITCHET 
MODULES 
NEW AGE PDL • DISK NO: TRAC.91 & 
TRAC.92 • £3.00 (SET) • MEMORY: O.SMB • 
EXCLUSIVE WARE 
IN BRIEF: it's a fact that 99% of the tracker tunes that appear on the ST scene are port
ed from Amiga demos, and so obviously sound best on Commodore hardware. This 
selection of modules from New Age is different, in that they were composed on the ST 
using Noisetracker 1.5. 

The tunes themselves are pretty good. A mixture of tastes are catered for from heavy 
guitar squealing rockers to more relaxed, digital numbers. One weak spot is the intros 
which are a bit on the wet side and lack the 
impact of Amiga sourced classics such as 
Demons or Cream. As always, the quality of 
the sound depends on your player- any
thing pumped through Audio Sculpture on 
the STE sounds like a masterpiece, but even 
with no filtering the songs remain listenable. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "New Age's claim 
of total originality is a little bit empty 
because most of the sound samples originat
ed on the Amiga. On the other hand if 
you're new to the tracker scene, this is as 
good a place as any to start." 

0 0 00 

AUTOI'IATION COI'IPACTER VERSION S. 8,1 
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PACKERS 

If you're lucky 
enouglr to ow11 a11 
STE, make sure 
you pump Chrls 
Prlchet's modules 
througlr Audio 
Sculpture for 
glorious stereo 
SOUfld. 

A ll modules were 
composed wltlr 
Noisetracker 1.5 
a11d cover a wide 
range of tastes. 
Somrd quality is 
good on all STs. 

THE ST CLUB • DISK NO: UTI.232 •£1.45 
•MEMORY: 0.5MB • PUBLIC DOMAIN • 
FALCON COMPATIBLE 
IN BRIEF: lt's amazing how much disk space you can save by simply crunching pro-
gram files, but which packer should you use? Well, why not just try them all and pick 
the best for each situation, with this disk from the ST Club? Fifteen are present alto-
gether (overkill?- never!) and this includes all of the old favourites such as 
Automation, Ice and jek. 

Interfaces vary from program to program, the best being Automation version 5 
which uses GEM dialogues for all operations. Others are more primitive in their 
approach, lacking even a basic file selector. The majority are Falcon compatible and 
naturally benefit from the extra speed available. If packers are missing from your 

.... , software collection at present, it could be 
time to take the plunge, but don't forget 

In tnnu of eau-of-use, The JAH Packer Shell U1.4 I Exit Shell 
- only work on back-up files until you 

Auto,...,don S Is flu best know what you are doing! 

lift. It u.su flu smne ann- Disk Pack l 0 File Packl 0 
pesslon algorfthm.s as ST REVIEW COMMENT: "A nice collec-

tM ,.ty l ee Pfldcn, Fornat - Off I ~ (£xecuta61el tion, but largely pointless when you 

lnlt IHHists a nea r GEM 
Clear Unused Sectors Flashing - OFF I realise that the only three worth using are 

Interface. Ice, Automation and Atomik. Having said 
11lilm 1 HeadiM - OFF I that, these three essentials are included, 

:·:· .. so it could be worth a look." 

Offset (1281(JfU 2d48148961 Add to Hatch 
New Batch 0000 

Another fHJCicer listing ·; ·illl~:- I OR Pm I un Hatch 
,., In tM eau of use 1ev _H_atc!l. 

skllces Is lAM which is 
a lso ca/lflbk of disk 

~ 

compression. 



DATALOPE 
CALEDONIA PDL • DISK 
NO: AU.205 • £2.50 • 
MEMORY: O.SMB • FREEWARE 
IN BRIEF: Datalope is the latest in a long line of address printing programs for 
Hewlett Packard's trusty Deskjet. Where this program differs from its competitors 
however, is in its ability to store a library of addresses on disk for use at a later date. 
This opens up all sorts of possibilities, such as being able to search for a phrase in that 
elusive address, and more importantly never having to retype a regularly used address 
every time you need it! 

And the story doesn't end there - Datalope is also very flexible. lt allows you to 
print addresses in the various print styles and typefaces offered by the Deskjet. The 
interface is wholly GEM based and a joy to use in any 80 column ST or n resolution. 
Although the program itself is Falcon compatible, the machine hangs when you select 
"quit" - it's still usable, but can be frustrating. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "What is this fixation Deskjet owners seem to have with 
address printing programs? If you do need another to add to your collection though, 
you won't find one better than Datalope. lt's quick, flexible and extremely easy to 
use." 
000•:10 

MARK MATTS' UTILITIES 
GOODMAN INTERNATIONAL • DISK NO: 
GD.1895 • £2.75 • MEMORY: 0.5MB • 
SHAREWARE • FALCON COMPATIBLE 
IN BRIEF: This disk comprises a collection of utilities written by Mark Matts over the past 
couple of years. Without a doubt, the best offering is an interface creation utility for 'use 
with GFA Basic 3. With the help of this little number, windows, dialogue boxes and but
tons can simply be drawn on the screen by dragging the mouse and the results saved as 
source files for direct inclusion into your own programs. The resulting interfaces have a 
30 effect similar to that used by GEM on the Falcon. Unlike its main competitor leST, 
GUI4GFA is quite happy to run in ST medium as well as high resolution. 

The other utilities are more limited in their appeal - a program to delete .BAK files 
and a 60Hz switcher being two more useful examples. 

ST REVIEW COMMENT: "If you look on the interface creator as the main attraction 
and view the other utilities as space fillers, this disk offers great value for money. Ideal for 
those who want to use leST, but don't have a mono monitor." 

0000 

Now that's 
whatlcall 

a 3D menu! 
Creation of 

GUI4GFA 
Interfaces 

fs easy and 
several 

examples 
are includ

ed to get 
you started. 

lnfo 

&11-4-SffiM COMti'ICtl• lit I 
C101rl!lllt 11992 " .Unts 

Utrsion 1.1~1311181921 
Fldaltt 21ZSS/321 ltST te:UZ/131 

PE!!O Vsrs! on I 

The creation 
utility itself fs 
written with 
GUI4GFA and, 
unlike ZeST, can 
be ru~r in medi
um as well as 
ldgh resolution. 

Public Domain: Utilities 

i:=:=:=lf~~~~~~~~~~~~r=====~ Umlke~ of i ts com-
petitors, 
Datalope is 
able to store 

Any of the Desk/et's 
styles and typefaces 
can be stirred Into 
action through the 

"Print Address" d ia-
logue box. Output in a 

nu mber of different 
layouts fs also 

all of the 
addresses it 
prlntsfna 
database 
whlchcanbe 
searched a t 
wUI. 

possible. L--~~~==~~~~--==-"-_JJ 

DOT MATRIX PRINTER 
UTILITIES 
NEW AGE PDL • DISK NO: UTIL.38 • £1.50 • 
MEMORY: O.SMB • SHAREWARE • FALCON 
COMPATIBLE 
IN BRIEF: Lack of printer 
drivers for popular applications 
is not a huge problem these 
days, but printing text files 
from the desktop in anything 
other than the default typeface 
is nigh on impossible without 
extra software. This disk con
tains no fewer than three desk 
accessories to help out in this 
department, all designed to suit 
particular models of 
printer. First up is KXPSET 
which surprisingly enough is 
designed for use with the 

When it comes to printer configuration 
accessories, they don 't come any better 
than KX.P SET. Thanks to macros it 

Panasonic KXP series. lt's really also remains the easiest to use. 
the Rolls Royce of configuration 
utilities, supporting every single 
feature offered by the printer and up to nine macros containing a complete set of 
commands. 

The other two accessories are for the Star LC24-1 0 and NEC Pinwriter and while 
not quite up to KXPSET's standards are functional and easy to use. Several other 
handy utilities also grace the disk including a spooler and poster printer. 

FF-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ST REVIEW COMMENT: ·overall an essential selection 

Tame your LC24-10 with this nifty 
utility, available as part of New Age's 
Dot Matrix collection. 

of utilities if you own one of 
the printers covered. Being 
accessories, you can also use 
them from within applications 
that refuse to set up your 
printer correctly.N 

0000 



* SPECIAL OFFER - Choose any 10 t1.50 disks below for only t12 • 
* PDdlsks:t1.50eaeh * * BUDGET RANGE PO DISKS ONL vt1.00 * 

* Budgie & Shoestring licenceware disks £2.95 and £3.95 * 
* Commer~&al Games Software from only £2.99 '* 
* Same day service, quality virus lree disks * 
'If Pltase add SOp P&·P on orders under t5.00 * 

Htre are just a few of the disks from our comprehensive catalogue (£1.50 e~ch} 

G.281 

G.280 
G.279 

G.262 
G.268 
G.269 
G.266 
G.255 
G.251 
G.258 

G.249 

G.247 
G.250 

G.237 
G.246 
G.248 

G.227 

G.235 

G.l97 

G.221 

G.217 

G.222 

G.eo 
G.234 
G.224 
G.225 
G.201 

G.\15 

G.l97 

G.l59 

G.\71 
G.212 

G.l72 
G.l73 

G.208 

G.l31 

G.l50 

G 148 
G.IIQ 
G.IO 

GAMES 
PSYCHO PIG: Platform shool 'em up with Rambo style pig. (2 diSks. 
£3). 

~~T~~stA~~~1t~d~=~~~&~~~: 
Thunderbolt. 

~~a~,'N~~o~~;~~~ 6g~':Je ~:~ ~~~~:::~· 
QUIZMASTER: Multi choice answer genetal knowledge quiz. 
WITCHES, MICE & FAIRYTALES: Gam8$lor younger users. 
GAIDFEVEA: 'Oix" style arcade action. 
FATEMASTER: Fanlasy/SciFl Arcade adventure. 
GALACnC FRUIT BOWL: A p<ogram that oombines the lrMa quiz 
Wflh the frul! machine. 1Mb. 
INSECTICIDE; Unusual ladybird shool 'em up with sampled sound. 

~APEDE: 1Mb. Excellen! r~ of Ill& arcade clasSIC. SIN. 
CYBERNETICS: Good, challonglng 'Def&ndef type arcad& gam&. 

~OS· Madcap 9ame of battling ..,zards by Marlin Brownlow (I Mb). 

~Xlg~J:K9etM~~~:0/~~~:~~~~~Ht:la. 
Soflware. SIW. 
18$ GUARDIAN: Sci-fi game rn "tlich you oommand a sPace battle· 
CtUisef, 
MYSTERIOUS REALM: Fantesy texl adUentvre Wllh graphics by Peter 
D. Ward. 
DUNGEON LORD: 31eYOis o1 'Ooogeonmasler' type adven!ure from 
lhe S1a1es. 1mb 
GRAY 2: Follow up to higNy praiSed 'Oids' type rotate and lfvust 

~~~~~~6:io adventure game k>osely based on 'The Crystal Maze'. 

~AN DAD AND THE OUEST ... : 3D graptk adventure by lan Soon. 
Shateware 1mb 
TETAIS & PILE UP; Two very good YOrsicns ollhe 'Telris' arcade 

~JNrouT: Word puule game similar to Olannet 4's "Coun:ldown. 
MRS. MUNCHIE: Pacman clooo ftom \he llnrted Slates. 1mb 0/S 
CAll YNVORN: Large. mull>charac1er fantasy game in D&D slyle. DIS 
BLATI: Good. three·in·tow ta!lino blOck game with added features 

~~J~T~g~ELL: Complele Dungeoomaster type advemure with save 

~:ACHY ACADEMY: Ex Colnmercral3D adYOnture. naw released 
as shateware. 
VIOLENCE!: Classy verlical scrollrog xenon style shOOrem up 

~~~rm' megabyte vetsion o1 Pac:man, 100 ne'N levelsi9JS 
HOP & POP: New V01Sioos ollhe dassie 'froggef and 'Atoms games. 
DIS . 

~~~8J~~~:~r:~~~~~:{~~~~~~~~) 
~_tsr~REDDY: 'CUte' arcade action as Freddy \nO$ ro save his 

rrA~REK · THE GAME: Deteal the Klingoo lfveat IO the galaxy. 

ggrU~S I & 11: 2 good games simrlor to 'Tetns' by David r .. rney, 

gZ8~~~" plallorm-arcade gamo. 
l LAMA TRO~ Cofnmerclal qua!ity shoot' em up from Jeff Mint er. 
VEGAS: Roulette, poker, bladtjac::k anct slots ... without the Nevada 
sand I 

BUDGET PRICE DISKS· ONLY £1.00 each! 
B.54 CENTIPEDE: Good arcade con""'sicn. 
B.S3 LA2ER 8ALL: Laze< reflection puzzle game. 
B.SO STAR TREK: SaYOthe Fed8ratioo 

g~~ ~~~~~~~~~~·b~:,O' adventure 
B.42 CYBEASNAKE: Top raled action game 
B.41 MR. DICE: Good arcade/puzzle game 
B.39 ASTEROIDS: A 1o,;ng restoration 
B.20 HACMAN: Pacman action 
8.22 BREAKOUT: 2 x Steakoul !l"mes 
8.36 8 BALL POOL: Bar game srmulation 
B.44 FLY ROSIN: Cute ShOOt 'em up 
8.4() VALGUS: One or two playe< 'Telns' 
8.15 ROLL'N'NUDGE: Fnit ,_ 
8.14 AOBOTZ: Classy arcade garne 
B.32 ESCAPEr: Fantasy advenll>re 

D.36Cl 
D.358 
D.357 

D.30C 

D.291 

D.272 

D.341 
D.347 
D.346 

D.330 

D.326 

0.325 . . . . " 

DEMOS 
DREAMZONE: LateSI Mega Demo lrorn thel'likl Boys (2 disks, t3). 
CHOCORUTE: Freoch multi·pa~ demo by Adr..,.,in, 
SWISS MEGA DEMO· The $\\;ss attempl to provelhe< best coders 
in the universe. 
PUNISH YOUR MACHINE: 15 demoslrom !he top crews! DIS 2 

~~i~: Good mega<femo from lhe Pendragons of France. 

~NGS NOT TO 00: Humerous animations by Electtonic: Images. 
OIS. 
DIMENSIO: Flmish party demo from the condemood. DIS 
COSMIC JAM: Good mufti·veetor cfemo from lmagina of Fintand 0/S 
BIRD MAO GIRL SHOW: Multi·sc:reen demo from French crew, 

~~~t~ Biggest house music demo yet. 18 minutes ol digi· 
music• 1mb 0.15 
OVERDRIVE: Plasma Fractals. Gtenz VOCiors. etc by Agg•ession. 
DIS 
NTM DEMO: Mega demo from Zuul with arcade Shool 'em up (2 

~~:?~ES: STE demo (also lulown as RED SECTOR DEMO! 

m~~~~~~~~:~~~:.~::~rsW,mb) 

(Ucenceware £2.95). 
D.312 LIGHT SPEED: Super demo from the llntou0habl8$ and friends. OiS 
D.302 STUPENDOUS: Excollent multl·sa .. n demo from lhe Pixel Twins. 

DIS 
D.348 MANIC: By the OWoSitioo. ~ lit~e car to lind lhe SCiee<IS. 0/S 
D.287 HARDCORE DANCEfLOOA: Sampled house music by The Wrkl 

Boys. DIS 
D.323 SLAM · HARDCORE DANCEFLOOR lt- More house music ~om 

lhe Wild Boys. DIS 

MUSIC 
S.95 HIGH FlOEUT'Y DREAM$: 8 super pi~ of music from Auro. OIS 
S.87 IMAGE FACTORY DIGI·SYNTH 1: R4>ped Amlga mods "''h 

'Lem<Tings' menu OiS 
S.86 RIPPED CHIP MUSIC: Numerous pieoes of cllip music ripped &om 

demos. ete.. 
S.85 LONE WOLF SAMPLES: Voice and onSirumenl sams>!es for !he TCB 

Tracl<er.DIS 
S.7Q MAO MAX CHIP MUSIC; 35 pieces ol sound chip music from Mad 

Max. D/S 
S.83 WAVEFORM$; TWB DIGISYNTli 8: More music fllos ~om the Wdd 

Boys. DIS 
S.8 NOISETRACKER: Soundlrad<A!r .mod player With eight Slarter luoes. 

D.'S 
(Large selection of .mod music files available. see catmogue for 
detaots.) 

S.3 ACCOMPANIAST: 16 Voice HO<Vy Cosh sequencer (ful inslro<lions 
ondlsl<) 

S.19 ALCHIMIE JR.: Impressive Swiss multi-wfndow. multl•task 
sequenoer. (1mb) 

UTILITIES 
U.53 TERADESK: Replaeemem de$k\op. 
U.37 PREMIER PACKERS: 13 o1 the best program packers, plus a de· 

pa~.DIS 
U.l4 HITCH-HIKERS DISK: Superb selllC!lon ot handy uob .. s. OIS 
U.42 PICTURE HUNTER: Alps picture scr...,s from othe< programs. 
U.44 THE DUPLICATOR: High speed copier program. 
U.47 PROSE ST: Handy Ulildy. Grabs musiclgraphics. disk/memory 

editor, etc. 
U.23 DOUBLE SENTRY: Impressive accoun\S packago for lhe smal 

company (no VAT) 
U.35 PICTURE CONVERTERS: Convert any format to I'JSI aboul any 

other lormat. 
U.34 SAG ROT AN: Super ~rus toiler to pro:ect your disk collection DIS 
U.52 VAULT & TURTLE: Hard disk bad<-up utilities. 

ART & GRAPHICS 
A.70 COMIC BOOK HEROES: 22 Neo piciUres of your fa•ourites. 
A.S2 ROYAL PAINT: Good Finnish an package. 
A.58 ART TUTOR: Compiele firsl- ol 'how IO do rl' paokage. 
1\.47 PICTURE CONCEPT: Produce weird and wooderful ellec\Son yoor 

own pictures. 
A.46 ELECTRONIC IMAGE ART PACKAGE: Very good arl package from 

Otlworkl Soltware. 
A.45 CRACK ART: ExoeUent German art ptogram that loads many 

formaiS. OIS 
A.36 KOZMIC 2: StunrWlg psychedelic pattetn creaiOf. See it 'o believe it 

(1mb) 
A. 1 ANI ST~ Comrpereial qual•ty atlimatfon ptogram (once COSI £60.00 to 

b<lyl) 
A.30 FULL SCREEN: Display your pictures in swnring tunseteen formal! 

lmbO/S 

PROGRAMMING 
P.37 HEATN'SEAVE SOZOSON: A lriendier SO<\ of Sozobon DiS 
P.36 UNT SOURCE #1: Handy routines from the Untouchabfes., TPT, elc. 

DIS 
P .24 MENU·MAKEA: A French prog~am !ha! allows you to make your own 

menus v.~th music, sprite and saolling message, Exoellent. OIS 
P .35 JC MEGA MENU: Menu maker With sman lonts, mvsie, program 

setector, etc. 
P.33 ZX SPECTRUM EMU LA TOR: Emulatelhe old Speccy on your 

ST/STE. (1mb) 
P.l1 88000 PROGRAMMING COURSE: IO'Howtodo•r document Ides. 

SIS 
P.l9 GFA EXPERT: Mass!"" text file and help roulines for GFA·6asic 3.Q. 

DIS 
P, 18 STOS TUTORIAL: Helps maJ<e clear some ol the STOS commands. 

M139 
M. Ill 

M.l14 
M.I06 

M.112 

M.IIO 
M.1Q7 
M.77 
M.19 
M.76 
M.84 
M.81 
M.103 

M. I 
M.98 
M.26 

M20 

MISCELLANEOUS 
BANK ACCOUNT MANAGER: Main,.;no details of up 10 5 acoounls. 
NORTHERN & EOUATOAIAL STAR ATLAS: Superb ....,us 
astronomy program SNV. 
FRANGLAIS 3 & 4: Two popular French IUiooal programs. 
ACCOUNT-ABILITY: FUlly featured accoun\S program. 10 aocoonts. 
2.000 !ransactions! 
ASTRONOMERS GUIDE: 116Cl s!ars. dOwn to mag. 4.75 plus doep 
sl<y objects. STE only. 
ELEMENTARY GERMAN: Shateware version ol German tvlooals. 
RAMWORLO: Ttvee cfimensional object creator and viewer program. 
THE BIBLE: King James aulhorised version. 4 OIS diSk$11:6.00 
AIR WARRIOR: Flighl ~m With World W81 U airetah. 
FORM.fiNOER: Proven horse race analysis and prediction program. 
ASTRO 22: M aCCIJrate astrofogy calc:ulatkln program. 
NEWSOISK: Construct yout own newsMtters and magaz•nedtsks. 
ULTIMATE CHEAT GUIDE: 320+ game cheaiS. plus hidden sa .. ns 
on20demost 
PLANETARIUM: E.xcellent.. easy 10 use. as1ronomy progt"am. 
FllOFACT: ElearOtle fiiOlax ·diary. e&et'ldar, alarms, addresses, etc. 
GENEALOGY: 2 Pf"'irams for the family hi<lorians to frO(& their 
forebeats.. 
G.C.S.E. STUDY AIDS: Help with Algebra. Trigonometry and 
Geometry. 

M.95 ABOUT THE HOUSE: Excellent oollecoon of programs for young 
children. DIS 

M.94 PROFESSOR CLEVER MathS tutor program lor c:hldren aged 510 
11, SIN are DIS 

M.4t GEOGRAPHY TUTOR· EUROPE: Facts and figures 00 lhe 
c:ountrie:s. 

M. 104 SOLAR SYSTEM GEOGRAPHY· EffeciS of lhe sun & moon, on 
tides, seasons. e1c. 

M.67 BODY SHOP: Ouiz type human anatomy \Utor • the knee bones 
oonneeted to .... 

M.IQ5 MAGIC SPELLER: Computer speat<s the word and challenges clild 
1ospetn 

M.l 6 KIDZ COMPILA TtON: Kid Graph. Gnd. Music, Notes. Piano. 
P\.C)Iisher, sketch and story ... all on one diSk I 

COMMUNICATIONS 
C.7 VANTEAM V.4: Excellent mui6·1\Jnc01on oomms p<ogram. 
C. II BBS: Thr .. 88S systems· Cnadel, Starne1 and Mino·B6S. 

BUDGIE U.K. 
Ful range of BUOGlE U K. 50flware availabte including the tolow1ng. 
BU. 108 SOUARE OFF: Arcadelpuule game by Andti!W Oakley. (£2.75). 
BU.38 CROSSWORD CREATOR: Create yoor O'Nn word·puules. (£2.75). 
8U. IQ7 PLATFORM CAPERS; 'Donkey Kong' type pladorm game by Kay 

Downes. (£2.95}. 
8U.I06 HEADLONG: FranllC. high Speed. faSI reaC!Jon game by Gary 

Whealoo (£2.95). 
BU.105 
8U.104 
PA0.20 
BU.103 

BU.SO 
BU.90 
8U.89 

DOMINOES: Uses all standard legal moves. I 10 5 playtws. (£2.75) 
JETPAC: Avoid and coiiOCI arcadegamekomPeteWhrtby. (£2.75) 
VIDEO MASTER: Excolent Yideolltling progr3111 (£2.75) 
APTmJOES: Per$01lal aptrtude tests oondt.lcted by your compu1er. 
(£2.75) 
SPACE INVADERS: ClassiC arcade action by Robert Leong. (£2.75) 
MATCH IT; Possibly lhe most addictiYe game 8'18< dOYised. (£2.75) 
HORSE RACING SI M: Duality s.m from lhe sale ring to lhe 1rack. 
(£275) 

BU.71 DARK WARS: Role play a<lvemure with 30 >\eW. (£2.75) 
PRO. I ELECTRONIC BANK STATEMENT: Cornpulerise your a<counlsl 

8ll.52 
BU.30 
BU.70 
PA0.26 

~~LAS ROCKMOOR 2 ClasSIC arcade act.,., (£2.75) 
OUEST FOR GALAXIA: The 'Galaxians' return lo your ST.!£2.75) 
PACMAN ST: The def<li!JYe YOrsicn by Roberl Leong (1:2.75) 
EARLY LEARNING MATHS: EducatJonallor 6·9 years by Phllrp 
Rantun. (£2.75) 

PA0.27 EARLY lEARNING MATHS 2: By Phrlip Rankin for 9·12 years 
(1:2.751 

LICENCEWARE 
LA.P.O. pays a royalty to lhe aulhors ol programs in this sec110n for each OOf1'l 

sold. hence their price which is slightly above the normal P.D. titles. 
L.38 MAAIO'S OUEST. Slarnng the ooe and only Mario f£2.50) 
L37 SUPER FUN. R>llow up to Super Spell Excellenllea<hing program 

lorlhe young.(£2.50) 
L.31 CURSE OF AZAIEL: Fantasy \rad'ongtarcade game. (2 drsl<s, £4). 
L.33 OUEST KNIGHT. Fanlasy o<ploration game (1:2.501 
L.22 GRAND PAIX MANAGER: Grand Prix management slmulaoon. 

Employ drivers, mechanics. ttc., test <:a~s and parts, thefl race in a 
lull grand prix seasoot (2 disks £4.00). 

L23 GRAV 2 SOURCE CODE· The lull source code lor Maron 
Stownlow's lop raled game Now you can see how to do rtlii:S.OO). 

L20 SUPER SPELL: Very good teaching program for 4to 9 ye01 olcls by 
Lexrso!L (£2.50). 

L 34 LOGICA: A 3 Phase puule game (£2.4()) 
1.17 ADDRESS BOOK: Neal databasa for Sloriog, sortrog, OIC. (£2 50) 

SHOESTRING EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
(£2.95 each) 

l.QI ROBOT MATHS: Maths tutor for c:hldren aged S.. 
L02 MOON LETIERS: Spelling game for ages 5•. 
LOG PICTURE MIX: 'Jigsa'N puule' lype game for ages 6•. 
L.04 ROBOT WORDS: 'Hangman· brought up to date 
Ul6 ALPHABET MIX: Simple 'jgsaw puzzle' lype gamo lor earty lcame<s. 
L 10 DROP DOWN WORDS: Spelling/memory game for youngsters 
L. 12 MATHS FUN 1: Latest Shoestring ti!M tor chidren 4 to 7 years. 

PROTECT YOUR DISK COLlECTION 

If a virus gelS free in yovr d!~ collection 11 can clo 1rreparal:lte dam~e .n a very shon 
hme. QgoJ le1t1 happen to )'OIJ. Protec'l yourself With Mike Mee's Ptoft$$1ooal Virus 

Killer: toe JUst £6.95 The pt<~gram ~mes 529 d1Htr~ types oi VIIU$ iind boo:sec:~ot$ 
alld COiAd save you a lot of heanacne 1f •t tnlps !hat VV\IS belofe 11 bteak$ kee 

TEACH YOURSELF MACHINE CODE 
learn 10 pc-ogram l!ke lhe prolesSIOtlals with ZZ Sol'ls boOOk and companion 

disk 'INTRODUCING A TAR! ST MACHINE CODE'. 8e led. Step by step •nto the 
secreiS ot programming lhe ST., it's nat1ve 68000 assembty langu-age. 

All you need to g., Stoned righl away £19.95. 

AUTHORS 

LA.P.O. are always on the k>ok-out lor new material 10 be UiCit.ldtd tn th&lr 
oomptehensive catalogue o4 P.O .. shareware and licenceware lf,les. 11 YOt.l have 
produced anything that you conSider WOI1hy of refease erther as P.O., shareware 

or lioenceware then gel in touch to d&scu$s 11 with us. We can guarantee you a 
worldwide exposvre tor your program it it makes the gtade. 

FREE CATALOGUE 

FOf a FREE cop)' of our latest user frieocDy, c-atalogue d•sk jus.! send a blank 
d1Sk afld s.s..a.e. to the addttss above and we'l send you ooe by return 

complete wfth a selection of quaf.'ty PO AI1ernatrvefy send us £1 00 and we1 send 
you the same catalogue and free pc-ograms. on one ot cor d•sks. 

PRINTED GAMES CATALOGUE 
Printed games <:alalogue noN available. crammed with delnis of PO games, 32 A4 
si2e pages of small pnnt ody 70p including p&p or 50 pence~ ordered w•th disk 

(PI•ase quot• STR5) . 

~., CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE · 



CUT OUT •N• KEEP 
ORDER COUPONS 

Fancy some PD? 
Don'twaste 

money, paper and 
time filling out 
reams of paper. 
Just fill out the 

appropriate 
coupons and send 

them to the 
Library shown, 

along with 
your payment. 

Another exclusive 
ST Review 

reader service 

PLEASE SEND ME 
THE DISK/S 
TICKED BELOW:· 

FROM 
Caledonia PDL, 
250 Oldtown Road, 
Hllton, 
Inverness, 
IV2 4PT 

NAME ............................................... . 

ADDRESS ........................................ . 

0 LOBOTOMY INVADERS £2.50 

0 MEGALINE £2.50 

0 DATALOPE £2.50 

0 BUTTOCK OF THARG £2.50 

0 NIRVANA £2.50 

PLEASE SEND ME 
THE DISK/S 
TICKED BELOW:-

FROM 
TheST Ciub, 
2 Broadway, 
Nottingham 
NGIIPS 

NAME .............................................. .. 

ADDRESS ....................................... .. 

0 PACKERS £1.45 

PLEASE SEND ME 
THE DISK/S 
TICKED BELOW:-

FROM 
Goodman Enterprises, 
16 Conrad Close, 
Heir Hay Estate, 
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, 
Staffs, STJ I SW 

NAHE ..................................... H ........ . 

ADDRESS ........................................ . 

0 MARK MATTS' UITIES £2.75 

0 OXYD £2.750 

PLEASE SEND ME 
THE DISK/S 
TICKED BELOW:· 

FROM 
L.A.P.D, 
80 Lee Lane, 
Langley,Heanor, 
Derbyshire, 
DE7 7HN 

NAME .............................................. .. 

ADDRESS ....................................... .. 

0 BLAT! £2.00 

PLEASE SEND ME 
THE DISK/S 
TICKED BELOW:· 

FROM 
Tumblevane PDL, 
6 West Road, 
Emsworth, 
Hampshire, 
POlO 7JT 

NAME .............................................. .. 

ADDRESS ........................................ . 

0 DROID Ill £1.50 

0 RED ALERT EUROPE £1.50 

PLEASE SEND ME 
THE DISK/S 
TICKED BELOW:· 

FROM 
Floppyshop ST, 
PO Box 273, Aberdeen, 
AB9 8SJ 

NAME .............................................. .. 

ADDRESS ........................................ . 

0 THE JUNGLE DEMO £2.50 

0 FANTASIA STE £2.50 

OM/ COURSES/SHOW £2.50 

PLEASE SEND ME 
THE DISK/S 
TICKED BELOW:-

FROM 
NewAgePDL, 
30 Anderson Estate, 
Lower Road, 
Hockley, Essex, 
SS5 5NG 

NAME .............................................. .. 

ADDRESS ....................................... .. 

0 CHRIS PRITCHET MOD. £1.50 

0 DOT MATRIX UTIL. £1.50 

DMINEFIELD £2.95 



If you are paying 
99p for 1 program 
on a disk you must 

be MAD!! 

Look at these example disks from our 
collection, all are full double sided 

ART07-$uperb aro package. idea for slmplo 
DTJ,. 2.3 built in ronts. A4 size paper works in 
monocrome for best quali~v of prinl.ldeal for 
leaOets. snapshot & lmg compressor inc. 

ADVOJ-ODST, DUNGeONS & OllAGONS, 
Role playing adVenture. PARANOIA, 
ENCHANTED fU:ALM and ELBOZO C ITY 
3 more good adventures ulso on this disk. 

ARCSO-HACMAN. superb pacman clone, 
MR P,'\CKY, a nother super pacmon. 
SO<.:<.:~:R brilliunl 30 footbalJ game 2 
players. MUTANT WTPEOU'I' ar:iel shoot em 
up. INVADERS needs no c'fescriplion. 

I)R004-CHESS, suP,erb chess game. 
DECODER, excellent maslermind. SUI'ER 
SJM ON, computer version ufhnnd held 
game. DOMINOES, puzzle game. GOLF, 
curd game. Also on lhls disk DRAGON 
MAZE. 2 game, SENSOR I 
BACKGAMMON, IJRIDGIT. ST ARTilli K, 
BATTLF.SHLPS. 

;\RC14-tiOME. a nd L'0Ril2 super pinball 
games. GALTIC RANGER, unusual shool 
em up. MONKIES & IJALLOOKS, bounce 
the clown and burst the balloons. 
FIRF.ST()RM, another good arwde game 
rtscuc chc humuns. LAZ.ERBAL. super g.uruc 
and interesting version on the )Jinb3lllhcme. 
Also on lhis disk LOST TRt: ASURf.. 
IVWOW MAKER, SLALOM & IIREAK 
OUT. 

ASTOI-I'LANETARIUM simply lh< besl PO 
Astronomy program. SKY MAP anorher 
great Astronomy program plus aSTronomer. 

IIJWO!-LAZER<.:HESS, OTH£LLO, 
C HF.eKERS: WHttt OF FORTUNE, and 
more a superb colleclion of BOARD 
GAMES. 

ARC15- CVBERNETIX, sup•r space shool· 
em-up, f;ost and fur ious, C RAZYERIIRT, 
fnst Q Berl clone. SLUG. 

WPROI-5T WRITER \'4.2 and 
FIRSTWORD, The 2 besl word processors 
for lhe ST(E) plus a Sl>ell checker, prinl 
spooler and a seltction or re.ady to use lelters. 

00007-THE WORLO OF STA RTREK 
Over 300K of text inteniews and biogntphics 
ft·om the original STARTREK and NEXT 
GENERATION t>lus louds of pictures from 
both series. A must for all TRF: KKIES!!! 

ARC04-TETRIS, superb letris game (see 
review in issue I of this mug). KLr\X TRIX, 
Wt:LTRIS & Tt:TSmt: . J more good games 
on lhc lelris theme. MR OICE. COLLA PSE 
& IJ URGER. 3 mor. good games 10 foll lhis 
super value disk. 

NEW CATALOGUE 
OUT NOW! 

ALL llUDCI £ TITLES NOW ONLY £2.75 

" ' , . .,., WIZARD P.I>. 2~110l ROIUlEIU.I:-. t. 

171!, W;ncrlc~ Rd. lh•"ding. Jlcrks ({(;,, 21'Z Tcl: 073~ 57-161!5 

Paper or disk catalogue free with order on request 
PD Disks £1 .75 each 

Postage & Packing on all orders 50p 

FREE CATALOGUE DISK 
For a FREE COPY of our catalogue disk send a blank disk and a S.A.E. to 
the above address. You will receive by return our range of top quality 
PD, and a couple of games, a list of our LOW price commercial games, or 
simply send us 75p for the same disk. 

GM 021: Llamatron and M u tant Camels. 
GM 027: Monopoly, Blaster, Pentominoes, Wheel of Fortune. 
GM 0 32: Cubemaze, Overlander ar1d Atlantis. 3 shoot-em-ups. 
GM 052: Battle for the Crown. A great R.P.G. 
GM 055: Bellum, Llamatron and Chessnut. 
GM 069: Ozone. An award winning platform game. 
GM 076: Spacewar. Blaster, Masteibreak, Laser and Atom. 
GM 077: Tai Pan and Top of the Pops. 
GM 078: Violence. A top class b last ot pure Violence. 
GM 083: Hoverjet Simulator. 3D mayhem set in a computer. 
GM 087: Pub Games. Pool, Darts, Crib, Pontoon, Checkers. 
GM 094: Dungeon Lord. Dungeon Master clone (1 Meg). 
GM 097: Fatemaster. Great fantasy arcade game. 
ADV 012: Sir Ramic Hobbs and the High Level Gorilla. 
AOV 031: Susan. An adult adventure. 
AOV 035: Oeena. An adult adventure. 
ADV 040: Grandad and the Quest for the Holy Vest (1 Meg). 
SAC 01: Pacman. Bang, Backgammon, Solitaire, Chess, Orachen, Serendipity. 
UTA 02: Sticker 3. Label maker for 3.5inch disks. 
UTA 04: Fastbase. One of the best databases. 
UTA 028: Award Maker. Create certificates for any purpose. 
UTA 036: Data Editor. Turn your data into easy to read graphic charts. 
WPO 01 3: Calamus Utilities. For use with Calamus. 
WPO 014: Calamus Manual. For use with Calamus. 
WPD 019: Printing Press. The closest to OTP in PO. 
AAG 05: Crackart, 1 Meg art package NOW with English manual. 
AAG 027: M inidratt V1. 10 . A great CAD program. 
AAG 029: Paintpot. A simple to use art package. 
EAC 011: Maths made easy and Geography Quiz. 
EAC 015: History files. An educational murder mystery, 3 disk set. 
EAC 020: Telltafe Chemistry. For GCSE grades A, B and C. 
EAC 025: Master Time. Digital and AnafOQUe clocks. 
MISC 02: Poolw1se V3.8 1 Meg. Try and won a million with th1s. 
MISC 03: Biorhythms. See how you feel at any time in the future. 
MUM 02: lncontrol. User defineable MIDI controller. 
MUM 03: Midi-step. 16 track MIDI sequencer. 
M UM 018: 1 632 Voices for use w ith Yamaha TX/DX. 
MUM 023: SOS64V08: OX syn th voice mover ST to OX o r OX to ST. 

We have a large selection of other types of PD disks, why not send for 
our FREE catalogue disk? Or give us a call and chat to either Martyn or 
Dave. You might e ven talk us into putting the program you want onto 

the catalogue disk. 
Prices: £1 .50 each for up to 4 disks, S -9 disks £1 .2S each a nd 10 and over 

disks £1 each 

1 OOOs OF TITLES THE P.D. WAREHOUSE 1 OOOs OF BARGAINS 

l£1.35 A DISK! BRITAINS BIGGEST COLLECTION OF P.D. SOFTWARE 
100s OF TOP GAMES- ARCADE ROLE PLAYING- ADVENTURE- SPORTS- BRAIN ACHES
SIMULATORS- FAR TOO MANY TO LIST 
MOUNTAINS OF MUSIC- SAMPLE EDITORS- POWERFUL MIDI SEQUENCERS- DRUM MACHINES
LOADS OF SAMPLED & MIDI MUSIC DEMOS- COMPOSERS & MORE 
GRAPHICS GALORE- LOADS OF PAINT/DRAWING PACKS- ANIMATION- CARTOONS- FONTS- HUGE 
QUANTITY OF CLIP ART- ETC. ETC. 
UNLIMITED EDUCATIONAL- G.C.S.E. REVISION -TYPING & LANGUAGE COURSES- ASTRONOMY
ASTROLOGY- KIDS READING/WRITING/MATHS/SHAPES/COLOURS ETC & LOADS MORE 
PILES OF PROGRAMS - UTILITIES- COMMUNICATIONS- DATABASES- ACCOUNTS- PUBLISHING
STOCK CONTROL- COMPILERS- PRINTER DRIVERS- VIRUS KILLERS & LOADS MORE 

ALL DISKS 
VIRUS CHECKED 

PHONE NOW FOR FREE MASSIVE CATALOGUE!! 
081-290-6140 

P.D.- SHAREWARE- LICENSEWARE- BUMPER BARGAIN PACKS 

NEW TITLES ARRIVING REGULARLY 
175A WIDMORE ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT BR1 3AH 



Blue in colour but not in quality- per
haps we should rename this section the 
super blues! 

The latest in our Problem Solved series 
looks at replacement file selectors. Why 
are they better? How can using them 
make your life easier? Turn to page 77 to 
find out. 

Programming in HiSoft BASIC has been 
so popular that we've decided to contin
ue the series. Ever wanted to write your 
own desk accessories? Find out how on 
page 80. 

With money being too tight to mention 
these days, are you considering buying 
your ST gear second-hand? Need some 
sound advice on where to look, how 
much to pay and the mistakes to avoid? 
Check out Second Thoughts on page 84. 

There's a nice selection of short reviews 
including a TOS switcher for the STE 
and a cheap font editor. And don't forget 
all the regulars -Ask The Experts, Learn 
The Lingo, Readers' Letters and a Blitter 
End with a difference! 

The. blues is your section. Got a problem 
that needs solving? Want to express a 
point of view? Drop us a line and you 
never know - it could be your name at 
the end of a letter next issue. 

Blue in colour, lively in nature ... 
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The standard TOS 
file selector has 

always been a 
bone of 

contention. 
Andrew Wright 

considers how to 
replace it. 

N ot long after the first STs rolled 
off the production line, scores 
of TOS bugs and various other 

inadequacies made their presence 
felt. Some of the bugs are inconse
quential and unlikely to affect most 
users. Others are a little more awk
ward, such as the 40 folder problem, 
for example. The only comforting 
thing about bugs is that they can 
usually be patched pretty easi ly. 
Most of the bug fix patches for the 
ST have been released by Atari and 
correct the odd malfunctioning fea
ture- as long as you install them. 

Some of the TOS inadequacies, 
however, are a lot harder to work 
around, and require extensive code 
to replace the offending parts of the 
operating system. A prime example 
here is the file selector, the much 
maligned dialogue box that allows 
the user to indicate which data file a 
program should load or save. 

In early versions of TOS (prior to 
TOS 1.04} this was about all it would 
do - and it did it badly. If you needed 
to load from or save to another disk 
dri ve, the correct path had to be 
entered manually in the file selector 
much in the manner of a command 
line. Even a simple action like chang
ing the file mask was hard work and 
required the use of an undocument
ed feature (cl icking on the window 
bar). Small wonder that replacement 
file selectors became the number one 
priority for many programmers! 

TOS 1.04 improved things slightly 
by adding buttons for the various 
available drives but by this t im e 
many users had realised that the file 
selector could be used for an awful 
lot more than just choosing a file. 
They realised that other disk and file 
operations were often needed when 
loading or saving files - whether it be 
formatting a blank disk to hold them, 
moving or deleting existing files to 
make more room or even creating a 
new folder to house them in. TOS 
1.04 was nowhere near as flexible as 
the replacement file selectors coming 
on to the market and even subse
quent releases haven't done much to 
improve the situation. For all of its 

fine features, TOS 2.0x/3.0x is sti ll 
groping around with much the same 
fi le selector as the STFMs of 1989 
had to put up with. You'd think the 
Falcon would have a better file selec
tor wouldn't you? Well, it doesn't, at 
least not in TOS 4.0x that I've been 
playing with recently. 

The better replacements are now 
very handy tools with multiple capa
bilities. The Universal Item Selector is 
almost a replacement desktop - you 
can do just about anything in UIS 
that you can do on the desktop and 
more besides . UIS (along with 
Selectric) also has a matching acces
sory that will call it from within any 
GEM program - not just when open
ing or saving files. If you don't have 
this, there is a small utility from 
Double Click Software, one of the 
famous DC utilities, that will let you 
call up whatever file selector you're 
using with a click of the right mouse 
button. 

Some appl ications and utilities 
have their own file selectors, such as 
Calamus and Tempus2 the text edi
tor, which can be a little awkward. At 
least w ith the accessory Harlekin, 
though, it can be turned off and your 
own replacement used. 

To demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the replacements, we'll look at 
some of the features that make them 
useful - not just by listing them but 
by showing you, step by step, how a 
file selector achieves its result. 

Incidentally, replacements selec
tors are equally valuable to floppy 
drive and hard disk owners alike. 
They make navigating the average 
hard disk's hundred odd paths much 
easier and let users keep a tight rein 
on how a hard disk is used. For flop
py drive owners they reduce the 
need for laborious exiting and 
reloading of applications when sim
ple file or disk· management tasks are 
required - and can be a l ifesaver 
when emergencies arise. 

As an example we' ll use the 
Universal Item Selector, which is the 
only commercially available replace
ment for the ST and has scores of 
features: 

Productivity 



PAGESTREAM PICKLE 
Reaching quickly for your disk box 
you gulp in horror as you realise that 
every single spare disk is full of vital 
bits and pieces. Even if you had a 
spare disk, Pagestream wouldn't let 
you format it - version 2 doesn't have 
any disk tools! The only solution is to 
leave your ST running all night and 
wander down to the computer shop 
first thing in the morning! 

Now take a look at what would 
have happened had a good replace
ment file selector been installed. 
No question of panic this time - we'll 
use Selectric's unique capabilities to 
show you just how beneficial the lat
est file selectors are for keeping your 
files in order. 

it's t ime to do some moving 
around of files to make space. There's 
no way of knowing how much space 
we' ll need for the Pagestream f ile 
although the last saved version 
should give you some idea. 

Some replacement file selectors 
(including VIS) let you copy, move, 
delete and rename files without leav
ing the p rogram you're in. The 

The Li ttle Green Selector, 
Anotlrer Code/read product. 

objective in this case is to move some 
of the less important data or program 
files around from disk to disk, freeing 
up enough space on one to save our 
file. Then we can go back to the GEM 
desktop and do the job in a more 
organised fashion, if needs be. After 
that, a trip to the computer shop for 
more disks might be a good idea! 

Which files you choose to move is 
up to you - you can always move 
them back again later once the 
Pagestream job file is safely tucked 
away on a disk somewhere. 

FLEXABLE FLING 

No question of panic this t ime -we'll 
use $electric's unique capabili ties to 
show you just how benefical the lat
est file selectors are for keeping your 
files in order. 

When "Save As ... " is selected, up 
pops the file selector, showing you 
the normal save path and the folders 
for the various word processor files. 
But you don't have a folder for your 

Universal"" III 
Directory: * 

I Forf!'lat I I Folder I 
EX! EXZ EX3 EX4 * _______ , _________ 

UIS cAn be resized 
and moved, reap
peAring in the 
SAme plAce every 
time. 

•Itl!i~~~l!lll *. * i iHIIIIil· •n.:! ? Selection: 
(+) ARABESD Q 
(•) CDHIJECT -
~·; DAIJECTDR 
{t} DIDDT 
{t} DTP_DOCS 
{t} ICDPV 
'~ IHGS 
{t} LIHEART 
{t} PGSTREAM 
{•} PRISM 
t+} RETOUCHE r-

------- ·--- .() 

PI ~ I Haf!'le L ~ lv 

form letters. No problem. 
Incredible isn't it? In the middle of 

saving a file you can move, copy or 
delete other files, add folders, and 
generally t idy up your disk - all from 
the comfort of the fi le selector. I 
haven't tested how many levels of fil
ing operation Selectric can store and 
it would be silly to push it too far, 
not least because I'd be more likely 
to get confused than Selectric! lt does 
however, indicate the tremendous 
flexibility you can have by install ing 
just one utility like this and replacing 
Atari's own dismal effort. 

CONCLUSION 
Overall, the best file selector replace
ment is undoubtedly the ST Club's 
Universal Item Selector. lt is priced 
well within reach of the casual user 
and although calamities shouldn't 
strike at all if you plan ahead, it has 
all the features you need to get out 
of trouble. lt also makes day to day 
filing operations that much quicker 
and you'll f ind yourself using the 

desktop less and less. lt can also be 
moved around the screen and con
figured in different ways, with differ
ent sized windows. 

Selectric has less features overall 
but it does have some benefits over 
VIS, namely the unique flexibility that 
has already been demonstrated. This 
multiple nesting of operations can 
make life a lot easier and tidier too. lt 
is also somewhat neater although the 
way t he drive, path and extender 
selection works, by popup lists, isn't 
everyone's cup of tea and in some 
cases it is slower to use than VIS. 

The other alternatives have advan
tages too • the Little Green Selector 
comes from the Codehead stable, 
although it is actually shareware by 
Charles johnson rather than a com
mercial Codehead release. lt can link 
up with Maxifile, the comprehensive 
file management accessory, and the 
two combined present an even more 
powerful package than VIS! lt looks 
dated though, in my opinion, and 
Maxifile can be slow to operate as it 
is a rather large accessory. Without 
Maxifile though, i t doesn' t have 
enough to really recommend it as it 
can't copy or move files. 
And finally, FSelect. lt doesn't offer 
much in the way of faci lities and 
it wouldn't get you out of t he 
Pagestream pickle we looked 
at above. The only thing going for 
it is the small amount of RAM that 
it takes up - only a th ird of i ts 
competitors. 

Tempus' own flle selector Is notldng- to write IJome About- AJJd ullfortunAtely lt can't be d isabled. 

Orlt of dAte and no t exActly 
feAture laden, FSelect nonetlre
less flUs A niche. 



Product RAM Create Delete Rename 
Name used Folders7 Flles7 Flles7 
U IS 3.32 44 * * * FSelect v9!88 17 * * Little Green Selector 7 .Be 47 
Selectric 1. 0 60 * * * 
• UIS has long been the most popular replacement file selector on the ST. lt 
combines ease of use with a smart, clear layout • few serious users would be 
without it, especially as it has very few compatibility problems. 
• FSelect is the oldest product looked at here and hasn't been updated 
since 1988 to my knowledge. lt is basic; better than the TOS effort but 
only just. 

Productivity 

Copy/ Move File Format Details Rating 
Flies ? Search7 Floppy Dlsk7 

* 

* 

* * ST Club £1 4.95 4 
Freeware 2 

* Shareware 3 

* Shareware 5 

• The Little Green Selector is best teamed with Codehead's Maxifile to create a 
very powerful combination. The interface is a little clumsy though and it 
appears somewhat dated. 
• Selectric is my own personal favourite. This superb piece of shareware 
programming offers amazing flexibility, as we've shown, and it could make life 
much easier for many ST users. 

NEED A TEMPLATE FOR 
YOUR LETTERS? HERE'S 



Ever wondered 
how to program a 

desk accessory? 
Ofir Gal starts a 

new programming 
series with this 

in mind ... 

,, .. ,. 

This month heralds the start of a 
new series of BASIC t utorials 
where the task is to program a 

desk accessory. The accessory will be 
written as a standard GEM program 
and converted to an accessory later. 
In the process, more AES, GEMDOS 
and BIOS calls will be introduced so 
broadening your general knowledge 
of the ST. And yes, the accessory will 
be Falcon-compatible 

GETTING STARTED 
Since creating a GEM program is 
quite complex, it is much better to 
write a skeleton of the program with 
all screen output performed via the 
simple, but extremely handy, PRINT 
command. The program for the next 
few months is a ctesk accessory that 
shows the computer's free memory, 
free disk space, total disk space and 
so on. In fact, there is a whole list of 
system variables you may wish to 
check. Alternatively, the accessory 
could be used as a fi le manager as 
implementing file copy, move and 
delete is easy enough. Let's look at 
the first problem - free RAM. 

By default, a BASIC program grabs 
all available memory for itself leaving 
only 5 kilobytes free, the bare mini
mum for TOS to operate in. HiSoft 
BASIC includes an option which 
allows a lim i t to be set on the 
amount of memory a program uses. 
Enough memory must be allowed for 
the program to run properly and 
while this is hard to calculate, it is 
easy to measure. BASIC provides you 
with the FRE() function to check how 
much memory a program has 

You can see tlre 
difference in 

available 
program and 

system memory 
before and after 

using the k 
(Keep) option. 

Progr.-. hAlt 11 lrlloytu a.od. •p•c:• 
.,,.. ttiWII : ,., ] Ul•1111t 

Listing 1 

'show free •e•ory 
DEFINT a-z 

prog•e•=FREC""l\1024 
sys•e•=FREC-1)\1024 

PRINT "Progra• has"+STRSCprog•e•>•" kbytes work space" 
PRINT "Free RA" : "+STRSCsys1e1l+" kbytes" 

reserved and how much free RAM 
the system has. FRE('"') returns the 
program's own memory while FRE(-
1) shows the system free memory in 
bytes. Dividing by 1024 gives the 
result in kilobytes. Listing 1 is an 
example of this function in use. 

The system free memory should 
be only 5 kilobytes which means that 
your tiny program has gobbled up all 
remaining memory! This is a bad 
start for a desk accessory - as it is 
normally loaded at start-up, practi
cally no free memory will be left. To 
remedy this, add the li ne "REM 
OPTION k20" at the top of the pro
gram. This has the effect of reserving 
only 20 kilobytes and returning the 
rest to the system. Try running the 
program now and you should see 
the difference; your program still has 
10 kilobytes of workspace which 
should be enough at present. 

DISK SPACE 
So now you know how to check for 
free RAM, how about disk space? 
GEMDOS has a sub-routine called 
dfree that takes two parameters, the 
first being an array which is used to 
store the various results and the 
second the actual drive you want to 
check - 1 for A, 2 for B and so on. 
You may not be familiar with passing 
an array as a parameter, but it is 
simpler than it sounds. Normal 
sub-routine calls with parameters 
look like this: 

subname par1,par2,par3 ... 

Passing an array as a parameter is 
very similar: 

subname array1 O,array2() ... 

Listing 2 

You need to DIM the array before
hand, otherw ise the compi ler wil l 
complain! In the case of dfree the 
array must have 4 elements (0 to 3), 
each being a long integer to accom
modate values higher than 32767, 
the l imit for normal variables. The 
array declaration will take the 
following form: 

DIM dinf&C3l 

To get into about a disk in drive A, 
call dfree as follows: 

dfree di nf&O, 1 

The sub - routine will fill the array 
with information about the disk. The 
first element contains the number of 
free clusters while the second shows 
the total number of clusters. The 
third and fourth values tell you how 
many bytes per sector and how many 
sectors per cluster the disk was 
formatted for. This may seem a long 
winded method but it allows for 
non-standard disk formats to be 
checked. A standard double-sided 
disk wi ll have 512 bytes per sector 
and 2 sectors per cluster, so each 
cluster has a capacity of exactly 1 
kilobyte which is rather convenient. 
The best way to obtain the total and 
free disk space is shown in Listing 2. 

INTELLIGENT CHECKS 
An "intell igent" program should 

also check which drives are available, 
such as an external floppy, RAMdisk 
or hard disk, and then issue a 
sequence of dfree calls to check each 
valid drive. Checking non-exist ent 
d rives can lead to unpredictable 
results, so how do you know which 

' show total and free disk space, drive A 
DEFINT a-z 
LIBRARY "ge1dos" 

'declare array 
DI" dinf&C3l 

' check disk into 
dfree dinf&0,1 

'calculate cluster size (in kbytes) 
cluster=dinf&C2l*dinf&C3l\1024 

'calculate free spacr 
tree&=dinf&COl*cluster 

'calculate total space 
total&=dinf&C1l*cluster 

JRINT "Disk A has"+STRSCfree&l+" kbytes free out of"+STRS(tota l&> 



Programming a Desk Accessory Part One 

Listing 3 

'show FNdrvmap in binary format 
DEFINT a-z 
LIBRARY "BIO S" 

PRINT BlNS(FNdrvmap) 

drives are available? 
The BIOS l ibrary p rovides the 

answ er to this in the form of 
FNdrvmap. This function requires no 
parameters and returns a bitmap 
value representing the available dri
ves in the system. What is a bitmap? 
This requires a quick look at how 
numbers are generally represented 
internally. In other words - how does 
a processor handle numbers? 

Humans, unlike computers, use 
the decimal system where each digit 
in a number is multiplied by 1, 10, 
1 00, and so on according to its 
position. For instance, the number 
354 means (3*100) + (5*10) + {4*1). 
In other words, the value of a digit 
depends on its position in a number 
and is always a multiple of ten. We 
also have 1 0 digits in total (including 
0 of course). Why the number 10 
was chosen as a base for ou r 
numbering system is unknown but is 
probably due to the fact that we 
have 1 0 fingers ... 

Computers don' t have fingers 
(really? - Ed) and use a bina ry 
numbering system which is identical 
to decimal but based on the number 
two. There are only two digits, 0 and 
1, and the value of a digit is always a 
multiple of 2. For example, 10 in 
binary represents (1•2) + (0*1) = 2 
while 101 is (1*4) + (0*2) + (1•1) = 
5. Each digit is called a bit, a group of 
8 bits is called a byte and a word is 
made up of 16 bits. In HiSoft BASIC, 
binary numbers are prefixed with &8. 
lt is useful to remember that a byte 
can have a maximum value of 
&B11111 111, which is equal to 255 
in decimal notation. 

Back to our program. FNdrvmap 
returns a word in b inary form. 

Listing 4 

If you only have one floppy disk drive 
in the system, the value returned 
will be & B0000000000000001 , 
where each digit represents a drive. If 
a digit is 1 the drive is valid while 
0 means that t he drive is not 
available. For instance, if you have 
a hard drive with partitions C and D 
and a RAMdisk labelled P, the 
returned value will be 
&B1 000000000001101. Only 16 
drives are possible, as a word 
contains 16 bits, and this covers dri
ves A to P. If you try to simply print 
the value with PRINT you'll get a dec
imal equivalent of this number, but 
you can use the example in Listing 3 
to view the bitmap on screen. This 
employs the BIN$ BASIC function 
which enab les you to PRINT any 
value in its binary form. The leading 
zeros are t runcated so a sole 
floppy disk returns a value of 1. You 
may wish to install a RAMdisk to get 
different results. 

BINARY ARITHMETIC 
How is the result converted into 
something that can be used for a 
series of dfree calls? After all, the 
aim of the accessory is to show how 
much free space is left on each disk, 
not which disks are available - th is 
should already be known! 

Binary numbers can be initially 
confusing but offer some unique 
arithmetical operations. Such 
flexibility is simply not possible with 
the decimal equivalents. One of the 
most useful techniques involves 
the AND operator which is used in 
virtually all computer languages. 

This enables you to create a 
bit mask or filter and so examine 
each bi t, one at a time. The best 

'a program t o show if drive C is available 
DEFINT a-z 
LIBRARY "bios" 

IF FNdrvmap AND 4 THEN 
PRINT "Drive C available" 

ELSE 
PRINT "Drive unavailable" 

END IF 

way to understand this is by example: 

11101010 
AND 

001 0011 0 

001 00010 

The second binary number filters out 
the 1 s from the fi rst number; 
t he resu It is 1 only when both 
numbers have 1 s in the same posi
tion. The Os in the second number 
" mask" out the 1 s above them. So if 
the number & B000000000001001 1 
is returned by FNdrvmap, and we 
need to know whether B is a val id 
d rive, simply AND the FNdrvmap 
value with the value for drive B 
(&B0000000000000010). The lead
ing zeros can be truncated to make 
this more legible: 

10011 
AND 

00010 

00010 

The fact that the result is non-zero is 

Listing 5 

important, not the actual number. 
Had drive B not existed, the resu lt 
would have been 0. Now check for 
drive C: 

10011 
AND 

00100 

00000 

Since there is a 0 above the only 1 in 
the second number, the result is 0 -
no drive C. 

There is no necessity to use binary 
numbers as the computer converts 
any input into binary form 
automatically. In the last example 
the second number is &8100, or 
(1*4)+(0•2)+(0*1) = 4 in decimal 
notation. So you get the same result 
with: 

PRI NT FNdrvmap AND 4 

The result will be either 4 or 0 
depending on whether drive C exists 
or not. This rather useful shortcut is 
demonstrated in Listing 4. 

Remember that the value returned 

'show free and total space on al l drives using a sub routi ne 
DEF INT a-z 
LIBRARY "gemdos","bios" 

'declare array 
DIM dinf&(3) 

SUB checkdrv(drv•ask&,drvl 
SHARED dinf&O 
STATIC cluster,free&,total& 
IF FNdrvaap AND drvaask& THEN 

dfree dinf&<>,drv 
cluster=dinf&(2l*dinf&(3)\1024 
free&=dinf&<O>*cluster 
total&=dinf&(1)*cluster 
PRINT "Drive has"+STRS(free&)+" tbytes free outof "+STRS<total&> 

END IF 
END SUB 

checkdrv 1 11 
checkdrv 2,2 
checkdrv 4,3 
checkdrv 8,4 
checkdrv 16,5 
checkdrv 32,6 
checkdrv 64,7 
checkdrv 128,8 
checkdrv 256,9 
chectdrv 512,10 
checkdrv 1024 , 11 
checkdrv 2048,12 
checkdrv 4096,13 
checkdrv 8192,14 
checkdrv 16384,15 
checkdrv 32768,16 



L isttng 6 

' show free and total space on all drives using exponentiation 
DEFINT a-z 
LIBRARY "ge1dos","bios" 

'declare array 
Dill dt nf&m 

SUB checkdrv(drv> 
SHARED dt nf&O 
STATIC cluster,free&,total& 
dfree dtnf&C>,drv 
clusterKdtnf&C2>*dinf&C3) \1024 
free&=dtnf&CD>*cluster 
total&=dtnf&C1>*cluster 
PRINT "Drtve has"+STRS(free&>+" kbytes free out of"+STRSCtotal&> 
END SUB 

FOR t=O TO 15 

drvllsk&=2At 
IF FNdrv1ap AND drv1ask& THEN checkdrv i+1 

NEXT t 

is not important - all we need to 
know is whether the result is 0 or 
not. To check for d r ive A, AND 
FNdrvmap with 1, or 2 for drive 8, 4 
for drive C and so on. An example of 
this is found in Listing 5, using a sub
routine, while Listing 6 uses a differ
ent operator where " stands for to 
the power of. So, 3"2 means "3 to 
the power of 2" which is 9. Using an 
exponential in this manner saves 
having to write the routine, or call 
the sub-routine, 16 times. This is a 
good example of how source code 
can be optimised to produce a fast 
and efficient program. 

ASCII 
You should find that your program 
still "thinks" that drive 8 exists, even 

Drlue A has 296 lcbytes fr ee 
Driue 8 has 296 lcbytes free 
Drlue c has 997 lcbytes free 

if you don' t have one connected, 
and keeps showing an alert box 
requesting that you insert disk 8 into 
drive A. Next month I' ll show you 
why this happens and how it can be 
eliminated. In the meantime, there is 
one other problem that needs to be 
tackled - PRtN nng the d rive letter 
with the rest of the data. The line 
could be changed to: 

PRINT "Drive"+STRS(drv) +" 
has"+STRS(free&>+" kbytes 
free out of"+STRS(total&) 

Al l this would display is a number 
instead of the drive letter but there 
is a way around this. You may have 
come across the term ASCII 
(American Standard Code fo r 

out of 711 
out of 711 
out of 6111 

Drlue D hll$ 992 lcbytes f ree out of 14271 
Drlue E has 1376 lcbytes free out of 11211 
Dr l ue F hll$ 1398 lcbytes free out of 9171 
Dr l ue G has 897 lcbytes fr ee out of 18394 
Dr l ue H hll$ 2935 lcbytes free out or 18394 

Progr8~ terninated- press 8 key t o eHit 

.... 
et) h t11e help ofCHR$(), the drive letter can be sl1own in tile output. 

Dr lue hes 296 11::111yt~s free out of 1 11 
Or lue hes )96 U ytes free out or 711 
Or l ue hes 997 t bytes free ou t of 6111 
Or lut hes 992 t byte s: free ou t of 1417 1 
Orlue hes 1:581 t bytes free out of 11 2:11 
or lue het 1398 t byte.s fre-e out or 9171 
Or lue her 897 t bytes free ou t or 1 13~ 
Or lue has 2935 t bytes free ou l of 11394 

ProgrM t er .. t no t ed - preu l'l key to ewl t 

Tl1c program to date s l10ws free and total disk space for 
all valid drives. 

Information Interchange), a 
standardised character set which is 
identical on all modern computer 
systems. Up to 256 characters can be 
described as numbers; for instance, 
the letter A is ASCII 65, 8 is 66, C is 
67 and so on. There is even a BASIC 
function to display the ASCII value of 
a character. The fo ll owing lin e 
displays the values for A, B, a, and b: 

PRINT 
ASC("A") , ASC("8") ,A SC("a"), A 
sc<"b"> 

Conversion from any value between 
0 and 255 back to a text character 
requires the CHRSO function: 

PRINT 
CHRS<65),CHR$(66l,CHR$(67) 

This produces the capital letters A, 8 
and C which points to the solution -
since the first drive is A and the value 
we use to check drive A is 1, change 
the PRINT line in checkdrv to the 
following line: 

PRINT "Drive 
"+CHR$(drv+64)+" 
has"+STRS(f r ee&)+" kbyt es 
free out of "+STRS (t ot al& > 

You now have a small, efficient 
program that displays disk free and 
total space and can now add the free 
RAM routine from the skeleton of the 
accessory. If you have any questions 
or suggestions before next month, 
please write in to me or join the ST 
Rev iew conference on the CIX 
bulletin board. 



Want to add TOS 
2.06 to your STE 

w i thout losing the 
compatibility of 

TOS 1.62? 
Tony Kaye has 

the answer .. . 

W 
hile the advantages of TOS 
2.06 over the older ver
sions make it a desir

able upgrade, there is one 
drawback; a small number 
of programs won't run. 
Incorporating a method 
of switching back to the 
old TOS for these applica
tions is the simplest solution. 

Analogic Computers have 
launched a British designed and man
ufactured upgrade board for the STE 
that will allow you to do just that. it's 
easy to install and solderless too. The 
STE TOS Switcher is a small circuit 
board that fits into the machine and 
allows you to switch between any 
two STE TOS versions at the flick of a 
switch. 

Fitting the upgrade couldn't be 
simpler, which is quite fortunate as 
the four page leaflet is certainly not 
as clear as it could be. Depending on 
your own ability to disassemble and 
rebuild the computer, there is the 
option of connecting a lead allowing 
you to switch between the TOS ver
sions without having to turn the 

PROBLEMS 
Some early STEs have 32·pin 
TOS ROMs fitted. If this is the 
case, then a couple of resis· 
tors have to be moved which 
involves stripping the board 
down and attacking it with a 
soldering iron. 

Also, there are two links 
marked 28 and 32 on the 
Switcher board. If you have 
28·pin ROMs, then the link 
marked 32 has to be cut and 
vice versa. 

STE TOS Swltcher 

machine off. This extra wire insti
gates a warm boot on flicking the 
switch, but you do need to remove 
the metal screen which involves tak
ing out the power supply. There is 
still no soldering involved unless you 
want to solder the lead for extra 
security. If you don't install this fea
ture, you can swap TOS versions by 
pressing the reset button on the 
back of the computer as you operate 
the switch. Remember that whichev
er way you connect the Switcher 
board, a cold boot is performed by 
switching the computer off for a 
short time (about 1 0 seconds per 
megabyte of RAM) using the main 
switch on the back of the machine. 

After disconnecting all leads from 
the ST and allowing about five min
utes for any power to discharge, 
open the case and remove the key

The Analogic STE TOS Swltclrer allows easy swltchlrJg 
between any two different TOS versions. 

board. The TOS chips are situat
ed underneath the disk drive, 

so that also has to be 
removed. The next step 
is to carefully remove 
the existing TOS 1.6x 

chips by prizing them 
up at both ends with a flat 

bladed screwdriver after 
labelling them Hi and lo. These 

are placed in the vacant slots on the 
new board, which is then placed 
back into the sockets left by the old 
ROMs. The lead that allows a warm 
start has to be connected diagonally 
across the main board, so it is at this 
stage that you need to remove the 
power supply and the metal screen. 
locate the component marked Cl 00 
(a capacitor) and connect the lead to 
the positive leg (marked "+"). All 
that's left to do is to find a suitable 
position for the switch . Before 
drilling the case, make sure that the 
switch will fit without snagging and 
that it's in a suitable position. it's not 
a good idea to place it too near the 
disk drive slot, for example, as 

there's a chance of inadvertently flip
ping the switch and causing a crash 
at an inconvenient moment! 

CONCLUSIONS 
STE TOS Switcher is an excellent 
product let down only by a poor 
manual. it offers the advantage of 
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The flew TOS 2.06 desktop. W ell worth having/ 

hardware and software switching 
without tying up the 68000 proces
sor which may be needed for an 
emulator, accelerator or even the 
new Marpet eight megabyte memory 
upgrade (which needs TOS 2.06 to 
run). 

This is the first product designed 
and marketed by Analogic 
Computers (based in Kingston) who 
promise a solderless STFM version 
very soon. it is available at the 
introductory price of £19.95 instead 
of the normal £29.95 for a limited 
period. 
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Always handy when buying an ST is a PD utility to tell you exactly 
what you are looking at - how much RAM cl/d you say it had? 

All hard disks come with diagnost ic software capable of 
marking bad sectors- make sure you use it before you buy! 

How would you 
like a colour 

monitor for £30, 
or perhaps an 

STfor £90? 
Impossible? - not 

when you know 
where to look! 
Fiddler on the 

hoof Nial Grimes 
dons the fingerless 

gloves and 
explains what's 

what in the 
second-hand 
ST market ... 

W ith the poor dollar exchange 
rate sending prices rocketing 
and the dreaded recession 

biting deeper into everyone's pocket, 
you could be forgiven for thinking 
that now is a bad time to expand 
your computer system. Not so. In 
fact it's these very circumstances that 
are making the second-hand ST mar
ket look more and more attractive! 
Add the rush to upgrade to the new 
Falcon and you have a sea of afford
able STs and peripherals available for 
the picking. But where are these bar
gains and how should you go about 
buying them? Read on ... 

A RISKY BUSINESS 
There are several routes you can take 
to buying second-hand computer 
equipment. On a local level, periph
erals and even systems can pop up in 
second-hand shops or you might 
care to try a dedica ted computer 
auction. Even the high street holds its 
fair share of bargains. large chain 
stores often dispose of shop-soiled 
equipment at knock-down prices. 
And don't think the neon signs mean 
haggling is a no-no - you'd be sur
prised at the offers managers will take 
to clear their showrooms! Without a 
doubt though, the most popular -
and many would argue best - way of 

buying equipment is through classi
fied adverts, such as those found in 
dedicated magazines such as 
Micro Computer Mart. 

But it's a harsh world out 
there in second-userland -
there's no guarantee that 
the goods are going to 
work, no guarantee they're 
what you want and, more impor
tantly, no guarantee you're going to 
get the goods in the first place! While 
this is the main reason why people 
steer clear of the second-hand mar
ket, there are ways to reduce the 
risks. 

Depending on which purchase 
method you are using there are sev
eral precautions you can take. If 
you're buying by post, use the 
Recorded Delivery and Advice of 
Delivery services provided by the Post 
Office. These facili t ies w ill cost you 
just under a pound in total, but you 

GOING, GOING, GONE! 
Auctions tend not to be packed with ST-specific goodies, but there are 
bargains galore to be had in the peripheral department. A large pro
portion of gizmos designed for the PC - such as modems, printers and 
some monitors - are usable with the ST, but once again it's imperative 
that you know exactly what you are buying. Picking up a trendy hard 
disk at a fraction of its retail price is all well and good, but finding you 
will need a NASA scientist and ten tons of electronics to link it to your 
ST is a crushing experience (yes, I know - been there, bought it, felt o 
right idiot ... Ed). 

Auctioneers are good at their job and they want nothing more than 
for you to pay over the odds for a " lot". You can however foil all of 
their " don't lose it for another fiver" ploys by simply going to the 
venue early and setting a sensible "ceiling" price on any goods you are 
interested in. 

If you ' re looking for a good starting point, try contacting 
Traderdesk on 021-445 1794. They hold auctions across the UK and all 
goods valued at £100 or more are guaranteed until 12 noon on the 
Monday following the auction (on Saturday!). 

then have a record of exactly when 
your cheque was received; essen

tial should a dispute arise. Also 
high on your list of priorities 

should be gett ing a 
receipt - if the buyer is 
unwilling to give you one, 
the goods may not be his 

to sell. A receipt should ideal
ly contain the seller's name, his 

address, the goods, the price 
agreed and the seller's signature. And 
never, ever send cash by post! 

TESTING 1-2-3 
Having located that ridiculously 
underpriced computer or peripheral, 
the next step is to make sure it does 
what you want it to. This involves 
checking that it's compatible with 
your ST, and whether your software 
is capable of using it - for example 
checks cou Id include that a laser 
printer is laserjet 2 compatible, a dot 
matrix printer is Epson compatible, a 
modem is Hayes compatible and so 
on. The golden rule when buying 
second-hand is to know what you are 
looking at! If you're not quite sure, 
ask somebody who does know. If in 
doubt, pocket your money and live 
to buy another day. 

Fortunately, testing electronic 
equipment is fairly straightforward in 
that it either works or it doesn't. On 
the other hand, you don't want to 
buy a machine that is just about to 
take a ticket to sil icon heaven, so 
here are a few signs of wear you can 
look out for: 
• Monitors should have an almost 
perfectly straight edge to their dis
play. Distortion could be down to the 
metal frame around the monitor 
becoming magnetised - fairly easy to 
remedy - but on the other hand it 



Buying Second-hand 

Second Thoughts 

Huw wuuhJ yuu £ik.t: ~ c.:ufuur ruuuitur fur £30,. u:- pt::rhup:; "u 
ST £01 £90? lft1posslble? -Nul when you kno\1"1 .... •.tft.e:e to look! 
Fiddle• on ll)e oool Nial Grimcs dons the llngerle3S gloves and 
cxplalna whet's whot In the second hond ST market ... 

With the poor doll or exchange rote ger..:!!ng prices rocketing 
and the dreaded recession biting deeper Into everyone's pocket, 
you could be forgiven for thinking that now was a bad time to 
expand your computer system. Not so. In fact it's these very 
clrcumctnnccc thnt ;-uc mokfno tho cccnnd - hond ST morkot lnok. more 
and more attractive! Add the ru:::h to upgrade to the new Falcon 
and you hO'.tc a sea of affordable STs nnd peripherals available 
for the picking. But where ore the:>e borgoin:: ond how should you 
go about buying them? Read on ... 

A Risky Business? 

There are several routes you can ta!-'.e to buying second - hand 
computer equipment. Ono locollcvol,. peripherals and even 
::y::tcm:: c:m pop up in ::eeond h:md ::hops or you might care to try 

Check monitors for straight borders. A lack of 
adjustable brightness can sometimes Indicate wear. 

Stripey irrkjet printouts are either a sigrr of a faulty irrk cartridge or a faulty 
machine -make sure you find out which before parting witl1 your cash. 

could be about to die; is it worth the 
risk?STs themselves are re l iable 
beasts. Power supplies are the main 
problem with STFMs and you should 
check that the machine doesn't run 
too hot - it should be warm to the 
touch, but no more. A buzzing from 
the PSU/ switch on early FMs is nor
mal. The best policy is to see a variety 
of software running and all should be 
well. 
• Printers, particularly inkjet and 

PRICE GUIDE 

laser, are not recommended second
hand buys unless you can see them 
working. lnkjets should have no 
stripey gaps, and treat the 'it needs a 
new ink cartridge' excuses with 
extreme caution. Dot matrix printers 
on the other hand are very sturdy 
and even a new print head isn't the 
end of the world, although these can 
be expensive so find out the price of 
a replacement first. 
• Hard disks are also a relatively safe 

buy, providing the mechanism is 
SCSI. it's always wise to ask if there 
are any errors on the disk - it's a 
damn good bargaining point for a 
start! - but the SCSI standard is clever 
enough to transparently map out any 
errors, within certain limitations of 
course. Other variations of hard drive 
should be seen to have no errors. 

Of course, buying through the 
post makes it impossible to test 
equipment yourself, but there are 

Paying over the odds is the one thing you want to avoid, so here's a quick rundown of rough prices you 
should expect to pay for some of the more popular ST bits and bobs. Naturally, prices will vary depend
ing on condition and, when it comes to peripherals, brand name. If the particular model can 't be found 
in this list, look for an equivalent. Prices quoted are for basic machines excluding software. 

520STFM 

1040STFM 

520STE 

1040STE 

Mega STE 2 

Mega STE 4 

Hardware 

TT030 2-40 - Colour Multi sync 

Atari SM124 

Phillips CM8833 

20 Meg Hard Disk 

30 Meg Hard Disk 

40 Meg Hard Disk 

65 Meg Hard Disk 

Star LC-10 

Star LC24-1 0 

HP Desk)et 500 

Ricoh 1200 (HP Ill Comp.) 

400dpi Naksha Scanner 

Price 

£90-£100 

£120-£130 

£140-£150 

£160-£170 

£330-£340 

£350-£360 

£950-£1100 

£70-£90 

£145-£155 

£100-£110 

£150-£160 

£190-£210 

£230-£250 

£70-£85 

£120-£130 

£220-£260 

£450-£550 

£50-£65 

Comments 

The STE is a far better machine. Avoid single sided drives! 

Ditto. 

Extra memory may add a little (£19 per meg) to the price. 

Ditto. 

Add £100 for 40 meg hard disk version. Price includes SM124. 

Ditto. 

Current high used prices make a new Falcon the better buy. 

Limited new availability has led to quite high used prices. 

Add £10 for Mk 11. 

Think seriously about a 30! 

Atari Megafile is currently a good option. 

Popular size - 65s are a better buy. 

Pound for punch, the best value. 

Sturdy and reliable - a good buy at the right price. 

Another good option at a reasonable price. 

Very highly sought after - probably best to buy new. 

Once again, very popular. 

Reliable and affordable. 

precautions you can take. Firstly, 
make sure you ask specifically 
whether the equipment is in perfect 
working order. A few sharp questions 
such as when the machine was 
bought and why it is being sold will 
often help to determine the reliability 
of the seller. 

ATTITUDE PROBLEMS 
Attitude is another vital ingredient in 
getting hold of that elusive bargain. 
The first thing to remember is that 
you cannot be too apathetic! Any 
sign of enthusiasm will be seen by 
the vendor as a signal to maintain the 
price. lt helps to remember that you 
are doing the seller a favour, not the 
other way round. 

Having convinced yourself that the 
equipment is what you need and is in 
working order you move on to make 
an offer. Point 2 - never pay the ask
ing price. The vendor is expecting an 
offer and who are we to disappoint 
him? Point out any defects you have 
noticed - no matter how small - to 
back up your offer. Ten percent dis
count should be expected from most 
second-hand buys; start at twenty 
and work up. A few crisp fivers waved 
under the cash-hungry seller's nose 
often does wonders. When consider
ing a price to pay always look at the 
worst scenario - if it were to break 
down tomorrow where would you be 
left? 

ALADDIN? - NOWHERE! 
The benefits of expanding (or start
ing!) your ST system through the sec
ond-hand market are many. Having 
paid the right price for goods in the 
first place, you are practically guaran
teed little or no loss when you decide 
to sell on - play your cards right and 
you could even make a profit! 

"Second-hand" has long been 
considered a dirty word. Yes, there 
are always risks when taking the 
"used" route, but by following the 
above advice. keeping a cool head 
and being prepared to take the 
rough with the smooth you might 
just find yourself the bargain of a life
time. Happy hunting! 



MERLIN PO 99p 

We ask you to choose the 
programs you want on each disk 

SO, FOR GOOD VALUE AND 
SERVICE, COME TO US 

ALSO AVAILABLE HARDWARE 
AND SOFTWARE 

CONTACT: 
11 GRANGE CLOSE 

MINCHINHAMPTON, STROUD 
GLOS GL6 9DE 

SPECIAL OFFER 
FOR THIS MONTH 

120 Demos 
for only £99.00 

BUDGIE 
LICENCEWARE 

NOW IN STOCK 

FOR SALE 
One Amiga 500 with software 

and external Disk Drive. 
Bargain at £250 

PC SHAREWARE AND 
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE. 

PHONE FOR DETAILS 

NEW CATALOGUE v3.01 
AVAILABLE FROM 1 MAY 

Disk catalogue currently available, 
send SAE for one NOW! 

AUTHORS: Send your programs to 
us. Every disk you send us we will 

send one full disk back. 

EXCLUSIVE LICENCEWARE I 
NOSTRAM '93: The sequel 
to our best seller in March. 

Price: £2 inc P&P 

PROBE ST v2.1: Registered 
version with enhanced features 

Price: £3.95 inc P&P 

SWAPS: Call us with your swaps and 
we will explain our policy on swaps 

ATARI FALCON- DEMO MACHINE NOW AVAILABLE! 
Call now for a personal demo of this fantastic new machine. 
Falcon030, l MB no HOD call 
Falcon030, 4MB, 65MB HOD call 
Falcon030, bundled with 14· SVGA monitor call 
85MB 16ms IDE HOD for Folcon030 only... 249.00 

SOFTWARE 
Calamus v 1.09n. now only... 119.00 
Calamus S, recently introduced 285 00 
Calamus SL full colour DTP 499 00 
Didot Pro with Retouche Pro ... only 254.00!!! 
Touch Up with NAKSHA 400dpi SCANNER 99 95 

Experience the most cost-effective, versatile. high resolution graphic 
cord for the Atori STE or Mego ST. 

Calligrapher Professional. now upgraded to v3.0 
ATARI STE/MEGA STE/TT COMPUTERS 

Please call for memory expansion options 

74 95 

Experience high resolution compatibility with virtually any monitor, 
including SM 124, MultiSync. A4 and A3 monitors. 
Experience the superb Reflex Utility program tor amazing features 
such os x4 zoom, mouse accelerator. scrolling Virtual screens. etc. 
Experience the renowned compatibility of Reflex with virtually all 
software and peripherals such os Spectre GCR & 68030 boards. 
Experience simultaneous «Dual-Screen. Mulli-Tasking» with 
software like the Virtuoso sequencer. 
Experience AT Speed switching between PC applications on on Atori 
monitor and high res. GEM programs through the Reflex monitor. 

These Experiences could be yours. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Please note our new 

Address & Tei/ Fax No 's 
..... •. '· ..... . 

520STE - 512K memory 

520STE - 1MB memory 
520STE - 2MB memory 

PRINTERS 
Canon BJ200 - 360dpi bubblejet, NEW MODEL 
Ricoh LP1200- 400dpi laser, 2MB RAM, 6ppm 
HP Laserjet 4 - 600dpi loser, 2MB RAM. 8ppm 

MONITORS - REFLEX/TT/ FALCON 
Lite-On 14" SVGA colour. 0.28mm, for all Ataris 
AOC 15" SVGA MultiSync, FST, 0.26mm, all Atoris 
1\0C 17" SVGA MultiSync. FST. 0.26mm. all Ataris 

212.00 

224.00 
269.00 

299.00 
699.00 

1499.00 

249.00 
399.00 
799.00 

TITAN HARD DRIVES 
We now produce a complete 

range of hard disk drives to 
individual specifications. Wlde 

range of case styles and 
mechanisms available - please 

call 021-414 1630 for details 



Fancy some new 
fonts? Andrew 

Wright looks at a 
new Calamus font 

editor and 
converter with a 
budget price tag. 

There's no doubt about it - the 
Calamus font format has dominated 
the ST in recent years, at least as far 

as outline fonts are concerned. Despite 
DMC's refusal to allow other developers 
to use the format for copyright reasons, 
public domain fonts in •.CFN format have 
appeared in their hundreds. Many are of 
excellent quality too. 

Of course, they're not only useful to 
Calamus and Didot Professional users -
the format itself has become a standard 
in the ST world. Other utilities can import 
and edit Calamus fonts and then convert 
them into other ST formats, mainly GEM 
for use with COOS applications or pro
grams like That's Write and Write On. The 
most popular conversion utilities are 
Fontkit Plus, the excellent bitmap font 
editor, and CFont, for converting fonts to 
That's Write's slightly different format. 

However, users wishing to edit 
Calamus outline fonts have had to look at 
more expensive programs like Genus and 
PCG's Fontdesigner - or resort to the 
pitiful editor supplied with Calamus. Until 
now, that is. The ST Club has launched a 
home-grown product programmed by 
Matthew Carey which sells for the bar
gain basement price of £1 1 .95. For your 
money you get a perfectly acceptable 26 
page manual, the Fonty font editor itself 
and a very handy PostScript to Calamus 
conversion program. 

Fonty is supplied on a single disk and 
works on any ST in either medium or 
high resolution. it features an easy-to-use 
GEM interface and even allows seven 
windows to be open at once, each with a 
font loaded. When the program is run, 
the file selector appears requesting a font 
to be loaded. On the left-hand side of the 
screen is the multi-part toolbox contain-

ing 22 icons. Other functions can be 
accessed from the GEM menu bar. 

The CFN format is of the outline vari
ety and each character is made up of 
points, lines and curves, so Fonty is very 
similar to a vector graphics program. You 
can create a new font from scratch by 
placing l ines or Bezier curves on the 
screen and moving the control points 
until the right shape is achieved. Of 
course, nobody in their right mind cre
ates a font this way - it is essential to have 
something to work from so Fonty lets you 
import Degas graphics or even existing 
GEM fonts to trace around. This makes 
the job much easier. 

The tools themselves are quite 
straightforward, with standard icons for 
various functions such as the hammer for 
adding points, pliers for removing and 
the arrow for moving them. A single 
character can be made up of several 
paths, of course, so there are commands 
for moving between paths and objects 
and no less than eight different lines and 
curves can be created. Any existing line 
or curve can be changed into another 
simply by double clicking with the appro
priate shape selected. 

To zoom in close, one of the GEM 
menus produces a dialogue box (that 
should really be an icon) from which you 
can select one of nine pre-determined 
magnifications or set one of your own 
between 20% and 4000% - the latter 
figure is for 640 by 400 (hi-res) but will 
be different at other resolutions. There's 
an undocumented keyboard shortcut, 
incidentally - holding down Control and 
clicking on the screen zooms in to maxi
mum magnification. The mouse pointer 

Tracing a bltmap Image of a character to create a new 
outline font. The tools are fairly easy to use. 

Desktop Publishing 

Creating a new expanded version of the PD font Rooster 
Heavy (converted from PostScript). 

isn't very sensitive and I did find some 
difficulty in selecting and moving points. 
lt is also rather slow when changing 
modes and even seems to hang tem
porari ly at times, but on the whole 
Fonty's tools work well. 

The second major function is font edit
ing. Characters can be edited by hand, 
perhaps to remove anomalies in some 
lower quality PO fonts or tidy up fonts 
converted from other sources. There is 
also a built-in calculator for applying 
various distortions to existing fonts, 
including compressing and expanding 
fonts, and skewing or rotating them. The 
effects can be applied to single 
characters or the whole font. 

The third aspect of Fonty is the con
version. A separate program asks for 
source font, destination font and name of 
a text file containing character mapping 

PROS AND CONS 

information (a default file is provided). 
The utility works with most fonts though 
those of doubtful origin tend to produce 
error messages and the convers ion 
aborts. 

Overall Fonty is a clever program with 
wide appeal - whether you're working 
with Fontkit Plus or CFont to produce 
new GEM fonts or with Calamus itself to 
add flexibility, the bargain price more 
than makes up for the odd shortcoming. 
it's a fraction of the price of other 
Calamus editors and well worth treating 
yourself to. 



EdHak rurml11g as an accessory. Note the lack of a size box br the 
bottom rlglrt corner. 

I 

Editing data, text and other files 
requires a range of different programs. 
Tony Kaye looks at one that handles 
them all ... 

T here are a number of text edi
tors available, both in the public 
domain and as commercial 

packages. Some are worth owning 
while others are simply a waste of 
money or disk space. 

EdHak is the latest com
mercial offering from Douglas 
Com munications, the company 
responsible for the Ultimate Virus 
Killer. lt boasts the ability to edit text, 
data, binary files, disk sectors and 
even your ST's memory. 

The utility can be installed as an 
accessory, giving full rein to its func
tions from within any GEM-based 
application. By changing the exten
sion to .PRG, you can run EdHak as a 
program so allowing you to use the 
Install Application option in TOS to 
call up the editor when you double 
click on any file with the extension 
.TXT. 

A range of word processor-like fea
tures are available including word 
wrap, margin setting, tabs and sav
ing a file while simultaneously 
renaming any previous version with 
a .BAK extension. Editing features 
include find/replace text and the 
usual block cut/paste commands. 

Any kind of file can be opened by 
the program allowing for text por
tions to be edited. For instance, the 
bootup message of an AUTO pro
gram can be altered to flash a mes
sage on screen such as "hello" on 
switching on. Care must be taken 
not to infringe copyright, though, as 

most software is credited to the 
author who will justifiably be upset it 
his programs are altered! 

EdHak has a default buffer size of 
1 0 kilobytes which can be changed 
to suit your own memory availability. 
If a file is too large, it will load sec
tions at a time and allow you to work 
on each one. Thought has also been 
given to using the program with 

EdHak 

EdHak aud STeno nmnhag side by side. Which looks more (rfelldly? 

I 

other applications and EdHak will 
work directly with STalker, QuickCIS 
and Barefoot Sofware's MID/Track 
sequencer along with many others. 
Programmers are offered information 
on how to incorporate EdHak into 
custom software. 

Part of the manual is dedicated to 
hacking - delving into program files 
and changing information. The best 
way to view a file can be decided 
with the Text/Hack/Hex option and 
straight text can be viewed (with or 
without the carriage returns) or, in 
Hack mode, all control characters 
along with the text. The Hex option 
shows the value of each character in 
hexadecimal. 

Tire otlly otlrer 
size available, 
full scree11f 
Here it's dis
playing a 
program {fle. 

PROS AND CONS 



ATARI REPAIRS & SPARES 
* FREE ESTIMATES * * MOST REPAIRS DONE IN 48 HOURS * 

* 3 MONTH WARRANTY* * COLLECTION/DELIVERY SERVICE * * FREE TEC HELPLINE * 
REPAIR PRICE EXAMPLES: UPGRADES: 

Replacement Disc Drive fitted •••.••••. £59.95 
Replacement Keyboard fitted ........... £69.96 
Repair Joystick Ports ........................ J!22.60 
Repair Power Supply trOIID .... ,. .......... ~IUO.*tl~ 
Boards Repairs from .......................... .£11.00 

POWER SUPPLIES: 
Service Exchange PSU ....................... £34.95 
Brand New PSU ................................... £45.00 

112 Meg Xtra-RAM Delu.xe .................. £49.95 
2 Meg Xtra-RAM Deluxe ..................... £79.95 
112 Meg 4 Chip Solder-in Kit ............. £39.95 
ll2 Meg 16 Chip Solder-in Kit ........... £29.95 
112 Meg STE SIMMS Upgrade ........... £29.95 

LEADS: 
We can supply a vast selection ofleads 

for the entire ST range - Call for details 

Orders & Enquiries Tel: Southend on Sea 0702 - 207593 9am - 8pm 
Technical Helpline Tel: 0702 • 207274 9am- 6pm Mon- Fri 

HAWKWELL ELECTRONICS 
Mount Bovers Lane, Hawkwell, Hockley, Essex SS5 4JB 

Callers welcome Monday-Friday, 9am-6pm & Saturday 10am-2pm 

7~e~ 
Music DTP v2.2 

Price £260 plus VAT. 
Upgrade available for registered users. 

DEMONSTRATION DISK 
AVAILABLE 

Music DTP is the ultimate publishing 
system for music. It is the only professional 
product of its kind for the Atari ST, and it is used 
by musicians, composers, orchestras, copyists and 
publishers. 

Unlike other packages, Music DTP is based around 
the page layout, for complete control of the final 
result in the highest quality. You have complete 
control over spacing, text fonts, note beaming, line 
thicknesses, and a variety of other parameters. It 
is powerful to use, but easy to learn. 

The new version of this program incorporates 
many new features, including real time entry from 
a MIDI keyboard, playback of scores, graphics 
functions including import and export, and MIDI 
file import and export. This allows the transfer of 
files from sequencer packages for typesetting and 
printing. 

For more details , a demonstration disk and 
example printouts, or to place an order, contact: 

7~e~ 
Institute of Research & Development 

University of Birmingham Research Park 
Vincent Drive, Birmingham B15 2SQ, U.K. 

Tel. 021 415 4155 - Fax. 021 415 4156 



E EXPE 
Got a problem? 
Can't find the 

answer? Our 
team of experts is 

on hand to 
help you ... 

PRINTER PROBLEM 
I have quite a few 

things that I would 
like to ask you, but 
firstly I would like 

to say that I also 
think that your maga

zine is excellent. All of 
your cover d isks, reviews, letters 
pages, news and everything else are 
brilliant. 

My first question is about First 
Word Plus. Whenever I try to import 
an IMG picture, it always tells me 
that it is "unable to show a picture 
taken in a different resolution", or 
that it is not a standard IMG picture 
file. I have tried to show the 

THE ST EXPERTS ... 
VIC LENNARD 
Editor 
When Vie is not editing your favourite magazine, he wears the 
hat of director of the UK MIDI Association and can help with all 
aspects of music and sequencing. 

TONY KAYE 
Technical Editor 
Tony can help with anything to do with the ST's operation, hard
ware and software along with upgrades and consumer problems. 

OFIR GAL 
Freelance writer 
What Ofir doesn't know about HiSoft BASIC, HiSoft don't know! 
He can help with upgrades and system enhancements, too. 

ANDREW WRIGHT 
Freelance writer 
If you need help with DTP or general printing problems, Andrew 
is your man. 

TIGER.IMG file, but this for some rea
son will not work, and neither do 
any other IMG pictures. Please could 
you tell me what I am doing wrong, 
as I can't think of anything at all. 
Also with First Word, I can't, for 
some reason print out italic or light 
text. I have an Amstrad DMP 3000 
printer and I tell the program tha t I 
have an Epson printer. Is this right? 
Apart from these small problems, 
First Word Plus works fine and I have 
been using it frequently ever since it 
was given away with your magazine. 

Secondly, I would like to learn 
how to program as I would like to 
write my own applications and 
maybe even small games. However, 
I'm not sure where to start. Can you 

recommend any books on BASIC for 
me please? I haven't got a clue 
about programming at all and am 
really interested. I would like to get 
hold of a book that explains things 
simply, not one that tells you to type 
in a hundred lines without explain
ing what you have just written. I 
know that it probably won't be very 
easy to learn, but I am very patient 
and don't mind how much time it 
takes me to learn the language quite 
fully. 

Oh yes, thanks a lot for Timeworks 
DTP on your November issue. lt real
ly is brilliant. Before I actually got 
hold of this I didn't know what DTP 
was at all, but Timeworks has really 
been a lot of help for schoolwork, as 
has First Word Plus. 

Lastly, with Timeworks, it is only 
possible for me to get font sizes of 
40 maximum and I can only display 
one picture at a time. I am consider
ing getting a one megabyte memory 
upgrade, so would this allow more 
pictures, higher font sizes and a larg
er selection of typefaces? I have a 
520 STFM . 

By the way, If I upgraded my 
STFM to one megabyte with your 
special offer, would I be able to just 
slot the extra memory in, or would I 

need to solder it or something? 
Andrew Axton, 
Cheltenham, Glos. 

Your problem with the IMG 
files Is one of resolution. You 
can ordy show most IMG files 
In the resolution tlrey were cre
ated or saved. A program like 
the ST Club's lmagecopy would 
help you convert these and 
other pictures ltrto a fonnat 
that First Word Plus will 
Import. 

The printer driver for the 
Epson Is slfglrtly d ifferent from 
tire A rnstrad. Yours will obvi
ously recognise sta ndard com 
mands, but wlren control codes 
are needed to tell the device to 
print light or italics, tlrey are 
differerrt to the ones supplied. 
Different printer drivers are 
supplied witlr the upgraded 
full package that may solve 
your problerrr. 

Tlrere are many books avail
able to help you learn to pro
gram, but you treed to decide 
what type of progra ms you 
want to write. I f you are hop
Ing to program cotmnercial 
quality games, you need to 
leant 68000 assembly language 
or C. These are complex and 
take time to m aster . However, 
if you want to create your own 
applications, try HiSo(t or GFA 
BASIC. Botlr come witlr excel
lerrt manuals and tech.nical 
support. 

Finally, a m emory upgratle 
will enable you to load m ore 
fonts and larger pol tlt sizes as 
well as more pictures. For a11 
STFM, tire upgrade involves 
more tlran just slotting in 
extra m emory and althouglr 
few macllines requiring any 
solderit~g, the process usually 
involves stripping the ST down 
to the malt• circuit board. 

PROFESSIONAL DTP 
ON THE ST? 

need help! Would 
you be kind 
enough to assist 
me in my queries? 

sically, I wish to be 
able to design my own 

audio cassette labels and inserts on 
my Atari 1 040 ST, bought in 1986, 
and to be able to print them in 
colour. This then prompts the follow
ing 
questions:-

a. Is there a colour DTP program 
(and label maker program) that will 
enable me to do this on the Atari? I 



need a good level of versatility in 
design, movement and fonts to emu
late to some degree what is the com
mercial norm. lt follows that I also 
need to obtain very small point size 
characters with half-line spacing like 
Word Perfect. First Word Plus does 
not appear adequate. Can you rec
ommend a suitable word processing 
package that will work on my Atari to 
achieve this? 

b. I believe I need flat bed 
feeding/printing and am looking at a 
Hewlett Packard Deskjet SOOC to 
print in colour and monochrome 
from my Atari. Will it interface all 
right or what do I need to make it 
run? 

c. Can I also buy a cable to interface 
the above printer to an Apple Mac 
should this be necessary instead of 
purchasing a HP Deskwriter C? If so, 
will speed and other things be 
affected? 

I would be grateful to receive 
answers and advice for the above. 
I'm not terribly computer literate, but 
I've been advised to change my Atari 
for an IBM or Apple Mac. I would be 
very loath to do this as I love my ST 
and its music capabilities. Therefore 
please, can you help? 
Miss Lou Tate, Ealing, 
West London. 

a. You don't need a DTP pro
gram so much as a colour
caJ,able design or layout pack
age that will let you use multi
ple forrts and graplrics, place 
tllem anywhere on the page 
and rotate or manipulate tlrem 
at will. If you are using small 
point sizes you'll rreed one that 
handles lrfnted fonts properly 
(hints mean that small sizes 
pritrt very acmrately and legi
bly). No word processor or dedi
cated label program is likely to 
give you tire level of control and 
desigrr flexibility that's needed, 
thougla Protext, for instance, 
will let you use half-line spac
ing in conjunction with a 
printer like the Desk}et. A ll you 
would need the WP for would 
be to type out the text for the 
label, save it as an ASCH file 
and then import it into your 
chosen layout package. 

To some exterrt tire answer 
will aiso depend on the type of 
colour you're using. Spot colour 
is a uniform colour normally 
applled to simple graphics or 
text. It is the simplest form of 
colour to use. Process colour, 
on tire other hand, is a combi
nation of cyan, magenta, yel
low and black inks blerrded to 
represent true colour pictures. 
Jhe best options l1ere are either 
Didot Professional (the colour 
version) or DA's Vector 
reviewed in this issue. Both will 
handle spot or process colour 

though Dldot Is somewhat bet
ter at tl1e latter. It aiso lras a 
dedicated driver for tire colour 
Deskjet, something DA's Vector 
hasn't got. Pagestream 2..2, 
which aiso has a Deskjet dri: 
ver, will do it at a pinch but 
you'll need to purchase expen
sive additional fonts ln 
Compugraplrfc format (the 
only ldnted ones that 
Pagestream will use). 1he 
mabr problem will be your 
hrabtlfty to see colour on the 
screen. Jhe packages above 
need a high resolution mono
chrome monitor that repre
sents colour usmg dithered dot 
patterns. Pagestream will run 
in medium resolution but as 
that only gives you two more 
colours, the difference is llegli
gible. You could always 
upgrade to a Falco11, of course, 
wllich would give you all the 
screen colours you're likely to 
11eed. A colour pritrter will cer
taltrly help - at least you'll be 
able to print out proofs at any 
stage. 

b. Jhe colour Deskjet is an 
excelletrt choice - I used one 
witlr Didot Professional for a 
month and it was great fun. 
It's just a case of J'lug in and 
go - a standard parallel cable 
is all tlrat's required. 

c. Jhe general consensus of 
opinion (biCludltrg tlrat of 
Hewlett Packard tlremselves) is 
that you won't be able to con
nect it to a Mac. There are fun
damental differences between 
tire standard Deskjet and tire 
Apple Mac compatible version, 
the Deskwrlter, and altlrouglr I 
suspect there might be a way 
for tile teclmically adventur
ous, I would11't llke to bet on 
it ... 

NOT FADE AWAY 
have an STFM and 

an annoying prob
lem. When I turn 
my computer on, it 

rns black and white 
and I have to reset to get 

the colour back. Sometimes this does 
not 
happen at all and sometimes it won't 
go away. Please could you tell me 
whether it's my ST or something I 
can improve? 

Also, is it possible to record sound 
on the STFM without using the tele
vision speaker? 

Could you tell me whether it's 
possible to use 4x4 Mb SIMMS in 
an STE? 
Klm Plowman, Swindon, Wilts. 

You may need to retune the 
televisio11 to the computer as it 
soullds like tlrey are 110t quite 
allgr1ed. Iftlrls doesn't work, 

then you may need a trew RF 
modulator whicl1 is tl1e device 
in the ST tlrat converts tire 
video sigrral into one that a T V 
will decode. Any good Atarl 
repair centre slrould be able to 
help. 

Audio is output tl~rough tire 
monitor socket as well as tire 
TV modulator with pin one 
carrying tire audio out sigrral. 
Jhe lead to cotmect the ST to a 
Pldlips CM8833 Mk n monitor 
has two phono leads coming 
from the monitor plug wldch 
wo11ld let yo11 plug it into a 
tape recorder or hi-fi systern. 

lne ST can only address four 
megabytes of RAM and will 
only recognise tile SIMMS In 
pairs so no, it is not possible to 
use 4x4 megabyte SIMMs. See 
tire feah~re 011 page 28 for more 
details 011 l1ow tire nremory is 
addressed and llow it is possi
ble to add a total of 8 
megabytes of RAM to a11 STE or 
Mega. 

THE ULTIMATE 
PGRADE? 

I have had an 
Atari STFM for 
out five years now 

and have upgraded it to 
a double sided disk drive and one 
megabyte of RAM. 

I was wondering if it was possible 
to get stereo sound from my com
puter as some games like E-motion 
offer this on the STE. Is there an 
upgrade available? I have no interest 
in MIDI or sound sampling, so please 
do not suggest these. 

Another thing I would like to know 
is whether there is a graphics card 
available to give 4096 colours like the 
STE. 

If your answer would be to buy an 
STE or a Falcon, please do not give it 
to me as I would rather buy a PC 
which has better software support 
than any other machine and, most of 
all, it is expandable. 
George Kasklris, South 
Woodford, London. 

Wiry ask questions whe11 you 
tell us tlrat if you do11't like 
tl1e answer, you don't want to 
l1ear it? At present, it Is not 
possible to upgrade the STEM 
to the spedfications of the 

Tl1e TOS 2.06 upgrade 
boartl from COMPO. 

Ask The Experts 

STE, and if you think you are 
going to get a PC witlr colour 
graphics and a sound card for 
muclr under £1000, you are 
very much mistaketr. A 520 
STE can c11rrently be bought 
for u11der £200 by carefully 
shopping around and not only 
has 4096 colours and stereo 
sound, but also has a bUtter 
chip and two extra joystick 
ports. Not to merrtion tile 
upgraded TOS versiotr. Tl1e 
choice is yours. 

I have recently 
obtained a RLL 
Western Digital hard 

disk drive but have 
been unable to find out 

which host adaptor is needed to con
nect it to my Atari 520 STFM. 

Also, while checking my circuit 
board for upgrading, I discovered 
four spare sockets where the ROM 
chips are situated. Can you please 
tell me whether the new TOS 2.06 
chips w ill p lug straight in to these 
sockets or will I still need to buy the 
board which you say is needed in 
your magazine? 
Mr Leach, Bristol, Avon. 

T11ere are two basic kinds of 
hard drive mecl1anism 11amed 
after tile data-encoding 
met lrod usecl - RLL (Run 
Length Limited) a11d MFM 
(Modified Frequer1cy 
Modulation). As tire former 
method of encodftrg results ltr 
more data on disk, the surface 
of such a utdt is getrerally of 
higher quality than that of an 
MFMdrlve. 

All Atari drives lrave a Host 
Adaptor board wldch converts 
the data from the ST's DMA 
port to SCSI (Small Computer 
Systern Interface) data. Such a 
board costs around £100 and 
various cornpa11ies ttlanufac
ture t l1ese - DAC, ICD, Supra 
and so on. To cotmect the SCSI 
end of this board to your drive 
requires a SCSI connector. 
Does your RLL drive have one 
"embedded"? You can tell by 
looking at tile connector; if it 
lras SO-pins then you're i11 luck. 
If not, you sllould find two 
edge co11nectors with 34- and 



20-pins respectively. This Is tire 
Seagate ST 406/512 interface 
and requires a bridge board 
wlrfch will be difficult to find 
new. However, if you can 
obtain a second-hand Atari 
SH204 drive (which looks like a 
shoebox and contains a 20 
megabyte disk), this has a 
power supply unit, bridge 
board and host adaptor and 
should cost you less than £SO. 
One point - what Is the capad
ty of your RLL drive? If it's less 
than 40 megabyte you may be 
better off not botlrerlng with lt. 

The ROM chips were original
ly supplied as six chip sets and 
later modified to the two tlrat 
you have in your ST, which Is 
why you lrave four spare sock
ets. Tire addressing for TOS 
2.06 Is different, so you do still 
need the upgrade board. 

HARD WIRING 

Please help me as I'm 
pulling my hair out 
and I haven't got 

much left! I have 
two hard disk drives 

and can't find out how to use them 
both at the same time. 

Why would I want to? I'd like to be 
able to keep one as a backup for the 
other. One drive is a 210 megabyte 
unit I built myself using Gasteiner 
parts and the other is a Protar Profile 
11 recently obtained secondhand. My 
computer is a 1040 STE upgraded to 
four megabytes and a Compo TOS 
2.06 upgrade. 

I've tried everything I can think of, 
but still I can't get both drives to reg
ister. By using the Gasteiner utilities 
and the driver program, I've man
aged to get most, but not all of the 
partitions registering. What am I 
doing wrong? The DMA lead from 
the computer is going into the "in" 
socket of the home built drive and 
the other lead goes from the "out" 
socket to the "in" socket of the Protar 
unit. 
Kelth Smith, Birmingham, 
West Midlands. 

Have you changed tire unit 
number of the Protar drive? 

The Gastelner 
lrard drive 
case as "sed 
forourown 
"Build yo11r 
own lrard 
dlskdrive" 
feature In a 
prevfow Issue 

Eitlrer they both have the same 
LUN (Logical Unit Number), or 
tlrey are not consecutively num
bered as required by some lrost 
adaptors mrd driver software. 
The Atari hard disk driver, for 
example, looks for LUN 0 and 
then proceeds to look for LUN 1. 
If it doesn't find anything 
there, it won't look any further 
and assumes that there are no 
other drives cormected. I sus
pect that the home-built unit 
has no easy method of chang
Ing the LUN, but the Protar has 
a selector 011 tire back. Change 
this to unit number one and 
try agai11. 

STE STEREO OUTPUT 
was given a 520 

STE and a Philips 
CM8833 Mk 11 
monitor for 

hristmas. My ques
tion is this:- The lead I 

have to connect the two has a 13-
pin monitor plug on one end and a 
nine-pin monitor plug on the other. lt 
also has two phone plugs coming 
from the monitor end. If I connect 
these to the Philips, do I get stereo 
sound or do I need to get another 
lead? I have played around with some 
games that a friend of mine says are 
stereo, but I can't tell. He only has a 
1 040 STFM, so we can't check it on 
his computer. 
J Danlels, Teddlngton, 
Middlesex. 

The sound from the monitor 
port is nrono ordy. You need a 
lead that has two pl10no plugs 
011 each end and ca.n be used to 
con11ect tire audio outputs 011 
the rear of tire STE to the 
CM8833 Mk H which lras two 
l11ternal speakers. S14ch a lead 
Is available from most Htglr 
Street electrical slrops for a 
co,ple of pourrds. 

TOS THE CABER 
have just bought a 
secondhand Atari 
520 STFM and I 

wonder if you can 
lp me. I am really 

The Philfps CM8833 Mk H features stereo sound from the STE. 

confused with the 
different TOS versions mentioned. So 
far I've read about version 1.0, 1 .02, 
1.04, 1.2, 1.4, 1.62, 2.06 and 3.06! 
Have there really been eight different 
TOS releases or have I got it wrong? 

I realise that this is something I 
should know, but I'd really appreci
ate you clearing it up for me. Also 
could you tell me which TOS version 
I have in my computer. 
Bill McKenzle, Glasgow, 
Scotland. 

Much has been written al1out 
TOS In the past a11d it's easy to 
forget tlrat begl11trers can get 
co1Jfirsed. Here's a rundowrr:-

The first commerdal STs 
(tire 520 ST) had no Internal 
disk drive or TV modulator. 
TOS came on disk a11d was ver
sion 1.0. This was followed by 
the 520 STM, 1040 STF, a11d 
the STFM rnacltlnes. Rlgltt up 
to the first STFMs, TOS 1.0 was 
installed on ROM, mostly on 
six ROM chips lmt later on two. 
Tire FM was rLpdated twice 
with TOS 1.02 and 1.04, wldd1 
are often referred to as 1.2 and 
1.4 instead. Tire first STEs were 

shipped with verslotr 1.60 but a 
bug tltat would not allow tire 
computer to boot up in medium 
resolution led to the release of 
TOS 1.62 shortly after. This 
remai.ns the current version i11 
all new STEs. 

TOS 2 was fitted ftt tire Mega 
STE and the latest version Is 
TOS 2.06. The same applies to 
the TT, wlrose arrrent version Is 
3.06. Just to confiLse matters, 
the Falcorr Is belrrg shipped 
with version 4.02 (tire earliest 
have 4.01), wlrfch is NOT 
MultiTOS. This is beftrg shipped 
separately. 

All versions are updates with 
botlr system and user errlrance
ments. Although some lncom
patlbfllty exists between the ver
sions, TOS 2.06 is the most 
desirable release for STs. 
Several companies offer 
upgrades for most machltres, 
althouglr tire ordy offidal ROMS 
come from Compo Software 
(0480 891819).TOS upgrades 
include unseen enhanceme11ts 
to tire system as well as the 
obvfow changes to the file selec
tor or the desktop Itself. 

GOT A PROBLEM? 
If you have a question you need an answer to, write to the team 
and they will do their best to solve it for you. They can help on 
any aspect of the ST from operating difficulties to repairs. As the 
saying goes, "if we don 't know the answer, we know a man who 
does!" 

Write to Ask The Experts, Atari 5T Review, Europa House, 
Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SKlO 4NP. To help us, please write 
the nature of your problem on the outside of the envelope. 

Please note that although we try to answer all letters, the 
volume we receive means that we cannot guarantee to reply to 
every letter and personal correspondence cannot be entered into. 
For this reason, we recommend that you do not send any SAEs or 
postage. We are unable to deal with your questions on the 
telephone. 



Here we go with 
another dip into the 

alphabet to help 
you learn some of 

the terms assodat
ed with the STand 

home computing 
ACCESSORY 
Identified by the extension .ACC, an 
accessory is loaded at boot-up if it has 
been placed in the root directory of the 
boot disk. Access from within any GEM 
program is via the Desk menu option on 
the desktop. The most common accesso
ry is the Atari control panel. 

AUTO FOLDER 
When the ST is first switched on, the system 
looks for a folder called AUTO on the boot 
disk. If it finds one, it loads and runs all the 
programs in it. Only non-GEM programs 
can be loaded in this way as their installa· 
tion takes place before the GEM operating 
system is available to handle them. 

BOOT DISK 
This is the disk in your drive when you first 
switch on the computer. All configuration 
programs such as accessories and AUTO 
folder programs are placed on it. If you 
have a floppy disk system, the boot disk is 
placed in the internal drive of your ST (drive 
A). However, hard disk drive owners usually 
have drive C, the first partition of the drive, 
as their boot drive. 

CARTRIDGE PORT 
On the left hand side of your ST is a slot 
that probably hasn't seen any action since 
you bought the computer. This accepts car
tridges which may contain programs, copy 
protection data (usually called a "dongle") 
or clock-setting information. 

DATABASE 
A database is a program that allows you to 
store and handle large amounts of informa· 
tion and present it in an ordered fashion. 
For example, a database of names and 
addresses can be used to produce labels for 
a mailshot. Although mainly used by busi
nesses, a database can also catalogue col
lections such as CDs or videos. 

EMULATION 
Want your computer to be something it 
isn't? The ST can emulate other computers 
like the Macintosh or the PC by providing it 
with the right hardware and software. There 
is even a program provided with the ST 
called EMULATOR.ACC, an accessory that 
turns the computer into a terminal for data 
communications ( comms). 

FORMAT 
Before you can use a disk to store 
information, you need to format it (rather 
like a filing cabinet needs drawers and 
sections). For th is, you have to use the 
Format option from the desktop. Most STs, 
apart from the earlier machines and later 
Mega STEs and Tis, have double·sided disk 
drives. 

GEM 
Stands for Graphics Environment Manager 
and describes the system of windows, icons 
and mouse pointer that is used with the ST. 

HIGH RESOLUTION 
Many people with a television probably won
der why the "High" option from the "Set 
Preferences" menu is greyed out and so can
not be selected. To use the high resolution 
mode, you need a special monitor as a TV 
cannot handle the number of screen pixels 
required. 

INSTALL APPLICATION 
Another under-used feature of the ST. If you 
have TOS 1.04 or greater, this option allows 
you to make a program run automatically 
when the machine is turned on, open an 
application by double clicking on 
an associated file and, with TOS 2.06, open 
an application using one of the function 
keys. 

JOYSTICK 
An alternative method to the mouse for 
moving the cursor around on screen (see 
also Trackball). A joystick is mainly used for 
playing games. 

KEY CLICKS 
The clicking sound that you hear from your 
monitor when you type. This can be 
switched off using the "General Setup" 
option from the Control Panel. 

LASER PRINTER 
A laser printer presents a high quality print
out by using laser technology. An image is 
created on a photo-sensitive drum and 
transferred onto paper in a similar manner 
to a photocopier. 

MOVE FILES 
Later TOS versions allow files to be moved 
from one location to another by dragging 
them to their destination and releasing the 
mouse button while holding down the 
Control key. With earlier TOS versions, files 
had to be copied and then the original 
dragged to the Trash icon and deleted. 

NAMING FILES 
When saving a file, make sure that the name 
you give it enables it to be found again. A 
fairly obvious statement, but a lot of people 
use files names that have a meaning at the 
time but is lost later on! You can change the 
names of files using the "Show Into" option 
from the menu bar. 

ST Jargon Explained 

OPEN FILE 
There are two ways to open a file. One is to 
highlight the program by clicking on it and to 
then select "Open" from the menu; the 
other is simply to double-click on the required 
file. 

PROGRAM FILES 
Program files are identified by one of four 
extensions; .PRG, .TOS, .TIP or .APP. These 
can all be run by double-clicking or opening 
them as described above. Files with the 
extension .ACC are accessories and need to 
be in the root directory of your boot disk 
when you switch on. 

QUIT 
This is the command used by many programs 
to return to the desktop. 

RS-232 PORT 
The ST is fitted with an industry·standard data 
communications port called RS-232. This is 
marked with a telephone symbol on the back 
of your computer and is mainly used for 
connection to a modem. 

SCROLL BAR 
Sometimes, not all the information on a disk 
can be displayed in the open window. On the 
right hand side and at the bottom of the 
window, there are bars that are shaded when 
more information is available. To access the 
extra into, click in the shaded area and the 
window will move to show the next 
section, or click on the arrows to move one 
line at a time. 

TRACKBALL 
Basically an "upside-down" mouse, a trackball 
is an alternative that has the advantage of tak
ing up less desk space. The ball moves the 
mouse pointer around the screen. 

UNDO 
Some programs let you revert to the condi
tion before carrying out a command by press
ing the Undo key. This is particularly useful in 
Art and DTP packages. 

VT-52 EMULATION 
This is the most common "dumb 
terminal" for comms. The EMULATOR.ACC 
effectively turns your computer into a VT-52 
terminal so allowing you to communicate 
with other computers by using a modem. 

WARM START 
There are two ways of restarting your 
computer. A "warm" start resets the comput
er quickly but without returning all of the 
memory pointers to zero. This is useful if you 
are using a reset-proof RAMdisk, but will 
often leave resident viruses untouched. 

Warm starts are performed by pressing 
the reset button on the back of the computer 
or, with TOS 1.04 and above, holding down 
the Control, Alternate and Delete keys simul
taneously. A "cold" boot is carried out by 
switching the computer off for at least thirty 
seconds or by adding the right Shift key to 
the above combination. 

X-CONTROL 
The new configurable control panel from 
Atari. lt uses modules called CPXs that can be 
added or removed as required without hav
ing to reboot. 

ZIP 
Zip is a method of compressing files for 
storage. Developed in France, it is very 
efficient and fully compatible with PKZIP on 
the PC. 

COPYING FILES 
GEM uses a graphical screen and the 
mouse for most of its main opera
tions. A system of "clicking and drag
ging" is used to move flies from one 
place to another. Copying from one 
disk to another on a single drive sys
tem Is easy when you get used to lt, 
but can be confusing as it uses both 
drive Icons (A and B). Drive A Is used 
for the source disk and drive B, the 
destination. 

Assuming that your disks have 
been formatted using the desktop, to 
copy a complete disk simply drag 
(click with the left mouse button and 
hold it down while you move the 
mouse) the drive A Icon onto the pic
ture of drive B. Then all you need to 
do is follow the on·screen prompts. 

You can copy Individual f lies by 
opening windows for disk A and disk 
B In the same way. Drag the file you 
want to the other window and the 
computer will guide you. 

If you need to move a file (copy 
and delete the original In one opera
tion), hold down t he Control key 
while dragging lt across. However, 
this only works with later versions of 
TOS. If you are not sure, just try lt! 



It's time for you to 
put pen to paper 
and let us know 
what you think. 

Whether it's 
praise or a gripe, 
you'll find them 

all here in Points 
Of View ... 

WRINKLIES STRIKE BACK! 
How very refreshing to read james 

Hornby's letter and to find that "us 

older folk" also have an interest in an 

otherwise thought of younger per

son's pastime. I myself have been a 

computer nut from the very early 

days of tennis video games and 

inevitably jumped onto the band

wagon when the first IBM PCs 

appeared. I started with a ZXSO kit, 

then a ZX81 kit, two Spectrums, a 

Texas Tl/ 99 and finally, my now 

beloved Atari 520 STFM. 

I've gone through most of the 

games phases. shoot' em-ups, RPGs 

and adventures. Now, at this 

moment in time, I'm deeply involved 

in trying to master the art of STOS 

programming. 

I have several bones to pick, first 

with Games houses. I work for a 

medical firm making wheelchairs 

and scooters. If our company says 

that a new product is to be released 

to the public, you can count on us 

busting a gut to make sure that it is 

ready on time. Now, if the Games 

houses have so many bugs to iron 

out before the release date, why 

make that date so unrealistic? I for 

one hate reading of such and such 

date only to find that it's most prob

ably going to be six or more months 

later, by which time I've probably 

lost interest. 

Secondly, I hate reading letters 

from diehards who have nothing 

good to say about the magazine 

they are writing to. I know you need 

a certain amount of feedback to get 

a well-balanced menu, but do we 

need to suffer? I would much rather 

hear from your converts, like me! 

My third point is not so much a 

moan as a plea. Could we p lease 

have a more detailed look at pro

gramming, in my case. STOS? If you 

could possibly start from the point 

where you switch on the computer, 

it may help some of us clueless 

spuds! 

Now I have watched magazines 

come and go, some good and some 

not so good, then wallop, out comes 

ST Review, which has got the 

balance just right. If 1 have to buy 

two dozen copies to keep your 

distribution figures up, I would, even 

if it means that the kids go without 

their petrol rations! 

BA Wallcroft (age 52), 

Sandwell, W Midlands. 
Generally, people write ltrto a 
magazine for one of two rea
sons; to praise or to complain! 
While I'm aware tlrat many 
magazines make up the major
ity of their letters pages, tlds 
Isn't the case with ST Review 
as our mailbag Is full a11d var
Ied . Consequently, we do pub
lish the negative letters along 
wltlr tire more positive o11es 
such as yours; however our 
replies tend to make short 
work of tlrose whose prime 
objective In life Is to whbrge. 
We have already run a series of 

articles on programming with 

STOS and while that doesn't pre

clude us from running a follow-up, 

the letters and comment3 we 

receive seem to point to most of 

you wanting to see a continuation 

of the BASIC programming series. 

We had Intended to finish this at 

the end of Issue 12 but have start

ed a brand new project by popu
lar demand. 

Games-house support for the ST 

Is at an all-time low and whilst I 

also dislike the mentioning of 

unrealistic release dates, surely 

this Is better than launching a 

game riddled with bugs. it Is a 

long held opinion of mine that the 

general public find more fault3 

with programs than the program

mers themselves or their testers. 

The difference Is that the latter 

are generally paid to do the job! 

Thanks for the vote of confl. 

dence In ST Review. We may be In 

the hands of a new publisher but 

the Integrity and content of the 

maga:llne remains the same. 

LEARNING PROGRAMMING 
When I leave school I would like to 

become a computer games pro

grammer and I think now would be 

a good time to learn to program. 

Please could you answer some 

questions? 

1 When I got my computer, 1 got ST 

BASIC with it and I can program a 

little. Small games like Guess a 

Number, but I can't program games 

with sprites, etc. Is it possible to pro

gram an arcade game with it? If so, 

is there a book as the manual is use-

less? 

2 What is C language, is it worth 

buying and where can I get it? 

3 By the time you print this letter, 1 

will probably have STOS, STOS 3D 

and STOS Maestro. Do any program

mers use STOS? 

4 How do you program consoles? 

Nlcholas Smith, Catford, 
London. 

1 ST BASIC Is all right as an Intro

duction to programming, but you 

are better off progressing to HISoft 

or GFA BASIC now, as these are 

capable of producing more p ower

ful code and have a larger user 

base. Our series of programming 

on HISoft BASIC continues and will 

teach you how to handle many 

programming situations. The lat

est versions of these programs also 

come with excellent manuals, and 

books are available to help you 

progress further. 

2 C Is a much faster language that 

BASIC and Is used by many profes

sionals for games and music pro· 

grammlng. Try Lattice C, available 

from HISoft. 

3 STOS Is good for home use und 

while there Is very little commer

cial software written In this lan

guage, it Is easy to team. As STOS 

has lt3 foundations In BASIC, you 

will probably want to leave it 

alone If you want to produce high 

quality programs. 

4 Console programs are created In 

exactly the same way as computer 

programs. The difference Is simply 

In machine-specific routines. 

PRAISE, WITH A WARNING 
I read with interest your letter of the 

month in the March issue of ST 

Review praising MJC Computer 

Supplies. I ordered several items from 

them in November to give to my 

children as Christmas presents and I, 

too, was most impressed with their 

efficiency. The order was delivered in 

only a few days. 

I then waited w ith anticipation for 

another Christmas present 1 had 

ordere~ from Eagle Software, namely 



Megatraveller 11. As Christmas 
approached and the order had not 
arrived, I phoned Eagle Software. was 
told that the game would not be 
available until the same time in 1993 
and they agreed to refund my 
money. Christmas came and went 
with no sign of the refund so I 
phoned again and again I was 
promised the refund. I phoned on at 
least 1 0 more occasions and was 
promised the refund each time. I 
have still not received any money. 

I agree w ith your comment that 
good companies such as MJC should 
be praised. Likewise, poor firms such 
as Eagle Software should also be 
identified so that readers can make 
informed choices of where to buy 
from. 
Brlan Roblnson, Ravenshead, 
Notts. 

PS. I notice that Eagle Software con
tinue to advertise Megatraveller 11 at 
£20.99. As this is not available is 
there not an advertising standards 
issue here? 

We spoke to Eagle Software on 
your behalf and they confinned 
that, at the time of writing, a 
cheque was due to be sent to you. 
The person respomlble for sending 
refunds had been Ill for a time so 
creating a backlog of work and 
delays. 

The Issue of release dates has 
always been a thorny one. 
Software houfes often give a 
release date and then put it back, 
leaving suppliers In an awkward 
situation. While not wishing to 
defend advertisers outright, con· 

slderatlon must be given to the 
time between an advert being pro
duced and relea1ed In the maga· 
zlne. 

TO GAME OR NOT 
TO GAME? 
I have read with concern the numer
ous letters that your magazine has 
received concerning the writer's 

d isgust at you devoting part of your 
issue to games software. 

When I first bought my Atari STFM 
in 1989, I purchased it because I 
wished to spend my free time work
ing with sophisticated DTP, word 
processors and Art packages. I saw 
the ST as not only capable of this, 
but also p laying brill iant, fun games. I 
am sure that I am in the majority 
when I say that I believe that the ST 
was conceived as a real mult i-pur
pose machine, designed to do almost 
any task you threw at it. Playing 
games or desktop publishing, the ST 
is ideally suited to these applications 
because it is, in my opinion, the best 
computer for the job. 

I feel sad for all of those people 
who think that the ST is a serious 
computer only. Yes, there is a w ide 
range of serious software for the ST, 
but I am sure that they are wrong in 
dismissing your games reviews as a 
waste of space. I feel that the majori
ty of readers of your totally excellent 
magazine would be devastated to 
find that ST Review had gone from 
being a brilliant all round publicat ion 
to a totally serious magazine devoted 
to business applications. 

This is a particularly bad scenario 
to imagine, and I know that you 

wouldn't let them persuade you into 
doing such a ghastly thing, but it 
does warrant me writing to you 
about it. 

I was extremely pleased when I 
first saw your magazine and subse
quently bought that issue. I had 
HiSoft BASIC bolted to the front 
which I have enjoyed very much. As 
you may have guessed, this letter 
was typed using the brilliant First 
Word Plus V2 software given on the 
second issue I bought. 

On a final note, I feel obliged to 
congratulate you on an absolutely 
brilliant magazine and I hope you 
stay around for a long time to come. 
I, for one w ill be quite happy forking 
out for every single issue. 
John Bradley, Buckingham, 
Bucks. 

Historically, the ST ha1 been 
marketed first and foremo1t as a 
games machine. But while some 
very good games have been 
written for it, the various Amlga 
computers have always had the 
edge due to their superior graph
Ics and sound quality. 

Yes, there Is quite a clear divide 
among ST users between those 
who play games and those who 
don't. Part of the reason for this is 
that serious software doesn't 
generally run on a medium resolu
tion colour monitor (or Is seriously 
compromised if lt does) while very 
few games will run on a high reso
lution mono monitor. So to use 
your ST for, say, music, DTP and 
games requires ownership of two 
monitors, the combined cost of 
which Is likely to exceed that of 

Points Of View 

the Srt 
ST Review Is cutting down Its 

games coverage for one reason • 
there are far fewer new games 
appearing on the market. That 
said, we will always have a games 
section and games are also covered 
in PO Zone. The point about ST 
Review Is that while it attempts to 
be an infonnatlve read and to cover 
the latest serious software In depth, 
we always bear In mind the com
ments In your letters and so try to 
balance out each Issue accordingly. 

CONTRADICTIONS 
May I bring to your attention several 
contradictions between your preview 
and review of Streetfighter 2. In the 
preview (issue n ine) you stated that 
"some arcade to ST conversions have 
been less than impressive, but this is 
definitely not the case with SF2". Yet 
in the review (Issue 11) you declared it 
"an excellent conversion that is poorly 
suited to the ST". The preview 
promised us " the scroll ing is truly 
superb, every character moves 
fluid ly", while the review informed us 
" the screen scrolls with the smooth
ness of a car running on lumpy 
petrol". 

So wha t went wrong? Did you just 
take US Golds word for it or, perhaps 
you accidentally previewed the SNES 
version? Whatever, I'm glad I didn't 
buy it on the strength of your preview, 
I might have been "seriously disap
pointed with the end result". 

Enough sarcasm, enough moaning, 
it's still a good magazine. 
M Rayner, Eastbourne, East 
Sussex. 



A preview often has to take Into 
account a programmer's promises, 
which Is exactly why it Is called a 
preview! ff the full finished pro
gram Is available, then we review 
lt and give our opinion. Software 
houses will always show an unfin
Ished product In its best light 
which is why there is such a 
difference between the two. 

Nonnally, a preview is pub
lished before the software is 
available to the general public, 
so t11is sl1ould not cause any 
undue grief. 

I REST MY CASE 
First of all, may I take this oppor

tunity to congratulate you on 
producing a great magazine. The 
content and cover disks are excel
lent. 

In your April issue, you mention 
that the Falcon will have a new case 
when it is released to the public, but 
it appears to only be available in the 
old ST case. Also the price has 
increased. 

I would like to know what is hap
pening and when to actually buy a 
Falcon. I don't want to be left with 
an obsolete machine. 
Alan Phllllps, luton. Beds. 

Atari have Informed us that the 
new case Is unlikely to be avail
able until around June. However, 
many people are buying the 
current machine as it has a very 
Impressive list of features which 
ST Review has covered In detail In 
various Issues. While the case Is 
changing, the technical details 
are remaining largely the same so 
you pays your money and takes 
your choice ... 

Needless to say, the price 
Increase Is due to the exchange 
rate and so, unfortunately, 
unavoidable. 

HARD TO INSTALL 
I would like to ask the software 
companies why they don't allow ST 
owners to install games onto their 
hard disk drives. 

I have recently bought Gobliins 2 
and Microprose Formula One Grand 
Prix and neither will allow installation 
on my hard disk. lt would be nice to 
run this kind of game from it as it 
would save loading times and keep 
me interested in the games them
selves. 

I can understand the need to 
avoid piracy, but both of these 
games are capable of being installed 
onto PCs and Grand Prix will even 
go onto an Amiga hard disk! They 
both have another form of protec
tion by using a colour card or the 
manual, so that can't be the reason. 

Why can't we enjoy this feature 
when, I think there is a higher 
proportion of ST owners with hard 
disks than Amiga owners. 
)lm Scott, Nottingham. 

We agree with you, Jlm. it's very 
annoying, especially, as you say, 
Grand Prix can be Installed on 
every other system and has manual 
protection toot 

Experimentation with Gob/llns 2 
shows that If you copy the files 
Into a folder on your hard disk (we 
called ours GOBLIINS.2) and copy 
the loading program from the 
AUTO folder to the same folder, 
you can then ron lt from that par
tition by simply double cllclclng on 
GOADER.PRG. 

There could well be other pro
grams that will/et you ron them In 
this way, but make sure they are 
for your own use only. You still 
need the manual or colour card to 
play them and piracy Is theft and 
most definitely frowned upon. 

QUALITY COVER DISKS 
Isn't it strange how people's reasons 
for buying a magazine like ST Review 
differ? 

Peter Lee, in the March 1993 issue, 
complains that the cover disks were 
becoming boring with too much seri
ous software. lt was precisely because 
of the quality of the software on the 
cover disks that prompted me to buy 
your magazine in the first place. I 
almost wrote to you a couple of 
months ago to urge you to continue 
to provide such quality. it was a result 
of your producing Timeworks DTP 
that I upgraded to version two at a 
discount price. I simply could not 
afford the full retail price, and this 
gave me an affordable way to 
upgrade. 

The Cyber Series of programs was 
another master stroke on your part! 
appreciate how difficult it is to 
achieve a balance, but so long as you 
continue to provide such quality 
cover disks I shall continue to buy 
your first class magazine. 
J Bernard Melling, Blackpool. 

We appreciate what you say, but 
we would like to think that you 
also buy the magazine for what we 
paclc between the covers! 

A WORD OF WARNING 
Please use this letter as a warning to 
other ST owners who have the need 
to send their machines off for repair. 

I had cause to send mine off and I 
chose, from all those advertised in 
the various related magazines, WTS 
Electronics Ltd in Luton, Beds. My ST 
was collected by carrier on 16th 
October 1992 and after over £6.00 in 
telephone calls, I received my 
"repaired" computer on 24th 
November. 

Repaired? lt was working, despite a 
faulty connection in the mouse port 
from where I run the external disk 
drive and a loose space bar. I thought 
I could live with it until I realised that 
I was running out of memory. The 
one megabyte of RAM was not regis
tering. 

After a number of letters and tele
phone calls, the machine was 
returned to WTS to get the repair 
repaired on 15th December. This 
time, it took until 12th January to 
return the computer. The first thing I 
tested was the memory upgrade, 
which still wasn't showing. 

A strongly worded letter was sent 
off on the same day and I was sur
prised by a response on the 15th, 
albeit only asking for a job number. 
This was supplied the following day. 
I waited and I waited until I got fed 
up. Another call made it clear that 
WTS were not going to get stung for 
the shipping costs. 

I sent the job back to WTS on the 
15th February and, at the time of 
writing I have heard nothing. I am 
not decrying WTS Electronics Ltd, 
that is for others to do when looking 
for a reliable repair agent. 
Mr D. Hodgson,Whitehaven, 
Cumbria 

We rang WTS to hear their side of 
the story and spoke to the 
Managing Director, Dave Pleece. 
He checked your file and told me 
that when your ST was returned 
after the first problem, it was 
thoroughly tested over a period of 
two weeks and no faults were 
found. Your computer has now 
been returned to you and, at the 
time of writing, no further prob
lems have been reported. 

BALANCING ACT 
I have been reading your magazine 
since the first issue and felt it was 
about time I wrote to you and 
expressed my opinion. Since the 
early days, a lot has been said about 
the balance of games and serious 
articles in your hallowed pages. 
Some insist that there's not enough 
games coverage and some say 
there's too much. I'd like to explain 
why I think you have the mix right. 

I bought my 1 040 STFM in 1989 
and have been a regular reader of ST 
magazines, although I mostly used 
my machine for playing games and 
typing the odd letter. Then along 
came ST Review and I realised, not 
only through the excellent software 
on the cover disks (from about issue 
four onwards), but also through the 
simple, easy to follow tutorials. I now 
program in HiSoft BASIC in my own 
limited way, write articles for my col
lege paper and even design my own 
posters and signs using Timeworks 
DTP. 

I now realise there's a lot more to 
the ST than first appears and I would 
like to encourage others to enjoy all 
the aspects of a great home comput
er. I'm thinking of buying a Falcon, 
safe in the knowledge that it won't 
just be a "glorifieq console with keys". 
Steve Jeffrles, Bodmin, 
Cornwall. 

Bow refreshing it is to hear 
from someone in your posi-

tion. It's nice to think that our 
readers are learning that the 
ST l1as a wealth of programs 
from simply being able to kill 
aliens through to music, DTP 
and beyond. The Falcon cer
talrdy holds promise bu t soft
ware support must continue for 
the ST as well if botlr machines 
are to be kept alive. And not 
just wit11 sales of games ... 

TIME FOR A COMPLIMENT 
I would like to thank you for provid
ing us with the opportunity to 
upgrade our computers with your 
great offers. I have a 520 STFM and I 
have just bought a memory upgrade 
and a clock cartridge and I'm delight
ed with both. I never realised that 
something as simple as a clock could 
make so much difference to using the 
computer. I write letters and all of 
them are now automatically stored 
w ith the correct time and date w ith
out me having to put it in every time 
I use the machine. I thoroughly rec
ommend that if anyone is using their 
computer for anything other than just 
playing games, this is an essential 
add-on to the system. 
Bill Wineman, Kingston, Surrey. 

Another satisfied customer! It's 
nice to know that you appred 
ate tl1e offers • in fact, over 
3,500 of you have bought mem
ory upgrades, mice and the like 
via our Offers page over the last 
six issues. We try to bring you 
products tlrat enhance your sys
tem without emptying your 
pocket. 

The standard ST is capable 
ofbeingupgraded to four 
megabytes in total. At the 
moment, this is the maximum 
available for tile STFM, but the 
Mega and STE are capable of 
beir~g upgraded to 12 
megabytes (see feature in tlais 
issue). W11er1 an upgrade is 
available for tile STFM, be sure 
tllat i t will be in the news pages 
of your favourite magazine. 

As for the clock cartridge, it's 
actually manufactured by a 
well-known company and was 
given an "essential buy" award 
when we reviewed it in an 
earlier issue. 

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY? 
If you have something to say about ST 

Review, the ST scene or anything else, 

drop us a line here at our new address 

and tell the world through these 

pages. Write to Points Of View, Alar/ 

ST Review, Europa House, Adllngton 

Park, Macclcsfleld SK10 4NP. 

Please note that whilst we try and 

answer every letter, this is not always 

possible. We reserve the right to edit 

letters for reasons of space. Personal 

correspondence cannot be entered 

into, so don't send stamps or SAEs. 



Central London 

fast . 
. ST Repatrs 

Upgrades + Engineering requiremenfl 

*GUARANTEED 
SAME DAY 
SERVICE 

£34.99 + prts 
(av. cost £49.00) 

*NORMAL 
SERVICE 

£24.99 + prts 
(Typically 24 hrs) 

Not all PDL's are the same! 

At last! ST PD for grown-ups! No demo's, 
no junk, just vast amounts of quality 
software at prices you can afford. We have 
over 1,000 disks (more arriving daily!), of 
which 200 are games, (the rest are clipart, 
utilities , programming, music, business 
applications, educational. .. ). You name it, 
we've probably got it. And why wait? 
With credit card orders, we post 1st class, 
same-day, for arrival tomorrow. Our 
catalogue doesn't just list what we've got, 
it describes each disk. We support our 
software with a free helpline, and are 
happy to offer free advice and help to any 
ST author or user. We have an enlightened 
attitude to "swaps": if you've got it, and 
we haven't , we'll swap you for it! 

Send 3 x 1st class stamps, or a disk and 
SAE, for our catalogue TODAY! 

51, Thornleigh Road, Bishopston, 
Bristol BS7 8PQ. Phone 0272-424743 

,'< Business Cards .,.( 
,'t Manuals ,'< Labels ,'< 

Professionally Litho Printed from your own Disks 
Phone or Fax for Quote 

Tel.: DR1-361 '?466 f~: DR1-361 '746"? 

Low Cost upgrading 
STE to 1Mb .... ..... ..... ..... ............. ..... . £13.99 
STE to 2Mb ...................................... £49.99 
STFM to 1Mb ......... ....... ................ ... £25.00 
STFM to 2.5Mb ................. ............... £79.99 
TOS 1.4 .......... .................... .............. £25.00 
TOS 2.06 .................................. ......... £POA 
Double Sided Drive .......................... £47.00 
Power Supply ....... ............................ £39.95 
Power Supply (Replace) ................. £25.00 

Fitting for the above from £15.00 

Door to door pick up + delivery anywhere in the U.K. 
Also Mono + Colour Monitors 

HCS ENGINEERING 
144, Tanner St., Tower Bridge, London SE1 2HG 

Tel. 071-252 3553 

NEED SAMPLES? ... 
Try our Sample Library 

• Get ProfessionalS-bit Samples for the price ofPD 
• Compatible with Quartet, Replay, Replay Pro, 

Stereo Replay, Sequencer One Plus, TCB Tracker 
• lOO's of sounds to choose from: Drum Kits, Instruments, 

Percussion, Sound Effects, Vocals 
• Expanding Sample Library 
• Still only £3.50 per disk 

SEND £1.50 FOR CATALOGUE 
+SAMPLER DISK 

PLEASE SPECIFY SOFTWARE USED 

CUBASE A PROBLEM? ... 
You need MIDI guru Geoffrey Ryle's 
OFFICIAL CUBASE HANDBOOK 

• Helpful hints, tips and secrets 
• Tutorials and step-by-step instructions 
• Written in the USA 

ONLY £22.45 INCLUSIVE 
BY CHEQUE OR 
POSTAL ORDER 

PREMIER MUSIC SERVICES LTD. Dept. STREV 
18 Foyle Road, Chandlers Ford, 
Eastleigh, Hants. 
S053QP. 
Tel: 0703 260485 

Jewel PD 

I> MS 

19 Hoclgldnscn Rd, . 
ICI!tltly-ln-Aihfidd, 
Hotts HG17 7DJ 
Td: 0613 754061 

ATARI ST, AMIGA, & PC PUBLIC DOMAIN & SHAREWARE 
0002: Air Worrior 
GOOJ: U6motron :.. + 1 Meg 
GOO.c: Mystic W~ll 
G009:0lone 
GOIO:Robotz.Nolgus 2 
G012: ~nguins 
G026: Haunted House 
G027: Me9(1t01d$ 
G028: lrw4dc.rs 
G031 t8olo . 1 MA!:S 
0036: footbOII M.'ln<ISC' 
GOl9: Aetventute Games 
GO• 1: fntermtl~ Cricket 
GO.c.c: Vtolcncc 
G0-48: MOno Gorm:s 
GOSO: Match 1t 
G051 1 thlnklns Gamu 
GOS3: fotemoster 
GQ6.4:810Je9 
G065: Grov2 
G069':Nosttom 

l100'2: Label MlllkttS 
UOO.c: Double Sc:n trr 
U006: SUI)C:tcord 1•2 
U007: F~ttwo!se. 04teb0se. 
U020; Gemini VI. 1 
0022: < Compilc.r .. Tutor 
U024: Viewing Ublitles 
U026: Shc:ct2. 1 1¥\cg 
U034: A.rchlvers • PcKkers 
U035: M tro 22 
U037: OpV$ Sprc~eet. 1 Mc-s 
U038: H<1m Oi$k 

~:t~~=rs 
U051 : Virvs Killers 
U056: Yr 2nd Atatl MMwl 
U070: SOgro tan 
U072: 11\VO Concept Ocmo MOkct 
U071: GFA Expc.rt 
U1 01 : STOS ExtensloM 
WOOl : Sl Wtitcr Elite 
W003: \st Word 

FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE 
PD DISKS: 1·9 £1 .25 each 1 0 or more £1 .00 e.ach 
Make cheques and postal orders payable to Miss J Lowe 

M001 :~comp14nbt S!.-4 
M002:Ani ST 
MClO<I: Noisetrock.er 
M01 1: Alchymy Junlor. 1 Mes 
M026: C41(1mut fonts 
M029: Sports Cllp Nt 
M030: Kosmlc 2 . 1 Me.g 
M031:Ctock Att. 1 Mt9 
M033:Varlous Tr.ekers 
M03S: Picture Concept 
hAI038: Noi$clf"CICkCr MOdVIC.'$ 
T001: The PlaM:ts Slldes.how 
T003: Cirwlt Desisner 
TOQ6, 80dy Shop 
T009: PIMe.Wium 
T010 Typing Tutor 
1011: BI.Nness letters 
T091: Oot toOot 
T030: Things Not To Do De-mo 
1042: Fotm nooe.r 2.2 
DOOS!: GrotCSQ\Iot Demo STE. 1 Motg 

FREE POSTAGE 
Same Day 
Despatch 



THE BLITTE 
Red Nose Day always 
causes people to do 
silly things they regret 
afterwards ... 

ARE YOU WAITING 
FOR A PRIZE? 

Due to the change of Publisher and the 
move from London to Macclesfield, some 
records have been filed and can't be located 
instantly. If your name has appeared in the 
magazine and you have not yet received 
your prize, please accept our sincere apolo· 
g ies and write to: 

Where's My Prize?, Atari ST Review, 
E uropress Enterprise, E uropa House, 

Adlington Park, Macclesfield SKIO 4NP. 

Please tell us what prize you are expecting, 
which issue the competition was in and also 
which issue stated that you were a winner. 
We will look into it and dispatch your good· 
ies as soon as possible. 

DEAR NEWSAGENT 

Use this coupon to be sure of your 

copy of r!'ii!1,} l i l every month. 
Please reserve me a copy of Atari ST Review every month 

starting with issue number .... . . 

* I will collect it from you/please deliver it to my address 
• Delete as necessary 

Name ........ .... ..... ........... ...... ......... .... ................ .................. ..... .............. . 

Address ......... ................ ................... ................. ... ...... .... .... ..... .... ......... .. 

Postcode .... ....... ..... .................. ........ . 

Newsagents note: Atori ST Revittw is a Europress Enterprise publication and is d istributed 

by Coma g. If you have any problems obtaining a copy, please contact us. 

ATARI 
KILLS 

GORILLA 
Many events were held around the country on March 12th, Comic Relief Red 
Nose Day. Among them was a charity battle at Harlow Swimming Pool in 
Essex, between several members of the Home Computing industry. 

The "it's A Knock-out" style event took place be-tween Atari, Sega, 
Nintendo, US Gold, Microprose, Electronic Arts and the organisers, mail order 
retailer Special Reserve (who, surprise, surprise, eventually won!). 

However, the biggest cheer of the night was reserved for Atari and 
Electronic Arts, following a reconnaissance raid on Sega. Their mascot, a huge 
cuddly ape brandishing a Sonic 2 T-Shirt, was hijacked and forced to go swim
ming in the deep end! 

Second place was taken by Electronic Arts and third was Sega, who just 
clinched the position from Atari, whose lane was mysteriously blocked by ... a 
huge cuddly ape. 

SEEN AND HEARD I :. 
Do you have an amusing story regarding the ST? The Blitter End is . 
designed to leave you with a smile while you wait for the next issue' of ST 
Review. We need your stories, cartoons and general information to keep 
the page fresh and interesting. 

In ret urn, we offer ... nothing at all! Well, the chance to see your name 
in these hallowed pages should be all the reward you need. We may 
decide to reward exceptional work, but as it' s the last page all the bud
get has been spent... 

Send your piece to: The Blitter End, Atari ~T Review, Europa House, 
Adlington Park, Mocclesfield SKIO 4NP. We obviously can't guarantee to use 
your work, but we' ll try. We reserve the right to edit, for reasons of space, 
without changing the context of any piece. 
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33 Ormskirk Rd, 
Preston, Lanes, 

PR12QP 
Ladbroke Computing 
lntemaltonal are one ol trn! 

longest eslablosrnld homo computer deators In 
the U.K. We have developed an extenstve 
customer service poliCy which onvotves testong 
ol all h<'rdware priOr to despatch to ensure that 
goods arrive in working order, ollerong free 
advice and support over the phone and 
keeping customers inlormod Although our 
prices are not always the choapost we do 
endeavour to oiler consostenlly good serYicc 
and backup. 

All prices are correot at copy date 01 /04/93 
(while stocks last), and are subject to change 
without poor notice. All prices Include VAT but 
exclude delivery. 

How to Pay 
You can order by mall Clleques/Postal Orders 
rnade payable 10 Lad broke Computing. Or grve 
your credit card details over lho phone. 

Delivery 
Postal delivery Is available on small Items 
under £40 (Normally £3. phono tor detarls) 
Add £7 tor courrer delivery Next wof1<tng day 
delivery on mainla11d UK subfect to stock (£11 
tor Saturday deliVery) 

Open Mon·Sat9 30am to 5.00pm 
Ladbroke Computing Ltd lradong as Ladbroke 

Compulong lntemallonal 

Fax: (0772) 561071 
Te/: 9.00am-5.3Dpm (5 Lines) 

printers 

Star 
Star LC100 Colour 
Star LC20 
Star LC2411 00 Mono 
Starjet SJ48 Bubblejet 
SJ48 Sheet Feeder 
SJ48 Ink Cartridge 

Citizen 

} 

£165.00 
£124.00 
£179.00 
£210.00 

£55.00 
£19.00 

Citizen Swift 240 Colour £270.00 

Hewlett Packard 
HP Deskjet 500 
HP Deskjet 550 Colour 

Lasers 

£339.00 
£580.00 

Seikosha OP104 £549.00 
e 512K RAM (Exp to 2.5Mb) 
• HP Laserjet liP emulation 
e 14 resident fonts 
• Centronics/RS232C/RS422 
• 12 months on-site warranty 
Seikosha 512k RAM upgrade £69.00 
Seikosha Toner (2 units) £19.00 
Seikosha Drum Unit £79.00 
Ricoh LP1200 £759.00 
Add £3 for Centronics cable and £7 
for next working day courier delivery 

• All Data-Pulse Plus Hard Drives 
are fully Autobooting/Autoparking 
and are formatted, partitioned 
and tested before despatch, 
ready to "plug in and go" 

• Full metal case measuring 
300mm x 285mm x 51 mm (wdh). 
providing good shielding and 
monitor stand 

• Only Highest Quality Quantum or 
Maxtor mechanisms used 

• All drives come with full 12 
months warranty and free expert 
help and advice over the phone 

Data-Pulse+ 42Mb £319.99 
Data-Pulse +85Mb £379.99 
Data-Pulse + 127Mb £429.99 

• Capable of storing over 20Mb of 
uncompressed data on a single 
3.5" Floptical disk. Can read and 
write 720K and 1.44Mb 3.5• 
Floppy disks. 

• Average access time 65ms. Data 
transfer rate of 200K per sec (6 
times faster than Floppy disk). 

• High quality Data-Pulse Plus 
Case and PSU. 

• Ideal for fast data backup from 
hard drive. Diamond Back 11 
compatible. 

21Mb Floptical Drive 
Datapulse upgrade 

£399.99 
£299.99 

Alllhe Above drives include one 
21Mb 3.5" Floptical Disk. Phone for 

combination HD/Fioptical units. 

21Mb 3.5" Floptical Disk £24.99 
5 x 21Mb Floptical Disks £114.95 

.,;es l)pgradeS 

e Will fit any ST(F)(M) or Mega ST 
• Extremely compact in house 

designed Multi-layer circuit board 
smaller than a credit card 

• Upgradeable in stages from the 
base 512K to 2Mb then 4Mb 

• Solder in design for greater 
rel iability 

• Fully tested prior to despatch 
• All Aries RAM upgrade boards 

come packaged in a 10 capacity 
disk box, complete with full fitting 
instructions and memory test 
disk. 

512K Board £39.99 
2Mb Board £79.99 
4Mb Board £129.99 
512K SIMM's STE £9.99 
2Mb SIIV!M's STE £49.99 
4Mb SIMM's £94.99 
2 x SIPP to SIMM adaptors £3.00 

Datanet Network Hardware 
• Cartridge based high speed 

network solution 
• Compatible with ST (F)(M), Mega 

ST. STE, Mega STE 
Powernet Network Software 
• MultiTasking Network software 

allows applications to run on the 
server while drive and printer 
accesses take place in the 
background 

DataNet with PowerNet £99.99 
LanNet with PowerNet £89.99 
MidiNet with PowerNet £59.99 

Prices quoted are lor 1 Node. Each computer 
allached to a Nelwork reqwres 1 Node A LanNet 

device 1s reqwed to Ultltse the Lan Port on a Mega 
STE. TI or Falcon 

SI£ packs 
520 STE 
1Mb ...... STE 
2Mb STE 
4Mb STE 
1040 STE Curriculum 2 

';;a/cOn 030 

£219.00 
£229.00 
£275.00 
£329.00 
£289.00 

• 16MHz 32 btt 68030 Central 
Processor. 16MHz Blitter. 
32MHz 56001 Digital Signal 
Processor 

• 1.44Mb 3.5" Floppy, up to 14Mb 
RAM. Displays 65536 colours 
from 262144 palette at 768 x 480 
resolution 

• 8 Channel 16 bit, higher than CD 
quality. Stereo sound sampling 

FALCON 4Mb 65Mb HO £979.00 

Silhouette 
Scanlite Accessory 
Diamond Back 2 
Diamond Edge 
Image CAT 
HO Turbokit 

£60.00 
£20.00 
£29.99 
£34.99 
£24.99 

£4.99 

• Run PC Software on your ST 
• Full installation instructions 
• XT or AT Emulation 

PC Speed STFM (XT) 
PC Speed STE (XT) 
AT Speed STFM (8MHz) 
AT Speed STE (8MHz) 
AT Speed C16 STFM 
AT Speed C16 STE 

£55.00 
£55.00 

£129.00 
£139.00 
£189.00 
£199.00 

r;r;:r 1i ser";ces 
~l(ijpa r 

Our Service department can repai 
ST's in minimum time at competitive 
rates. We can arrange for fully 
insured, courier pickup and return 
delivery of your machine to ensure it'! 
safety. We even have a same day 
service which will ensure your 
machine is given priority and subject 
to fault . completed the same day. 

We can fit memory upgrades, PC 
Emulators, Security devices, ROM 
upgrades, hard drives to Mega STE's 
etc. 

We offer a Quotation service for 
£15 for which we will examine your 
machine and report back with an 
exact price for repair. If you do not 
wish to go ahead with the repairs the1 
just pay the £15. However if you do 
go ahead then the charge is includedl 
in the minimum charge. 

Please note: The minimum charge 
covers labour, any extra parts are 
chargeable. 

Quotation £15.0 
Minimum repair charge £35.2 
Same day service £15.0 
STFM(E) PSU £39.9 
1Mb internal drive £44.9 
AJB Boot switch £4.9 
TOS 2.06 + Switch STFM £65.0 
TOS 2.06 + Switch STE £65.0 
Courier Pickup £11 .0 
Courier Return £7.0 

Phone lor price and availability 
of ST spares 

D j I I 

I 
Philips 8833 Mkll £229.9 
Includes 12 Months on-stte 
warranty (Mainland UK) and free 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 11 game. 
Hi-Res Mono Monitor £149.9 
High quality 14" VGA Monitor wilh 
ST adaptor. Fully compatible with 
all ST Hi-Res Programmes 
Phi lips 15" FSTTXT TV £259.9 
Fully Remote control60 channel. 
Fast text TV with Scart input for 
near monitor quality display. 
Colour SVGA Monitor £255.0 
High quality Colour SVGA Monitor 
28 dot pitch. For use with Falcon. 
Falcon VGA Adaptor £9.9 
Falcon ST Monitor Adaptor £9.9 
Phi lips SCART to ST/STE £9.9 
8833 Mk 11 to ST/STE f9.9 



More fitari When only the Best will :z 

! 
do ... 

Cl 
< 

Falcons from HiSoft 

-· ! 
Yes, we have them- now! In what is a n unusual step for 
us, we have decided to stock both the 1Mb and the 
<1Mb/65Mb HO versions, the reta il prices of which are 
£599 and £999 inclusive. 

~lOS! 1-1 WO.Ij 
We hilve un-rivalled (in the UK at le<tst) knowledge of 
the Falcon hardware, its operating system nnd the tools 
that will be available for this amazing machine; in 

• 
Devpac 3 £79.95 
HiSoft Devpac 3 is the latest version of the 
popular assembler I debugger package for all 
Atari 680x0 computers. Packed full of features, 
it is the ideal programming environment for 
beginners a'nd professional programmers alike. 

Improved and extended, the Devpac 3 macro 
assembler is now often 40% faster than its 
predecessor (without using pre-assembly), has 
many extra, switchable optimisations and, with 
the abil ity to pre-assemble files for inclusion, 
can now claim to be the fastest assembler on the 
Atari computers. It produces 68000 up to 68030 
code (via a user option) & supports the maths 
eo-processors. 

Devpac 3 is supplied w ith a professional 
350-page, wire-bound manual, a ll the necessary 
include files for your system 
(ST /STe/TT I Falcon030), GST and Lattice 
tinkers, various utilities, example programs and 
a complete 68000 Pocket Programmer's 
Reference Gujde. Call or write for more details. 

ChemKit £ 39 .95 
1 I Ill~- JUU,4trl 

HH"'2-4.tl J: 

. .. 
A new package that maJ1Y chemists and 
students of chemistry have been waiting for; 
ChemKit allows the easy creation, amendment 
and printing of any chemical structure. 

Using a wide variety of flexible drawing 
prinUtives together with GDOS text, this 
package is a boon for anybody involved ii1 
producing chemical drawings. ChemKit runs on 
any ST /TT /Falcon030 and needs 1Mb memory. 

Books from HiSoft 
We have a number of excellent books for the 
ST /Falcon in stock at the moment. 

These include C-mansrup by Clayton Walnum, 
deal for the C enthusiast or the beginner; 
Program Design Techniques by Paul Overaa, an 
informative book on how to write 
well-structured programs in most languages; 
Real-Time 3D Graphics by Andrew Tyler, shows 
you IJow to create vivid solid 3D colour 
graphics while the Motorola 680x0 
Progrmnmer's Reference and the Motorola DSP 
56000 Heference are the bibles for 680x0 
a~semb: er c.nd DSP programmers. Please callus 
or write to us for priciJ1g details on these ti ties. 

ilddition, we fi rmly believe in quality of 
customer service, both before and after a sale. So 
why not give us a call to discuss the benefits of 
this superb new computer and how it can best 
meet your requirements? 

TruePaint £39.95 

The True 
Colour 
Paint 

Package 

TruePaint is the first art package to take 
ildvantage of the true colour capabilities of the 
Falcon030 computer ... a nd it is shipping now. 
Some of the highlights of the product a re: 

• 

• 

• 

Works 011 nil STs mul Fnlco11s in all screeu 
resolutio11s iuc/udiug 768x480 True Colour 

En~y-to-use multi-window ellvirOilment with 
1111!11115, loo/box n11d keyboard sltortCllls 

Full range of drawing tools 

A lnrge vnriety of cffecls includi11g s/u:111~ 
wri11kle, smooth, rni11bow etc. 

• Flexible zoom, full scree// mode with edit, 
colour picker, bezier curves ... 

• Aoimntion, Fo111/Speedo COOS support, wide 
·variety of file formats inc/udi11g lFF, TIFF, CIF, 
JPEG, Tnrgn, /MC, Neocltrome nnd more 

• £xtc11sive n11d informative 170-pnge 11111111111/ 

TruePaint was launched at the 7th International 
Computer Show and has already gained wide 
acclaim from its users. For more information, 
please call us and ask for a brochure. 

ttiSoft BASIC Z. ttarh!kin z. Lattic11 C 5.5, ttiSoft 
C, ttighSp~~l!d Pascal, FTL Mo<fula-Z. Knif11ST, 

WERCS, XBoot 3, ttiSoft Devpac, ttiSoft BASIC z. 
TruczPaint, Wordflalr, Diamond Back. Supqrbasl!, 
Diamond Edg11. K-Sprl!ad, K-Data, FirST BASIC, 
ttiSoft FOIUtt. ProFiight, Ch11mKit, T11mpus Z ... 

• HI I'' h, nnlwl•· Lll\ \.' 1 uwl I'(~/' •1'1/hmllu lilt. 1'1,,, .. ,., 111/ I•'' 
1"'''1'•1 clmt•J''''''''''' •'tltll ,·J, 1;-cJI "'J't<illt/III'#J::-,itll 

t ,. ,_ . ., ,ltJ,, I~ /, 'I H.'' 

Diamond Edge 
£49.95 

From the authors of Diamond Back, the popul<tr 
hard disk backup program, comes a new 
package that is essential to any serious user of 
an Atari 680x0 computer. 

Diamond Edge is a complete set of 
management, optimisation, diagnostic, repair 
and data recovery tools for use with floppy 
disks and hard disks. Version 1.04 is now 
available, th is supports the IDE hard disk 
within the Falcon030 - ca ll for upgrade details. 

The current version of Diamond Back, 2.51 , has 
fu ll support for the new 2·1 Mb flopticals- again. 
contact us for informntion on upgrading. 

XBoot3 £34.95 
We are pleased to have acquired the exclusive 
rights to version 3 of this package, which 
provides comprehensive management of your 
AUTO folders. 

New features include independence from ;my 
video lwrdware, selection of CPXs, defirution of 
links between related files, new batch editor, 
integrated parameters dialog, a complete new 
function to ch<~nge the running order of your 
programs and more. 

XBOOT is an efficient, easy-to-use program and 
comes with a well-written and useful manual. 
Please enquire about upgrades (from £12.95) if 
you have an eilrl ier version of X BOOT. 

Superbase £99.95 
Professional 
Following the s;~le of the STand Amiga versions 
of Superbase to Oxxi lnc with whom we aye 
working closely on a project for the Falcon030, 
we are pleased to be able to offer the superlative 
Superbase Professional (Version 3.02) at a 
substantial saving over its previous 
recommended price. 

All Hi Soft's J>rc>ducts <}mu !.I be tll'<li/al>h•t/uwtgh your 
locnl C<IIIIJIUfcr rfC'nfcr. If !1<'11 lrtt<'<' rli(fiwlly in 

ol>luiuiu~ u t it le V<lll wu 11rdcr dir,·dlv from 1-/iSvft 
usi11g ynu;. crerlil c;r dd•iiCt1rd - fust cnil tulta, Sa/lie,.,. 

Mtlrll/11111' '"' 052.'; ; Ill/SI. 

Hi Soft 
High Quality Software 

The Old School, Greenfield, 
Bedford MK45 5DE UK. 
Tel: +44 (0) 525 718181 
Fax: +44 (0) 525 713716 
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